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Executive Summary
Introduction
FAB Link is a 220km proposed underground and subsea interconnector which will allow exchange and
trading of up to 1400MW of electricity between France and Britain via Alderney. The cable will cross
the channel island of Alderney in order to connect future renewable tidal stream generation in the seas
around Alderney. The interconnector is being developed by Transmission Investment, together with
the French grid company RTE (Réseau de Transport d’Électricité) and Alderney based tidal power
developer Alderney Renewable Energy (ARE). FAB Link Limited is a joint venture between
Transmission Investment and ARE. FAB Link Ltd will own the assets in Alderney and Britain (the
subject of this report).
The project is designated as a European Project of Common Interest (PCI project number 1.7.1) under
the provisions of European Union Regulation No. 347/2013 on guidelines for Trans-European Network
for Energy (TEN-E Regulations) and can access funding through the Connecting Europe Facility
(CEF). It has been granted an Interconnector Licence by the UK Gas and Electricity Markets Authority
and has been granted Interim Project approval under the Interconnector “cap and floor” regime by
OFGEM.
The marine cables cross the jurisdictions of four competent authorities: UK territorial waters and
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ); France EEZ; and States of Guernsey and States of Alderney
territorial waters.
Under the UK Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 laying and burial of a cable within 12 nautical
miles of the coastline (i.e. territorial waters) requires a Marine Licence. Within the offshore marine
area (outside of 12 nautical miles, EEZ), although installation is exempt from requiring a Marine
Licence, the deposition of cable protection material and seabed preparation are licensable activities.
There are currently no formal licensing requirements for the section of FAB Link which crosses the
French EEZ.
Within the Bailiwick of Guernsey, of which the States of Alderney are a constituent part, cable
installation is currently listed on Guernsey Statutory Instrument 1992 No 23 as exempt from requiring
a Food and Environment Protection (FEPA) Licence. However, the States of Guernsey Office of
Environmental Health and Pollution Regulation (the marine consenting authority) have confirmed that
deposition of material on the seabed e.g. for the purposes of cable protection and seabed preparation
is not an exempt activity and would require a FEPA Licence.
In response to a request for a screening opinion from FAB Link Ltd, the Marine Management
Organisation (MMO, the UK marine consenting authority) has confirmed that the installation of cables
does not constitute ‘Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)’ Development as defined under the
Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007. They have confirmed that a
statutory EIA is not required to support the Marine Licence application.
However, under Schedule 9 of the Electricity Act 1989, FAB Link Ltd, as the interconnector licence
holder, has a “duty to preserve amenity”. In accordance with their Schedule 9 Statement (which can
be viewed at www.fablink.net) FAB Link Ltd is committed to complete appropriate marine surveys and
assessments. The scale of the project and its location require that a number of issues in respect of
potential environmental effects should be addressed and FAB Link Ltd consider it best practice to
meet its obligations by undertaking a series of non-statutory Environmental Appraisals.
The Environmental Report to which this Executive Summary relates, reports on the environmental
appraisal process, its findings and conclusions for the marine components of the project. The
information in the report has been collated to inform the applications for the required marine consents
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and allow regulators in the UK and States of Guernsey to satisfy their statutory obligations. It will
accompany both the Marine Licence and FEPA Licence applications.
The scope of the assessment is from mean high water springs from:
▪

Landfall at Budleigh Salterton in Devon to landfall at Corblets Bay on the north coast of Alderney –
referred to as route AB; and

▪

Landfall at Longis Bay, on the south coast of Alderney through the States of Alderney and States of
Guernsey territorial waters to the median line with France – referred to as route FA.

Separate Onshore environmental reports have been prepared which cover the cable route from mean
low water to the converter station for the UK and the cable route as it crosses Alderney. As there is
overlap in the intertidal area, both the Offshore and Onshore ERs consider the intertidal zone. FAB
Link Ltd’s partner, RTE, is responsible for the remaining section of route FA to landfall at Le Platé on
the Cherbourg peninsula.

The Need for the Project
Britain currently has multiple "two-way" electricity interconnectors with Ireland and continental Europe,
which provide a means of transferring electricity between the exporting and importing country.
However, the challenges faced by the British and wider European energy system drives the need for
additional interconnectors. The benefits provided by interconnectors assist in meeting the challenges
of remaining economically competitive in a global market, the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and to ensure electricity security in Britain.

Project Development
British and French electricity transportation grids operate as alternating current (AC) systems, in which
the direction of the current changes (and then changes back) on average fifty times a second.
However, an AC interconnector between the British and French grids is not technically and
economically feasible. The best current technology for the project, which FAB Link Ltd propose to
use, combines a high voltage direct current (HVDC) interconnector with a converter station at each
end to change the current to AC.

Project concept
The concept of harnessing tidal energy in the waters around Alderney has been under development
by Alderney Renewable Energy (ARE) since 2004. Discussions at this time to establish a route to
market for the energy potential of up to 3GW resulted in ARE considering single point connections to
France and the UK. However, it was determined that these single point connections would be
uneconomic. In 2010, ARE commissioned Transmission Investment (TI) to investigate the feasibility
of developing an electricity interconnector which could also facilitate the economic export of tidal
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energy. Subsequently, ARE and TI jointly established FAB Link Ltd to develop the concept of such an
electricity interconnector.
The FAB Link interconnector was included on the first PCI list published in 2013 and has been
retained in the second list published in 2015. It is also included in the ENTSO-E 10–year network
development plan. The inclusion of the FAB Link interconnector in the PCI list and the ENTSO-E
network development plan is indicative of the importance of the interconnector at a European level
and the necessity of the timeline for delivery of the FAB Link Project as a standalone project.
The FAB Link project will initially be used entirely for exchange and trading of electricity between
Britain and France, but over time it would enable the provision of a route to market for power from
Alderney, as tidal power is developed. The export of tidal energy generation from Alderney would
occur concurrently with energy trading along the interconnector.
The concept of the development of the FAB Link Project was based on a number of assumptions:
1. In the context of PCI status and inclusion in the ENSTO-E ten year network development plan, the
economic and regulatory case for the FAB Link Project is predicated on the basis of functioning first
and foremost as an electricity interconnector.
2. Development of marine renewables on Alderney is dependent on the existence of a suitable route
to market for the energy generated and a staged development over a number of years in contrast
to the FAB Link project which requires earlier delivery to meet the requirements of the ENSTO-E
ten year network development plan.
3. Development of marine renewables in Alderney would require a converter station in order to
convert the electricity generated by tidal energy (HVAC) into a form that would enable transmission
along the FAB Link interconnector (HVDC). This future connection would be most easily achieved
by routing the FAB Link interconnector cables across Alderney.
4. The States of Alderney Strategic Plan (2014) set out a policy framework that provided the best
options for maximising energy independence for the States of Alderney which includes support for
the FAB Link interconnector project.
A direct route around Alderney was discounted as this would not meet the objective of providing a
route to market for the power from Alderney. It would be technically possible to lay the FAB cables
around Alderney and for the tidal generation subsequently to connect into them. However, an offshore
converter station would be required which would be significantly more expensive than the proposed
arrangement.
Although the development of the FAB Link Project would facilitate future development of infrastructure
required for tidal energy generation, it would not prejudice the determination of any application for
such generation, which would be subject to separate consenting requirements and safeguards, if
permission was granted.

Connection and landfall options
To develop the project, suitable connection options in southern England had to be identified. FAB Link
Ltd and National grid undertook an assessment which identified seven potential sites. The
assessment, described in detail in the FAB Link Onshore Environmental Report concluded that Exeter
offers the preferred grid connection.
Once a potential grid connection was identified FAB Link Ltd commissioned a number of studies which
considered a range of environmental, technical and economic constraints to identify suitable landfall
locations for the marine cables in Britain and Alderney. The studies were undertaken in parallel with
consideration of onshore locations for converter stations and underground and marine cable routes.
The options appraisal concluded with the identification of Preferred Landfall sites and a Preferred
Cable Route which balanced technical feasibility and economic viability whilst ensuring the least
disturbance to people and the environment.
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Landfall assessments and landfall visits were carried out in November 2013 (Alderney) and April 2014
(UK). As a result of these visits and assessments, four UK sites were taken forward for further
consideration: Budleigh Salterton, Crab Ledge, Sidmouth Cliff and Sidmouth Seafront. Four landfall
options on the north Alderney coast were identified: Saye Bay, Chateau à l’Étoc, Corblets East and
Corblets Bay; and four landfall sites on the south Alderney coast were assessed: Hannaine Bay; TroisVaux; Telegraph Bay and Longis Bay.
UK landfall options

Alderney landfall options

A marine reconnaissance survey was commissioned in 2014 to identify seabed conditions on the
approach to landfall options; helping to refine cable installation techniques and identify environmental
sensitivities. The survey identified that a number of sites would not be feasible from a technical
perspective. In parallel with the survey, FAB Link Ltd also carried out consultation to better
understand specific environmental and planning constraints.
The assessments identified Budleigh Salterton to be the preferred landfall in the UK; Corblets Bay as
the preferred landfall on the northern Alderney coast; and Longis bay as the preferred landfall on the
southern Alderney coast.

Offshore route selection
Four offshore route options were explored between Corblets Bay and the UK landfalls (Budleigh
Salterton, Crab Ledge, Sidmouth Cliff and Sidmouth Seafront). Routes were optimised to avoid the
Hurd Deep unexploded ordnance (UXO) dumping ground; identified areas of high UXO concentrations
mussel farm development sites close to the British coast; and identified shipwrecks in close proximity.
Technical constraints were also taken into consideration such as minimisation of pre-lay seabed
preparation requirements; minimisation of post-lay seabed and cable works requirements; and
minimisation of subsea cable crossings.
The final route selected between Budleigh Salterton and Corblets Bay offered the least constrained
option both technically and environmentally.
Two main options were assessed for the route between Longis Bay, Alderney and Le Platé, France: a
direct and consequently shorter route; and a longer option routed to the south of the Alderney South
Banks. Both routes comprise approximately 75% bedrock, have been routed to avoid a shipwreck,
rocky bedforms and areas of sand/gravel waves. Consideration was given to: sediment mobility;
fishing activity; anchoring risk; risk of UXO; environmental and planning constraints; vessel operability
and weather downtime; and physical seabed data from previous surveys. The two routes were
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adjusted, where possible, to avoid risks identified. Following installation and cost analysis, it was
decided that the direct route is the preferred option. The route was subsequently altered following:
▪

An Alderney Renewable Energy (ARE) request to avoid passing directly though future tidal farm
development blocks; and

▪

Discovery of a dredged material dumping ground close to the French coast.

The final selected route is presented below.
FAB Link Route
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Project Description
Installation programme

The project is expected to take between three and four years to implement. The table below presents
an indicative programme of work for the project through to commissioning. To ensure conditions for
offshore cable installation are as safe as possible, offshore operations are timetabled to be carried out
during the summer months. The exact timing of the landfall works will be dependent upon the offshore
works and licensing work permits and conditions that will be designed to limit the potential for impacts
on features of conservation interest. The landfall preparatory construction may be undertaken in the
winter months when there will be fewer people using the beach areas.
Indicative schedule for marine works
Activity
Pre-lay survey
(if necessary)

Duration
(months)

2017

2018

2019

2020

Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2

Cable design &
manufacture

21

Landfall preparatory
construction

12

Pre-lay grapnel run
(before each campaign,
if necessary)

1

Land cables

15

Marine cable
installation

12

Commissioning and
post-lay survey

3

Cable design

The project will use four 320kV high voltage direct current (HVDC) submarine cables. Each cable is
approximately 135mm in diameter (270mm per bundle), and weighs approximately 45kg/m. Cables
will be installed either individually or more likely bundled together in pairs. The final decision about the
laying arrangement will depend on the cable supplier. A fibre optic cable will also be laid for control
and communication purposes.
Typical cable bundle arrangement
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The cables will be installed in the seabed at varying widths apart according to water depth. The
separation distance is approximately four times the water depth. The maximum water depth is 140m
so the separation distance may be up to 560m in some sections of the route. The worst case
assumption is that there will be four trenches for individual cables.

Pre-installation
Seabed preparation

In general little or no preparation of the seabed will be required prior to laying the cables. However
there are short sections along both the AB and FA routes which will require some preparation. Three
techniques are proposed:
1. Mass flow excavation (MFE) – used in areas of mobile sediments such as the sandbanks south of
Alderney and the sand waves north of Alderney. The technique removes a portion of the
sandwave (referred to as pre-sweeping), casting it to either side of the trench. This removes the
excessive inclines on the sandwave, creating a flatter profile, or ‘working profile’, for the burial
machine. This process is expected to be required for 600m of the FA route and 2.2km for the AB
route.
2. Filling of gulleys – there are steep sided gulleys in certain areas of the AB route. These may need
filling with rock prior to cable lay. This will enable the cable to be laid on a stable seabed.
3. Boulder removal - In order to prepare a clear path for the cable to be laid and buried, a plough will
be towed across the seabed. A swathe between 5 and 10m wide will be cleared of boulders. The
boulders will be pushed to one side. This process is expected to be required along approximately
35km of the AB route, and 9km of the FA route.

Survey requirements

Although detailed engineering surveys have been completed for the marine cable routes, further
surveys will be completed by the cable installation contractor prior to commencement of cable
installation. This typically takes place 3-6 months ahead of installation.
The primary objective of these surveys is to confirm that no new obstructions have appeared on the
seabed since the detailed engineering surveys, and to complete an unexploded ordnance (UXO)
clearance survey. The survey will involve a range of standard geophysical survey techniques such as
multi-beam echosounder, side scan sonar (SSS) and magnetometer.

Route clearance and pre-lay grapnel run

The purpose of the pre-lay grapnel run is to clear any debris from the cable route, such as lost fishing
gear, that could impact on the cable burial operations. A heavy grapnel with a series of specially
designed hooks, or grapnels, approximately 1m width and 0.5m – 1m penetration depth will be towed
along the centreline of the cable route by either a work boat or the cable lay vessel. Debris retained
by the grapnel will be collected on board and disposed of appropriately through licensed onshore
facilities.

UXO clearance
The installation contractor is required to undertake a UXO survey less than 6 months before
installation commences. Any UXO considered to pose a risk to the operation will be avoided i.e.
through micro-routeing. Any UXO that are in the corridor and that cannot be avoided by the minimum
acceptable clearance distance of 10m will be removed or removed by a specialist sub-contractor.
UXO that is assessed as safe to remove can be picked up by an electromagnetic grab. As a last
resort, UXO will be detonated on site. Detonation is undertaken by either a diver (if considered safe to
do so) or a remotely operated vehicle (ROV).
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Installation operations
Vessels

The cable lay will be performed on a 24-hour basis to ensure minimal navigational impact on other
users and to maximise efficient use of suitable weather conditions and vessel and equipment time.
Notifications will be issued in accordance with statutory procedures to ensure navigational and
operational safety. In addition to the installation vessel(s), additional vessels (i.e. guard vessels) will
be involved with the operation. Although exact details may change, it is likely that the vessels to be
used will consist of:
▪

Cable lay vessel - specialist ship equipped with dynamic positioning systems, designed specifically
to carry and handle long lengths (up to 100km) of heavy power cables.

▪

Cable lay barge – may be required to lay and bury cables at landfalls. Depending on the vessel
positioning is achieved through dynamic positioning systems or anchors.

▪

Guard vessel – if necessary, will accompany cable lay vessel to maintain surveillance around the
worksite ensuring other vessels are kept clear, reducing the risk of collision and to protect the cable
prior to burial.

▪

Rock placement vessel – feature a large hopper to transport rock (for cable protection) and a
mechanism for deployment of rock on site. This can be: side dumping (rock is pushed over the
side of the vessel); split hopper (sides separate to allow rock to fall through vessel; or flexible pipe
(retractable chute used to control flow of rock to seabed).

Cable lay vessel

Typical fall-pipe vessel

Laying

When the cable lay vessel arrives on site the cable is transported via cable engines to the overboarding point of the ship (usually the aft end). Under a hold back tension, it is guided over into the
water (and into a plough, if burial is simultaneous with lay). It is either laid onto the seabed for later
burial, or emerges from the plough at a point below the seabed consistent with the specified burial
depth. Cable laying can progress at speeds of up to around 500m per hour.
Cable lay vessels can carry cable lengths in bundled configuration up to or even over 100km. This
means that the FA route will be laid without joints and the AB route will require just one joint, possibly
none. Cable joints have to be made on board the vessel which means extra cable equal to twice the
depth of water is introduced into each of the two cables to allow for the jointing operation to take place.
FAB Link Ltd will ensure that if joints are required, as far as possible, they are not located in sensitive
areas, e.g. shipping channels, anchoring grounds, where the prolonged location of the installation
spread is not desirable.
FAB Link will cross two types of cables: disused and live. Disused cables are usually severed with the
permission of the owner. The cables are typically de-buried, folded back on the seabed and stabilised
by concrete mattresses. For live cable crossings FAB link Ltd will enter into formal agreements with
the cable owner. The physical design of the crossing will vary according to, among other things, the
size, type, location and burial state of the crossed infrastructure. Generally the cables will cross over
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infrastructure on a ‘bridge’ comprised of either aggregate or concrete mattresses. This section will
subsequently be covered over with a protective layer of either aggregate or mattresses.
Representative crossing design

Cable burial and protection

Once laid on the seabed the cables need to either be buried or otherwise protected from the threat of
external damage such as anchors or fishing activity. In areas of high currents, the cables may also be
unstable on the seabed and therefore need to be stabilised using the same techniques, which are
outlined in the table below.
The nature of the seabed varies along the marine cable route between sand, clay, gravel, mud,
sandstone, limestone, shist and granite. The choice of burial technique or protection method will vary
along the route depending upon the seabed conditions in each section. Where possible the cable will
be buried in the seabed. Where the seabed composition is not suitable for burial, external mechanical
protection will be provided through either rock-placement, application of concrete mattresses and/or
installation of cast iron shells.
The results of the 2015 route survey indicate that burial should be feasible for the majority of the AB
route. Installation on the FA route is expected to rely primarily on protection by rock berm.
Method

Description

Suitable Seabed
Type

Plough

Post-lay burial by
plough towed either by
the cable laying
(simultaneous lay and
burial) or more usually
by separate vessel

Mud, soft clay

Jet trenching

Powerful water-jetting
tool used to fluidise
seabed and allow prelaid cables to sink.

Sand, silt
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Method

Description

Suitable Seabed
Type

Mechanical
trenching

Cutting of trench by
wheel or chain cutter,
either pre-lay (so the
cable can be laid into
the trench) or post lay.

Hard clay,
cemented sand,
sand stone.

Mass Flow
Excavator

Localised displacement
of seabed sediment
and material using a
non-touch tool.

Soft sandy
sediments

Rock
Trenching

Wheel cutters or a
driven chain to break
and move rock and
hard sediments

Rock and hard
sediments

Rock
Placement

Construction of Rockberms over laid cables
by specialist
contractors using
dedicated vessels and
equipment

Rock

Concrete
Mattresses

Usually used for
protection at specific
points such as crossing
of existing cables.
Laid by crane from a
general marine
installation vessel.

All

Cast-Iron
Shells

Applied to the cable as
it is over-boarded from
the cable laying vessel
to provide mechanical
protection over uneven
seabed and increase
stability of cables in
high energy
(nearshore) areas.

Hard rock

Typical Equipment

The recommended target burial depths along the cable length were determined in a detailed Cable
Burial study undertaken in June 2016 (WKG 2016). The target burial depth is 0.6m for the entire FA
route and the majority of the AB route (WKG 2016). The Cable Burial Assessment has identified the
total length of cable burial required across the route, summarised in the below table.
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Summary of cable protection requirements
Rock Protection

Length (km)
France – Alderney
(FA)*

Alderney – Britain
(AB)

Burial in sediment

0.000

50.148

Rock placement only

0.000

2.177

Potential burial in rock or rock placement

0.000

20.077

Burial in rock or rock placement

10.000

65.310

Note: * Rock protection quoted for the FA route is from the French territorial limit to Longis Bay, Alderney (FA KP20 – FA KP30).

Cable landfall

The landfalls are where the marine cables come ashore. The landfall locations are presented in the
below table. The shore-crossings will be accomplished by one of two methods: horizontal directional
drilling (HDD); or open-cut trenching. In both cases the landfall is prepared in advance of the arrival of
the cable lay vessel, so that that vessel is not delayed in its operations. The preferred option of cable
installation is HDD. If the installation contractor proposes to use the open-cut method they will have to
demonstrate that HDD is not feasible.
Shore crossing coordinates and crossing method
Shore Crossing

Coordinates (WGS84)

Crossing method

Lime Kiln Car Park,
Budleigh Salterton

50°37’49N; 3°18’45W

HDD (Open-Cut if HDD is not feasible)

Corblets Bay, Alderney

49°43’44N; 2°10’22W

HDD (Open-cut if HDD is not feasible)

Longis Bay, Alderney

49°43’18N; 2°10’26W

HDD (Open-cut if HDD is not feasible)

No works to take place in Lime Kiln Car
Park in July and August.

Budleigh Salterton, UK

Corblets Bay, Alderney
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Longis Bay, Alderney

The land cables will be connected with the marine cables in a transition jointing bay (TJB) buried in the
ground above the high water mark. In all areas the cables will be buried below surface, i.e. into the
beach. Up to four TJBs could be dug at each landfall, separated by a distance of 5m. Each bay will
2
cover a maximum area of 45m (based on 15mx3m) and will be installed to a depth of 3m below
ground level.
HDD is the preferred method of installation at all three landfalls. HDD is a technique whereby a hole is
drilled from shore under any sea defences (such as the WWII anti-tank wall at the back of Longis
Beach), dune systems or sensitive features, to a point a suitable distance offshore, usually several
hundred metres. A pipe is inserted into the drilled hole which is then used as a duct into which the
cables are installed.
Up to six ducts could be drilled at each landfall; although between two and four is more likely given the
geological conditions. The ducts will fan out of the TJB to achieve exit points for the marine cables in
the nearshore with a separation distance of 10m. From the exit point the cables will then merge back
together usually within 100m. It is possible that concrete mattresses would be used in this transition
area to protect the cables before they are buried. Preliminary analysis of the geological data at the
landfalls suggests that the distance offshore that the HDD ducts will exit is as follows:
▪

Budleigh Salterton: between 300m and 1000m;

▪

Corblets Bay: between 300m and 700m; and

▪

Longis Bay: between 400m and 800m.

The benefit of HDD is that the shore-landing can be prepared before the cable landing operation
commences and the beach will not need to be closed whilst drilling is taking place.
If, HDD is not technically possible, trenches will be excavated across the beach using conventional
excavators (either on the shore or mounted on a shallow barge). At Budleigh Salterton, the nature of
the pebbly beach is such that the trench would need to be formed by removing pebbles in layers of
perhaps 0.5 to 1m deep and placing gabions of rock to retain the remaining pebbles. This would
create a stepped profile within the trench. Due to the pebbles at Budleigh Salterton the trench could
be up to 120m wide. At Corblets Bay and Longis Bay, trenching would affect a maximum 40m wide
strip of the intertidal area. Vehicular access both sides of the trench and materials storage would
mean that a construction corridor across the beach of up to 30m would be required. At Longis Bay
and Corblets Bay temporary trackway made from wood and aluminium would be laid onto the sand to
prevent vehicles from sinking into the sand.
Once the trench has been formed the cable will be installed from the cable lay vessel by a
combination of floating and pulling the cable ashore using a winch anchored behind the beach. On
completion of works, the beach / intertidal area will be restored to pre-impact conditions.

Post-lay surveys

To ensure cables are adequately buried and to prevent navigational risk, a post-installation survey will
be undertaken along the section of cable that has undergone installation, repair or replacement to
demonstrate the successful burial and depth of the cable. Survey techniques used will be similar to
those employed for pre-installation surveys e.g. multi-beam echosounder, side scan sonar and
magnetometer, but in addition shallow sub-bottom profiling may be used.
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Noise

Noise produced by the cable installation in the marine environment is set against a background of
noise produced by other shipping activity in the area. With this in mind it is anticipated that noise
emissions associated with the offshore and shallow water operations will make only a very minor
contribution to the typical noise levels found in the vicinity of the cables. The predominant noise
generating activities for FAB Link are geophysical survey equipment; UXO detonation (if required);
cable trenching and mass flow excavation; mechanical trenching on harder ground; rock or mattress
placement; vessels using dynamic positioning; and support vessels.
The highest levels of planned noise are expected to arise from geophysical survey and vessel
dynamic positioning systems. Explosive detonations e.g. UXO detonation, are some of the largest
sounds generated by anthropogenic activities. However, these will be avoided if possible during the
project.

Cable operation
During operation of the cables, emissions to the environment consist of electrically-induced and
magnetic fields, and heat. The influence of FAB Link on the background geomagnetic field along the
cable route is expected to be low with electro-magnetic fields expected to emanate no further than
10m from the cables. Temperature increases in the upper sediments of the seabed over buried
cables and in the outer layer of rock armouring are not expected to emanate further than 1m from the
cable and exceed 2°C.

Maintenance and repair
It is likely that routine surveys using standard geophysical survey equipment and/or remotely operated
vehicles to monitor buried depth and integrity of rock berms will be undertaken, particularly in the initial
years of operation, and should the local environmental conditions change or be suspected as having
changed. This is especially true of the areas of high tidal energy surrounding Alderney. Cable
intervention activities will have a similar impact to the installation activities, however they will be on a
smaller extremely localised scale, and as such are not expected to have any significant impacts. Any
impacts will be less than those identified for installation operations.
Once installed, marine cables are not expected to require routine maintenance. If a cable fault is
detected, usually as a consequence of damage cause by external interaction e.g. trawlers and
commercial ship anchors, the relevant section of the cable will be located and retrieved to surface for
inspection and replacement. It may be necessary to de-bury the cable(s) prior to cable recovery. A
repair will typically be carried out by a single vessel. A shallow water repair, in less than 10m of water,
will typically be made using an anchored barge. In deeper water a dynamically positioned cable
vessel will be used. As the fault location may be uncertain up to 1km has been allowed for as a
replacement length. The extra length of a repaired short cable section means it cannot be returned to
its exact previous alignment on the seabed. The excess cable will be laid on the seabed in a loop off
to one side of the original route, but still within the proposed marine cable corridor. The additional
joints and the extra cable length will be buried, typically using jetting machines, concrete mattresses or
rock placement deployed from either the repair vessel itself or a separate specialised vessel.

Unplanned events
Unplanned events are incidents or non-routine events that have the potential to trigger impacts that
would otherwise not be anticipated during the normal course of installation or operation. The severity
of impact from unplanned events can be greater than those from planned installation and maintenance
operations, however the probability of an unplanned event occurring is typically much lower.
Unplanned events which have been considered by the assessment include hydrocarbon or chemical
spill; damage to an external asset e.g. cable or pipeline, through anchor dragging; and ship to marine
mammal collision.
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Decommissioning
FAB Link Ltd recognises the importance of considering the decommissioning process at an early
stage, and should decommissioning be undertaken, the operation will be conducted according to the
standard industry protocol at the time. The least environmentally damaging option and the usual
approach for submarine cables is to leave the cable in-situ and this is the expected approach for FAB
Link.

Environmental Appraisal & Consultation
The non-statutory Environmental Appraisal (EA) follows the principles of Environmental Impact
Assessment and draws upon best practice guidance published by the Institute of Environmental
Management and Assessment, the Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management
and Scottish Natural Heritage.
Early consultation is a critical first step to the development of a comprehensive and balanced EA.
FAB Link Ltd opened discussions with the Marine Management Organisation (the UK regulator) in
2014 and wider consultation commenced in June 2015. Consultation remains an ongoing process to
ensure that consultee comments and recommendations are appropriately captured. Consultation
undertaken up to submission of the Marine Licence and FEPA Licence applications is described in
detail in the projects Consultation Report (provided as Appendix A). A summary of the consultation
responses is outlined in each topic Chapter of the ER.
Under PCI requirements FAB Link Ltd are also required to conduct public consultation through a
variety of means set out in Section 4.23 of the TEN-E UK Manual of Procedures (DECC, 2014). Wider
public participation was achieved through:
▪

Development and regular updates to Project Website (http://www.fablink.net/)

▪

Public consultation meetings

▪

Provision of public information leaflets – published before the start of public consultation.

Public consultation meetings were held at Budleigh Salterton (UK landfall), Cranbrook (mid-point along
UK onshore route); Woodbury (UK converter station location); and Alderney, in July and August 2016.
Consultation responses from these events have been incorporated into the final ER.

Environmental Report (ER)
The ER reports on the EA process, its findings and conclusions. The ER will accompany the licence
applications to the MMO and the States of Guernsey. Its main objective is therefore to provide
sufficient environmental information and data to inform the relevant consent applications as required
by law, and to allow the regulators in the UK and States of Guernsey to make an informed decision.
The information contained within the ER has been drawn from existing literature, project specific data,
personal communications with local experts and statutory bodies and site specific studies and surveys
commissioned for the project. It is divided into individual topic Chapters that cover the physical,
biological and human environment. Chapters follow a common structure (shown below). Signposting
is provided in each section to ensure that it is clear which jurisdiction information relates to.
1. Topic
Chapter

1.1 Data Sources
1.2 Consultation
1.3 Existing Baseline Environment

1.3.1 UK waters
1.3.2 French EEZ
1.3.3 States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
1.4 Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
1.5 Significance Assessment
1.6 Legal Compliance
1.7 Mitigation Measures
1.8 Residual Impact
1.9 Cumulative impact
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Environmental Appraisal Results
In order to assess the potential impacts resulting from the project it is necessary to first establish the
physical, biological and human conditions that exist along and within the vicinity of the marine cable
corridor. Having established baseline conditions, the next step is to identify for each environmental
receptor (e.g. habitats, fish, birds, marine mammals) project activities which have the potential to
interact within the receptor and result in an impact. For each potential impact the assessment then
considers the magnitude of the impact (the degree of change potentially caused) and the sensitivity of
the receptor to the impact. The level of significance of the effect for the potential impact can then be
determined. This is done prior to consideration of any measures that would mitigate potential impacts.
The significance assessment is repeated taking into consideration the application of legal control
compliance and appropriate mitigation. This determines whether there is likely to be a residual
impact.

UK waters
Marine processes

Existing baseline: The seabed gradually slopes from landfall at Budleigh Salterton to maximum water
depth of 58m. The seabed is characterised by mobile sediment deposits with local areas of sand
ripples and frequent rocky outcrops in shallower waters. Strong bottom currents are prevalent, leading
to sediment mobility and high levels of turbidity. Contamination levels in sediment are low.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included changes to the
sediment regime and coastal processes; changes to seabed bathymetry and features; disturbance to
natural and contaminated sediments; changes to seabed temperature; and change in water quality
e.g. from sediment plume or discharges from project vessels, and including changes to bathing water
quality. It concluded that the significance of effects was negligible for all potential impacts and
thatresidual impacts are not expected.
Mitigation proposed: Although the significance of impacts was assessed as negligible, as a matter of
best practice FAB Link Ltd have proposed measures which will further reduce the significance of
effects. These include restricting activities (including vehicle movements) within the intertidal zone;
and taking measures to ensure there are no significant releases to the marine environment during
HDD.

Benthic and intertidal ecology

Existing baseline: The marine survey identified twelve biotopes in the marine cable corridor including
two EC Habitats Directive Annex I habitats: Maërl beds; and reef (bedrock reef and low grade stony
reef). No protected priority species on rocky reefs were identified as present by the marine surveys.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included habitat loss;
suspended sediment dispersion; smothering of species; introduction of new substrate; and emission of
electromagnetic fields (EMF). Three impacts were assessed as of minor significance, the rest as of
negligible significance. Disturbance of the Maërl beds will be temporary and result in only a minor shift
away from baseline conditions. However, there would remain a residual effect of minor significance
-3
after mitigation. The change in water quality due to suspended sediment will drop below 10gm ,
within regional variability within 100m of the cable trench. Benthic species identified are expected to
be widely occurring and general sensitivity to smothering is low. There are no measures proposed
that have the potential to reduce the significance of these effects and therefore the residual effects
remain of minor significance.
Mitigation proposed: Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a
minimum. Rock and mattresses will only be deployed where adequate burial cannot be achieved.

Fish and shellfish

Existing baseline: The marine cable corridor passes through spawning grounds for seven
commercially important species and nursing grounds for six species. Sediment along the AB route are
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too coarse to provide suitable sandeel habitat. Salmon, sea trout, European eel and sea lamprey may
be present. Shellfish are of commercial importance in English Channel and brown (or edible) crab is
known to undertake migratory journeys across the marine cable corridor.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included habitat disturbance;
smothering of species (directly and indirectly); reduced feeding success of visual species; disturbance
or injury from underwater noise; and EMF disturbing navigation. All impacts were considered to be of
negligible significance with the exception of the effects of EMF. The effect of EMF will be present
along the marine cable corridor for the lifetime of the operating cable. However, effects will be
localised and temporary, with normal movements and migration expected to resume once beyond the
6m extent of the field. As there are no measures that can reduce this impact the significance of the
residual effect was also minor.
Mitigation proposed: To reduce the impact on spawning and nursing grounds deployment of
anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a minimum.

Marine birds

Existing baseline: Key sensitive species are guillemot, fulmar and herring gull which forage over
large distances. Designated species from colonies at Berry Head to Sharkham Point SSSI, Bolt Head
to Bolt Tail SSSI and Polruan to Polperro SSSI may be present within the marine cable corridor.
Offshore waters are a known wintering and passage ground for waterbirds on Exe Estuary SPA &
Ramsar and Otter Estuary SSSI.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included physical disturbance
due to presence of vessels and equipment; depletion of food resources and loss of habitat; and toxic
effects as a consequence of an accidental hydrocarbon spill. All impacts were assessed as of
negligible significance. The risk to marine birds from a hydrocarbon spill was assessed as tolerable.
However, legal compliance will reduce the significance of the risk to acceptable.
Mitigation proposed: Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots. A toolbox talk will be
held with key installation parties that will include an overview of legal compliance regarding the
protection and conservation of coastal and marine birds.

Marine mammals and reptiles

Existing baseline: Cetacean sightings are low in numbers and diversity. Bottlenose dolphin and
harbour porpoise are present throughout the year. Short-beaked dolphin and long-finned pilot whale
are more casual visitors. Eight additional species are occasionally sighted. The English Channel is
not an important area for common and grey seals; both are only casual visitors. Rare sightings of
leatherback turtles have been recorded in coastal waters.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included disturbance from
underwater noise (including geophysical survey, vessels and cable burial techniques); EMF interfering
with navigation; and collision with project vessels. All potential impacts on marine mammals were
assessed as of minor significance, with the expectation of UXO detonation, which if required, could
have an impact of moderate significance. The mitigation proposed reduces the significance of the
residual effect for vessel to animal collision, to negligible, and for UXO detonation to minor, but the
level of underwater noise and EMF cannot be reduced and therefore the residual effects from these
activities remain as of minor significance.
Mitigation proposed: Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots. FAB Link Ltd will
require that the appointed installation contractor follows an adapted version of the JNCC guidelines for
minimising the risk of injury and disturbance to marine mammals from seismic surveys’, appropriate to
geophysical survey. If UXO detonation cannot be avoided the UXO contractor will follow the “JNCC
guidelines for minimising the risk of injury to marine mammals from using explosives”. In addition, FAB
Link Ltd will conduct noise modelling to ensure that the default 1km mitigation zone is sufficient for the
weight of charge identified.
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Dorset and East Coast World Heritage Site and East Devon AONB

Existing baseline: Budleigh Salterton lies within both protected sites, which have been designated for
geomorphological interest features.
EA conclusion: There is the potential that open-cut trenching at Budleigh Salterton will have an
impact of moderate significance on the World Heritage Site and of minor significance on the AONB.
However, mitigation proposed will reduce the residual significance of the effect to negligible for both
sites. Following trenching, displaced material will be backfilled over the cable to reinstate the beach to
its former baseline condition. The integrity of the protected sites will not be adversely affected by the
project.
Mitigation proposed: Preferred method of installation is HDD. Activities within the intertidal zone will
be restricted to the worksite as agreed with the Regulator.

Otter Estuary rMCZ, Axe Estuary rMCZ, River Axe SAC
Existing baseline: Fish species (bass, European eels and sea lamprey), for which the sites are
designated to protect, have potential to migrate through the marine cable corridor.
EA conclusion: The Fish and Shellfish topic Chapter concluded that the generation of underwater
noise could have an impact of minor significance on sensitive fish species. However, this impact will
not adversely affect the integrity of the protected sites.
Mitigation proposed: None proposed.

All other protected sites
Existing baseline: All sites with marine components within 10km of the marine cable corridor, and
sites up to 100km with mobile species (e.g. fish, birds and marine mammals) which may travel into or
through the project area were considered.
EA conclusion: The EA concluded that the integrity of protected sites would not be adversely
affected by the project.
Mitigation proposed: None proposed.

Commercial fisheries

Existing baseline: The marine cable corridor passes through the British near-shore and mid-channel
fisheries. There is a seasonal scallop fishery in Lyme Bay. Mid-channel is the focus for beam trawlers
and scallop dredgers mostly based out of Brixham. Intense crabbing activity also takes place midchannel during summer months. Offshore Shellfish Ltd has established rope grown mussel cultivation
sites in Lyme Bay; with one site just over 1km to the east of the marine cable corridor.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included reduction in water
depth; displacement of fishing activity; indirect effects on stocks as a consequence of habitat loss;
snagging resulting from obstruction on the seabed; compass deviation effect caused by EMF; and
contamination of stock as a result of the sediment plume. All impacts were assessed as of negligible
significance with the exception of the potential to snag gear and the reduction of water depth.
Measures have been proposed which will reduce the significance of the residual effect from minor to
negligible.
Mitigation proposed: Guard vessels will be used on cable sections that remain unburied between
cable lay and burial to communicate with third party vessels. A cable burial plan will be produced by
the Installation Contractor for approval by Regulator and discussion with fisheries stakeholders. A
Fisheries Liaison Officer will be appointed to ensure effective communication between the project and
fisheries stakeholders. Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables as far as is
reasonably practicable. Rock berms and mattresses will be designed to have a smooth overtrawlable
profile. Seabed obstructions created by installation of FAB Link will be removed or made safe for
towed fishing gear. The marine cable corridor will be at least 1km from the Offshore Shellfish Ltd Site
1.
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Shipping and navigation

Existing baseline: The English Channel is reported to be the world’s busiest seaway with over 400
commercial vessels transiting per day. In the centre of the English Channel the marine cable corridor
intersects the Casquets Traffic Separation Scheme northern lane. Summer months (June to August)
are the busiest period in terms of vessel numbers with up to 5,846 vessels per month crossing the
marine cable corridor during this time.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included displacement of
shipping from area surrounding cable spread; compass deviation effect; and reduction of the water
depth by up to 15% in water depths of less than 30m. Given the high use of the shipping lanes in the
English Channel the effects on navigation from the presence of the cable spread were assessed as of
minor significance and measures have been proposed to reduce the residual impacts to negligible.
EMF is unlikely to have a significant effect on commercial vessels. The reduction in water depth will
not impede the safe navigation of vessels given the current and future likely use of the area.
Mitigation proposed: Procedures to minimise disruption near high density shipping areas will be
implemented. In periods of poor visibility, especially in high-density shipping areas, restrictions such
as a temporary cessation of installation activity may be considered to reduce the risk of collisions. The
locations where rock berms significantly alter water depths will be marked on navigation charts and
communicated to marine users through Notices to Mariners.

Aviation, military and communications

Existing baseline: FAB Link lies within several Royal Navy practice and exercise areas.
EA conclusion: The potential for the project to restrict the use of the military zones was assessed as
of negligible significance.
Mitigation proposed: None proposed.

Infrastructure and other users

Existing baseline: Other marine development sites lie sufficient distance from the marine cable
corridor for there to be no interaction. The marine cable corridor crosses 2 cables; one active and one
disused. The landfall at Budleigh Salterton lies on a stretch of Devon coastline that is a popular
destination for the public. The marine cable corridor transects the Exe sailing club racing area and lies
adjacent to the South West sailing area. Weymouth Bay and Portland Harbour (approximately 31km
east of the marine cable corridor) is commonly used as an international yacht racing venue.
EA conclusion: No impacts on infrastructure and other marine development were identified. The
assessment concluded that disruption and restricted access would have negligible impacts on
recreational users. Rock protection in water depths of less than 30m also has the potential to have a
minor impact on recreational boating.
However, mitigation has been proposed to reduce the
significance to local communities. There is the potential that the cables could create a compass
deviation effect which could have an impact of moderate significance on yachts using magnetic
compasses. The level of deviation will vary according the cable configuration (bundled reduces the
effects), installation alignment and water depth. Effects will be localised to the immediate vicinity
above the cable.
Mitigation proposed: Installation works at the Kiln Lane carpark, Budleigh Salterton will not be
undertaken during July and August. Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables as far
as reasonably practicable. Post-installation compass deviation surveys will be undertaken. The
locations where rock berms significantly alter water depths will be marked on navigation charts and
communicated to marine users through Notices to Mariners.

Marine archaeology

Existing baseline: Thirteen submerged palaeogeographic features and one chartered wreck have
been identified within UK Waters. 109 geophysical anomalies categorised as A2 - of possible
archaeological interest, are located within the marine cable corridor in UK waters. These could
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represent material related to shipwrecks or aircraft crash sites; however, it is also possible that they
could represent features of non-archaeological interest or non-anthropogenic origin.
EA conclusion: The assessment considered both direct disturbance to archaeological assets and
indirect disturbance e.g. as a consequence of changes to marine processes. It concluded that direct
disturbance has the potential to have an impact of major negative significance on marine archaeology.
However, if the proposed mitigation is implemented effectively the significance of the residual effect
will be negligible to major positive.
Mitigation proposed: Where possible, the A2 geophysical anomalies will be avoided. Preservation
by record. Establish Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries (PAD). Ten core samples (acquired
during marine survey) to be subject to Stage 2 geoarchaeological assessment.

French EEZ
Marine processes

Existing baseline: The seabed is generally level at water depths of 60m but starts to slope down
towards Hurd Deep. The seabed is broadly bedrock with areas of sand, gravel and boulder fields.
Strong bottom currents are prevalent, leading to sediment mobility and high levels of turbidity.
Contamination levels in sediment are low.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included changes to the
sediment regime and coastal processes; changes to seabed bathymetry and features; disturbance to
natural and contaminated sediments; change to seabed temperature; and change in water quality e.g.
from sediment plume or discharges from project vessels. It concluded that the significance of effects
was negligible for all potential impacts and that residual impacts are not expected.
Mitigation proposed: Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a
minimum.

Benthic and intertidal ecology

Existing baseline: The marine survey identified six biotopes in the marine cable corridor including
one EC Habitats Directive Annex I habitat: reef (bedrock reef and low and medium grade stony reef).
The majority of the route is described as circalittoral coarse sediment.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included habitat loss;
suspended sediment dispersion; smothering of species; introduction of new substrate; and emission of
electromagnetic fields (EMF). Two impacts were assessed as of minor significance (suspended
sediment dispersion and smothering of species), the rest as of negligible significance. As for the UK,
the change in water quality will be within regional variability within 100m of the cable trench. Benthic
species identified are expected to be widely occurring and general sensitivity to smothering is low.
There are no measures proposed that have the potential to reduce the significance of these effects
and therefore the residual effects remain of minor significance.
Mitigation proposed: Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a
minimum. Rock and mattresses will only be deployed where adequate burial cannot be achieved.

Fish and shellfish

Existing baseline: The marine cable corridor passes through spawning grounds for seven
commercially important species and nursing grounds for six species. Sediment along the AB route is
too coarse to provide suitable sandeel habitat. Salmon and sea trout may be present. Shellfish are of
commercial importance in English Channel and brown (or edible) crab is known to undertake
migratory journeys across the marine cable corridor.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included habitat disturbance;
smothering of species (directly and indirectly); reduced feeding success of visual species; disturbance
or injury from underwater noise; and EMF disturbing navigation. All impacts were considered to be of
negligible significance with the exception of the effects of EMF. The effect of EMF will be present
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along the marine cable corridor for the lifetime of the operating cable. However, effects will be
localised and temporary, with normal movements and migration expected to resume once beyond the
6m extent of the field. As there are no measures that can reduce this impact the significance of the
residual effect was also minor.
Mitigation proposed: To reduce the impact on spawning and nursing grounds deployment of
anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a minimum.

Marine birds

Existing baseline: The marine cable corridor lies within foraging distances of: European storm petrel
and great black backed gull from Iles Chausey SPA; European storm petrel, gannet and lesser black
backed gull from Archipel des Sept-Iles SPA; and lesser black backed gull from Iles de Sain Marcouf
SPA.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included physical disturbance
due to presence of vessels and equipment; depletion of food resources and loss of habitat; and toxic
effects as a consequence of an accidental hydrocarbon spill. All impacts were assessed as of
negligible significance. The risk to marine birds from a hydrocarbon spill was assessed as tolerable.
However, legal compliance will reduce the significance of the risk to acceptable.
Mitigation proposed: Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots. A toolbox talk will be
held with key installation parties that will include an overview of legal compliance regarding the
protection and conservation of coastal and marine birds.

Marine mammals and reptiles

Existing baseline: Cetacean sightings are low in numbers and diversity. Bottlenose dolphin and
harbour porpoise are present throughout the year. Short-beaked dolphin and long-finned pilot whale
are more casual visitors. Eight additional species are occasionally sighted. The English Channel is
not an important area for common and grey seals; both are only casual visitors. Rare sightings of
leatherback turtles have been recorded in coastal waters.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included disturbance from
underwater noise (including geophysical survey, vessels and cable burial techniques); EMF interfering
with navigation; and collision with project vessels. All potential impacts on marine mammals were
assessed as of minor significance, with the expectation of UXO detonation which, if required could
have an impact of moderate significance. The mitigation proposed reduces the significance of the
residual effect for vessel to animal collision to negligible, and for UXO detonation to minor, but the
level of underwater noise and EMF cannot be reduced and therefore the residual effects from these
activities remain as of minor significance.
Mitigation proposed: Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots. FAB Link Ltd will
require that the appointed installation contractor follows an adapted version of the JNCC guidelines for
minimising the risk of injury and disturbance to marine mammals from seismic surveys’, appropriate to
geophysical survey. If UXO detonation cannot be avoided the UXO contractor will follow the “JNCC
guidelines for minimising the risk of injury to marine mammals from using explosives”. In addition, FAB
Link Ltd will conduct noise modelling to ensure that the default 1km mitigation zone is sufficient for the
weight of charge identified.

Protected sites
Existing baseline: There are no protected sites within the French EEZ, but there is the potential that
mobile species (fish, birds and marine mammals) from the UK, Channel Islands and France may travel
into the marine cable corridor. All sites with mobile species within 100km of the marine cable corridor
were considered.
EA conclusion: The EA concluded that integrity of protected sites would not be adversely affected by
the project.
Mitigation proposed: None proposed.
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Commercial fisheries

Existing baseline: The mid-Channel fishing grounds to the north of Hurd Deep are an area where
French trawlers have traditionally fished targeting whitefish in summer. Intense crabbing activity also
takes place mid-channel during summer months.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included displacement of
fishing activity; indirect effects on stocks as a consequence of habitat loss; snagging resulting from
obstruction on the seabed; and compass deviation effect caused by EMF. All impacts were assessed
as of negligible significance with the exception of the potential to snag gear. Measures have been
proposed which will reduce the significance of the residual effect from minor to negligible.
Mitigation proposed: Guard vessels will be used on cable sections that remain unburied between
cable lay and burial to communicate with third party vessels. A cable burial plan will be produced by
the Installation Contractor for approval by Regulator and discussion with fisheries stakeholders. A
Fisheries Liaison Officer will be appointed to ensure effective communication between the project and
fisheries stakeholders. Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables as far as
reasonably practicable. Rock berms and mattresses will be designed to have a smooth overtrawlable
profile. Seabed obstructions created by installation of FAB Link will be removed or made safe for
towed fishing gear.

Shipping and navigation

Existing baseline: The English Channel is reported to be the world’s busiest seaway with over 400
commercial vessels transiting per day. The French EEZ sits within the zone between the north and
south lanes of the Casquets Traffic Separation Scheme. Summer months (June to August) are the
busiest period in terms of vessel numbers with up to 4,385 vessels per month crossing the marine
cable corridor in the French EEZ during this time.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included displacement of
shipping from area surrounding cable spread; and compass deviation effect. Given the high use of the
shipping lanes in the English Channel the effects on navigation from the presence of the cable spread
were assessed as of minor significance and measures have been proposed to reduce the residual
impacts to negligible. EMF is unlikely to have a significant effect on commercial vessels.
Mitigation proposed: Procedures to minimise disruption near high density shipping areas will be
implemented. In periods of poor visibility, especially in high-density shipping areas, restrictions such
as a temporary cessation of installation activity may be considered to reduce the risk of collisions.

Aviation, military and communications

Existing baseline: FAB Link lies within a military practice and exercise area.
EA conclusion: The potential for the project to restrict the use of the military zones was assessed as
of negligible significance.
Mitigation proposed: None proposed.

Infrastructure and other users

Existing baseline: There are eleven submarine cables that intersect the AB route. There is a RYA
sailing route that cross this section of the marine cable corridor. No other development sites have
been identified.
EA conclusion: No impacts on infrastructure and other marine development were identified. The
assessment concluded that disruption to recreational users would have impacts of negligible
significance.
Mitigation proposed: None proposed.

Marine archaeology

Existing baseline: There are no palaeogeographic features, maritime or aviation wrecks within the
French EEZ section of the marine cable corridor. 14 geophysical anomalies categorised as A2 - of
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possible archaeological interest, are located across the entire marine cable corridor. These could
represent material related to shipwrecks or aircraft crash sites; however, it is also possible that they
could represent features of non-archaeological interest or non-anthropogenic origin.
EA conclusion: The assessment considered both direct disturbance to archaeological assets and
indirect disturbance e.g. as a consequence of changes to marine processes. It concluded that direct
disturbance has the potential to have an impact of major negative significance on marine archaeology.
However, if the proposed mitigation is implemented effectively the significance of the residual effect
will be negligible to major positive.
Mitigation proposed: Where possible, the A2 geophysical anomalies will be avoided. Preservation
by record. Establish Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries (PAD).

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
Marine processes

Existing baseline: AB route traverses eastern end of Hurd Deep with maximum water depth of 126m.
Seabed is broadly sand and gravel with boulder fields. There are also short sections of sandwaves.
FA route gently slopes away from Longis bay to maximum water depth of 42m. The seabed is mainly
bedrock and rock outcrops. The route crosses the area defined as the Alderney South Banks (a large
banner bank south of Alderney). However, it passes to the northeast of the main sandbank feature
through an area of highly mobile sandwaves and sand ripples. Strongest tidal streams found in
Alderney Race.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included changes to the
sediment regime and coastal processes; changes to seabed bathymetry and features; disturbance to
natural and contaminated sediments; change to seabed temperature; and change in water quality e.g.
from sediment plume or discharges from project vessels. It concluded that for the majority of potential
impacts identified the significance of effects was negligible and that residual impacts are not expected.
The exception was for the 1km stretch of route through the sandwaves in the Alderney South Banks.
The change to seabed features for this area was assessed as of minor significance. No mitigation has
been proposed that could reduce the significance of the residual effect which remains minor.
Mitigation proposed: Although the significance of impacts was assessed as negligible for the
majority of impacts, as a matter of best practice FAB Link Ltd have proposed measures which will
further reduce the significance of effects. These include: restricting activities (including vehicle
movements) within the intertidal zone; and taking measures to ensure there are no significant releases
to the marine environment during HDD.

Benthic and intertidal ecology

Existing baseline: Habitats at Corblets Bay are typical of an exposed shore with much bedrock and
free draining sand. Longis Bay has a more complex ecosystem with an eelgrass (Zostera marina) bed
mapped in the intertidal zone. Ten biotopes were identified in the marine cable corridors including two
EC Habitats Directive Annex I habitats: Zostera bed; and reef (bedrock reef and low and medium
grade stony reef).
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included habitat loss;
suspended sediment dispersion; smothering of species; introduction of new substrate; and emission of
electromagnetic fields (EMF). In general, impacts were assessed as of negligible or minor
significance, with potential residual effects of minor significance identified as a consequence of
suspended sediment dispersion and smothering of species. The most sensitive species identified as
present is the common eelgrass, Zostera marina, which is of moderate ecological significance. The
potential impact on the Zostera bed was assessed as of moderate significance and mitigation has
been proposed. However, it is recognised that, although the proposed mitigation minimises the
disturbance to the eelgrass bed, it does not guarantee that the eelgrass bed will recover to pre-impact
conditions. Therefore, the residual impact remains as of moderate significance. If the monitoring
programme indicates recovery of the eelgrass bed within two years, then the sensitivity of the eelgrass
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beds to impact from cable installation could potentially be reduced and the significance of residual
effect also reduced. However, this final assessment of significance cannot be reliably made until the
results of the monitoring programme are reviewed.
Mitigation proposed: Preferred method of installation in the intertidal zone will be HDD. FAB Link
Ltd is committed to avoiding the main area of the eelgrass bed, as mapped in 2015 by MMT. A
mitigation zone will be established within which trenching will not be undertaken. Where avoidance of
the feature is not possible, a monitoring programme will be established to monitor recovery of the
eelgrass bed. The monitoring programme will be developed in consultation with Alderney Wildlife
Trust following OSPAR indicators for basic monitoring (OSPAR 2009). The monitoring programme will
be completed at the same time each year for two years after disturbance. If recovery is not complete
within this period the monitoring programme will be reviewed. Deployment of anchors/anchor chains
on the seabed will be kept to a minimum. Rock and mattresses will only be deployed where adequate
burial cannot be achieved.

Fish and shellfish

Existing baseline: Routes pass through spawning grounds for seven commercially important species
and nursing grounds for six species. Suitable sandeel habitat was identified on FA route on Alderney
South Banks; although no sandeels were observed by marine survey. Salmon and sea trout may be
present. European eel have been recorded in Longis Bay. Shellfish are of commercial importance in
English Channel and brown (or edible) crab.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included habitat disturbance;
smothering of species (directly and indirectly); reduced feeding success of visual species; disturbance
or injury from underwater noise; and EMF disturbing navigation. All impacts were considered to be of
negligible significance with the exception of the effects of EMF. The effect of EMF will be present
along the marine cable corridor for the lifetime of the operating cable. However, effects will be
localised and temporary, with normal movements and migration expected to resume once beyond the
6m extent of the field. As there are no measures that can reduce this impact the significance of the
residual effect was also minor.
Mitigation proposed: To reduce the impact on spawning and nursing grounds deployment of
anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a minimum.

Marine birds

Existing baseline: Key sensitive species are: gannet, European storm petrel, shag, guillemot and
puffin from the Alderney West Coast and Burhou Islands Ramsar site; and gannet from the Archipel
des Sept-Iles SPA. Lesser black-backed gull and herring gull are also considered potentially
vulnerable.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included physical disturbance
due to presence of vessels and equipment; depletion of food resources and loss of habitat; and toxic
effects as a consequence of an accidental hydrocarbon spill. All impacts were assessed as of
negligible significance. The risk to marine birds from a hydrocarbon spill was assessed as tolerable.
However, legal compliance will reduce the significance of the risk to acceptable.
Mitigation proposed: Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots. A toolbox talk will be
held with key installation parties that will include an overview of legal compliance regarding the
protection and conservation of coastal and marine birds.

Marine mammals and reptiles

Existing baseline: Bottlenose dolphin and harbour porpoise are commonly sighted though the year.
Minke whale, Risso’s dolphin and short-beaked common dolphin are seasonal visitors. Grey seal haulouts are present on Nannel and Renonquet rocks near Alderney and animals are often sighted in the
water close to bays and channels around Alderney. Leatherback turtle may be seasonally present.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included disturbance from
underwater noise (including geophysical survey, vessels and cable burial techniques); EMF interfering
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with navigation; and collision with project vessels. All potential impacts on marine mammals were
assessed as of minor significance, with the expectation of UXO detonation which, if required could
have an impact of moderate significance. Mitigation proposed reduces the significance of the residual
effect for vessel to animal collision to negligible, and for UXO detonation to minor, but the level of
underwater noise and EMF cannot be reduced and therefore the residual effects from these activities
remain as of minor significance.
Mitigation proposed: Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots. FAB Link Ltd will
require that the appointed installation contractor follows an adapted version of the JNCC guidelines for
minimising the risk of injury and disturbance to marine mammals from seismic surveys’, appropriate to
geophysical survey. If UXO detonation cannot be avoided the UXO contractor will follow the “JNCC
guidelines for minimising the risk of injury to marine mammals from using explosives”. In addition, FAB
Link Ltd will conduct noise modelling to ensure that the default 1km mitigation zone is sufficient for the
weight of charge identified.

Longis Nature Reserve

Existing baseline: The nature reserve contains 13 distinct habitats including marine and freshwater
habitats, important for migratory birds. An eelgrass bed, considered to be of moderate ecological
significance, has been mapped in the intertidal zone.
EA conclusion: The assessment looked at potential impacts on the individual features of the
protected site, in particular the common eelgrass (Zostera marina) bed and qualifying seabird species.
It concluded that although there will be impacts of moderate significance to the eelgrass bed, the
integrity of the protected site will not be adversely affected by the project.
Mitigation proposed: Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a
minimum. Activities in the intertidal zone will be restricted to the work site as agreed with the
appropriate Regulator. Mitigation specific to the eelgrass bed is discussed above under ‘Benthic and
intertidal ecology’.

South Banks
Existing baseline: Although not a protected site, Alderney South Banks would meet the criteria for
designation as a subtidal sandbank SAC under the EC Habitats Directive and may be considered for
designation in future. The site is important for sandeels (an important prey source for birds), common
skate, and thornback ray. Although the FA cable route crosses through the preliminary site it does not
cross the main sandbank feature.
EA conclusion: The assessment looked at potential impacts on the individual features of the site, in
particular the sandbank feature and qualifying species of benthic fauna and fish. It concluded that as
impacts on individual receptors where of negligible to minor significance the integrity of the site would
not be adversely affected by the project.
Mitigation proposed: Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a
minimum. A toolbox talk will be held with key installation parties that will include an overview of legal
compliance regarding the protection and conservation of coastal and marine birds.

All other protected sites
Existing baseline: All sites with marine components within 10km of marine cable corridor plus sites
up to 100km with mobile species (e.g. fish, birds and marine mammals) which may travel into or
through the project area were considered.
EA conclusion: The EA concluded that integrity of protected sites would not be adversely affected by
the project.
Mitigation proposed: None proposed.
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Commercial fisheries

Existing baseline: Inshore trawling activity is carried out in the vicinity of the Banc de la Schôle and
may extend across the marine cable corridor. AB route passes through an area which is the main
focus for a seasonal (January – March) static gear fishery and an area which is the focus for intense
crabbing activity in summer months.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included displacement of fishing
activity; change in water depth; indirect effects on stocks as a consequence of habitat loss; snagging
resulting from obstruction on the seabed; compass deviation effect caused by EMF; and
contamination of stock as a result of the sediment plume. All impacts were assessed as of negligible
significance with the exception of the potential to snag gear and change in water depth. Measures
have been proposed which will reduce the significance of the residual effect from minor to negligible.
Mitigation proposed: Guard vessels will be used on cable sections that remain unburied between
cable lay and burial to communicate with third party vessels. A cable burial plan will be produced by
the Installation Contractor for approval by Regulator and discussion with fisheries stakeholders. A
Fisheries Liaison Officer will be appointed to ensure effective communication between the project and
fisheries stakeholders. Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables as far as is
reasonably practicable. Rock berms and mattresses will be designed to have a smooth overtrawlable
profile. Seabed obstructions created by installation of FAB Link will be removed or made safe for
towed fishing gear. The locations where rock berms significantly alter water depths will be marked on
navigation charts and communicated to marine users through Notices to Mariners.

Shipping and navigation

Existing baseline: The English Channel is reported to be the world’s busiest seaway with over 400
commercial vessels transiting per day. In the centre of the English Channel the marine cable corridor
intersects the Casquets Traffic Separation Scheme southern lane. Summer months (June to August)
are the busiest period in terms of vessel numbers with up to 5,846 vessels per month crossing the
marine cable corridor during this time.
EA conclusion: The potential impacts considered by the assessment included displacement of
shipping from area surrounding cable spread; compass deviation effect; and reduction of the water
depth by up to 15% in water depths of less than 30m. Given the high use of the shipping lanes in the
English Channel the effects on navigation from the presence of the cable spread were assessed as of
minor significance and measures have been proposed to reduce the residual impacts to negligible.
EMF is unlikely to have a significant effect on commercial vessels. The reduction in water depth will
not impede the safe navigation of vessels given the current and future likely use of the area.
Mitigation proposed: Procedures to minimise disruption near high density shipping areas will be
implemented. In periods of poor visibility, especially in high-density shipping areas, restrictions such
as a temporary cessation of installation activity may be considered to reduce the risk of collisions. The
locations where rock berms significantly alter water depths will be marked on navigation charts and
communicated to marine users through Notices to Mariners.

Aviation, military and communications

Existing baseline: There are no military practice areas, aviation low fly zones or fixed microwave
transmission in the territorial waters.
EA conclusion: No impacts identified.
Mitigation proposed: None proposed.

Infrastructure and other users

Existing baseline: AB route passes east of Hurd Deep which historically has been used as a
dumping ground for chemical and conventional munitions and low level radioactive waste. There are
four submarine cables that intersect the AB route. Race Tidal Ltd plan to develop a tidal energy array
of 150-300 fully submerged turbines in Alderney waters. Known as Race Tidal the site is being
developed independently of FAB Link and will be located close to the FA route; it is anticipated the
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export cable will make landfall between Longis Bay and Quernard Point.
development sites e.g. aggregates, windfarms etc, have been identified.

No other marine

The landfalls at Corblets Bay and Longis Bay are both popular tourist beaches. A sailing route
between Alderney Harbour and France crosses the FA marine cable corridor south of Longis Bay.
There are “medium use” recreational yachting routes that cross from the south of England to Alderney.
EA conclusion: No impacts on infrastructure were identified. There is the potential that the presence
of FAB Link could limit development options for Race Tidal Ltd at the Race Tidal site. During route
design, the position of the Race Tidal Phase 1 site was taken into consideration and in consultation
with Race Tidal Ltd a deviation to the route agreed to minimise impact on the project. This has
reduced the potential impact from an initial effect of major significance to a residual effect of negligible
significance.
The assessment concluded that disruption and restricted access would have negligible impacts on
recreational users. There is the potential that the cables could create a compass deviation effect
which could have an impact of moderate significance on yachts using magnetic compasses. The level
of deviation will vary according the cable configuration (bundled reduces the effects), installation
alignment and water depth. Effects will be localised to the immediate vicinity above the cable. Rock
protection in water depths of less than 30m also has the potential to have a minor impact on
recreational boating.
Mitigation proposed: Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables as far as
reasonably practicable. Post-installation compass deviation surveys will be undertaken. The locations
where rock berms significantly alter water depths will be marked on navigation charts and
communicated to marine users through Notices to Mariners.

Marine archaeology

Existing baseline: One submerged palaeogeographic feature within States of Alderney waters. Two
charted wrecks. One anomaly identified and categorised as A1 - of anthropogenic origin of
archaeological interest. 125 geophysical anomalies categorised as A2 - of possible archaeological
interest, located across the marine cable corridor in States of Guernsey and States of Alderney
territorial waters. These could represent material related to shipwrecks or aircraft crash sites;
however, it is also possible that they could represent features of non-archaeological interest or nonanthropogenic origin.
EA conclusion: The assessment considered both direct disturbance to archaeological assets and
indirect disturbance e.g. as a consequence of changes to marine processes. It concluded that direct
disturbance has the potential to have an impact of major negative significance on marine archaeology.
However, if the proposed mitigation is implemented effectively the significance of the residual effect
will be negligible to major positive.
Mitigation proposed: Implementation of Archaeological Exclusion Zone around A1 site. Where
possible, the A2 geophysical anomalies will be avoided. Preservation by record. Establish Protocol for
Archaeological Discoveries (PAD).

Cumulative Impacts
In accordance with standard best practice, the EA gave consideration to cumulative impacts – impacts
that result from incremental changes caused by past, present or reasonably foreseeable future
activities together with the project. These are discussed where relevant in each topic Chapter.
Given the potential negligible effects of FAB Link on the majority of receptors the assessment
concluded that there will not be any significant cumulative impacts with UK waters and the French
EEZ.
It was identified that there is the potential that activities undertaken during installation of FAB Link
could interact with development activity at the Alderney Race Tidal site in a manner that increases the
significance of impacts on the environment. Race Tidal is being developed by Race Tidal Ltd
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independently of FAB Link. It is a tidal energy array, the export cable for which will be brought ashore
at a point between Longis Bay and Quenard Point. The following potential cumulative impacts were
identified:
▪

An increase in the footprint of disturbance to the seabed, which could potentially have adverse
effects on the moderately sensitive eelgrass (Zostera marina) bed in Longis Bay Nature Reserve;

▪

An increase in duration of seabed disturbance;

▪

An increase in disturbance to sensitive seabird species;

▪

An increase in disturbance to commercial fishing interests; and

▪

An increase in disturbance to tourism and recreational activities within and around Longis Bay.

As plans for the Race Tidal export cable are not publically available it is not possible to ascertain at
this stage the likely significance of cumulative impacts. FAB Link Ltd and Race Tidal Ltd will look for
synergies that will minimise cumulative impacts on the physical, biological and human environment.

Draft Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
The CEMP will be a key reference document for the FAB Link project team providing the detail of how
to implement the mitigation measures outlined in the ER. The CEMP will be prepared by the
appointed Installation Contractor, reviewed by FAB Link Ltd and submitted to the MMO, States of
Guernsey (Office of Environmental Health and Pollution Regulation) and relevant consultees for
approval prior to commencement of installation activities.
The CEMP forms the basis of the approach to mitigating potential effects on the natural and human
environment; providing a management framework for the successful implementation of measures.
The CEMP will be supported by a number of additional documents including Cable Burial Plan; Waste
Management Plan; and Oil Pollution Emergency Plan, and will address any additional requirements
and conditions identified during the marine consents process.
An Environmental Mitigation Schedule is provided in Chapter 16 of the ER. This presents the package
of mitigation measures to be incorporated into the design, installation and operation of FAB Link that
will be included in the CEMP. An initial indication of how measures are to be implemented and by
whom is also provided.

Conclusions
The Environmental Report provides a comprehensive assessment of the potential impacts of the
installation, maintenance and operation of FAB Link and sets out proposed mitigation measures to
avoid or reduce the level of impact to an acceptable level.
The package of migration measures will form the basis of a CEMP to be implemented in the
installation, maintenance and operation of FAB Link.
Following the environmental appraisal of the residual effects on the physical, biological and human
environments, the following can be concluded:

General conclusions applicable to all jurisdictions:
▪

The presence of the cable installation vessels will cause a temporary disturbance to recreation,
fishing and shipping activity in the vicinity of the marine cable corridor.

▪

The use of cable protection measures will be minimised by burial where possible and rock
protection will be designed to be overtrawlable. A cable burial plan will be produced by the
Installation Contractor outlining proposed method statements and cable protection requirements for
approval by the Regulator and discussion with fisheries stakeholders to reduce/avoid disruption to
fisheries interests as much as possible. Effective channels of communication will be established
and maintained between the appointed Installation Contractor and commercial fishing interests.
This will include the appointment of a Fisheries Liaison Officer (FLO).
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▪

The project will generate underwater noise which has the potential to cause disturbance effects of
minor significance to fish and marine mammals. Disturbance will be temporary, only affecting
individual animals and as such will not affect population viability.

▪

A minor, localised, but long-term effect from electromagnetic fields will be caused during operation
of the marine cables. This will cause a minor effect on the magnetic compasses of ships, fishing
boats and recreational vessels as they pass directly over the marine cables, but will not interfere
with navigational safety. Whilst certain fish and mammal species are sensitive to electromagnetic
fields no impact to prey location, navigation or migration patterns are expected with the possible
exception of localised avoidance behaviour to be demonstrated in bottom dwelling species such as
skates and rays in close vicinity to the cable.

Conclusions specific to UK waters:
▪

The main impacts associated with the project are predicted to be temporary disturbance to the
seabed during installation and maintenance, with the resultant minor effects on benthic
communities (small area of EC Habitats Directive Annex I listed habitat Maërl beds) and fish
species (including migratory crabs and protected fish species).

▪

Changes in water quality resulting from sediment plumes during installation or maintenance of the
marine cables will be within the normal environmental variability and will not have a significant
effect on the Offshore Shellfish Ltd aquaculture site.

▪

Nearshore and landfall installation works may have short-term impacts of negligible significance on
recreation and tourism. Installation works at Budleigh Salterton will not be undertaken during July
and August.

▪

The landfall at Budleigh Salterton is within the Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site and
East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The integrity of the protected sites will not be
adversely affected by the proposed works.

▪

There will be a section of the route of approximately 14.3km where, if burial in sediment is not
feasible, cable protection measures e.g. rock berms and concrete mattresses, have the potential to
reduce water depth by up to 15%. This will not impede safe navigation and in discussion with the
MCA mitigation has been proposed to ensure safety of mariners.

▪

There will be no significant cumulative environmental impacts with other existing and proposed
marine developments during both the installation and operation of the marine cables.

Conclusions specific to French EEZ:
The main impacts associated with the project are predicted to be temporary disturbance to the seabed
during installation and maintenance, with the resultant minor effects on subtidal benthic communities
and fish species.
▪

The marine cable corridor lies within foraging distances of: European storm petrel and great black
backed gull from Iles Chausey SPA; European storm petrel, gannet and lesser black backed gull
from Archipel des Sept-Iles SPA; and lesser black backed gull from Iles de Sain Marcouf SPA. The
integrity of protected sites will not be affected by the project.

▪

No palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential, wreck sites or aircraft sites were
identified within the marine cable corridor. A total of fourteen anomalies of uncertain origin of
possible archaeological interest where identified in the marine cable corridor. Although no
prehistoric features of archaeological potential were identified from the geophysical and
geotechnical assessment of this area, there is still potential for derived prehistoric artefacts to be
discovered within the lag gravel and seabed sediment present across this section of the marine
cable corridor. No significant residual effects are predicted on known or potential archaeological
assets with the mitigation measures in place.
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Conclusions specific to States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters:
▪

The main impacts associated with the project are predicted to be temporary disturbance to the
seabed during installation and maintenance, with the resultant minor effects on intertidal and
subtidal benthic communities and fish species. Residual effects of minor significance were also
identified for project activities within the Alderney South Banks.

▪

Disturbance of the common eelgrass Zostera marina bed in Longis Bay Nature Reserve, which is
of moderate ecological sensitivity, has the potential to have a residual impact of moderate
significance. Mitigation measures, including a no-trenching zone and an environmental monitoring
programme have been proposed to reduce the disturbance to as low as reasonably practicable and
monitor recovery of the bed post-construction.

▪

The landfall at Longis Bay is within the Longis Nature Reserve and the FA route passes through
the Alderney South Banks which although not officially protected is regarded as a sensitive site.
The integrity of protected sites will not be adversely affected by the proposed works.

▪

There will be a section of the route, approximately 1.2km north of Corblets Bay and 2.5km south of
Longis Bay, where, if burial in sediment is not feasible, cable protection measures e.g. rock berms
and concrete mattresses, have the potential to reduce water depth by up to 15%. This will not
impede safe navigation and in discussion with the MCA mitigation has been proposed to ensure
safety of mariners.

▪

There is the potential that activities undertaken during installation of FAB Link could interact with
development activity at the Race Tidal site in a manner that increases the significance of impacts
on the environment. Race Tidal is being developed by Race Tidal Ltd independently of FAB Link.
FAB Link Ltd and Race Tidal Ltd will look for synergies that will minimise cumulative impacts on the
physical, biological and human environment.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Glossary
AA
Appropriate Assessment

CEF
Connecting Europe Facility

AB
Alderney - Britain route between Budleigh
Salterton, UK and Corblets Bay, Alderney

CEFAS
Centre
for
Environment,
Aquaculture Science

AC
Alternating current

CLV
Cable lay vessel

ACOPS
Advisory Committee on Protection of the Sea

CMACs
Centre for Marine and Coastal Studies

ACRE
Alderney Commission for Renewable Energy

COLREGs
International
Regulations
Collisions at Sea

AIS
Automatic identification system
AMAA
Ancient Monument and Archaeology Act
AONB
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
ARE
Alderney Renewable Energy
ASCOBANS
Agreement on the Conservation of Small
Cetaceans in the Baltic, North East Atlantic, Irish
and North Seas
AVURNAV
Avertissement Urgent de Navigation - the French
equivalent of a LNTM
B
Magnetic (field)
BTO
British Trust for Ornithology
BWD
Bathing Waters Directive
CA
Crossing agreement
CBRA
Cable Burial Risk Assessment

Fisheries

for

Preventing

CPA
Coastal Protection Act
CPT
Cone penetration testing
CSV
Construction support vessel
CWS
Country Wildlife Site
dB
Decibels
DC
Direct current
DECC
Department of Energy and Climate Change
DP
Dynamic positioning
DSV
Diving support vessel
E
Electric (field)
EA
Environmental appraisal
EA
Environmental Agency

and
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EC
European Commission

HM
Her Majesty

EEA
European Economic Area

HRA
Habitats Regulation Assessment

EEZ
Exclusive Economic Zone

HSE
Health and Safety Executive

EH
English Heritage - now Historic England

HVDC
High voltage direct current

EIA
Environmental impact assessment

IBA
Important bird area

EMF
Electric and magnetic field

ICES
International Council for the Exploration of the
Sea

EOD
Explosives and Ordnance Disposals
EPS
European Protected Species
EQS
Environmental quality standard
ER
Environmental Report

iE
Varying electric (field)
IE
Intestinal enterococci
IEEM
The Chartered Institute of
Environmental Management

Ecology

and

ESAS
European Seabirds at Sea Database

IEMA
The Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment

EU
European Union

IFCA
Inshore Fisheries Conservation Authority

FA
France - Alderney route between Longis Bay,
Alderney and Le Platé, France

IMO
International Maritime Organisation

FEPA
Food and Environmental Protection Act
GES
Good environmental status
GPS
Global positioning system
GRT
Gross registered tonnage
GW
Giga watt
HDD
Horizontal directional drilling

INS
Inertial navigation system
IPCC
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
IUCN
International Union for Conservation of Nature
JNCC
Joint Nature Conservation Committee
km
Kilometre
2

km
Square kilometre
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KP
Kilometer point

NASW
North Atlantic Surface Water

LNTM
Local Notice to Mariners

NETS
National Electricity Transmission system

m
Metre

nm
Nautical mile

2

NRA
Navigation Risk Assessment

m
Cubic metre

3

OFGEM
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets

MARPOL
International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships

OFTO
Offshore Transmission Operator

m
Square metre

MCA
Maritime and Coastguard Agency
MCAA
Marine and Coastal Access Act
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MMO
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MPS
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MSP
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PAH
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
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ROV
Remotely operated vehicle

TSS
Traffic Separation Scheme

RTE
Réseau de Transport d’Electricité

TTS
Temporary threshold shift

RYA
Royal Yachting Association

UK
United Kingdom

SAC
Special Area of Conservation

UKDMAP
United Kingdom Digital Marine Atlas

SCI
Site of Community Importance

UKHO
United Kingdom Hydrographic Office

SEA
Strategic Environmental Area

UNCLOS
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea

SFWD
Shellfish Waters Directive
SHOM
Service Hydrographique et Oceanographique de
la Marine

UXO
Unexploded ordnance
WeBS
Wetland Birds Survey

SNCI
Sites of Nature Conservation Importance

WFD
Water Framework Directive

SNH
Scottish Natural Heritage

WGK
Wood Group Kenny

SOPEP
Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan

WSI
Written Scheme of Investigation

SPA
Special Protection Area

XLPE
Cross linked polyethylene

SPM
Suspended particulate matter
SSC
Suspended sediment concentrations
SSS
Side scan sonar
SSSI
Site of Special Scientific Interest
TCE
The Crown Estate
TEN-E
Trans-European Networks for Energy Regulation
TJB
Transition jointing bay
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1. Introduction
1.1

Overview
This non-statutory Environmental Report (ER) presents the findings of an Environmental
Appraisal (EA) undertaken by Intertek Energy & Water Consultancy Services. The scope of
the EA is the marine aspects of the FAB Link project: within UK waters; a short section of
French Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) waters (between UK and States of Guernsey); and
within the States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters.
FAB Link is a proposed interconnector which will allow the exchange and trading of up to
1400MW of electricity between France and Britain via Alderney. The cable will cross the
channel island of Alderney in order to connect future renewable tidal stream generation in
the seas around Alderney.
This Report is intended to support the following consent applications:
▪

Marine Licence application to the UK Marine Management Organisation (MMO); and the

▪

Food and Environment Protection Act (FEPA) Licence application to the States of
Guernsey.

The project is designated as a European Project of Common Interest (PCI project number
1.7.1) under the provisions of European Union Regulation No. 347/2013 on guidelines for
Trans-European Network for Energy (TEN-E Regulations) and can access funding through
the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF). It also forms part of the Northern Seas Offshore Grid
priority corridor. It has been granted an Interconnector Licence by the UK Gas and
Electricity Markets Authority and has been granted Interim Project Approval under the
interconnector “cap and floor” regime by OFGEM.
This Report covers the marine components of the project from landfall at Budleigh Salterton,
Devon to Corblets Bay, Alderney and then from Longis Bay, Alderney to the median line
between the States of Guernsey territorial waters and France. The marine cable corridor is
illustrated in Figure 1-1. At each of the three landfalls the scope of the assessment is from
mean high water springs (MHWS). To facilitate the separate licence applications information
relevant to individual regulators is clearly signposted in each topic chapter. Additional
information has been supplied for the stretch of water within the French EEZ for
completeness.
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1.2

The Developer
The British and Alderney parts of the project are being developed by FAB Link Ltd, which is
a joint venture between Transmission Investment and Alderney Renewable Energy (ARE).
The French part of the project is being developed by the owner of the French national
electricity grid; Réseau de Transport d’Electricité (RTE).
Transmission Investment is a UK-based firm that specialises in the development, acquisition,
financing and management of electricity transmission assets. It is an operator and
maintainer of various offshore transmission assets under Offshore Transmission Operator
(OFTO) arrangements for connection of wind farms in the North Sea and Irish Sea.
ARE is the developer of a proposed tidal power station to be constructed within the territorial
waters of Alderney, designed to take advantage of the extreme tidal currents in that area. In
2008 ARE secured a 65 year licence from the States of Alderney and the Alderney
Commission for Renewable Energy. The licence provides ARE with access to Alderney's
territorial waters, an area of 48 square miles, and gives ARE exclusive rights to apply for
consent to develop and install tidal turbines and infrastructure for renewable energy systems.

1.3

Project Need
Britain currently has electricity interconnectors with Ireland (both Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland), and continental Europe (specifically with France and the Netherlands).
These interconnectors provide a means of transferring electrical power between the
exporting country and the importing country, and typically they are “two-way” interconnectors
(i.e. either country can be the country importing or exporting electricity at any one time).
There is however a need for additional interconnection, driven by challenges that the British
and wider European energy system face. These challenges, often termed the energy
trilemma, are of competitiveness, sustainability and security. Interconnectors, and the
benefits they provide, can assist in meeting those challenges:
▪

Competitiveness - Remaining economically competitive in an increasingly global market
for goods and services has become a priority for the European Union and its member
states. This often translates into reducing costs and this includes the cost of electricity.
Additional electricity interconnection can reduce the cost of electricity (as set out in
Section 1.3.1 below) and therefore assist the European Union in meeting its goal to be
competitive.

▪

Sustainability - The need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in order to limit global
temperature rises has resulted in the growth of significant volumes of low carbon
generation and plans for considerably more. Much of this generation is variable in nature
and often is remote from or at the extremity of the established high voltage grid.
Interconnectors can both assist with smoothing the variability of renewable generation
across different geographies and facilitate the connection and integration of renewables
(see Section 1.3.2 below).

▪

Security – Incidences such as restrictions to gas supplies by Russia have brought a
focus onto the security of Europe’s energy supply. Electricity security in Britain, the ability
to meet peak electricity demand, has been reduced through several factors:
▪

The closure of controllable fossil fuel generation (for economic or regulatory reasons);

▪

The closure of nuclear plant as it reaches the end of its asset life;

▪

The replacement of the above with large scale renewables with varying output; and

▪

The lack of new controllable plant being constructed (either for economic reasons or
the time it takes to permit, finance and build).
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To assist in meeting the security challenge the UK Government is incentivising additional
interconnection capacity (see Section 1.3.3 below).

1.3.1

Economic - reducing customer electricity bills
Interconnectors allow for higher cost electricity generation in the importing country to be
replaced by lower cost electricity generated in the exporting country. This results in a lower
cost of electricity overall and in particular in the importing country. The lower cost of
electricity should result in lower electricity prices for consumers.
Analysis undertaken by National Grid (2014) has estimated that each 1GW of new
interconnector capacity could reduce Britain’s wholesale power prices up to 1-2%. In total 45GW of new links built to mainland Europe could unlock up to £1 billion of benefits to energy
consumers per year, equating to nearly £3 million per day by 2020. This benefit will arise
because the analysis expects British wholesale electricity prices to remain higher than those
in neighbouring countries into the early 2020s, benefiting British consumers through net
imports.

1.3.2

Environmental
Interconnectors can provide environmental benefits in several ways:

1.3.3

▪

They can facilitate the connection and integration of renewable sources of generation. In
the specific case of FAB Link this will enable the connection and integration (providing a
route to market) of tidal generation planned to be developed in the waters around
Alderney. Alderney has the second largest tidal resource in North West Europe.
Independent estimates of the energy that could be harvested using current technology
from tidal flows within the 3nm limit range from 1GW to 3GW (ACRE 2016).

▪

They can allow high carbon generation in one (importing) country to be displaced by low
carbon generation in another (exporting) country – this is very relevant for FAB Link
which should allow high carbon fossil fuel generation in Britain (e.g. unabated coal-fired
or gas-fired generation) to be replaced by low carbon nuclear generation from France;
and

▪

They enable the volatility in generation output that arises from renewable (and therefore
low carbon) sources of generation such as onshore and offshore wind, solar and tidal
generation, to be smoothed by connecting these sources across wider geographic
regions subject to different weather patterns and tides. Again this will be relevant for FAB
Link which will provide additional connection between the significant amounts of wind and
solar generation in Britain and Ireland with that in continental Europe.

Security of supply benefits
Interconnectors provide access to another source of electricity and so reduce the probability
that there will be insufficient electricity to meet consumers’ demand for it.
The ability of an interconnector to contribute effectively to energy security depends on a
number of factors, including the reliability of the interconnector technology and the probability
that the exporting country will have excess generation capacity itself at times of need.
The UK government recognises the contribution that interconnectors make to energy
security through awarding capacity contracts to interconnectors through the capacity market.
In the first capacity market auction in which interconnectors were eligible (held in 2015)
interconnectors to France were set a 60% “country flow” de-rating factor (Rudd 2015). This
effectively says that a fully reliable interconnector to France will be 60% as effective as a
fully reliable generating unit in Britain in contributing to energy security at the critical times.
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1.4

Scope and Objectives of the Non-Statutory Environmental
Appraisal
The FAB Link project does not fall within the type of development listed in Annex I or II of
European Commission Council Directive 85/337/EC on the assessment of the impacts of
certain private and public projects on the environment (EIA Directive) and subsequent
amendments. Therefore as defined under The Marine Works (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2007, the proposed development is not considered to constitute
an ‘EIA’ development. In response to a request for a screening opinion from FAB Link Ltd
(FAB Link Ltd 2015), the MMO (the UK marine consenting authority) confirmed that the
installation of cables does not constitute ‘EIA Development’ as defined under The Marine
Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007. In addition they confirmed
that a statutory Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is not required to support the
Marine Licence application (MMO 2016a).
Alderney is not part of the United Kingdom; it is an independent British Crown Protectorate
and a constituent part of the Bailiwick of Guernsey. The Bailiwick of Guernsey is not part of
the European Union and is not subject to European Directives.
Under Schedule 9 of the Electricity Act 1989, FAB Link Ltd, as an interconnector licence
holder, has a “duty to preserve amenity” when formulating any relevant proposal. FAB Link
Ltd will comply with its Schedule 9 duties, including those relating to mitigating the effects of
its proposals. FAB Link Ltd has prepared a Schedule 9 Statement on the Preservation of
Amenity, which can be viewed at www.fablink.net. In accordance with this Statement FAB
Link Ltd is committed to completing appropriate marine surveys and assessments. The
scale of the project and its location require that a number of issues in respect of potential
environmental effects be addressed and FAB Link Ltd consider it best practice to meet its
obligations by undertaking a non-statutory Environmental Appraisal.
Whilst not a statutory EIA; the EA has been undertaken in accordance with all relevant
industry good practice. The EA process:
▪

establishes the environmental baseline in the area of proposed development;

▪

identifies environmental sensitivities, particularly with relevance to the concerns of
stakeholders and regulatory bodies;

▪

evaluates relevant impacts and their significance; and finally

▪

proposes mitigation measures which FAB Link Ltd will implement to minimise these
impacts.

This ER reports on the EA process, its findings and conclusions. The information in this
report has been collated to both inform the applications for the required consents and allow
regulators in the UK and States of Guernsey to satisfy their statutory obligations.
This ER will accompany the licence applications to the appropriate authorities.
The objectives of this ER are therefore to:
▪

Provide sufficient environmental information and data to inform the relevant consent
applications as required by law, and to allow the regulators in the UK, State of Guernsey
and State of Alderney to make an informed decision. Consideration is also given to
providing adequate information so that the MMO can satisfy the UK’s obligations under
European law; in particular with respect to the requirements for Appropriate Assessment
under Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats of wild flora
and fauna (Habitats Directive), if relevant.

▪

Enable FAB Link Ltd to comply with the best environmental practice by delivering an EA
to a high standard.
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1.5

Sources of Data and Information
The information contained within this ER has been drawn from existing literature, projectspecific data, personal communications with local experts and statutory bodies and sitespecific studies and surveys commissioned for the project. Every effort has been made to
obtain data concerning the existing environment and to accurately predict the likely
environmental effect of the proposed development. Assumptions adopted in the evaluation
of the impacts are reported in the relevant sections.
Key literature sources utilised in the preparation of this report are listed at the beginning of
each section. A number of specialist studies and surveys have also been carried out to
inform the EA (see Table 1-1).
The data collected throughout these assessments and surveys have been used to define the
baseline conditions – against which impacts have been measured and predicted, in turn
helping to define the mitigation measures required. More information on these studies is
provided in the relevant chapters of the ER.

Table 1-1

Specialist studies

Document

Author

FAB Cable Route Survey: Geophysical & Geotechnical Report - Offshore

MMT

FAB Cable Route Survey: Geophysical & Geotechnical Report – Nearshore

MMT

FAB Cable Route Survey: Environmental Survey Report

MMT

Phase I intertidal surveys: Corblets Bay & Longis Bay

Centre for Marine and
Coastal Studies (CMACs)

FAB Link – Marine archaeology technical report

Wessex Archaeology

FAB Link Project Fishing Activity Report

Network Services

FAB Link Interconnector – WP A2 – Seabed mobility study

HR Wallingford

FAB Link Interconnector – WP A1 – Review of metocean studies

HR Wallingford

Explosive Ordnance Threat Assessment in respect of FAB Link – Route 1 – Western
Cherbourg Peninsula to Eastern Alderney

Dynasafe

Explosive Ordnance Risk Mitigation Strategy in respect of FAB Link – Route 1 –
Western Cherbourg Peninsula to Eastern Alderney

Dynasafe

Explosive Ordnance Threat Assessment in respect of FAB Link – Route 2 – Northern
Alderney to Sidmouth Area

Dynasafe

Explosive Ordnance Risk Mitigation Strategy in respect of FAB Link – Route 2 –
Northern Alderney to Sidmouth Area

Dynasafe

Metocean Design Conditions for Cable Installation and Protection Criteria

DHI

FAB Link Cable Burial Assessment

Wood Group Kenny

FAB Link Interconnector Submarine Cable EMF Study

GHD

Desktop Study of Alderney-Britain Cable Route – October 2014

Wood Group Kenny

Desktop Study of France-Alderney Cable Route – February 2014

Wood Group Kenny
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1.6

Report Structure
This ER is divided into the principal chapters outlined in Table 1-2.

Table 1-2

Structure of the ER

Chapter

Title

Content

-

Executive Summary

The aim of the Executive Summary is to enable communication with those
unfamiliar with the environmental appraisal process and terminology by
summarising the key findings of the ER in simple terms.

1

Introduction

An introduction describing the developer, need for the project and
summarising the project.

2

Policy and Legislative
Framework

A description of the legislative frameworks which govern the project and
the environmental appraisal.

3

Development of the
Project and Alternatives

This chapter outlines why the project is preferable to alternative options.

4

Project Description

A description of the project in terms of the activities that will be
undertaken and emissions to the environment during construction and
operation of FAB Link.

5

Impact Assessment
Methodology

A description of the process followed when conducting the environmental
appraisal.

6

Marine Processes

7

Benthic and Intertidal
Ecology

8

Fish and Shellfish

9

Birds, Marine Mammals
and Marine Reptiles

These chapters describe the physical, biological and human baseline
environment in the project area including identification of key receptors
and their sensitivity to possible impacts.
The findings of the
environmental appraisal are reported, which takes into consideration the
nature, magnitude, duration of the potential impacts in order to determine
their significance. If necessary, appropriate mitigation measures to avoid,
reduce or remedy the effects identified are described.

10

Nature Conservation

11

Commercial Fisheries

12

Shipping and Navigation

13

Aviation, Military and
Communications

14

Infrastructure and Other
Users

15

Marine Archaeology

16

Draft Construction
Environmental Plan

This chapter outlines the mitigation measures proposed in the
assessment, and the minimum requirements contractors will need to take
in order to implement them.

17

Conclusions

This chapter provides overall conclusions on the significance of any
impacts, proposed mitigation and how measures will be implemented.

Appendix A

Consultation Feedback
Report

This report provides a detailed account of the consultation undertaken for
the project up to submission of the Final ER with statutory and nonstatutory consultees, other stakeholders and members of the public. The
report also summarises the issues raised and how FAB Link Ltd has
responded to those issues.

Appendix B

Letter from MMO 11
April 2016

Letter outlining the roles, responsibilities and requirements at three key
stages of the TEN-E Process for FAB Link Ltd, East Devon District
Council and the Marine Management Organisation.

Appendix C

Vessel Density Plots

Monthly vessel density plots to support Chapter 12 Shipping assessment.

Appendix D

Marine Archaeological
Technical Report
(Wessex Archaeology
2016)

Desk-based study of the environmental baseline for marine archaeology
alongside an analysis of available marine geophysical data.
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1.7

Consultation
FAB Link Ltd has taken a pro-active approach to consultation, recognising that it is a critical
activity in the development of a comprehensive and balanced EA. In November 2014 FAB
Link Ltd opened discussions with the MMO. Through this engagement and previous project
experience, relevant stakeholders for the project were identified and wider non-statutory
consultation commenced in June 2015.
All consultation comments received during the project and particularly as part of the
th
th
consultation running from 25 July to 5 September 2016, are summarised in the
Consultation Report (Appendix A) and are referenced as appropriate in the relevant
Chapters of this report.
As a European PCI project FAB Link Ltd is also required to conduct public and stakeholder
consultation meetings through a variety of means set out in Section 4.23 of the TEN-E UK
Manual of Procedures (DECC, 2014). Wider public participation was achieved through:
▪

Development and regular updates to Project Website (http://www.fablink.net/)

▪

Public consultation meetings

▪

Provision of public information leaflets – published before the start of public consultation.

Comments received as part of the consultation process have been considered in the
preparation of this ER.
Following the TEN-E process, FAB Link Ltd agreed a “Concept for Public Participation”
(MMO 2015a) and a “Schedule of Permit Granting Process” (MMO 2015b & 2016b) with the
MMO. The Schedule is an in principle timeline that outlines the dates, decisions and
opinions necessary for the project to proceed. Under this Schedule and Article 10(4)(c) of
the TEN-E Regulation, FAB Link Ltd are required to submit a Draft Application File to the
MMO. The MMO are required to review the draft application and identify whether they
consider information is missing. FAB Link Ltd is also required to make the Draft Application
file available to consultees and the public for comment. The Draft application was submitted
th
to the MMO and States of Guernsey, and made available to the public on 25 July 2016.
The Schedule provided that the MMO would confirm that the Final application file, which
includes an application for a marine licence, could be submitted within 3 months of receipt of
the Draft application file or the submission of missing information. The MMO sought further
information, which has now been submitted, and the MMO has confirmed that the final
application file can be submitted. Following submission and acceptance by the MMO of the
application a 28 day consultation period will commence. This period provides consultees
and the public further opportunity to comment on the application.
This ER formed part of the Draft Application File. It has now been updated taking into
account representations made by stakeholders and members of the public during the
consultation process and forms part of the Final Application.

1.8

Availability of the Environmental Report
Further information about the project including copies of the Environmental Report can be
requested by contacting:
FAB Link Limited
th
17 Floor, 88 Wood Street
London, EC2V 7DA
Telephone: 020 3668 6696
Email: fab@transmissioninvestment.com
Website: www.fablink.net
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2. Policy and Legislative Framework

This Chapter provides a description of marine planning policy in UK (England) and the
Bailiwick of Guernsey and sets out the legislative framework and marine licensing and
permitting requirements that apply to the installation, maintenance and operation of
the project.

2.1

Maritime Jurisdictions
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) defines the rights and
responsibilities of nations with respect to the world’s oceans. The convention sets limits for
various ocean boundaries from the state’s baseline (normally its coastline). If a particular
limit overlaps with that of another state, the median point between the two baselines is taken,
unless otherwise mutually agreed. A state’s territorial sea limit extends up to 12nm from its
baseline, whilst its Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) extends from the outer limit of the
territorial sea to a maximum of 200nm from the baseline.
The project crosses the jurisdiction of four competent authorities as indicated in Figure 2-1:
UK territorial waters and EEZ; French EEZ; and State of Guernsey and State of Alderney
territorial waters.
Alderney is not part of the United Kingdom; it is an independent British Crown Protectorate
and a constituent part of the Bailiwick of Guernsey. It is governed by its own assembly, the
States of Alderney. The territorial limit around Alderney extends out to 3nm. However the
territorial limit for the Bailiwick of Guernsey, administered by the States of Guernsey, extends
to 12nm. It should be noted that the Bailiwick of Guernsey is not part of the European Union
and is not subject to European Directives.

2.2

Marine Planning Policy
This section describes the background to and rationale for marine spatial planning and
summarises planning policies. It is helpful to establish the marine planning policy and
framework of each of the two consenting authorities (UK and Bailiwick of Guernsey) through
which the marine cable corridor passes and to consider the development of marine plans in
specific areas.

2.2.1

The Marine Planning concept
Boundaries for terrestrial plans essentially follow existing or historic administrative
jurisdictions. For marine areas, while the land/sea boundary and international boundaries
provide onshore and offshore limits, clear boundaries are not always apparent. Marine
Spatial Planning (MSP) is a new approach to the management of our seas. The aim is to
ensure a sustainable future for our coastal and offshore waters through managing and
balancing the many activities, resources and assets in our marine environment (MMO 2013).
MSP seeks to adapt spatial planning concepts used on land and, taking into consideration
the challenges in the marine environment, apply them to inshore and offshore waters. MSP
has emerged as a means of resolving inter-sectoral and cross-border conflicts over marine
space.
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Figure 2-1

Maritime jurisdictions along the marine cable corridor
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2.2.2

UK policy
In order to rationalise planning in the marine environment a UK Marine Policy Statement
(MPS) has been prepared in accordance with Section 44 of the Marine and Coastal Access
Act, 2009 (MCAA) and is the system which will direct marine planning activities. The
document sets out the policies intended to help achieve sustainable development in the UK
marine areas and provides the framework for preparing marine plans and for taking
decisions that affect the marine environment. Marine plans will provide more detailed policy
and spatial guidance at a country or regional level.
The UK Act requires all public authorities taking authorisation or enforcement decisions that
affect, or might affect, the UK marine area do so in accordance with the MPS and relevant
marine plans unless relevant considerations indicate otherwise (HM Government 2010).
Authorities taking decisions that affect, or might affect, the UK marine area which are not
authorisation or enforcement decisions must have regard to the MPS and relevant marine
plans.

2.2.3

UK Marine plan
Responsibility for the development of marine plans in the UK has been delegated to the
Marine Management Organisation (MMO). They provide policy and spatial guidance for
specific areas and help ensure that decisions within a plan area contribute to the delivery of
UK, national and any area specific policy objectives.
Marine plans in UK coastal areas overlap slightly with the area of jurisdiction of local
authorities. Marine plans cover the area up to MHWS tide whereas local authorities'
responsibilities extend to the mean low water mark (MLWM). Local authorities are expected
to play an important role in the marine planning process, leading to the integration of
terrestrial and marine plans, where they overlap.
The South Inshore (Area 6) and South Offshore (Area 7) are the third and fourth areas in
England to be selected for Marine Planning in UK waters. The inshore and offshore marine
plan areas share various features and activities, many reliant on both areas, and as such a
single South Marine Plan has been produced; a draft of which was released for consultation
th
by the MMO on 7 November 2016. The inshore plan includes territorial waters out to 12nm
along the coastline from Folkestone to the River Dart. The offshore plan extends out from
12nm to the seaward limit of the exclusive economic zone. The South Marine Plan will
provide a framework and governance for managing the English Channel area (MMO 2016b).
The plan contains 12 objectives which will be delivered through 53 policies. The policies
cover a wide range of topics including activities and users, economic, social and
environmental considerations and cross-cutting issues such as the join up between decisionmaking on land and at sea and opportunities for coexistence. There are two plan policies
that specifically relate to marine cables (MMO 2016b):
▪

S-CAB-1: Preference should be given to proposals for cable installation where the
method of installation is burial. Where burial is not achievable, decisions should take
account of protection measures for the cable that may be proposed by the applicant.

▪

S-CAB-2: Proposals that have a significant adverse impact on new and existing landfall
sites for subsea cables (telecoms, power and interconnectors) should demonstrate that
they will, in order of preference: a) avoid b) minimise, c) mitigate significant adverse
impacts, d) if it is not possible to mitigate significant adverse impacts, proposals should
state the case for proceeding.

There are a number of additional policies that although do not directly relate to marine cables
FAB Link Ltd will need to be cognisant of. These include, but are not limited to:
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▪

S-CO-1: requires proposals to minimise their use of space and consider opportunities to
co-exist with other activities;

▪

S-DEF-1: affects proposals in Ministry of Defence Danger and Exercise Areas;

▪

S-AQ-1: requires proposals to demonstrate consideration of and compatibility with
aquaculture production;

▪

S-TR-2: requires proposals to avoid, minimise or mitigate adverse impacts on tourism
and recreation;

▪

S-ACC-1: requires proposals to avoid, minimise or mitigate adverse impacts on public
access;

▪

S-HER-1: requires proposals to avoid, minimise or mitigate adverse impacts on heritage
assets;

▪

S-MPA-1: requires proposal to take account of any adverse impacts on the objectives of
Marine Protected Areas;

▪

S-UWN-2: requires proposals to avoid, minimise or mitigate adverse impacts on highly
mobile species as a consequence of the generation of underwater noise (impulsive or
ambient);

▪

S-BIO-4: requires proposal to demonstrate that they will avoid reducing the distribution
and next extent of priority habitats; and

▪

S-FISH-4; requires proposals to demonstrate they will avoid, minimise or mitigate
adverse impacts on essential fish habitat.

Care has been taken in the design of FAB Link to ensure that it is aligned with all of these
policies. The project has been designed to minimise interaction with current and future
marine activities and route selection has followed complementary principles to those on
which marine planning is based.

2.2.4

States of Alderney and States of Guernsey
The States of Alderney published the Islands first Strategic Plan in 2014. The plan sets out
the vision and objectives for the future. One of the strategic aims for 2015/2016 under the
plan is to “develop an Environmental Plan for the island…” (States of Alderney 2015).
The States of Guernsey has developed Corporate Policy Plans within the States Strategic
Plan which set the medium to long term objectives of the State. There are three plans, one
of which is the Environmental Policy Plan. The Environmental Policy Plan identifies a vision
and outcomes that the State wish to achieve. The outcomes are delivered through a series
of actions plans. Action xi) is to “Identify legislative and policy mechanisms for the
generation of a Marine Spatial Plan delivering the sustainable eco system approach.” (States
of Guernsey 2009). The marine spatial plan is still in development.
The public authorities within the States of Alderney and States of Guernsey are required to
take authorisation or enforcement decisions in accordance with the States Strategic Plans,
unless relevant considerations indicate otherwise.

2.3

Legislative Requirements
The installation of marine cables is not a form of development which falls under the remit of
European Commission Council Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of
certain public and private projects on the environment (EIA Directive) and subsequent
amendments. Therefore, for this type of development a statutory EIA is not required.
However, there are a number of other policies and laws under which the competent authority
is required to consider the environmental impact of a project.
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The legislative requirements of each of the competent authorities are outlined below.

2.3.1

UK

2.3.1.1 Marine Licence

th

The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (MCAA) came in to force on 6 April 2011 and
provides the framework for the marine licensing system. The Act modernises previous
licencing process and provides a more streamlined, transparent, and effective licensing
system.
The MMO is responsible under Part 4 of the MCAA for administering marine licensing of
activities related to construction or removal of any substance or object in English territorial
waters and also for regulating activities where they are undertaken outside of UK territorial
waters e.g. within EEZ. They do so by issuing a Marine Licence.
As part of the assessment of the marine licence application the regulator may seek advice
from their primary advisors and consultees before making a decision on whether to issue the
licence. The regulator may consult any person or body it deems fit, in cases involving any
matter in which that person or body has particular interest or expertise.
A Marine Licence is required for the installation and maintenance of FAB Link within UK
inshore waters. The Marine Licence would apply to the section of the cable in territorial
waters i.e. between MHWS and the 12nm limit. Review of current marine licencing policy
indicates:
▪

Laying and burial of the inshore section of the cable (within 12nm) requires a marine
licence under Part 4 of the MCAA.

▪

Within the offshore marine plan area (outside of 12nm) installation of an international
electricity cable is exempt from requiring a marine licence under Section 81(2) of the
MCAA. However, the deposition of protection material e.g. grout mattresses or rock,
seabed preparation and disposal of dredged material would be licensable activities.

▪

The MMO consider that any form of cable protection works, is a licensable activity,
whether the need for such protection works is identified before or after the laying of the
cable. Cable protection can be included in the installation Marine Licence application.

▪

Conditions to the marine licence for the installation and maintenance of the offshore
section of the cable may be attached to take account of other marine users and
conservation designations.

2.3.1.2 TEN-E: Regulation (EU) No. 347/2013

European Commission (EC) Regulation No 347/2013 on Guidelines for Trans-European
Networks for Energy (TEN-E Regulation) lays down rules for the timely development and
interoperability of energy networks in European Union Member States and the European
Economic Area (EEA). The Regulation sets out guidelines for streamlining the permitting
processes for major energy infrastructure projects that contribute to European energy
networks. These are referred to as Projects of Common Interest (PCIs). FAB Link has
achieved PCI status under the TEN-E Regulation.

In the UK, the consenting processes (i.e. Marine Licence application) for major energy
infrastructure are already broadly similar to the procedures set out in the TEN-E Regulation.
There are however, several procedures through which a PCI must pass, which differ from
other marine licence applications made to the MMO. For example, the TEN-E Regulation
requires PCI projects to be given ‘priority status’ at a national level to ensure rapid
administrative treatment. To address this, the MMO issued a Schedule of Permit Granting
Process (MMO 2015 and 2016a) for FAB Link which outlines the ‘in principle’ timeline for the
permit granting process. The MMO is responsible for ensuring that this Schedule is complied
with.
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Article 10(4)(a) of the TEN-E Regulation requires the competent authority to identify the
scope of material and level of detail of information to be submitted by the project proponent,
as part of the application for the comprehensive decision authorising the PCI, including for
the marine licence application. On 11 April 2016 the MMO issued a letter to FAB Link Ltd
setting out the information required under Article 10(4)(a). A copy of this letter is provided in
Appendix B.
Article 10(4)(c) of the TEN-E Regulation requires the project proponent to submit a “draft
application file” to the competent authority. The project proponent is also required to make
the “draft application file” available to consultees and the public for comment. Following
receipt of the file, the MMO are required to identify whether information is missing and inform
the project proponent of omissions.
The Schedule provides that the MMO will confirm that the “final application file” for a marine
licence can be submitted within 3 months of receipt of the “draft application file” or the
submission of missing information. Once the final Marine Licence application is submitted a
28 day consultation period will commence. This period provides consultees and the public
further opportunity to present comment on the application.
This Environment Report will form part of the ‘Draft Application File’ and ‘Final Application
file’ (updated as necessary after consultation period).
Specific requirements of the TEN-E Regulation include guidelines for public participation.
Annex IV(5) specifies that at the least the following should be undertaken:
▪

Publish an information leaflet, giving, in a clear and concise manner, an overview of the
purpose and preliminary timetable of the project, the national grid development plan,
alternative routes considered, expected impacts, including of cross-border nature, and
possible mitigation measures, which shall be published prior to the start of the
consultation.

▪

Establish a project website;

▪

Inform all stakeholders affected about the project through the project website;

▪

Invite in written form relevant affected stakeholders to dedicated meetings, during which
concerns shall be addressed; and

▪

Undertake at least one pubic consultation before submission of the “draft application file”.

At draft application file stage, FAB Link has complied with these requirements; as detailed in
Chapter 5, Section 5.5.

2.3.1.3 Habitats Regulation Appraisal (HRA)

EC Council Directive 92/43/EC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and
flora (Habitats Directive) and EC Council Directive 2009/147/EC on the conservation of wild
birds (Birds Directive) enable European Union member states to work together within the
same legislative framework to protect Europe’s most valuable species and habitats,
irrespective of political or administrative boundaries. At the heart of these Directives is the
creation of a network of Europe’s most valuable species and habitat sites known as Natura
2000.

The aim of the Natura 2000 network is to ensure the long-term survival of European
threatened species and habitats. The network comprises Special Areas of Conservation
(SACs) designated under the Habitats Directive, and Special Protection Areas (SPAs)
designated under the Birds Directive. SPAs and SACs are designated by the individual
member states.
Under Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive, project-related activities within or adjacent to
Natura 2000 sites must be assessed with regard to their implications for the site
conservation objectives. In England and Wales, the Habitats and Birds Directives are
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transposed into national legislation by The Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2010, which covers the terrestrial environment and marine waters up to the 12
nm limit.
As of 16th August 2012, the 2010 Regulations were updated to help preserve, maintain and
re-establish habitats for wild birds. Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2012 (as amended), a Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) is required for any
plan or project which has the potential to affect a Natura 2000 site, no matter how far away
from that site, in order to determine whether an Appropriate Assessment (AA) is required.
The three tests set out under regulation 61 of the 2010 Habitats Regulations to determine if a
proposal will affect a Natura site are:
▪

Is the proposal directly connected with or necessary for site management for nature
conservation?

▪

Is the proposal likely to have a significant effect on the site? (this is the Screening Stage)

▪

Can it be ascertained that the proposal will not adversely affect the integrity of the site?
(this is the appropriate assessment stage)

The tests are known as the HRA process.

2.3.1.4 Protected species

Certain species are protected by international, European and national wildlife legislation
throughout the UK. This includes protection from intentional or reckless disturbance, taking,
harming and killing, and in some cases possession or sale of the species.
There is no intention to take, trade or sell protected species; therefore, this section focuses
on the legislation for which it is an offence to recklessly disturb, harm or kill a protected
species. The legislation that applies is:
▪

The Offshore Marine Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 2007 (as
amended) transpose Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats
and of wild fauna and flora (Habitats Directive) and Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the
conservation of wild birds (Birds Directive) into national law;

▪

The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010; and

▪

The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended)

Table 2-1 below provides details of the marine species which are currently protected in
England under this legislation. The schedules to the legislation are regularly reviewed and
updated in light of scientific evidence.
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Table 2-1

UK protection measures for marine species

Offshore Marine Conservation
(Natural Habitats, &c.)
Regulations 2007

Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations 2010

Wildlife & Countryside Act

Schedule 1 (European
Protected Species)

Schedule 2 (European
Protected Species)

Schedule 5

Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises
(all species)

Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises
(all species)

Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises
(all species)

Loggerhead turtle
Green turtle

Loggerhead turtle
Green turtle

Basking and Angel Shark
Allis shad and Twaite shad

Kemp’s Ridley turtle
Hawksbill turtle

Kemp’s Ridley turtle
Hawksbill turtle

Leatherback turtle
Common Sturgeon

Leatherback turtle
Common Sturgeon

Otter

Otter

Common Sturgeon
Short Snouted Seahorse and
Spiny Seahorse
Fan Mussel and Freshwater
Pearl Mussel
Starlet sea anemone
Otter

A licence is required for certain activities in relation to these protected species that might
otherwise be against the law. Licences are granted subject to conditions and licence holders
are responsible for ensuring compliance with conditions. Failure to comply with conditions is
an offence.
It is not anticipated that activities undertaken in the construction, operation and maintenance
of FAB Link will recklessly disturb, harm or kill any protected species. Where there is the
potential for accidental harm that could injure a protected species e.g. vessel collision, the
significance of the impact has been assessed in the relevant topic chapter.
It is not considered likely that any licences will be required for this project.

2.3.1.5 Marine archaeology

As part of the UK marine licencing consultation, the statutory stakeholder Historic England
require that the legislation described below is considered during the assessment of impact
(TCE 2014). On consideration of this legislation and prior to work being conducted, a project
specific Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) for Archaeological Remains and a Protocol
for Archaeological Discovery (PAD) are required to minimise disturbance and destruction of
archaeological features and set out a methodology for investigation.
Protection of Wrecks Act 1973

Under the Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 (PWA), wrecks and wreckage of historical,
archaeological or artistic importance can be protected by way of designation. It is an offence
to carry out certain activities in a defined area surrounding a wreck that has been
designated, unless a licence for those activities has been obtained. Offences include:
▪

Tampering with, damaging or removing any part of a vessel;

▪

Carrying out diving or salvage without permits;

▪

Removing objects from the wreck site; and

▪

Depositing, so as to fall and lie abandoned on the seabed, anything that would obliterate
the site, obstruct access to it, or damage any part of the wreck.

Under the PWA, protection is provided for wrecks that are designated as dangerous due to
their contents and is administered on a UK-wide basis by the Maritime and Coastguard
Agency (MCA) through the Receiver of Wreck.
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Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979
Although primarily land based, in recent years the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979 has also been used to provide some level of protection for underwater sites.
The Act provides for the scheduling of monuments, which encompasses buildings, structures
or work, cave or excavation, vehicle, vessel, aircraft or other moveable structure. To be
eligible for scheduling, a monument must be of national importance. Sites range from
standing stones to deserted medieval villages, and include recent structures such as
collieries and wartime pillboxes.
Protection of Military Remains Act 1986
The Protection of Military Remains Act is used to provide protection for military wrecks of
both aircraft and ships. All military aircraft are automatically protected under this legislation.
The Act is administered by the Ministry of Defence (MoD) notably the RAF for aircraft and
the Royal Navy for vessels. Under this Act, vessels may be designated either as a protected
place or as a controlled site.
Wrecks are designated by name and can be designated as protected places even if the
location of the site is not known. Thus, the wreckage of a UK military aircraft is automatically
a protected place even if the physical remains have not been previously discovered or
identified. Shipwrecks need to be specifically designated, and designation as a protected
place applies only to vessels that sank after 4 August 1914 (EH 2012). The Act makes it an
offence to interfere with a protected place, to disturb the site or to remove anything from it,
unless licensed to do so by the MOD. Further details on applicable legislation is provided in
Appendix – Marine Archaeological Technical Report (Wessex Archaeology 2016).

2.3.1.6 Crown Estate Licence

The Crown Estate own and manage the majority of the seabed out to the 12nm territorial
limit. Permission is needed for rights to lay, maintain and operate cables on areas of seabed
for which they are the landlord. The Crown Estate also request that they are informed of
cables that transit the UK continental shelf (within the 200nm limit), as other activities may be
impacted. A Crown Estate Licence will be required for the right to install and operate FAB
Link.
Applicants are required to obtain all necessary consents from government, and crossing and
proximity agreements from existing tenants in close proximity to the works and works
restriction zone.
The Crown Estate permission for cables is given as a seabed lease, associated with which
are certain rights to enter onto the seabed, install, operate, maintain and repair. Occupation
of any site and performance of works cannot commence until a legal agreement has been
completed. The Crown Estate lease will require all other consents to be in place.

2.3.1.7 European Directives

Water and sediment quality are monitored and regulated in the UK under a number of EC
Directives. The most relevant to the project are:
▪

Directive 2008/56/EC establishing a framework for community action in the field of marine
environmental policy (Marine Strategy Framework Directive, MSFD);

▪

Directive 2000/60/EC establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water
policy (Water Framework Directive, WFD);

▪

Directive 2006/7/EC concerning the management of bathing water quality (Bathing
Waters Directive, BWD); and

▪

Directive 2006/113/EC on the quality required of shellfish waters (Shellfish Waters
Directive, SFWD).
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The WFD sets out Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs) that are used to assess the risk
of chemical pollutant impacts on water quality to the health of aquatic plants and animals.
EQSs are set for freshwater, estuarine and coastal waters. The MSFD considers water
beyond 1nm. Both the WFD and MSFD seek to ensure Good Environmental Status (GES)
within designated water bodies. The WFD requires member states to ensure surface water
and groundwater achieve "good chemical and ecological status" by 2015 by progressive
reductions in pollution and restoration. Under the MSFD each marine region or sub-region
needs to achieve GES by 2020 (Articles 1 and 3). Broadly GES for the marine environment
means that marine waters are:▪

Ecologically diverse;

▪

Clean, healthy and productive; and

▪

Used sustainably, so that the needs of current and future generations are safeguarded.

Annex I of the MSFD lists eleven criteria (qualitative descriptors) of GES. The MSFD has
been implemented in the UK by the Marine Strategy Regulations 2010 (SI 2010/1627).
Regulation 16 of these Regulations clarifies the relationship between the WFD and the
Marine Strategy Regulations in UK coastal waters. Both apply but the Marine Strategy
Regulations only apply to the extent that particular aspects of the GES are not already
addressed by the WFD.
The BWD and the SFWD are only applicable at designated bathing waters and
shellfisheries, respectively. Sediment quality within the marine environment is measured
using the Cefas action levels (Cefas 2015), which were developed to consider dredged
material contamination, however this still provides a guide to the levels contained within
sediments for assessment purposes.

2.3.1.8 Crossing and proximity agreements

At the early stages of the project, The Crown Estate provided details of third party
infrastructure present which may be crossed or in close proximity to FAB Link within UK
waters. The crossing of third party infrastructure is made with prior agreement of the owners
following a negotiated formal Crossing Agreement (CA). The CA describes the rights and
responsibilities of the parties and also the detailed physical design of the crossing. The
design addresses the need to protect both the cables and the third-party infrastructure and
other aspects such as crossing angle and vertical separation. In some cases the crossing
location, relative to sensitive structures, e.g. subsea valves or cable repeaters, is specified.
A proximity agreement similarly protects the third party asset and is negotiated if cable
routing is unable to avoid infrastructure completely. FAB Link Ltd has the responsibility to
ensure the third party asset integrity is not affected.
The exact physical design of the crossing will depend on both the negotiated CA and the
resources of the installation contractor and may vary from location to location.
FAB Link Ltd is in the process of negotiating formal Crossing Agreements with cable owners.
In addition, there is a Shareholder Agreement in place with Race Tidal Ltd, including
proximity agreements, in relation to the Race Tidal project.

2.3.2

France
The legislation in French waters is an extension of the concept of terrestrial public domain
and focuses exclusively on the seabed without considering the water column. To date,
management of human activities in marine waters off the French coastline is not integrated
and is characterised by a sectoral approach with the involvement of scores of authorities.
France, unlike many important maritime nations, has not developed comprehensive ocean
legislation. FAB Link crosses the French EEZ between the French/English median line and
the States of Guernsey territorial waters.
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There are currently no formal licensing requirements for the section of FAB Link that crosses
the French EEZ. France respects its obligations under the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS 1982)
not to require formal consents for submarine cables that cross its EEZ. However, under
Decree 2013-611 of 10 July 2103, Article 19, FAB Link Ltd is required to notify the Préfet
Maritime of the region where the route lies at least six months in advance of cable
installation.
The Préfet Maritime is a French civil servant who exercises authority over the sea in one
particular region. He reports to the Prime Minister, and is in charge of the French
sovereignty at sea, monitoring operations, safety of the users, police and rescue operations.
France is a signatory to the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of Underwater Cultural
Heritage. The requirements of the Convention have been transposed into French legislation
through various articles within the Code du Patrimoine. This legislation applies to the French
contiguous zone (Zone contigüe) i.e. waters between the 12nm and 24nm limits;
approximately 14.6km of the marine cable corridor lies within the contiguous zone.
Within the Code du Patrimoine, article L521-1 defines offshore and onshore preventative
archaeology, and protects archaeology from any development. Its objective is to ensure that
archaeology assets both onshore and offshore are not adversely affected by proposed
development by ensuring the appropriate measures are in place to detect, identify, preserve
and conserve discoveries. The article also defines how the results should be interpreted and
made available by the developer.
Article L532-1 defines maritime cultural assets as fields, wrecks, archaeological artefacts or
any assets of pre-historical, archaeological or historical value. Under Article L523-2 the
Minister of Culture must be informed by the project developer if any works are likely to affect
any cultural maritime asset.

2.3.3

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney
As discussed in Section 2.1 above, FAB Link crosses both the States of Alderney and States
of Guernsey territorial waters. The Bailiwick of Guernsey is not part of the European Union
and is not subject to European Directives.

2.3.3.1 Food and Environment Protection Act (FEPA) Licence

The Food and Environment Protection Act 1985 legislation was transposed by the Bailiwick
of Guernsey in 1987 to provide a structure for food and environmental protection within
Guernsey territorial waters. Under Guernsey Statutory Instrument 1992 No 23 certain
activities are exempted from the FEPA 1985 (Guernsey) Order 1987; cable installation is
currently listed under the exemptions on page 4, clause 5. The wording of clause 5 is:
“The deposit of cable and associated equipment (otherwise than for the purpose of disposal)
in the course of cable laying or cable maintenance, provided that –
a. before the operations are carried out, notice is given to the Board of Administration,
and
b. any conditions specified by the Board are complied with.”

The Office of Environmental Health and Pollution Regulation have confirmed (Cook 2015)
that a FEPA licence application will not be required for the installation of the cable.
However, the deposition of material on the seabed e.g. for the purposes of cable protection,
and the preparation of the seabed and disposal of associated material is not an exempt
activity and would therefore require a FEPA licence.
Part II of the FEPA 1985 (Guernsey) Order 1987 has provision for deposits to the seabed.
The FEPA licensing process is well established for marine activities. Applicants are required
to provide specific details about the project (Cefas 2004). These details include, but are not
limited to:
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▪

The materials to be used including a detailed design specification.

▪

The construction methodology.

▪

The equipment to be used.

▪

Contractor details.

▪

The precise location of the development (with exact co-ordinates).

▪

The precise timetable for the construction works (start/end dates, key milestones).

▪

The interference of the ‘development’ on navigation.

The licensing authority can then make an informed decision on whether or not to license the
development and where necessary include robust legally binding mitigation and monitoring
measures. The materials and potential installation and construction techniques used in
offshore cable developments are similar to those used in other marine construction projects
so must be assessed on the same basis.

2.3.3.2 Nature conservation
Alderney’s wildlife and habitat protection is largely dependent on land use planning and
fishery control legislation and policy. The States have designated Sites of Nature
Conservation Importance (SNCIs), but these are planning constraints only. No legal
protection is given to the habitats inside these SNCIs.
All wild birds are protected under the Protection of Wild Birds (Alderney) Ordinance 2005
with the exception of those species listed in Annex 1. The legislation makes it an offence to
kill, injure or take any wild bird or to knowingly or wilfully disturb eggs or nests of any wild
birds. No such activities will be undertaken during installation, maintenance and operation of
FAB Link.
The UK has extended the following international agreements to the Bailiwick of Guernsey:
▪

Bonn Convention – Convention of the conservation of migratory species of wild animals

▪

ASCOBANS - Agreement on the conservation of small cetaceans of the Baltic and North
Sea

▪

Ramsar Convention - Convention on Wetlands of International Importance
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3. Development of the Project and
Alternatives

This Chapter summarises the development of the FAB Link project, including the
alternatives which have been considered and the rationale for the selection of the
‘Preferred Option’. In particular it: considers the project concept and selection of
technology; summarises the process that was undertaken to identify a UK connection
point; and sets out the alternative landfall and marine route options which have been
considered in developing the project.

3.1

Project Concept
The concept of harnessing tidal energy in the waters around Alderney has been under
development by Alderney Renewable Energy (ARE) since 2004. Discussions at this time to
establish a route to market for the energy potential of up to 3GW resulted in ARE considering
single point connections to France and the UK. However, it was determined that these
single point connections would be uneconomic. In 2010, ARE commissioned Transmission
Investment (TI) to investigate the feasibility of developing an electricity interconnector which
could also facilitate the economic export of tidal energy. Subsequently, ARE and TI jointly
established FAB Link Ltd to develop the concept of such an electricity interconnector.
As set out in Section 2.3.1.2, the FAB Link interconnector was included in the list of Projects
of Common Interest (PCIs) in 2013 and is also included in the most recent (2014) ENSTO-E
ten year network development plan highlighting the importance of timely delivery of the FAB
Link Project as a standalone project, which is working to a very different timescale to the
ARE tidal energy project.
The concept of the development of the FAB Link Project was therefore based on the
following assumptions:
1. In the context of PCI status and inclusion in the ENSTO-E ten year network development
plan, the economic and regulatory case for the FAB Link Project is predicated on the
basis of functioning first and foremost as an electricity interconnector.
2. Development of marine renewables on Alderney is dependent on the existence of a
suitable route to market for the energy generated and a staged development over a
number of years in contrast to the FAB Link project which requires earlier delivery to meet
the requirements of the ENSTO-E ten year network development plan.
3. Any direct physical connection between France and Britain via Alderney would need to
use high voltage direct current (HVDC) cables due to the distance involved and the need
to avoid coupling of the AC grids in France and the UK. HVDC links exhibit considerable
economies of scale, thus to minimise the long term cost of accessing the energy markets
of Britain and France, HVDC transmission technology should be installed.
4. Development of marine renewables in Alderney would require a converter station in order
to convert the electricity generated by tidal energy (HVAC) into a form that would enable
transmission along the FAB Link interconnector (HVDC). This future connection would be
most easily achieved by routing the FAB Link interconnector cables across Alderney.
5. In response to this challenge, FAB Link developed the concept of a France-AlderneyBritain HVDC interconnector configured to enable future connection of tidal energy
generation in Alderney. Initially the link would be entirely for energy trading between
Britain and France, but over time it would enable the provision of a route to market for
power from Alderney. The export of tidal energy generation from Alderney would occur
concurrently with energy trading along the interconnector.
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6. The States of Alderney Strategic Plan (2014) set out a policy framework that provided the
best options for maximising energy independence for the States of Alderney which
included support for both the FAB Link interconnector project and the ARE Race Tidal
Project.
7. Alternative selection analysis was subsequently undertaken for landfalls and routes
between Alderney & Britain and Alderney & France – see Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5
below.
8. A direct route around Alderney was discounted as this would not meet the objectives set
out above. Furthermore, as 50% shareholder in FAB Link Ltd, ARE’s focus is to ensure
that the FAB Link Project provides a route to market for future tidal energy generation in
Alderney.
9. It would be technically possible to lay the FAB cables around Alderney and for the tidal
generation subsequently to connect into them. However, an offshore converter station
would be required which would be significantly more expensive than the proposed
arrangement.
10. The development of the FAB Link Project would facilitate future development of
infrastructure required for tidal energy generation. However, it would not prejudice the
determination of any application for such generation, which would be subject to separate
consenting requirements and safeguards, if permission was granted.
The subsequent selection of technology and connection options in relation to the offshore
components are set out in the below sections.
The onshore aspects of route selection in the UK and Alderney are addressed in the
respective reports (FAB Link Ltd 2016a, b).

3.2

Selection of Technology
British and French electricity transportation grids operate as alternating current (AC)
systems, in which the direction of the current changes (and then changes back) on average
fifty times a second. However, an AC interconnector between the British and French grids is
not technically and economically feasible as:
▪

The British and French grids are not “synchronized”, i.e. the current reversals are not
happening at the same times – without this synchronization, power cannot be
successfully transmitted between the grids with an AC interconnector; and

▪

The capacity of AC underground or subsea cables to transmit power reduces significantly
with distance travelled such that a circa 200km AC interconnector would not be an
economic means to transmit power between Britain and France.

Therefore a direct current (DC) interconnector, combined with a converter station at each
end to change the current to AC is the best current technology. A DC interconnector does
not have the drawbacks of an AC interconnector as it does not require synchronization of the
two AC grids and the capacity of DC underground or subsea cables does not significantly
reduce with distance travelled.
Transmission electricity losses emanate in the form of heat and are increased with the
current flowing through the equipment. Losses can therefore be reduced by using higher
voltage (HV) direct current (HVDC).
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3.3

Connection Options
FAB Link Ltd propose using HVDC cables to transmit power between France and Britain;
with AC/DC converter stations located in Britain and France. Two pairs of two HVDC
transmission cables will be bundled or laid separately to achieve transmission capacity of
1400MW.
When considering the most suitable overall cable route the following factors were
considered:
▪

Existing infrastructure and connection points;

▪

Selection appraisal of the most appropriate connection location;

▪

Obligation to operate, maintain and develop an economic, efficient, secure and reliable
interconnector;

▪

The need to preserve the natural environment and take into account likely environmental
effects in accordance with the duties under Schedule 9;

▪

The relative financially quantifiable costs and benefits of a connection at a given location,
including the length and costs of the interconnector, the cost of any new infrastructure
required at the connection point and the cost of any other reinforcement of the grid
required to accommodate the new import and/or export capacity; and

▪

The availability of feasible sites for a converter station.

FAB Link Ltd and National Grid undertook an assessment to identify potential connection
options in southern England. The assessment identified seven potential sites: three on the
coast (Exeter, Fawley, and Chickerell); two at sites with stronger National Electricity
Transmission System (NETS) connections (Mannington and Axminster); and two at sites
significantly further inland (Melksham and Bramley) (Figure 3-1). Sites to the east of Fawley
were not included in the assessment due to the extra length of cable required from Alderney.
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Figure 3-1

UK connection locations considered

The assessment, described in further detail in the FAB Link Onshore Environmental Report,
concluded that Exeter offers the preferred grid connection location.

3.4

Landfall Options
FAB Link Ltd commissioned a number of studies which considered a range of environmental,
technical and economic constraints to identify suitable landfall locations in Britain and
Alderney. The studies were undertaken in parallel with consideration of onshore locations
for converter stations and underground and marine cable routes. The options appraisals
concluded with the identification of Preferred Landfall sites and a Preferred Cable Route,
which balanced technical feasibility and economic viability whilst ensuring the least
disturbance to people and the environment. These studies included:
▪

Desktop Study of Alderney-Britain Cable Route, Wood Group Kenny (WGK) Ref. 054393-02-D-3-001, Rev 02, 16/06/2014

▪

Desktop Study of France-Alderney Cable Route, WGK Ref. 0.5-4393-01-D-3-001, Rev
03, 27/02/2014

▪

FAB Link Work Package A: Parameters for Engineering Design, WGK Ref. 05-4509-AEN-REP-001, Rev 01, 12/06/2015.
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▪

FAB Link Work Package B: Route Analysis and Cost model, WGK Ref: 05-4509-B-ENREP-001, Rev 02, 11/09/2015

Landfall assessments and landfall visits were carried out in November 2013 (Alderney) and
April 2014 (UK). The following criteria were used to rank the landfall options.
▪

Construction works difficulty;

▪

Sea approach e.g. nearshore constraints such as areas of high sediment mobility;

▪

Onshore site access e.g. onshore constraints such as cliff height, cliff erosion, woodland
cover, recreational or urban land uses; and

▪

Environmental constraints e.g. hydrology, ground conditions, habitats and species
(European Natura 2000 sites, national and local designations, national inventory of
woodland and tress and priority habitat inventory), and human environment (historic
record, scheduled monuments, public rights of way, local amenities, dwellings etc.).

The assessment resulted in four sites being taken forward for further consideration in the
UK; three on the northern Alderney coast; and four on the south coast of Alderney.
A marine reconnaissance survey was commissioned in 2014 to identify seabed conditions on
the approach to the landfall options; helping to refine potential cable installation techniques.
The survey identified that a number of sites would not be feasible from a technical
perspective.
In parallel with the commissioned survey, FAB Link Ltd also carried out consultation with the
regulator and statutory consultees to better understand specific environmental and planning
constraints. As part of the process of consultation undertaken by FAB Link Ltd a Landfall
Selection Report (RPS 2016) will be provided for consultation in July 2016.

3.4.1

UK
The boundaries for the UK landfall assessment were set by FAB Link Ltd between the mouth
of the river Exe and Sidmouth. The Exe estuary and Exeter city form a natural boundary and
landing the cables further to the west would require a major river-crossing for the onshore
cables. The town of Sidmouth marks the eastern boundary as any shore landing beyond
Sidmouth would require a significantly longer onshore cable route and would impact the
Lyme Bay and Torbay Special Area of Conservation. Five UK landfalls were selected
following an initial screening using satellite imagery: Sandy Bay; Budleigh Salterton; Crab
Ledge; Sidmouth Cliff; and Sidmouth Seafront (Bedford Lawn Car Park). These sites were
visited during April 2014. Further consideration of factors including proximity of the site to
the Exe Estuary SPA and cliff heights at Sandy Bay reduced this list to four feasible sites,
which were taken forward for further consideration (Figure 3-2).
1. Budleigh Salterton
2. Crab Ledge
3. Sidmouth Cliff
4. Sidmouth Seafront
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Figure 3-2

UK Landfall options

Table 3-1 below presents the landfall comparison matrix developed by the assessment.
Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) is presented as the base case construction technique at
Budleigh Salterton. Further consultation with Natural England and the World Heritage Site
has indicated that open-cut trench methodology would be acceptable only under
circumstances that HDD installation was not feasible.
Table 3-1

UK landfall comparison matrix

Site Location

Construction
technique

Construction
works difficulty

Sea
approach

Onshore site
access

Environmental
constraints

Rank

Budleigh
Salterton

HDD

Favourable

Favourable

Favourable

Favourable

1

Crab Ledge

HDD

Neutral

Favourable

Neutral

Favourable

2

Sidmouth Cliff

HDD

Neutral

Favourable

Neutral

Neutral

3

Sidmouth
Seafront

Open-cut trench

Favourable

Favourable

Neutral

Unfavourable

4
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Table 3-1 shows that:
▪

From a technical construction point of view, an HDD from Budleigh Salterton is
favourable compared to HDDs from Crab Ledge and Sidmouth Cliff as the drilling would
start from the car park which is located just above sea level. In contrast, Crab Ledge and
Sidmouth would require the crossing of a cliff (40m and 25m high respectively).

▪

Budleigh Salterton also proves to be the favoured site in terms of onshore access and
level of impact on local amenities as the car park from which drilling is to be undertaken is
located at the far eastern end of town.

▪

Sidmouth Seafront is favoured from a technical construction point of view. However, it
has the highest impact on local communities and it is anticipated that gaining approval for
landfall construction works at this town centre location will be difficult.

▪

Budleigh Salterton proves to be the favoured site in terms of easy access for temporary
works with sufficient space for plant equipment. Its location outside of the main town
area will also minimise disruption during installation.

None of the sites under consideration is located within a statutory designation for nature
conservation or historic interest. However, Sidmouth Cliff is located within a site of local
ecological interest (CWS) and Budleigh Salterton is located immediately adjacent to a SSSI
and a county wildlife site.
Much of the Devon coastline is covered by the East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB) which affects all but Sidmouth Seafront. Budleigh Salterton would directly
affect the Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site if cables were installed through
the beach using open cut techniques.
When considering the offshore and onshore cable routes within 1km of the landfall sites, it is
noted that the Sidmouth Seafront option is located in fairly close proximity (c. 500m) to the
Sidmouth and West Bay SAC which may pose a risk to the favourability of this option
dependent upon the predicted effects of sediment transport from cable construction. One of
the onshore cable route options for the Budleigh Salterton candidate landfall site would entail
running up the edge of the Otter Valley grazing marshes county wildlife site noted for its
wetland bird interest.
Human impacts of noise, visual amenity, disruption to recreational and community facilities
and traffic are greatest for urban sites such as the two options in Sidmouth and the Budleigh
Salterton site particularly if combined with effects of cable installation in residential streets
which may also offer limited space due to existing utilities.
Access feasibility for the Crab Ledge site is not proven without seeking access to additional
3rd party land due to narrow lanes, poor junction geometries within Otterton and long
sections of road with poor forward visibility. One of the road routes would also need to be
surfaced.
Three of the options entail suspending parking spaces in busy seaside resorts. The
construction works at Sidmouth Seafront are likely to occupy the entire car park. Knock-on
issues of traffic congestion and access to businesses and recreational facilities may result
from these options dependent upon the seasonal parking demand and possibility of
alternative provision. No studies have yet been done to consider whether it would be
necessary or possible to re-provide those spaces elsewhere to an acceptable standard.
The HDD construction technique raises a risk of noise disturbance at sites in close proximity
to residential receptors. This includes all sites except Crab Ledge. The Sidmouth Seafront
and Budleigh Salterton sites both have the additional option of cable installation through
trenches opened in the beach which would avoid sleep disturbance risks at these locations
as night time working is not necessary.
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When the balance of risks are considered for the candidate sites, Budleigh Salterton offers
the greatest potential to comply with the project’s environmental and sustainability objectives
when appropriate mitigation measures are employed. It was therefore, recommended that
this site is taken forward as the preferred landfall.

3.4.2

States of Alderney
The appraisal of the potential landfall sites on Alderney centred on the offshore approach to
the island, but also took into consideration the offshore / onshore transition point and the
onshore exit path. The transition point between the offshore marine cables and the onshore
cable is typically located above the high water mark some distance back from the coastline.
Consideration therefore had to be given to factors such as: beach profile; the extent of dunes
(if any); the overall length that the cable would have to be pulled ashore; cable working
limits; access to the worksite; land ownership and land use; and environmental and social
constraints such as dwellings, local amenities, protected sites, scheduled monuments.

3.4.2.1 North Alderney

During the landfall assessment process four landfall options on the north Alderney coast
were identified for the cable route landfall from UK – Alderney (Figure 3-3). These were:

▪

Saye Bay

▪

Corblets Bay

▪

Chateau à l’Étoc

▪

Corblets East

Table 3-2 presents the landfall comparison matrix developed by the assessment.
Table 3-2

North Alderney landfall comparison matrix

Site Location

Construction
technique

Construction
works
difficulty

Sea
approach

Saye Bay

Open-cut
trench

Neutral

Corblets Bay

Open-cut
trench or HDD

Chateau à
l’Étoc

HDD

Onshore
site
access

Impact on
local
amenities

Environmental
constraints

Rank

Unfavourable Favourable Neutral

Favourable

3

Neutral

Neutral

Favourable Neutral

Favourable

2

Neutral

Favourable

Favourable Neutral

Favourable

1

Corblets East was not considered in the landfall matrix after analysis of satellite imagery
showed that the intertidal zone may have to be drilled and blasted to achieve suitable cable
burial. This would have a greater environmental and social impact in comparison with the
alternative options considered.
On analysis of the land use maps it was identified that HDD at Saye Bay could potentially
cause more disturbance to residents and tourists as the potential locations for the drill site
would be close to the camp site. In addition, the approach to Saye Bay is on the Braye
Harbour to Delette shipping route making the sea approach unfavourable.
Initially Chateau à l’Étoc was seen as the preferred landfall as it offered a more favourable
sea approach to the beach. However, open-cut trenching is not feasible at Chateau à l’Étoc
and the route for HDD is 223m longer than at Corblets Bay. Therefore after further analysis
it was decided to proceed with Corblets Bay as it offered two potential technical options for
landing - either via an open-cut trench or HDD.
.
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3.4.2.2 South Alderney

A total of four landfall sites were assessed during site visits in November 2013 for the cable
route landfall from France – Alderney (Figure 3-3). These were:

▪

Hannaine Bay

▪

Trois-Vaux

▪

Telegraph Bay

▪

Longis Bay

Table 3-3 presents the landfall comparison matrix developed by the assessment.
Table 3-3

South Alderney landfall comparison matrix

Site Location

Construction
technique

Construction
works difficulty

Sea approach

Onshore site
access

Environmental
constraints

Rank

Hannaine Bay

Open-cut
trench

Unfavourable

Neutral

Neutral

Unfavourable

3

Trois-Vaux

HDD

Neutral

Unfavourable

Neutral

Unfavourable

4

Telegraph Bay

HDD

Neutral

Neutral

Favourable

Unfavourable

2

Longis Bay

Open-cut
trench or HDD

Favourable

Neutral

Favourable

Unfavourable

1

For the France – Alderney route, Longis Bay is the preferred landfall. The seabed when
entering the bay is composed of sand which should facilitate cable burial. The seabed
conditions and bathymetry would enable the cables to be landed via either open-cut trench
or HDD. It also provides the shortest distance to the northern landfall. Although it is within
the Longis Nature Reserve, making it unfavourable in terms of environmental constraints, it
is less sensitive than the landfall options within the Alderney West Coast and the Barhou
Islands Ramsar Site which is of international importance for ornithological reasons.
Although it is feasible to HDD from the top of the 80m cliffs at Telegraph Bay, there is a risk
that due to the geology in the area drilling fluids could follow potential paths of weakness and
break-out from the drill bore. The site could also cause minor disturbance to airfield
operations and the onshore exit from the landfall would potentially disturb more dwellings,
being in the more populated southern end of the island. In addition, the cliffs are known to
be important to nesting seabirds.
Trois-Vaux and Hannaine Bay are both within the Alderney West Coast and the Barhou
Islands Ramsar Site and are particular important for seabirds. In addition, there are
significant issues with construction works and sea approaches at the sites. Trois-Vaux
would require the use of additional vessels and cable joints in the nearshore area due to the
shallow water depths. The site access to the landfall at Hannaine Bay is limited and works
would involve closing the Causeway Road to Fort Clonque.
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Figure 3-3

3.5

Alderney landfall options

Offshore Route Selection
Based on the landfall options (Longis Bay, Corblets Bay, Budleigh Salterton, Crab Ledge,
Sidmouth Cliff and Sidmouth Seafront), offshore route options were developed. Routing
consists of developing the optimal technical and economic route taking into consideration
environmental and human sensitivities. When identifying routes the below technical criteria
were considered (WGK 2015b).
▪

Cable installation method;

▪

Cable stability;

▪

Cable protection;

▪

Cable separation requirements;

▪

Minimisation of pre-lay seabed preparation requirements;

▪

Minimisation of post-lay seabed and cable works requirements; and

▪

Minimisation of subsea cable or pipeline crossing.

The cable routes identified relate to a centreline about which the offshore bundle routes
would be offset by twice the average water depth in the area.
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3.5.1

Alderney – Britain
For the Alderney-Britain route (AB), four options were explored between Corblets Bay to the
UK landfalls (Figure 3-4). The main Alderney to Britain route constraint was to avoid the
Hurd Deep unexploded ordnance (UXO) dumping ground. Three minor deviations were
required around three additional UXO dumping grounds and west of a shellfish area (mussel
farm).
AB1 Corblets – Budleigh Salterton. This route was optimised to avoid wrecks, UXO areas, a
former minefield and the requirement to pass over 1km to the west of the commercial mussel
farms licenced by the MMO.
AB2, Corblets – Budleigh Salterton, AB3 Corblets – Sidmouth Cliff and AB4 Corblets –
Sidmouth Seafront have been optimised to avoid shellfish farm areas between 3-5km from
the landfall sites; and a former minefield where possible. This was not possible for routes
AB2-4 as the minefield was too centred on the route to practically avoid.
The routes were reviewed taking into consideration offshore data acquired by the marine
reconnaissance survey in 2014 and the routes adjusted to avoid:
▪

Mussel farm development sites close to the British coast;

▪

Identified areas of expected high UXO concentrations; and

▪

Identified shipwrecks in close proximity to the routes.

Once Budleigh Salterton had been selected as the preferred landfall, Route AB1 was
selected as the preferred offshore route from Corblets Bay as it offered the least constrained
option both technically and environmentally.
Figure 3-4

Alderney - Britain cable route options

Source: WGK (2015b)
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3.5.2

France - Alderney
For the France – Alderney (FA) section, routes to all four landfall options were developed
(Figure 3-5) before Longis Bay was selected as the preferred landfall. These took into
consideration different French landfalls. As the marine routing progressed and the preferred
landfalls at each end selected, two main route options were assessed between Le Platé,
France and Longis Bay, Alderney (Figure 3-6). The two routes are described below:
Route FA1 is largely a direct route from Clairefontaine South in France, to Longis Bay, and is
consequentially the shorter route. Minor deviations were made to the north of Alderney
South Sandbank feature avoiding rocky bedforms.
Route FA2 is the longer route routed to Longis Bay south of the Alderney South Sandbank
feature. This routing was selected to avoid the disused Military Practice Area close to the
French coast. Route FA2 was diverted to the southwest to minimise the transit of cable
through the sandbank feature and sand/gravel waves. A shipwreck and rocky bedforms
required Route FA2 to be deviated slightly on the approach to the landfall.
Both routes comprise approximately 75% bedrock and have been routed to avoid a
shipwreck, rocky bedforms and areas of sand/gravel waves.
The routes were reviewed again this time in terms of: sediment mobility; fishing activity;
anchoring risk; risk of UXO; environmental and planning constraints; vessel operability and
weather downtime; and physical seabed data from previous surveys. The two routes were
adjusted, where possible, to avoid risks identified.
Following consideration of installation and cost analysis, it was decided that the Route FA1 is
the preferred option.
The preferred route was subsequently altered following:
1. An Alderney Renewable Energy (ARE) request to avoid passing directly though future
tidal farm development blocks; and
2. Discovery of a dredged material dumping ground close to the French coast.
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Figure 3-5

Alderney summary routing map

Source: WGK (2015b)
Figure 3-6

France – Alderney (FA) cable route options

Source: WGK (2015b)
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3.6

Summary of Preferred Options
The Alderney - Britain route corridor has been selected with consideration of the following
matters:
▪

Technically viable shore-crossing locations;

▪

Route optimised to minimise impact on environmental sensitivities;

▪

Shortest route taking the following constraints into account;
▪

Avoidance of mussel farms in Lyme Bay;

▪

Avoidance of steepest slopes in approaches to Hurd Deep;

▪

Avoidance of known UXO and radioactive waste dumping areas; and

▪

Near perpendicular crossings of existing submarine telecoms cables.

The France-Alderney route corridor has been selected with consideration of the following
matters:
▪

Technically viable shore-crossing locations;

▪

Route optimised to minimise impact on environmental sensitivities;

▪

Minimisation of crossings of mobile sand-beds;

▪

ARE request to avoid passing directly though future tidal farm development blocks (i.e.
Race Tidal); and

▪

Minimisation of crossing areas containing high quantities of potential UXO.

In summary the preferred options for the development of FAB Link are:
▪

Clairefontaine South to Longis Bay via route FA1

▪

Corblets Bay to Budleigh Salterton via route AB1
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4. Project Description

This section provides a description of the marine elements of the cable route within
UK waters; a short section of French EEZ waters (between UK and States of
Guernsey); and within the States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial
waters. It describes the aspects of the project relating to the installation, operation
and maintenance of the marine cables including:
▪

Installation: Details of the marine cable installation process including the pre-installation
surveys, the range of vessels to be used and different installation techniques which could
be employed in cable laying, jointing and burial.

▪

Operation: The physical characteristics of the marine cables including information about
their design, operation and maintenance. Emissions produced during operation, in the
form of heat, and electric and magnetic fields, are also discussed.

Mention is made of the likely method of decommissioning. It concludes by establishing the
zone of influence of project activities i.e. the spatial extent over which project activities are
predicted to have an impact on the receiving environment. These zones will be used to
inform the impact assessment as described in Chapter 5.7.

4.1

Project Overview
FAB Link is a proposed interconnector which will allow the exchange and trading of up to
1400MW of electricity between France and Britain via Alderney. The interconnector will
cross the channel island of Alderney in order to enable the future connection of renewable
tidal stream generation in the seas around Alderney. The project will use four high voltage
direct current (HVDC) marine cables.
The marine cables, as illustrated in Figure 4-1, will be installed in two sections:
▪

From landfall at Budleigh Salterton in Devon to landfall at Corblets Bay on the north coast
of Alderney – referred to as route AB; and

▪

From landfall at Longis Bay, on the south coast of Alderney to landfall at Le Platé on the
Cherbourg peninsula – referred to as route FA.

This ER considers: the marine components of route AB up to mean high water springs
(MHWS) at both landfalls; and the marine components of route FA from MHWS at Longis
Bay through the States of Alderney and States of Guernsey territorial waters to the boundary
of French territorial waters.
Separate Onshore environmental reports have been prepared which cover the cable route
from the mean low water (MLW) to the converter station for the UK and the cable route as it
crosses Alderney. As there is overlap in the intertidal area, both the Offshore and the
Onshore environmental reports will consider the intertidal zone. FAB Link Ltd’s partner,
RTE, is responsible for the section of route FA in French territory.
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Figure 4-1

Overview of FAB Link

The cables will be installed within corridors of up to 560m wide. The corridors will allow for
fine tuning of the final laid route to minimise engineering and environmental challenges,
including avoiding unexploded ordnance (UXO).

4.2

Physical Description of Marine Cables

4.2.1

Cable design
Electricity will be transmitted using HVDC cable technology. Each cable is approximately
135mm in diameter (270mm per bundle), and weighs approximately 45kg/m.
The cables will be one of two types:
▪

Mass Impregnated (MI) paper; or

▪

Cross Linked Polyethylene (XLPE).

The basic design of both these cable types is very similar. The key difference between MI
and XLPE is in the materials used for insulation. MI insulation is formed of numerous layers
of tapes made from natural wood pulp based paper, impregnated with mineral grease. This
type of cable has been in use for HVDC submarine cables since the 1950’s and has proven
to be extremely reliable. XLPE is an extruded polyethylene material that is thermoset after
extrusion through a controlled heating process. XLPE cables have been in use for AC
applications since the 1980’s and for HVDC applications since around 2000 and have also
proven to be reliable.
The cables will use either copper or aluminium conductors, or possibly a combination of both
to cater for different soil conditions with varying thermal conductivity.
Both cable types have a lead sheath to ensure no moisture can penetrate the insulation and
heavy steel wire armour to protect the cables from external damage during installation and
burial/protection. The armouring is made from round or flat steel wire wound in a helical
form. Over the armour wires a polyethylene string “serving” is applied to make the cable
easier to handle and ensure the armour wires remain in place during bending. Either single
or double layers of armouring will be used.
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Figure 4-2

Typical
mass-impregnated
submarine power cable

Figure 4-3

Example of XLPE submarine
cable

The FAB Link project is expected to use the XLPE design, although the final choice of
insulation will depend on the outcome of the tendering process for cable supply.

4.2.2

Cable laying configuration
Four 320kV submarine cables will be installed either individually or, more likely, bundled
together in pairs. Cables laid in a bundle have a mutual heating effect and therefore the
conductor size needs to be larger. However the installation cost is generally lower for
bundles as the burial and protection operation for a bundle is little more than for a single
cable. The final decision about the laying arrangement will depend upon the cable suppliers’
economic optimisation between the cost of cable and cost of installation.
A fibre optic cable will also be laid for control and communication purposes. A typical
arrangement of a bundle of two power cables and a fibre optic cable is shown in Figure 4-4.
Figure 4-4

Cable bundle arrangements

The cables (or bundles of cables) will be installed in the seabed at varying widths apart
according to the water-depth. The separation distance will be approximately four times the
water depth. The maximum water depth is 140m so the separation distance may be up to
560m in some sections of the route. The worst case assumption is that there will be four
trenches for individual cables although this will only likely to be the case for short sections of
the route. The majority of the route the cables will be laid in pairs as per Figure 4-5 below.
Figure 4-5

Typical arrangement of cables in the seabed
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4.3

Installation Programme
The project is expected to take between 3 and 4 years to implement. Table 4-1 presents an
indicative programme of work for the project through to commissioning. The manufacture of
the proposed cable and converter stations is scheduled to start in July 2018. Installation of
the marine cables is scheduled to begin during spring 2019 and be finalised by September
2020. The availability of factory capacity for cable manufacture will ultimately determine the
overall schedule of the project.
To ensure conditions for offshore cable installation are as safe as possible, offshore
operations are timetabled to be carried out during the summer months. The exact timing of
the landfall works will be dependent upon the offshore works and licensing work permits and
conditions that will be designed to limit the potential for impacts on features of conservation
interest. The landfall preparatory construction may be undertaken in the winter months when
there will be fewer people using the beach areas.

Table 4-1

Indicative schedule for marine works

Activity

Duration
(months)

Pre-lay survey
(if necessary)

2017

2018

2019

2020

Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2

Cable design & manufacture

21

Landfall preparatory
construction

12

Pre-lay grapnel run (before
each campaign, if necessary)

1

Land cables

15

Marine cable installation

12

Commissioning and post-lay
survey

3

4.4

Pre-Installation

4.4.1

Pre-installation requirements
In general little or no preparation of the seabed will be required prior to laying of the cables.
In areas of mobile sediments such as the sandbanks south of Alderney and the sand waves
north of Alderney, preparation in the form of mass flow excavation (MFE) will be required.
This will enable the cable to be laid on a stable seabed (described further in Section 4.4.4
below). In some areas of the AB route there are steep sided gulleys, which may need to be
filled with rock prior to cable laying.
In other areas of the route there are boulders on the seabed. In order to prepare a clear
path for the cable to be laid and buried, a plough, similar to that shown in Figure 4-6, will be
towed across the seabed, pushing the boulders to one side. A swathe between 5 and 10m
wide will be cleared of boulders. This process is expected to be required along
approximately 35km of the AB route, and 9km of the FA route (see Figure 4-8).
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Figure 4-6

4.4.2

Typical plough used to clear boulders prior to installation

Survey requirements
Although detailed engineering surveys have been completed for the marine cable routes
further surveys will be completed by the cable installation contractor prior to commencement
of cable installation. This typically takes place 3-6 months ahead of installation.
The primary objective of these surveys is to confirm that no new obstructions have appeared
on the seabed since the detailed engineering surveys, and to complete a UXO clearance
survey.
The survey will involve a range of standard geophysical survey techniques such as multibeam echosounder, side scan sonar (SSS), sub-bottom profiler and magnetometer; which
are briefly described below:

4.4.3

▪

Bathymetry: Swathe, multi-beam and single beam acoustic echo sounder systems are
used to record water depth, thereby describing the seabed topography along the marine
cable corridor.

▪

SSS: The sonar signal is emitted from a towfish towed behind the survey vessel along the
marine cable corridor. Reflections from sediments and other hard objects are received
back at the towfish and processed on board the survey vessel to produce an image of the
seabed. This technique enables mapping of the seabed surface and identification of
sediment types, but cannot determine the thickness of sediments. Obstacles lying on the
seabed, such as wrecks, trawler debris and surface-laid or exposed pipelines and cables
that might impede cable installation can be identified from the SSS image.

▪

Magnetometer: Magnetometers are passive devices which detect magnetic anomalies
compared to the earth’s magnetic field such as those caused by geological faults and
buried metallic objects e.g. pipelines and cables, that may not be detected by the SSS
survey. A magnetometer survey is used to confirm the positions of known pipelines and
cables and detect obstructions to cable installation such as uncharted cables, metallic
debris or wrecks.

Route clearance and pre-lay grapnel run (PLGR)
The purpose of the pre-lay grapnel run is to clear any debris from the cable route, such as
lost fishing gear, that could impact on the cable burial operations.
A heavy grapnel with a series of specially designed hooks, or grapnels, approximately 1m
width and 0.5m – 1m penetration depth will be towed along the centreline of the cable route
by either a work boat or the cable lay vessel. Debris retained by the grapnel will be collected
on board and disposed of appropriately through licensed onshore facilities. The tow winch is
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fitted with a strain gauge which will detect the rise in tension as an object is hooked. Most
old cable and scrap wire is normally found at, or just below, the seabed.
Should any unexploded ordnance be discovered during this process, a registered Explosives
and Ordnance Disposal (EOD) specialist will be available during the installation process to
identify any suspicious items and provide advice on appropriate remediation.
The grapnel will not be deployed within 100m of any live cables and will only be used
following close consultation with infrastructure owners and relevant authorities.
Cable installation may be carried out in a number of campaigns, the length of which is
related to the cable carrying capacity of the main lay vessel. The PLGR operation may be
phased to ensure that the route is clear of any recently dumped debris before each
campaign.

4.4.4

UXO clearance
A series of desk-top studies were commissioned to assess the potential for encountering
various types of explosive ordnance within the marine cable corridor. Review of the seabed
conditions suggests that items are likely to be present either on the seabed, in a state of
partial burial or completely buried.
It is conceivable that items of World War II-era UXO e.g. sea mines, torpedoes, depth
charges, air-delivered bombs, projectiles, grenades, mortars, could be encountered during
installation and maintenance operations.
One of the objectives of the 2015 marine survey undertaken to inform cable route design
was to identify any ferrous UXO that may pose a threat to the cable installation. Two
magnetometers, positioned 1.5m apart on a frame, were used to detect variations in the
background magnetic field which could be attributed to ferrous objects larger than 25kg.
666 anomalies were assessed as having the potential to be UXO. Of these 12 anomalies
were detected in the FA marine cable corridor and 494 are along the AB marine cable
corridor; the remainder are in French territorial waters outside the scope of this report.
The installation contractor is required to undertake a further UXO survey less than 6 months
prior to installation commencing. Any UXO considered to pose a risk to the operation will be
avoided i.e. through micro-routeing. Any UXO that are in the corridor and that cannot be
avoided by the minimum acceptable clearance distance of 10m, will be moved or removed
by a specialist sub-contractor. UXO that is assessed as safe to remove can be picked up by
an electromagnetic grab. As a last resort, UXO will be detonated on site. Detonation is
undertaken by either a diver (if considered safe to do so) or a remotely operated vehicle
(ROV).

4.4.5

Pre-sweeping
The sandwaves along the marine cable route may be mobile, changing shape and position
over time. The mobility of sandwaves creates the risk that the buried cables will become
exposed when a covering sandwave crest moves away from it. Burial machines have the
ability to bury cables to a range of depths, but the practical limit with commonly available
machines is 3m. By removing a proportion of a particular sandwave a burial machine is able
to reach further down and place the cables below the level at which they may be affected by
mobility of the bedform feature. This type of operation is called pre-sweeping and for FAB
Link is proposed to be conducted using a Mass Flow Excavator (MFE).
The MFE produces a downwards flow from a nozzle suspended 1m above the seabed.
Sediment is pushed to either side of the cable trench as illustrated in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7

Mass flow excavator

Source: Quad-prop Mass Flow Excavating Tool by N-Sea (2014).
Areas elevated above 1m are likely to require that the seabed is prepared to enable
adequate installation. The selected route of FAB Link has avoided areas of sandwaves
where possible. However to the south of Alderney there are large ripples and areas of
mobile sand present along the proposed route which may require pre-sweeping. This
consists of an area of low magnitude ‘large ripples’ between FA KP20 – FA KP29.015, which
may not require preparation, and an area of mobile sand (FA KP28.8 – FA KP29) at a height
of approximately 4m.
To the north of Alderney (AB KP2.09 – KP2.27; AB KP68.22 – KP68.32) there is a small
area of mega ripples up to 1m in height and mobile sandwaves, which have a magnitude of
approximately 4.5m.
The types of cable burial machines expected to be used have a limited ability to work on
inclines, where their stability is affected. In these areas the excessive inclines will be
removed with mass flow excavator to create a flatter profile, or ‘working profile’, for the burial
machine. The footprint of this operation is likely to be approximately 5m wide per cable.
A mass flow excavator will be deployed in advance of the main cable lay spread to create
the necessary seabed profile based on a bathymetric survey of the route. It is expected that
a pre-installation bathymetric survey will be undertaken in the period immediately before
installation to ensure that the actual and current profile of the seabed is captured, and to
confirm the areas already identified from previous surveys where pre-sweeping is required.
Table 4-2

Pre-sweeping requirements – States of Guernsey and States of Alderney
territorial waters

Pre - sweeping

Mass Flow Excavation - sediment + 1m
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Zone of influence

FA

AB

Sediment deposition

0.606

2.201

Up to 25m from operation
of the tool
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4.5

Installation Operations

4.5.1

Installation vessels
The cable lay operation will be performed on a 24-hour basis to ensure minimal navigational
impact on other users and to maximise efficient use of suitable weather conditions and
vessel and equipment time. Notifications will be issued in accordance with statutory
procedures to ensure navigational and operational safety. In addition to the installation
vessel(s), additional vessels (i.e. guard vessels) will be involved with the operation.
Although exact details may change, it is likely that the vessels to be used will consist of:

4.5.1.1 Cable lay vessel (CLV)

The cable lay vessel (CLV) is a specialist ship designed specifically to carry and handle long
lengths of heavy power cables. CLV’s are equipped with dynamic positioning (DP) systems,
which enable the ship to be held very accurately in position despite the effects of currents
and wind.
Figure 4-9

Cable lay vessels

The cable is loaded onto the ship at the cable factory. The CLV’s have powered turntables
so that the cables can be wound on without coiling. The factory is also equipped with a
turntable as well as a purpose built dock with rollers and guides so the transfer of cable is
smooth and safe for the integrity of the cable. Once loaded the vessel transits to a port,
close to the worksite for final mobilisation of cable handling crew, client’s staff and equipment
prior to heading to the work site. The vessels can carry long lengths of cable, up to and
perhaps in excess of 100km, depending on the vessel used and the final design of the cable.
Figure 4-10 Typical factory and cable laying vessel turntables

Depending on the vessel capability the cable may also be buried by this vessel at the same
time as it is laid i.e. “simultaneous lay and burial”, or more likely the cable will be buried in a
separate operation i.e. “post lay burial”.

4.5.1.2 Cable lay barge

The CLV or a shallow water cable lay barge may be required to lay and bury the cables at
the cable landfalls, assisted by a team of small boats and divers, depending on the
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installation technique selected by the contractor. CLV’s are equipped with dynamic
positioning systems, barges may use anchors for positioning, and be equipped with
specialised equipment including cable tensioners, cable burial tools and a full survey suite to
provide accurate details on the final cable positions. Burial work may take place
simultaneously or a short time after the laying operation.

4.5.1.3 Guard vessel

Where deemed necessary, the CLV will be accompanied by a guard vessel(s). The guard
vessel(s) will maintain surveillance around the CLV to ensure that other vessels keep clear
of the installation to avoid the threat of collision and to protect the cable prior to burial.
Navigational warnings will be broadcast by the CLV and guard vessel(s) to warn
approaching vessels of the position and course of the CLV and inform fishing vessels of the
presence of the cable.

4.5.1.4 Rock placement vessel

Rock placement will be used to protect sections of the marine cables (described in Section
4.5.3 below). Rock-placement vessels feature a large hopper to transport the rock, and a
mechanism for deployment of the rock on site. The usual mechanisms are:

▪

Side dumping, whereby the rock is pushed or tipped over the side of the vessel;

▪

Split hopper, the halves of which separate to allow the rock to fall through the vessel; and

▪

Flexible fall pipe, where a retractable chute is used to control the flow of rock to the
seabed.

Where there are strong currents such as in the Alderney Race fall-pipe vessels have a big
advantage in that the rock can be more accurately placed.
Figure 4-11 Typical fall-pipe vessel

4.5.2

Laying
When the CLV arrives on site the cable is transported via cable engines to the over-boarding
point of the ship (usually the aft end). Under a hold back tension, it is guided over into the
water (and into a plough, if burial is simultaneous with lay). It is either laid onto the seabed
for later burial, or emerges from the plough at a point below the seabed consistent with the
specified burial depth.
The only interruptions to the marine installation may be for any joints that need to be made
on the AB route (see Section 4.5.2.1) or at the landfalls. Cable laying can progress at
speeds of up to around 500m per hour. This operation can continue in fairly heavy weather,
up to force 7 winds and the vessel can stay on station typically in force 8 or 9 winds. In the
most severe weather, the vessel may have to cut and cap the cable and leave the worksite.
In this case the vessel will return when the weather has subsided, recover the end of the
cable, make a joint and continue the laying operations.
The cable lay vessels will be equipped with a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) and
supporting camera equipment. In selected areas, such as at cable crossings and close to
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any sand waves/boulder areas, the ROV will be used to check the cable touch down
position.

4.5.2.1 Cable jointing

CLV’s typically have a carrying capacity of 5,000 to 10,000 tonnes. For the project, this
equates to cable lengths in bundled configuration up to or even over 100km. This means
that the FA route will be laid without joints and the AB route will require just one joint,
possibly none. However, there is also the possibility that for operational reasons it is
necessary to introduce an interim joint in the system between two already laid sections of
cable e.g. operation encounters severe weather. Joints are made on board the vessel
before the cable laying operation continues.
FAB Link Ltd will ensure that if joints are required, as far as possible, joints are not located in
sensitive areas, e.g. shipping channels, anchoring grounds, where the prolonged location of
the installation spread is not desirable, but exact joint locations can only be determined once
the cable manufacturer and installation contractor have been appointed.

4.5.2.2 Crossing existing cables

FAB Link will cross two types of cables: disused and live.
Disused cables

Disused cables are usually severed with the permission of the owner. The cables are
typically de-buried, folded back on the seabed and stabilised by the use of up to 4 concrete
mattresses.
Depending on burial depth of the disused cable and local soil conditions, the disused cable
will be exposed to the seabed surface by using jetting tools and/or a grappling hook dragged
perpendicularly across the cable.
Live cables
For live cable crossings FAB Link Ltd will enter into formal agreements with the cable owner.
The detailed methodology for crossing arrangements will be subject to the conditions of
crossing agreements with the third party owners. However, the design of the crossing needs
to protect both the cables and the third-party infrastructure and address other aspects such
as crossing angle and vertical separation.
The crossing physical design will vary according to, among other things, the size, type,
location and burial state of the crossed infrastructure. Generally the cables will cross over
infrastructure on a ‘bridge’ comprised of either aggregate or concrete mattresses. This
section will subsequently be covered over with a protective layer of either aggregate or
mattresses. A typical sequence of construction is as follows:
▪

Concrete mattresses will be laid above the existing (buried) cable. These will be
positioned to either side of the cable and will prevent the overlaid cable/bundle and
mattresses from contacting the buried cable as they settle into the sediment.

▪

An exclusion zone either side of the existing cable (distance as agreed with the third party
cable owner) will be observed for burial equipment. If a plough is used, it must transition
out of the soil before reaching the exclusion boundary.

▪

The new cable/bundle will then be surface-laid across the mattresses.

▪

Burial (as applicable) will continue after lay progresses outside the burial exclusion zone.

▪

Further mattresses will then be laid along the burial exclusion zone.

Figure 4-12 illustrates a typical crossing design for a buried cable and Figure 4-13 illustrates
a design for a partially buried cable. Figure 4-14 provides a typical plan view of the finished
crossing.
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Figure 4-12 Representative crossing design

Figure 4-13 Cable crossing over semi-buried pipeline - side elevation

Figure 4-14 Cable crossing – plan view

A minimum vertical separation between the existing cable and FAB Link, typically 300mm,
will be agreed with the cable owners; and the crossing engineered to achieve the agreed
vertical separation distance.
The crossing design for each asset crossed will indicate the footprint of the impact to the
seabed. However the industry standard is 7m wide bridge over existing cable. Table 4-3
presents the worst case assumptions for concrete mattresses which have been used in the
assessment. FAB Link Ltd will schedule meetings with cable operators in Q4 2016; the aim
of which will be to gain a better understanding of requirements and expectations.
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Table 4-3

Key worst case assumptions for concrete mattresses

Element

Quantity required per
circuit (2 cables)

Total required

Comment

Live cable crossing

50

100

2 circuits making 1
crossing

Landfall

50

100

2 circuits at 1 landfall

Cable protection

250

500

2 circuits at 1 landfall

Live cable crossing

50

200

2 circuits making 2
crossings

Disused cable crossing

4

80

2 circuits making 10
crossings

UK waters

French EEZ

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

4.5.3

Disused cable crossing

4

32

2 circuits making 4
crossings

Landfall

50

200

2 circuits at 2 landfalls

Cable protection

50

200

2 circuits at 2 landfalls

Cable protection
Once laid on the seabed the cables need to either be buried or otherwise protected from the
threat of external damage such as anchors or fishing activity. In areas of high currents, the
cables may also be unstable on the seabed and therefore need to be stabilised using the
same techniques, which are described below.
The nature of the seabed varies along the marine cable route between sand, clay, gravel,
mud, sandstone, limestone, shist and granite. The rocky areas are sometimes overlain with
sediments or boulder fields. The choice of burial technique or protection method will vary
along the route depending upon the seabed conditions in each section. Where possible the
cable will be buried in the seabed as this provides the best protection for the cable and
minimises potential for interference with fishing activity. Where the seabed composition is
not suitable for burial, external mechanical protection will be provided through either rockplacement, application of concrete mattresses and/or installation of cast iron shells.
The results of the 2015 route survey indicate that burial should be feasible for the majority of
the AB route; although a number of areas have been identified where full burial may not be
possible and in these regions it may be necessary to protect the cable by other means.
Installation on the FA route is expected to rely primarily on protection by rock-berm.
It is envisaged that a variety of installation and burial techniques may be required due to the
variable nature of the seabed along the marine cable route. It is possible that the cables
may be installed as bundled pairs for part of the route and then split in to four separately laid
cables as required by the ground conditions. The exact details of the installation technique
will be confirmed when the contract for installation is awarded. The most likely installation
method identified in the Cable Burial Assessment (WGK 2016) for the AB route is
mechanical trencher and post-lay burial. Techniques being considered are outlined in Table
4-4 and discussed below.
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Table 4-4

Options available for cable installation

Method

Description

Suitable Seabed
Type

Plough

Post-lay burial by plough
towed either by the cable
laying (simultaneous lay
and burial) or more
usually by separate
vessel

Mud, soft clay

Jet trenching

Powerful water-jetting
tool used to fluidise
seabed and allow prelaid cables to sink.

Sand, silt

Mechanical
trenching

Cutting of trench by
wheel or chain cutter,
either pre-lay (so the
cable can be laid into the
trench) or post lay.

Hard clay, cemented
sand, sand stone.

Mass Flow
Excavator

Localised displacement
of seabed sediment and
material using a nontouch tool.

Soft sandy
sediments

Rock Trenching

Wheel cutters or a driven
chain to break and move
rock and hard sediments

Rock and hard
sediments

Rock
Placement

Construction of Rockberms over laid cables
by specialist contractors
using dedicated vessels
and equipment

Rock

Concrete
Mattresses

Usually used for
protection at specific
points such as crossing
of existing cables.
Laid by crane from a
general marine
installation vessel.

All
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Method

Description

Suitable Seabed
Type

Cast-Iron
Shells

Applied to the cable as it
is over-boarded from the
cable laying vessel to
provide mechanical
protection over uneven
seabed and increase
stability of cables in high
energy (nearshore)
areas.

Hard rock

Typical Equipment

4.5.3.2 Water-jetting

Most jetting trenchers are a self-propelling ROV which is powered and controlled from the
CLV or another support vessel. Some are towed rather than self-propelled.
Jetting trenchers sit on the seabed and follow the cable whilst employing high powered
pumps to inject sea-water either side of the cable which fluidises the seabed. The cable
naturally sinks between the jetting “swords”. Jetting machines are capable of achieving
burial depths in excess of 2m in soft clays and sands and can be used to pass several times
if required to achieve target burial depths.
The trench left behind back-fills from the natural movement of sediment on the seabed.

A specialised jetting trencher may be used to cover the intertidal and shallow water sections
of the route. A typical system designed for such an application is shown below, a high
pressure shallow water jetting system, powered and controlled from a shallow water
pumping barge. It is fitted with 2.5m jet swords and can trench in sand, silts and gravels.
Figure 4-15 Typical water-jetting machines

4.5.3.3 Ploughs

A subsea plough is a relatively simple tool that inters a narrow blade (the plough ‘share’)
below the surface of the seabed as it is pulled along. The cable feeds into a bellmouth at the
front of the plough and is guided down through the share to emerge in the trench it leaves as
it passes through the soil. The soil displaced by the plough share may be gathered into the
wake of the plough to close the trench over the cable. Hydraulically adjustable skids are
used to control the depth of protrusion of the share, and therefore the depth of burial of the
cable.
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The plough may be towed behind the CLV if simultaneous lay and burial are attempted, or
from a secondary construction support vessel as a “post-lay” technique. Some tools may
feature a mechanical cutting tool or be assisted by water jets, but the distinctive feature of
the plough is that does not propel itself. The plough provides relatively high progress rates
in suitable soils, such as clays.
The displacement plough can make a trench of up to 5m in width and the footprint of the
plough itself can be up to 10m. The equipment can only be used for unbundled cables in
water depths of greater than 10m due to its large size and is therefore not suitable for
shallow water installation.

4.5.3.4 Trenchers

Mechanical trenchers can work in all sediments including those with high shear strength and
even weak bedrock. These machines are usually mounted on tracked vehicles and use
chain saws or wheels armed with tungsten carbon steel teeth to cut a defined trench. Most
spoil is ejected from the trench by the cutting action and the cable is guided into the trench
base by a depressor.
The mechanical action may be augmented in some cases by eductors that suck disrupted
material out of the trench and deposit it to the side. The open trench can be back filled or left
to refill naturally. A typical mechanical trencher can make a trench of 0.3-0.7m in width and
the overall footprint of the mechanical trencher is approximately 5-9m.
For all burial techniques, machine function is controlled from the surface vessel via an
umbilical cable. However, in shallow water less than 5m deep, some trenchers require the
assistance of divers, to load the cable to the cable depressor.
Trenchers may be used for simultaneous lay and burial operations where the cable ship
controls laying speed to match machine performance. Trenching is more commonly
undertaken as a post-lay technique, using mechanical tools. This is often preferred as the
cable is interred as soon as the trench is opened so it cannot backfill before the cable is
installed.
In some situations pre-lay trenching is preferred, where a trench is prepared and the cable
laid directly into it. The high currents on some parts of the FAB Link route will make this
option more challenging, as the cables have to be laid precisely in the trench.

4.5.3.5 Rock trenching

Where cemented sand or rock is present, specially designed rock-cutting trenchers can be
used to bury the cables. This operation is relatively slow and typically requires frequent
maintenance. Burial of the cable in rock can be undertaken pre, simultaneously or post
laying; the latter being a common practice in the offshore industry as it may be difficult to lay
a cable into a narrow trench.
Mechanical rock trenchers use wheel cutters or a driven chain to break and move rock and
hard sediments. Depending on the site conditions and the ability of the cutters to cope with
gravel/pebbles, jetting equipment may be mounted at the front of the machine to clear the
rock seabed of debris ahead of the cutters.
Typically, the machine is located over the cables that have been previously laid on the
seabed and the cable is “picked-up” in a set of guides so that the cables are kept clear of the
cutting wheel. As the machine progressing along the seabed it cuts a trench and guides the
cables into the trench. Some form of mechanical or water-jetting system may be used for
backfilling the trench. The burial depth and progress rate achievable from these tools is
highly dependent on the bedrock strength and characteristics.
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4.5.3.6 Mass flow excavator (MFE)

The MFE displaces sediment and seabed material by creating an area of strong, highly
localised down current, as described in Section 4.4.5 above. It is deployed from a CLV or
support vessel and lowered adjacent to the area to be cleared, connected by an umbilical.
Such a tool is considered necessary for installation of the FAB Link cables for pre-lay
displacement of sandwaves, mobile seabed and sediment clearance prior to rock trenching
(see Section 4.4.5). Alternative tools include dredging.

4.5.3.7 Cast iron shells

Cast iron casings can be used to enclose the cable in rigid shell and protect against impact
damage, abrasion and over-bending. They are typically supplied in overlapping lengths of
400-500mm which are secured by two or more bolts per two-piece shell section.
Application takes place on deck (Figure 4-16) as the cable system is deployed overboard, at
a rate ranging from 250 to 450m per hour depending on the size of the casing.
Cast iron shells may be used as the only protection or in conjunction with rock berms.
It is possible that this technique will be used in the high energy areas surrounding Alderney
i.e. areas of hard seabed where burial is not possible.
Figure 4-16 Attachment of cast iron casings

4.5.3.8 Rock placement

Rock placement is used to protect subsea cables by covering them in a continuous profiled
berm of graded rock. The berm provides a strong protective cover to prevent potential
impact and snagging, and also ensures stability by shielding the cable from the current flow.
The size of the berm and grade of rock required will depend on the current and wave loading
conditions.

Between France and Alderney the high tidal currents will mean relatively large rock sized will
be required. The large rock-sizes can pose a risk to the cable during rock-placement and
therefore a layer of smaller rocks (called a filter layer) may be required. This is placed first to
protect the cable from impact by the larger rocks.
Rock berms will be designed to ensure long-term stability however, it is likely that some level
of maintenance (periodic inspections and replacement of disturbed rock) will be required
particularly in the highest energy areas around Alderney.
The key worst case assumptions for rock berms are presented in Table 4-5. Figures are
provided per trench and it is assumed that for areas where rock protection is required cables
will be bundled and only two trenches will need protection.
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Table 4-5

Key worst case and minimum assumptions for rock berm protection (per trench)

Element

Minimum

Maximum

Comment

Rock berm width (m)

4.0

9.0

Larger berm size where filter layer
required

Rock berm height (m)

0.5

1.5

-

Rock berm length (km)

20

100

Minimum: FA 10km*; AB 10km
Maximum: FA 10km*; AB 90km

Rock-berm weight per
length (Te/m)

2.0

5.0

-

Weight of installed rock
(Te)

40,000

500,000

Weight per trench – but assumption is
that cables will be bundled and only two
trenches will require protection.

* Rock protection quoted for the FA route is from the French territorial limit to Longis Bay, Alderney (FA KP20 – FA
KP30).

4.5.3.9 Concrete mattressing

Concrete mattresses are matrices of interlinked concrete blocks which form a close-fitting
layer over the cable. They are deployed by crane, typically from a diving support vessel
(DSV) or a construction support vessel (CSV).
The mattresses are installed via a crane which lowers them one at a time or in batches using
a special frame.
The protection afforded by the concrete layer is substantial, and the risk of cable damage
due to dragged or dropped objects is effectively reduced for the cable beneath. However,
they are slow and expensive to install and hence are used only for localised, temporary or
intermittent applications at cable crossing locations or jointing.
Typically concrete mattresses are 6m long by 3m wide. The worst case numbers for
concrete mattress deployment is provided in Table 4-3 above.
Figure 4-17 Concrete mattress deployment (courtesy of FoundOcean)
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4.5.4

Burial depths
The recommended target burial depths along the cable length were determined in a detailed
Cable Burial study undertaken in June 2016 (WKG 2016) using the Carbon Trust CBRA
methodology. This considered cable design, regulatory requirements, route, seabed
composition and dynamics, and risk of hazards (shipping, existing infrastructure, UXO) and
potential for damage from external sources (fishing gear and ship’s anchors).
The cables will be buried into the seabed along the maximum length possible. The target
burial depth is 0.6m for the entire FA route and the majority of the AB route (WKG 2016). At
any given location burial depth is determined by the hazard profile and the geotechnical
properties of the soil at that location. Consequentially, some sections on the AB route are
required to be buried at greater depths; to a maximum of 2.0m. In sandwaves and mobile
sand beds burial could reach 7m. The Cable Burial Assessment has identified the total
length of cable burial required across the route, summarised in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6

Summary of cable protection requirements

Cable Protection Option

Length (km)
France – Alderney
(FA)*

Alderney – Britain
(AB)

Burial in sediment

0.000

50.148

Rock placement only

0.000

2.177

Potential burial in rock or rock placement

0.000

20.077

Burial in rock or rock placement

10.000

65.310

Note: * Rock protection quoted for the FA route is from the French territorial limit to Longis
Bay, Alderney (FA KP20 – FA KP30).
The areas of common suitability for burial protection indicated in Table 4-6 above are shown
in Figures 4-18 and 4-19.
Figure 4-18 FA route - summary of burial potential
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Figure 4-19 AB route - summary of burial potential

4.5.5

Cable landfalls
The landfalls are where the marine cables come ashore. The landfall locations in UK and
Alderney are presented in Table 4-7. The shore-crossings will be accomplished by one of
two methods: horizontal directional drilling (HDD); or open-cut trenching. In both cases the
landfall is prepared in advance of the arrival of the CLV, so that that vessel is not delayed in
its operations. For all landfalls the preferred option of cable installation is HDD. If the
installation contractor proposes to use the open-cut method they will have to demonstrate
that HDD is not feasible.
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Table 4-7

Shore crossing coordinates and crossing method

Shore Crossing

Coordinates (WGS84)

Crossing method

Lime Kiln Car Park, Budleigh
Salterton

50°37’49N; 3°18’45W

HDD
(Open-cut if HDD is not feasible.)
No works to take place in Lime Kiln Car
Park in July and August.

Corblets Bay, Alderney

49°43’44N; 2°10’22W

HDD (Open-cut if HDD is not feasible)

Longis Bay, Alderney

49°43’18N; 2°10’26W

HDD (Open-cut if HDD is not feasible)

4.5.5.2 Transition joint bay (TJB)

The land cables will be connected with the marine cables in a transition joint bay (TJB)
buried in the ground above the high water mark. In all areas the cables will be buried below
surface, i.e. into the beach. At each landfall up to four TJBs could be dug, although in
preference it is likely that there will only be two per landfall. Each bay will be 10 – 15m long,
2
2-3m wide and 2-3m deep below ground level; covering a maximum area of 45m . Bays will
be separated by a distance of around 5m. The TJBs are outside of the scope of the
Offshore Environmental Report as they are above MHWS, but further information is provided
in the Onshore Environmental Reports.
In advance of the marine operations cable ducts will be installed from the TJB usually to the
lower part of the intertidal, or into the sub-tidal, area by an open-cut trench or horizontal
directional drilling (HDD) method (described below).

4.5.5.3 Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) – preferred installation technique

HDD is a technique whereby a hole is drilled from shore under any sea defences, dune
systems or sensitive features, to a point a suitable distance offshore, usually several
hundred metres. A pipe is inserted into the drilled hole which is then used as a duct into
which the cables are installed.
Up to six ducts could be drilled at each landfall; although between two and four is more likely
given the geological conditions. The ducts will fan out of the TJB to achieve exit points for
the marine cables in the nearshore, with a separation distance of 10m (Figure 4-22). From
the exit point the cables will then merge back together, usually within 100m to form bundled
pairs. It is possible that concrete mattresses would be used in this transition area to protect
and stabilise the cables before they are buried.

A typical schematic of a HDD site is shown in Figure 4-20 and an example of typical drill site
is shown in Figure 4-21. The compound area will be approximately 50m long by 50m wide.
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Figure 4-20 Typical layout of HDD site

1 = Drift rig; 2 = Control lab ; 3 = Drill Pipe Rack; 4 = River Pump; 5 = Mud Tank; 6 = Recycling Unit; 7 = Mud
Pump; 8 = Bentonite; 9 = Generators; 10 = Magazine container; 11 = Office; 12 = Crew Container; 13 = Entry
Pit; 14 = Mud Pit

Depending on the size of the conduit and the ground conditions encountered, the drilling
operations will take place in a series of stages:
▪

Drill initial pilot hole (approximately 250mm in diameter).

▪

Increase the pilot hole to a larger diameter in stages using “reaming/hole opening”
techniques (an operation that may be repeated a number of times to suit the diameter of
the conduit).

▪

For cable installations, a messenger (draw) wire is pre-laid inserted within the conduit (for
subsequent cable pull in operations) or may be blown in afterwards using compressed
air.

The cable would then be installed from the CLV by winching from a position behind the
beach entry point of the HDD duct.
Figure 4-21 Typical HDD drill site

HDD operations utilise drilling fluids and additives such as bentonite, to assist in maintaining
the integrity of the drilled hole and to transport the cutting materials out of the hole as drilling
progresses. The choice of drilling mud and any additives required will be selected by the
contractor on the basis of drilling performance and environmental constraints. The majority
of drilling fluids are biodegradable and have no harmful effect on the surrounding
environment. Based on the geotechnical survey information drilling fluid breakouts in the
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intertidal area or offshore are considered very unlikely.
discharged at the break-out of the drill.

Small quantities of fluid will be

Drilling fluid and cuttings are tested during drilling for contamination and possible reuse or
disposal after the work has been completed. The drilling mud and cuttings will be
transported to an appropriate licensed waste disposal site. Only licensed waste carriers will
be used for transportation of any drilling fluids.
Preliminary analysis of the geological data at the landfalls suggests that the distance
offshore that the HDD ducts will exit is as follows:
▪

Budleigh Salterton: between 300m and 1000m;

▪

Corblets Bay: between 300m and 700m; and

▪

Longis Bay: between 400m and 800m.

The benefits of HDD is that the shore-landing can be prepared before the cable landing
operation commences and the beach will not need to be closed whilst drilling is taking place.
Table 4-8

Horizontal directional drilling worst case assumptions per landfall

Horizontal Directional Drill

Minimum

Maximum

Comments

Number of cable ducts (per
landfall)

2

6

Including 2 separate ducts for
Fibre Optic cables

Diameter of cable ducts (m)

0.3

0.75

Smaller ducts where more are
used.

Length of ducts (m)

300

1,000

Burial depth of cables (m)

1

30
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Figure 4-22 Illustration of HDD cable ducts
a) Example for Longis Bay – four TJB configuration (worst case)

b) Example for Longis Bay – two TJB configuration

Not to scale
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4.5.5.4 Open-cut installation – contingency option

Open cut trenching will only be used as an installation technique if the installation contractor
demonstrates that HDD is not feasible.

Open cut trenching is a method whereby a trench is excavated across the beach using
conventional excavators. The cable is then pulled ashore from the cable laying vessel into
the trench, the trench backfilled and the ground re-instated. For most landfalls, the trench
can be divided into two sections, the nearshore intertidal section, which can be excavated by
land based equipment, and the offshore sub tidal section which has to be excavated by
specialist dredging equipment or using post installation burial techniques.
The detailed design will take account of any expected beach erosion to minimise the risk that
the cables become exposed during the operational lifetime (40-50 years) of the cables. The
trench will be designed so that it remains stable and open long enough to install the cable.
However, this means that for a period of time an area of the beach may be closed to protect
the public. To mitigate the length of this closure an alternative is to install a duct into the
trench, which allows the trench to be closed before the cable is installed. If open cut
trenching is used at Budleigh Salterton, a duct to a point just below the low water mark may
be used to ensure beach restrictions are kept to a minimum.
Figure 4-23 Typical profile of installed cable

Within the intertidal area, a tracked excavator (either on the shore or mounted on a shallow
barge) will dig a V shaped trench with a suitable side slope to support the opening.
Alternatively (and in the worst case) temporary trench support may be installed particularly
on the sandy beaches in Alderney, usually in the form of steel sheet piling. Vehicular access
both sides of the trench and materials storage would mean that a construction corridor
across the beach of up to 30m would be required. At Longis Bay and Corblets Bay a
temporary trackway, made from wood and aluminium, would be laid onto the sand above
high water to prevent vehicles from sinking into the sand.
Once the trench has been formed, the cables will be installed from the CLV by a combination
of floating and pulling the cables ashore using a winch anchored behind the beach.
Longis Bay
At Longis Bay the cable would need to pass under the WWII anti-tank wall at the back of the
beach, this would be a simple excavation from either side with trench supports.
There is a layer of peat under the sand at Longis Bay which would need to be removed and
replaced with sand or other material. This is because peat is a very good insulator and could
cause the cables to overheat. The original sand would be replaced over the top and there
would be no change to the visual appearance of the beach.
Where adequate burial depth cannot be achieved, alternative protection may be applied to
the cable, such as frond mats,
Budleigh Salterton
At Budleigh Salterton, the nature of the pebbly beach is such that the trench would need to
be formed by removing pebbles in layers of perhaps 0.5 to 1m deep and placing gabions of
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rock to retain the remaining pebbles. The trench would be stepped using this technique as
shown in the cross-section in Figure 4-24 below.
Figure 4-24 Proposed stepping for open cut methodology at Budleigh Salterton

In the near-shore area (below low water) the cables would be buried to a target depth of at
least 1.0m below minimum beach level, taking into account variations in beach profiles due
to sediment movement. Where adequate burial depth cannot be achieved, alternative
protection may be applied to the cable, such as cast iron shells and/or concrete mattresses.
Table 4-9

Open-cut trenching worst case assumptions – Budleigh Salterton

Open cut shore-crossing

Minimum

Maximum

Comments

Number of cable trenches

2

4

Burial depth (m)

0.5

3

Below firm stratum of mobile
sediments

Width of intertidal area affected
(metres per trench)

60

120

Maximum trench width at Budleigh
Salterton

Table 4-10 Open-cut trenching worst case assumptions – Longis Bay & Corblets Bay
Open cut shore-crossing

Minimum

Maximum

Number of cable trenches

2

4

Burial depth (m)

0.5

3

Width of intertidal area affected
(metres per trench)

2

10

Comments
Below firm stratum of mobile
sediments

It is assumed that trenching operations would take place within normal working hours,
spanning a 12 hour period and that the works would be conducted both outside of the peak
summer holiday season and period of most frequent and violent storms. This equates to a
target period between March and June. The total trenching and conduit installation task
duration is likely to be approximately two months at each landfall. On Alderney, works would
be undertaken sequentially at Longis Bay and Corblets Bay so that the beaches were not
closed at the same time. The separate cable pull-in operation typically takes 2-3 days and
the jointing operation could take approximately 3 weeks.

4.5.6

Cable pull

4.5.6.1 First shore landing (start of cable lay)

The first step in the cable lay process is to pull the cable ashore and attach it to the land
cable. A winch is established on-shore (the winch cable is passed through any duct that has
been previously installed). The cable is floated from the stationary CLV or barge (and sunk
as it approaches the entry to the duct). This may be accomplished using a team of small
boats, floats and divers, depending on the contractor requirements.
Once the cable has been attached to the winch wire, pulling commences. As the operation
progresses floats are removed as the cable sinks towards the duct entrance and added at
the vessel end. Work boats hold the cable in position, particularly where strong currents are
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present. Once the cable is through the duct and made secure at the shore-end, the floats
are removed and the cable sunk to the sea-bed.
Figure 4-25 Cable installation

4.5.6.2 Second shore landing (end of cable lay)

Once the CLV reaches within approximately 1000m of the second shore landing point the
process for making the shore-crossing commences. The land-based winch will have been
established ahead of the CLV arriving, and the winch wire fed through the duct. The cable
handling sequence is as follows:

4.5.7

▪

The CLV turns parallel to the coast and lays out the required length of cable on floats;

▪

The cable is cut to length on board and a pulling eye attached to the bare end of the
cable;

▪

The pulling eye is lowered off the CLV and towed into position by the duct entry by a work
boat, other work boats are used to control the position of the cable on the surface of the
sea;

▪

The winch wire is attached to the pulling eye and as the slack is taken up the end of the
cable is guided to the duct entrance by divers, removing floats at it goes;

▪

Once the cable enters the duct the winch pulls it through until the cable is pulled into line
on the surface of the sea, the work boats continuously manage the position of the floating
cable to ensure the minimum bending radius is not exceeded;

▪

Finally the floats are removed and the cable lowered to the sea-bed with any additional
slack being recovered by the winch.

Noise
Marine mammals and some fish species are sensitive to an increase in the level of sound in
the marine environment (see Section 9).
Marine mammals use echo location for
communication and identifying their prey items, therefore sound levels are an important
consideration. Fish species, particularly which have air or fluid filled swim bladders are also
sensitive to increases to sound in their environment. The effects include disturbance in the
form of changes to regular behaviour, and greater impacts such as a temporary hearing
problem known as temporary threshold shift (TTS), or a permanent hearing loss / permanent
threshold shift (PTS), which has the potential to threaten life.
Species become habituated to the general background noise levels within their environment.
Development activities can produce sound above the regular ambient noise levels and if
persistent have the potential for harm to sensitive species.
Noise produced by the cable installation in the marine environment is set against a
background of noise produced by other shipping activity in the area. These ships include
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merchant vessels, tankers, fishing vessels and ferries of up to 40,000 dead weight tonnes.
With this in mind it is anticipated that noise emissions associated with the offshore and
shallow water operations will make only a very minor contribution to the typical noise levels
found in the vicinity of the cables. The types of vessels and activities to be used in the
installation of the marine cables are described in Section 4.5.1 above. The predominant
noise generating activities for FAB Link are:
▪

Geophysical survey equipment (e.g. side scan sonar, multi-beam echosounder, subbottom profiler and magnetometer);

▪

UXO detonation (if required);

▪

Cable trenching and mass flow excavation;

▪

Mechanical trenching on harder ground;

▪

Rock or mattress placement;

▪

Vessels using dynamic positioning; and

▪

Support vessels

The activities include examples of both continuous and impulsive noise. Impulsive noise is
characterised by high energy over a short period of time. Examples include multi-beam
echosounder and underwater explosions. Continuous noise is acoustic energy spread over
a longer period of time, typically many seconds, minutes or even hours e.g. noise form
vessels. Likely noise levels associated with these aspects of the project installation are
described below.

4.5.7.1 Geophysical survey

Table 4-11 provides the typical acoustic properties associated with survey techniques that
may be required during pre- and post-installation surveys.

Table 4-11 Acoustic properties of survey equipment
Source of noise

Frequency
(kHz)

Sound Pressure Level
(dB(peak) re 1µPa @ 1m)

Swathe or multi-beam echo
sounder

70-100, 70

235

Side scan sonar

100 – 500, 100

223 - 229

Sub-bottom profiler (Pinger or
Chirp system)

3.5 – 13, 3.5

211

Source: Genesis (2011). Source levels converted from dB(rms) to dB(peak) by adding 3dB.
Where a range of values is provided, the value modelled for the marine mammal risk
assessment (see Section 9.7) is the worst case (indicated in Bold).

4.5.7.2 UXO detonation

The source levels from explosive detonations can produce source levels of 272-287dB re
1µPa @ 1m (0-peak) (Genesis 2011). Explosions generate low frequencies 2-1000Hz with
the main energy between 6-21Hz and have very rapid durations (RWE Innogy UK Ltd 2011).

4.5.7.3 Cable trenching and cutting

Information on noise levels associated with cable installation by trenching and ploughing
(which are expected to result in similar noise levels) and cutting (which by nature of the high
energy contact between metal cutting edges and hard rocks is expected to produce relatively
higher noise levels) is available from studies undertaken in relation to offshore wind energy
developments which have installed many hundreds of km of cabling in recent years.
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Measurements of noise levels during cable installation works, at North Hoyle, understood to
have involved trenching, were made by Subacoustech Ltd on behalf of COWRIE (Nedwell et
al., 2003). Using a hydrophone 160m from the source at a depth of 2m, sound pressure was
recorded at 123 dB re 1 Pa. Because of the variability of noise it is difficult to establish the
unweighted Source Level of the noise, but assuming a transmission loss of 22 log (R) the
Source Level was 178 dB re 1 μPa @ 1m.
Nedwell et al. (2003) reported that trenching noise was a mixture of broadband noise, tonal
machinery noise and transients (probably associated with rock breakage). It was noted that
noise levels and character were variable and depended greatly on the type of seabed being
cut at the time. After being run through a dBht filter (to relate noise levels to the hearing
thresholds of various marine organisms) all but one measurement were below the 70dBht
threshold that would be expected to induce a behavioural reaction from fish or marine
mammals.
The above measurements are comparable to the stated source noise levels for dredging
activity in Richardson et al. (1995) of between 172 and 185 dB re 1 μPa @ 1m and in
OSPAR (2009) of between 171 and 189 dB(peak) re 1 μPa @ 1m. Limited activity of this
nature, using a mass flow excavator, may be required where seabed topography requires
smoothing before cable burial.
No specific measurements of noise levels produced by rock cutting equipment used during
cable laying have been found; however, a relatively large number of impact assessments
have stated that noise associated with cable installation works is significantly lower than that
created by hammer piling of monopile foundations (e.g. Npower Renewables, 2005) and
recent reviews of wind farm construction related noise effects have focused solely on
hammer piling, with little or no mention of cable laying as an important source of underwater
noise (Nedwell et al., 2007; Thomsen et al., 2006). The Thomsen (2006) reference has
been focused upon as the maximum likely scenario in terms of noise generation with
relatively lower levels of noise expected from activities such as cable installations. Where
specific assessments have been made these have either referenced the COWRIE work
summarised above or compared cable installation to dredging activities, which are welldocumented.

4.5.7.4 Rock placement

Limited information is available on noise levels associated with rock placement. SVT
Engineering Consultants (2010) provide a recent assessment for this activity. Source noise
levels were expected to be in the region of 120 dB re 1 μPa @ 1m. This absolute source
level may be an underestimate; Nedwell et al (2003) for example discuss expected noise
levels for rock placement and similar activities and suggest that source noise levels of
around 177 dB re 1 μPa @ 1m could be anticipated. This is broadly comparable to cable
laying procedures.

4.5.7.5 Dynamic positioning (DP) systems

Vessels operating under DP maintain station using thrusters. These can create cavitating
bubbles which can implode causing high acoustic energy in the water. Cavitation can cause
damage to impeller and tunnel materials and also lead to propagation of underwater noise in
the marine environment.
The source noise levels and sound characteristics will depend on the exact vessels used but
quoted levels associated with DP systems range between 177 and 197 dB re 1 μPa @ 1m
and frequencies lie towards the lower end of the spectrum, up to around 3 kHz.
Talisman Energy (2006) report source noise levels of 177 dB re 1 μPa @ 1m.
Lawson et al. (2001) reported source levels for DP thrusters to be 162 to 180 dB re 1µ Pa @
1m.
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AT&T (2008) reported source noise levels between 121 – 197 dB re1 µPa @ 1 m (and that
these were relatively low frequency, between 50 and 3,200 Hz).

4.5.7.6 Support vessels

Richardson et al (1995) provide typical figures for source noise levels from vessels
underway. Broadband noise for vessels of the type proposed for cable installation works
range between 171 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m (tug/barge, assumed equivalent to guard vessel) to
181 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m (supply ship, assumed equivalent to CLV). These are believed to
represent approximations of the noise levels expected as vessels transit to site but during
operations engine-derived noises are anticipated to be below these levels as speeds will be
low.

4.6

Post-Lay Surveys
To ensure cables are adequately buried and to prevent navigational risk, a post-installation
survey will be undertaken along the section of cable that has undergone installation, repair or
replacement to demonstrate the successful burial and depth of the cable. Survey techniques
used will be similar to those employed for pre-installation surveys described in Section 4.4.2
e.g. multi-beam echosounder, side scan sonar and magnetometer. In addition shallow subbottom profiling may be used.
Shallow sub-bottom profiling involves injecting a pulse of acoustic energy into the seabed
and detecting the reflections from the sub-surface geological units. From the reflections the
thickness of the sediment can be assessed, and the depth of cable burial can be
ascertained.

4.7

Cable Operation
During operation of the cables, emissions to the environment consist of electrically-induced
and magnetic fields, and heat. The nature and magnitude of these emissions are discussed
below.

4.7.1

Electric and magnetic fields (EMF)
The interconnector will carry up to 1.4GW of power and nominally operate at ±320kV per
cable. The proposed cable design comprises a balanced monopole system, whereby
current is transmitted along two, separate cables in opposite directions (one with positive
polarity and the other with negative polarity), thereby completing the circuit. FAB Link will
therefore consist of two balanced monopole systems i.e. four cables in total. The design of
the cables, including lead sheathing and armoured cores, prevents the propagation of
electric fields (E fields) into the surrounding environment. Current flowing along HVDC
cables also generates a magnetic field (B field), which can permeate through the cable
surround and emanate into the surrounding environment. The magnitude of the magnetic
field produced is dependent on the amount of current flow. The B field attenuates rapidly
with distance (both horizontally and vertically) from the cable conductor.
Currents are converted from AC to DC to pass along the interconnector. Small harmonic
currents caused by conversion may transmit along HVDC cabling and induce varying electric
fields (iE fields). In addition, localised, static iE fields may be induced as seawater (tidal
flow) or other conductors such as marine organisms pass through the DC cable’s B field.
Owing to the dependence of iE field magnitude upon B field magnitude, iE fields will
attenuate with both horizontal and vertical distance from the cable conductor in the same
way as B fields.
There is a degree of cancellation of magnetic fields in the environment when opposing fields
from adjacent cables interact (i.e. are bundled together). The resultant magnetic fields will
vary according to the installation methodology, their bearing within the Earth’s geomagnetic
field and separation distance utilised.
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The entire cable will be buried or externally protected to a target depth of approximately 0.5 3m. While B field propagation will not be diminished through the sediment any more than
through water (in the absence of magnetic rocks), burial is likely to reduce the maximum
magnitude of EMF experienced at the sediment-seawater interface since the very strongest
fields are present on the surface of the cable (Gill et al., 2005).
Calculations of the expected maximum magnetic field densities for FAB Link have been
carried out by GHD (2016) for four separate cable arrangements. Calculations take into
consideration the effects of orientation in relation to the Earth’s magnetic field i.e. each
scenario considered cables running in both a north-south direction and an east-west
direction. EMF densities have been calculated at 1m above ground/seabed level. A worst
case assumption is made in terms of the alignment of currents in each of the two circuits.
Each FAB circuit is rated at 700MW. In each case the EMF density profile is plotted to a
distance of 15m either side of the cable corridor.
Arrangement 1: preferred bundled arrangement
The four cables will be installed as bundled cables with a minimum 10m separation distance
between trenches (Figure 4-26). Cables are assumed to be buried to a minimum of 0.6m.
The maximum calculated EMF density is 70.3 μT which occurs directly above the edge of the
cable corridor when the cable is running East to West (Figure 4-27).
Figure 4-26 Arrangement 1: bundled circuits

Source: GHD (2016)
Figure 4-27 Arrangement 1 - total resultant magnetic field density

x axis = distance (m), y axis = μT
Source: GHD (2016)
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Arrangement 2: cables through sandwaves
In areas of sandwaves the cables may be buried in up to 5m of sediment, which increases
the potential for heating issues to arise. As such, it is likely that in these short sections the
cables will be laid unbundled with a 3m separation between individual cables in a circuit and
minimum 10m separation between circuits (Figure 4-28). For the calculations minimum
depth of burial is still assumed as 0.6m as the worst case to account for potential unburial as
sandwaves migrate.
The maximum calculated EMF density is 182.4 μT which occurs directly above the edge of
the cable corridor when the cable is running East to West (Figure 4-29).
Figure 4-28 Arrangement 2: sandwave unbundled cables

Source: GHD (2016)
Figure 4-29 Arrangement 2 - total resultant magnetic field density

x axis = distance (m), y axis = μT
Source: GHD (2016)
Arrangement 3: landfall crossing – HDD
The preferred method of installation at the landfalls is HDD. In this scenario there will be
10m separation between each cable (Figure 4-30). Cables are assumed to be buried to a
minimum of 5m. The maximum calculated EMF density is 86.3 μT which occurs directly
above the edge of the cable corridor when the cable is running East to West (Figure 4-31).
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Figure 4-30 Arrangement 3: landfall crossing – HDD

Source: GHD (2016)
Figure 4-31 Arrangement 3 - total resultant magnetic field density

x axis = distance (m), y axis = μT
Source: GHD (2016)
Arrangement 4: landfall crossing – open cut
If HDD is not technically feasible, open cut trenching is considered as an installation option
at the landfalls. In this scenario cable pairs will be separated by 5m and cable circuits by
10m (Figure 4-32). Cables are assumed to be buried to a minimum of 2m. The maximum
calculated EMF density is 118.6 μT which occurs directly above the edge of the cable
corridor when the cable is running East to West (Figure 4-33).
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Figure 4-32 Arrangement 4: landfall crossing – open cut

Source: GHD (2016)
Figure 4-33 Arrangement 4 - total resultant magnetic field density

x axis = distance (m), y axis = μT
Source: GHD (2016)
In comparison, the background geomagnetic field for the English Channel is approximately
48µT – 49.5µT (NOAA, 2016). Therefore, at a distance of approximately 10m from the cable
trench, the magnetic field due to the cables becomes the same level as the earth’s magnetic
field. The maximum values presented above are based on the worst case, east-west
alignment of the cables. However, the sections of the route which align with the worst-case
orientation will be limited decreasing the distance at which EMF will attenuate to below
background levels.

4.7.1.2 Compass deviation effects

The influence of FAB Link dual-cable HVDC system on the total geomagnetic field along the
design route is expected to be insignificant to compass deviation (less than 3 degrees
compass deviation), due to the bundled configuration, in shallower waters and water depth.
The compass deviation due to cable spacing at the approaches to the landfalls will be
subject to confirming the detailed design and configuration prior to construction.
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4.7.2

Heat
During the operation of an HVDC cable heat losses occur as a consequence of the
resistance in the cable/conductor. FAB Link is likely to install XPLE cable. These cables
have maximum design operating conductor temperatures of 55°C and 80°C respectively.
When the interconnector is in operation there will be localised heating of the environment
surrounding the cables (i.e. sediment for buried cable or water in the interstitial spaces of
rock armouring). The rate of heat dissipation, and magnitude of environmental heating, will
be determined by a number of factors; most notably: the amount of power passing through
the cables, the design of the cables and the thermal properties of the surrounding media.

4.7.3

Noise
No noise will be produced during operation of the cables.

4.8

Cable Maintenance and Repair
Once installed, marine cables are not expected to require routine maintenance.
Arrangements for maintenance and repair are described below.

4.8.1

In-service survey operations
It is likely that routine surveys using standard geophysical survey equipment and/or ROVs to
monitor buried depth and integrity of rock-berms will be undertaken, particularly in the initial
years of operation, and should the local environmental conditions change or be suspected as
having changed. This is especially true of the areas of high tidal energy surrounding
Alderney.
Regular survey of cable crossings may also be a requirement of a particular cable crossing
agreement. Periodic inspections may be undertaken to identify cable exposures or
spanning.

4.8.2

Marine cable repairs
Cable repairs to correctly installed and protected marine cables are infrequent but require
operations which temporarily intrude on the environment and the activities of other users of
the sea. The most common reason for repair of a marine cable in water depths <200m is
damage caused by external interaction, typically by trawlers and commercial ships’ anchors.
Globally around 70% of cable faults can be attributed to man-made activities and about 12%
are caused by natural hazards e.g. induced abrasion or earthquakes (KIS-ORCA 2016).
Maintenance activities will have a similar impact to the installation activities assessed in this
ER, however they will be on a smaller extremely localised scale, and as such are not
expected to have any significant impacts. Any impacts will be less than those identified for
installation operations.
Faults caused by man-made activities are usually localised depending on the energy of the
interaction and whether the cable is merely impacted, mauled (where something is dragged
with force along the cable for a distance) or dragged from the seabed.
Where a cable fault is detected, the relevant section of the cable will be located and retrieved
to surface for inspection and replacement. It may be necessary to de-bury the cable prior to
cable recovery or remove external protection such as rock-berms. Once de-buried,
measurement and testing will be conducted to establish the section of cable that needs to be
replaced. If de-burial is not considered necessary the cable will be first retrieved from the
seabed and pulled up by a suitable vessel.
A repair will typically be carried out by a single vessel. A shallow water repair, in less than
10m of water, will typically be made using an anchored barge. In deeper water a DP cable
vessel will be used. Vessels carrying out cable repair operations are restricted in their ability
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to manoeuvre and will display the required navigational lights and signals. Divers and/or
ROV are expected to be used with associated vessels.
The actual operational details and the exact configuration of a repair spread will depend on
the type of repair and the contractor’s facilities and would typically follow:
▪

Loading of spare cable to the repair vessel;

▪

Location of the damage;

▪

Cable de-burial;

▪

Cable cutting and recovery to the surface;

▪

Splicing in the replacement section of cable; and

▪

Re-deployment of cable onto the sea bed and re-burial.

A cable repair invariably requires the insertion of additional cables and two additional cable
joints, the initial and the final. The additional cable length in the case of point damage may
be equal to approximately three times the depth of water at the site and longer if the cables
have been damaged over a distance or if the fault is difficult to locate. The greatest water
depth is 140m indicating that for a repair at this depth a minimum of 420m of cable would be
required. As the fault location may be uncertain up to 1km has been allowed for as a
replacement length.
For the repair of a single cable in a bundled pair, the pair of cables would need to be cut and
both brought to the surface. However, it is possible that both cables might be repaired as a
precaution against undetected damage; this would double the length of cable required for
repairs.
The extra length of a repaired short cable section means it cannot be returned to its exact
previous alignment on the seabed. The excess cable will be laid on the seabed in a loop off
to one side of the original route; but still within the proposed marine cable corridor. The
excess cable and first joint of a longer repair section can be laid ‘in-line’ along the original
route whilst the final joint will form an ‘omega’ loop on the seabed.
The additional joints and the extra cable length will be buried, typically using jetting
machines, concrete mattresses or rock placement deployed from either the repair vessel
itself or a separate specialised vessel.
A cable repair operation might be expected to take between two and six weeks depending
on the type and extent of damage, burial requirements and operational constraints such as
weather.
Spare marine cable will normally be stored at the premises of the nominated repair
contractor or a nearby port facility.
Due to the dynamic conditions in the waters around Alderney FAB Link require permits to
cover discrete incidents of repairs or replacement over the operational lifetime of the cable
(50 years) limited to a maximum single cable length of 1km; 1km x 2 for bundled cable and
1km x 3 for bundled cable including the fibre optic.
After completion of repairs and maintenance works, a post-installation survey will be carried
out along the section of cable that has undergone repair or replacement to demonstrate the
successful burial and depth of the cable.
The area of seabed affected by repair operations will depend on the location of the fault, the
configuration of the marine cables (e.g. bundled or separated), and the protection method
used for the original installation. All repair activities will be undertaken within the coordinates
that make up the red line boundary of the FEPA Licence and Marine Licence. Table 4-12
provides a summary of the worst case seabed footprint for a repair event assuming the fault
location is at a point where:
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▪

the marine cables are bundled with the fibre optic cable i.e. requires the maximum 1km
long x 3 repair;

▪

marine cables can be re-trenched; and

▪

the removal and re-burial footprints will not overlap (a worst case, as in reality they
might).

Should re-trenching not be feasible, the FEPA Licence and Marine Licence also applies for
consent to use an alternative protection method e.g. rock or concrete mattresses; the
seabed footprints of which are also presented in Table 4-12.
It is possible that a combination of two or more techniques might be used e.g. re-burial and
rock placement, re-burial, rock placement and concrete mattresses. As shown in Table 4-12
the footprint associated with re-burial is the wider of the techniques and has therefore been
used in the assessment of impacts on the seabed.
Table 4-12 Maximum repair / maintenance footprint – per event
Activity

Footprint

Mass of material
deposited (tonnes)

Area affected
(km2)

Removal of buried cable

1km x 10m

-

0.01

Re-trenching

1km x 10m

-

0.01
Total seabed footprint

0.02

Contingency options that could replace re-trenching
1. Rock placement

1km x 9m

5000

0.009

2. Concrete mattresses

1km x 3m

1.67

0.003

FAB Link Ltd is requesting licences that cover up to ten incidents in each jurisdiction over the
operational life time of the cable (50 years). Ten incidents for a marine cable over its
operational life time is lower than the industry used ‘rule of thumb’ which is one fault every
ten years per 100km; based on historic experience. It is also in line with other cable projects
e.g. London Array (MLA/2015/00095) that have Marine Licences for the same number of
repairs. However, it should be noted that as the marine cables cross a number of different
jurisdictions and it cannot be predicted where a fault may occur, ten incidents per jurisdiction
has been requested as a precaution.

4.9

Decommissioning
FAB Link Ltd recognises the importance of considering the decommissioning process at an
early stage, and should decommissioning be undertaken, the operation will be conducted
according to the standard industry protocol at the agreed time. The least environmentally
damaging option and the usual approach for submarine cables is to leave the cable in-situ
and this is the expected approach for FAB Link.

4.10

Unplanned events
Unplanned events are incidents or non-routine events that have the potential to trigger
impacts that would otherwise not be anticipated during the normal course of installation or
operation. The severity of impact from unplanned events can be greater than those from
planned installation and maintenance operations, however the probability of an unplanned
event occurring is typically much lower.
Unplanned events which have been considered by the EA include:
▪

Hydrocarbon or chemical spill
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▪

Damage to an external asset e.g. cable or pipeline, through anchor dragging

▪

Ship to marine mammal collision

Of particular concern is a hydrocarbon spill as this has the potential to affect a wide area.
Marine diesel used in installation and support vessels is a low viscosity distillate fuel. It
contains a high proportion of lighter hydrocarbons which evaporate quickly on release. The
general behaviour of diesel at sea can be summarised as follows:
▪

A slick of diesel will elongate rapidly in the direction of the prevailing wind and waves.

▪

Very rapid spreading of the low viscosity diesel will take place.

▪

Some diesel fuels oils may form an unstable emulsion at the thicker, leading edges of the
slick.

▪

Speed of physical dispersion of the surface slick increases with wind speed. Up to 95%
of a slick may disperse within about 4 hours of the spill in 15 knots winds and sea
conditions.

Spills of fuel are most likely to occur during bunkering. Refuelling is planned to take place at
port with no offshore bunkering planned. Spills related to refuelling may occur in port,
however, past experience has shown such events to be rare and small in total volume.
Additionally the port will have specific transfer procedures and an oil pollution emergency
plan in place to minimise spills and their impact.
Minor spillages may occur as a result of a leaking hydraulic hose, leaking oil drums etc. Such
spills are likely to be entirely contained on the vessel or if they do reach the sea are typically
less than 100 litres. Incidents such as these would be rare due to strict on board procedures
in place vessels with all liquids being stored in appropriately bunded areas.
The worst case spill scenario is the loss of total containment from the CLV (the largest
3
project vessel). Typically CLVs carry up to 1400m of marine diesel. The risk of loss of the
entire fuel capacity due to collision or grounding is reduced by the selection of an
appropriately classified vessel and experienced contractor. The risk is further reduced by
the legal measures all vessels must adhere to in terms of pollution control.
Oil spill modelling undertaken by Intertek for similar scale diesel spills in the North Sea (up to
3
1665m ) typically show marine diesel spills evaporate or naturally disperse within 10 hours
(EnQuest Heather 2011). A zone of influence of 10km is considered reasonable depending
on currents and wind speeds.

4.11

Zones of Influence
Zones of influence – the spatial extent over which the activities are predicted to have an
impact on the receiving environment (explained in more detail in Section 5.7) – have been
established for the installation and maintenance activities discussed above. These are
summarised by jurisdiction where applicable in the sections below.
The following apply to all jurisdictions:
▪

The overall FAB Link corridor is up to 1km wide at the widest point. The worst case
assumption is that within this area four HVDC cables (and 2 fibre-optic cables) will be
installed. The installation configuration within this area is to be confirmed by the
installation contractor and FAB Link Ltd. The footprint of each cable if laid individually or
bundled is 10m.

▪

Cables will be installed spaced at 4x water depth unless installation conditions require
different configuration.
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▪

There will be a 235m development exclusion zone in place either side of each cable
corridor. The maximum width of this development exclusion zone is approximately 600m
(if cables are installed separately e.g. 4 trenches).

▪

A 500m x 1000m safety zone will be established around the cable installation vessel and
spread.

Calculations are based on the worst-case assumptions provided in the project description
and re-defined below:

4.11.1

▪

Cable trenching – based on typical excavator tool 10m wide.

▪

Mass flow excavator - based on 1m wide trench with sediments cast up to 25m either
side of the trench for typical MFE tool.

▪

Rock protection - maximum berm size 9m wide and 1.5m high (Source: WKG 2015).

▪

Duct installation - based on 0.75m wide duct up to 1km long.

▪

EMF – up to 10m from either side of the cable.

▪

Heat – up to 1m based on industry standards for similar installations.

▪

Repair – based on a 1km length of replacement cable.

▪

For assessment purposes it has been assumed that if the cables cannot be buried in
sediment they will be rock protected (i.e. rather than protected by concrete mattresses or
cast iron casings) as this constitutes the greatest physical impact to the environment.

UK waters
The marine cable corridor within UK waters is 95km long i.e. route AB between Budleigh
Salterton KP138 to UK-French median line KP43.
Table 4-13 UK exclusion zone
Section

Temporary Exclusion Area

Likely Season

Budleigh Salterton

250m wide

March - June

Around CLV

500m x 1000m

During installation
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Table 4-14 Installation footprint within UK waters
Activity

2

Length of
route (km)

Sediment
removed
(worst case)

Material deposited
(worst case)

Area affected (km )
Worst case
(4 separate cables)

Likely scenario
(2 x 2 bundled cables)

Cable trenching

43.246

-

-

43.246 x 0.01 x 4 = 1.73

43.246 x 0.01 x 2 = 0.865

MFE

3.623

-

-

3.623 x (0.025 x 2) x 4 = 0.7246

3.623 x (0.025 x 2) x 2 =
0.3623

Rock protection

51.574

-

51574m x 5 tonnes x 2
trenches = 515,740 tonnes

Not economically feasible to rock
protect four separate cables

51.754 x 0.009 x 2 = 0.932

Concrete mattresses

-

-

700 mattresses

-

350 x (0.006 x 0.003) x 2
trenches = 0.0126

EMF

Entire route

-

-

Up to 10m from cable

Up to 10m from cable

Heat

Entire route

-

-

Up to 1m from the cable

Up to 1m from the cable

Table 4-15 Maximum maintenance footprint within UK water – per event
2

Activity

Footprint

Mass of material deposited (tonnes)

Area affected (km )

Removal of buried cable

1km x 10m

-

0.01

Re-trenching

1km x 10m

-

0.01

5000

0.009

Contingency options that could replace re-trenching
1. Rock placement

1km x 9m

2. Concrete mattresses
1km x 3m
3400
0.003
Note: It is possible that a combination of two or more techniques might be used e.g. re-burial and rock placement, re-burial, rock placement and concrete
mattresses. However, the footprint associated with re-burial is the wider of the techniques and has therefore been used in the assessment of impacts on the
seabed.
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4.11.2

French EEZ
The marine cable corridor within French EEZ waters is 18km long i.e. route AB between UK-French median line KP43 and States of Guernsey
territorial waters KP25. There will be a 500m x 1000m exclusion zone around the CLV whilst within French waters.

Table 4-16 Installation footprint within French EEZ waters
Activity

2

Length of route
(km)

Material deposited (worst
case)

Area affected (km )
Worst case
(4 separate cables)

Likely scenario
(2 x 2 bundled cables

Cable trenching

-

-

-

-

Rock protection

18

18000m x 10 tonnes x 2
trenches = 360,000 tonnes

Not economically feasible to rock
protect four separate cables

18 x 0.009 x 2 = 0.324

Concrete mattresses

13 crossings

280 mattresses

-

140 x (0.006 x 0.003) x 2 trenches
= 0.00504

EMF

Entire route

-

Up to 10m from cable

Up to 10m from cable

Heat

Entire route

-

Up to 1m from the cable

Up to 1m from the cable

Table 4-17 Maximum maintenance footprint within French EEZ waters – per event
2

Activity

Footprint

Mass of material deposited (tonnes)

Area affected (km )

Removal of buried cable

1km x 10m

-

0.01

Re-trenching

1km x 10m

-

0.01

5000

0.009

Contingency options that could replace re-trenching
1. Rock placement

1km x 9m

2. Concrete mattresses
1km x 3m
3400
0.003
Note: It is possible that a combination of two or more techniques might be used e.g. re-burial and rock placement, re-burial, rock placement and concrete
mattresses. However, the footprint associated with re-burial is the wider of the techniques and has therefore been used in the assessment of impacts on the
seabed.
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4.11.3

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney waters
Route AB is 25km long from French EEZ / States of Guernsey median line (AB KP25) to Corblets Bay (AB KP0). Route FA is 10km long from
Longis Bay (FA KP30) to French territorial waters / States of Guernsey median line (FA KP20).
Table 4-18 States of Alderney landfalls temporary exclusion zones
Landfall

Temporary Exclusion Area

Likely Season

Corblets Bay

Entire beach*

April - October

Longis Bay

Entire beach*

April - October

Around CLV
500m x 1000m
* Beaches will be closed sequentially, not at the same time.

During installation

Table 4-19 Installation footprint within States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
Activity

Length of route
(km)

Sediment
removed
(worst case)

Sediment
removal

FA = 0.014

33.6m

Cable
trenching

FA = 0.014
AB = 6.902
Total = 6.916

MFE

2

Material deposited
(worst case)

Area affected (km )
Worst case
(4 separate cables)

Likely scenario
(2 x 2 bundled cables)

-

FA 0.014 x 0.001 x 4 = 0.000056

0.000028

-

-

FA 0.014 x 0.01 x 4 = 0.00056
AB 6.902 x 0.01 x 4 = 0.276
Total = 0.277

FA 0.00028
AB 0.138
Total = 0.13828

5.722

-

-

5.722 x (0.025 x 2) x 4 = 1.1444

5.722 x (0.025 x 2) x 2 = 0.5722

Rock
protection

FA = 10
AB = 18.098
Total = 28.098

-

28098m x 5 tonnes x
2 trenches = 28098
tonnes

Not economically feasible to rock
protect four separate cables

FA 10 x 0.009 x 2 = 0.18
AB 18.089 x 0.009 x 2 = 0.326
Total = 0.506

Concrete
mattresses

-

-

432 concrete
mattresses

-

432 x (0.006 x 0.003) = 0.00778
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Activity

2

Length of route
(km)

Sediment
removed
(worst case)

Material deposited
(worst case)

Area affected (km )
Worst case
(4 separate cables)

Likely scenario
(2 x 2 bundled cables)

Duct
installation

1x2=2

-

-

FA 0.0075 x 1 x 3 = 0.0225
AB 0.00075 x 1 x 3 = 0.0225
Total = 0.045

FA 0.0075 x 1 x 1 = 0.0075
AB 0.0075 x 1 x 1 = 0.0075
Total = 0.015

EMF

Entire route

-

-

Up to 10m from cable

Up to 10m from cable

Heat

Entire route

-

-

Up to 1m from the cable

Up to 1m from the cable

Table 4-20 Maximum maintenance footprint within States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters – per event
2

Activity

Length of route (km)

Mass of material deposited (tonnes)

Area affected (km )

Removal of buried cable

1km x 10m

-

0.01

Re-trenching

1km x 10m

-

0.01

5000

0.009

Contingency options that could replace re-trenching
1. Rock placement

1km x 9m

2. Concrete mattresses
1km x 3m
3400
0.003
Note: It is possible that a combination of two or more techniques might be used e.g. re-burial and rock placement, re-burial, rock placement and concrete
mattresses. However, the footprint associated with re-burial is the wider of the techniques and has therefore been used in the assessment of impacts on the
seabed.
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5. Impact Assessment Methodology
5.1

Introduction
This section describes the methodology which has been used to undertake the
Environmental Appraisal (EA).
The proposed project has three distinct phases: installation, operation and decommissioning.
The EA considers the impacts of cable installation and operation (including maintenance and
repair) on the receiving environment. The final requirements of decommissioning the
interconnector will be assessed separately, towards the end of project life. This will take the
form of a decommissioning plan which will outline the basis on which decommissioning
works are to be performed.

5.2

Environmental Assessment Guidance
The EA methodology used for the offshore element of the project follows the principles of
Environmental Impact Assessment and draws upon the following guidance documents:

5.3

▪

The Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA) Guidelines for
Environmental Impact Assessment, 2004;

▪

The Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (IEEM) Guidelines
for Ecological Impact Assessment in Britain and Ireland: Marine and Coastal, 2010; and

▪

Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) A handbook on environmental impact assessment:
Guidance for Competent Authorities, Consultees and others involved in the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Process in Scotland, 2013.

Screening for Environmental Impact Assessment
FAB Link does not fall within the type of development listed in Annexes I or II of EC Council
Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the impacts of certain private and public projects
on the environment (EIA Directive) and subsequent amendments. Therefore, as defined
under The Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007, the
proposed development is not considered to constitute an ‘EIA’ development. A screening
opinion has been obtained from the MMO, confirming that a statutory Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) is not required (MMO 2016).
Alderney as a constituent part of the Bailiwick of Guernsey is not subject to European
Directives.
FAB Link Ltd however is committed to complete appropriate marine surveys and
assessments to ensure that it complies with its obligations under Schedule 9 of the Electricity
Act 1989 (i.e. the legislation under which its interconnector licence is granted). The scale of
the project and its location require that a number of issues in respect of potential
environmental effects should be addressed and FAB Link Ltd consider it best practice to
meet its obligations by undertaking a non-statutory Environmental Appraisal.
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5.4

Method of Environmental Assessment
The impact assessment process involves the following steps:

The steps are described in more detail below and are followed and presented within the
receptor topics of this Environmental Report (ER).

5.5

Stakeholder Consultation
Early consultation is a critical first step to the development of a comprehensive and balanced
EA. FAB Link Ltd opened discussions with the MMO regarding the project in November
2014. Through this consultation and previous project experience, relevant stakeholders for
the project were identified and wider consultation commenced in June 2015.
Under PCI requirements, FAB Link Ltd are required to conduct public consultation through a
variety of means set out in Section 4.23 of the TEN-E UK Manual of Procedures (DECC,
2014). Wider public participation was achieved through:
▪

Development and regular updates to Project Website (http://www.fablink.net/)

▪

Public consultation meetings

▪

Provision of public information leaflets – published before the start of public consultation.

A Draft Application File was submitted to the MMO and States of Guernsey Office of
Environmental Health and Pollution Regulation on 27 July 2016 and published on the project
website; opening the start of the public consultation. The Draft Application File consisted of
the: Draft Offshore Environmental Report; Draft Marine Licence application; Draft FEPA
Licence application; Draft Written Scheme of Investigation; and draft versions of the relevant
onshore planning applications and associated environmental assessments for both
jurisdictions.
th

th

Consultation on the Draft Application File took place between 25 July and 5 September
2016. Public consultation meetings were held at the following locations. All public events
were advertised on the project website and local stakeholders personally invited:
▪

Budleigh Salterton, Methodist Church Hall: 2-8pm, 26th July 2016 - Budleigh Salterton
landfall

▪

Younghayes Centre, Cranbrook: 2-8pm, 27th July 2016 – mid point along the land cable
route
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▪

Woodbury Park Hotel, Woodbury: 2-8pm, 28th July 2016 - converter station location

▪

States of Alderney Government Offices: 2-8pm, 10 August 2016 - Alderney landfall

th

Public events were well attended. All comments received on the draft application file were
considered and the Offshore Environmental Report and draft licence applications were
revised to incorporate consultee and public comments.
A summary of the consultation responses received up to completion of the Final Application
File (November 2016) relevant to each topic is outlined at the start of each Chapter of the
Environmental Report. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been taken
into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report, which is
provided as Appendix A.

5.6

Characterisation of the Baseline Environment
In order to assess the potential impacts resulting from the project it is necessary to first
establish the physical, biological, and human conditions that currently exist along and within
the vicinity of the marine cable corridor. A good understanding of the baseline for each
environmental receptor has been achieved through four activities:
▪

Review of primary baseline studies (field)

▪

Review of additional specialist baseline studies (desk-based)

▪

Detailed review of all secondary sources (i.e. existing documentation and literature)

▪

Stakeholder consultation

The key data sources used to establish the baseline are described in each topic Chapter.
However, the following limitations or assumptions should be noted:
▪

Third party and publically available information is correct at the time of publication.

▪

Baseline conditions are accurate at the time of physical surveys but due to the dynamic
nature of the environment, conditions may change during the construction and operation
phases of the project.

▪

The project, including surrounding area, will not be subject to unforeseen events of a
severe nature.

For each receptor topic the baseline has generally been described in sequence following the
marine cable corridor from the UK landfall (Budleigh Salterton) through French EEZ waters
to the southern extent of the State of Guernsey and State of Alderney territorial waters.
Separate sub-sections have been provided for each jurisdiction unless the baseline is
homogenous.

5.7

Establish Potential Impacts and Zone of Influence
The IEMA (2004) guidelines state:
“The assessment stage of the EIA should follow a clear progression; from the
characterisation of ‘impact’ to the assessment of the significance of the effects taking into
account the evaluation of the sensitivity and value of the receptors.” (p11/2).
The terms interaction, impact and effect, as defined in Table 5-1 below, have been used
throughout the ER.
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Table 5-1

Definitions of interaction, impact and effect

Term

Definition

Interaction

The link between an effect and the receptor. There must be an interaction for an impact
to occur.

Impact

The consequence of an activity, predicted change in the baseline environment.

Effect

The consequence of impacts, usually measureable. Effects only occur when an activity or
environmental impact is present within an environment that is sensitive to it.

Having established baseline conditions, the next step is to identify for each receptor project
activities which have the potential to interact with the receiving environment and result in an
impact. Activities undertaken during installation and operation are considered in terms of
their potential to directly or indirectly:
▪

Interact with the existing natural environment (including physical and biological elements)
and / or human environment in a manner that could alter the established baseline.

▪

Cause significant stakeholder concerns.

▪

Breach relevant legal standards, corporate environmental policy and management
systems.

Potential impacts to be assessed are provided in each topic Chapter. The definitions used to
describe impacts are presented in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2

Impact definitions

Term

Definition

Direct impact

Impacts that result from a direct interaction between a project activity and the receiving
environment.

Indirect impact

Impacts on the environment, which are not a direct result of the project/project
activities, often produced away from or as a result of a complex pathway. Sometimes
referred to as second or third level impacts, or secondary impacts (European
Commission 1999). For example loss of habitat from trenching, leading to reduction in
prey species availability, having an indirect impact on predators.

Cumulative
impact

Impacts that result from incremental changes caused by other past, present or
reasonably foreseeable actions together with the project (European Commission
1999). Generally considered to be the same impact but from different projects e.g.
underwater noise from two separate projects combining to affect marine mammals.

In combination
impact

The reaction between impacts whether between the impacts within one project from
different activities or between the impacts of other projects in the area (European
Commission 1999). Generally considered to be the result of different impacts affecting
a receptor e.g. changes in water quality through chemical discharges combined with
changes in turbidity through seabed disturbance affecting fish.

Positive impact

An impact that is considered to represent an improvement on the baseline condition or
introduces a new desirable factor (IEEM 2010).

Negative impact

An impact that is considered to represent an adverse change from the baseline
condition or introduces a new undesirable factor (IEEM 2010).

For each project activity its zone of influence – the spatial extent over which the activities are
predicted to have an impact on the receiving environment - is then established. This will
vary for different activities and for the different stages of the project (installation,
maintenance and operation).
Establishing the zone of influence for different activities and receptors has been undertaken
quantitatively where possible but also qualitatively where necessary based on the project
description, project experience and literature reviews.
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Receptors which occur outside the zone of influence and cannot or are unlikely to travel into
the zone (e.g., benthic communities) can be screened out from being impacted by the
project. Conversely, mobile species and other mobile receptors such as marine sea users
can travel into the zone of impact and therefore be impacted by the project.
The zones of influence used in the assessment are given in the topic Chapters. The zone of
influence will in many cases relate to the seabed and or sea surface footprint of the project
activities. These are established in Chapter 4. However, in some cases the zone of
influence may extend much further e.g. suspended sediments may be transported several
kilometres before resettling and disturbance from noise may affect birds up to 1km away.
Zones of influence have been considered for each potential impact on the receptor. Where a
number of project activities have the same impact (e.g. pre-sweeping, pre-lay grapnel run,
trenching, resulting in seabed disturbance) or the installation technique has not been
determined, the worst case spatial extent has been applied.

5.8

Characterisation of the Change and Impact
In order to fully characterise an impact or level of change from baseline conditions the
following parameters are considered. These parameters are used to define the magnitude of
change or the Magnitude Value for the impact based on the definitions provided in Table 5-3.
Scale of
Change

• The magnitude refers to degree of change to the baseline
environment caused by the impact being described.

Spatial
extent

• The extent of an impact is the full area over which the impact
occurs.

Duration &
Frequency

• The duration is the period within which the impact is expected to
last prior to recovery or replacement of the feature. Frequency
refers to how often the impact will occur.

Table 5-3

Criteria for characterising the Magnitude of the impact

Magnitude Value

Definition

High

Long term (> 5 years) and/or regional level loss or major alteration to key
elements /features of the baseline condition such that post development
character/composition of baseline will be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Medium term (1- 5 years) loss and/or local level change (greater than the
project footprint) or alteration to one or more key elements/features of the
baseline conditions such that post development character/composition of the
baseline condition will be materially changed.

Low

Short term (<1 year), site specific and/or minor shift away from baseline
conditions. Changes arising from the alteration will be detectable but not
material; the underlying character /composition of the baseline condition will be
similar to the pre-development situation.

Negligible

Very little change from baseline conditions. Change is barely distinguishable,
approximating to a “no change” situation.
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5.9

Characterisation of the Receptor
The significance of an impact on a receptor or feature is characterised by the sensitivity,
recoverability and importance of the receptor or feature. Characterisation of the receptor is
achieved by balancing out these three considerations to determine the Receptors Value.
Criteria used for the assessment are presented in Table 5-4.

Table 5-4

Sensitivity

• The
sensitivity
of
the
receptor
relates
to
its
sensitivity/vulnerability to change (including its capacity to
accommodate change i.e the tolerance/intolerance of the
receptor to change).

Recoverability

• The ability of the receptor to return to the baseline state before
the project impact caused the change.

Importance

• The importance of the receptor or feature is a measure of the
value assigned to that receptor based on biodiversity and
ecosystem services, social value and economic value.
Importance of the receptor is also defined within a
geographical context, whether it is important internationally,
nationally or locally important.

Criteria for characterising the sensitivity of the receptor (receptor value)

Receptor
Value

Definition

High

Receptor has little or no ability to absorb change without fundamentally altering its character.
For example:

▪

▪

Physical

Biological

Human

One or more combinations
of:

One or more combinations of:

One or more combinations
of:

Receptor has low / no
capacity to return to
baseline condition within
project life e.g. low
tolerance to change and
low recoverability such as
a physical feature formed
over a geological time
scale.
The receptor is a
designated feature of a
protected site, or is rare or
unique.
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▪

Receptor has low tolerance to
change e.g. the species
population is likely to be killed or
destroyed by the project activity
(MarLin 2016).

▪

Recovery to baseline conditions
over a very long period i.e. > 10
years or not at all (MarLin 2010).

▪

The receptor is a designating
feature of an International
protected site e.g. European
Natura 2000 or RAMSAR site

▪

Receptor is very rare / unique / or
ecologically important.

▪

Receptor has low / no
capacity to return to
baseline e.g. low tolerance
to change and low
recoverability such as loss
of access with no
alternatives.

▪

Damage to asset(s) e.g. at
cable crossing, resulting in
major financial
consequences for the
company.

▪

Receptor is economically
valuable.
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Receptor
Value

Definition

Medium

Receptor has moderate capacity to absorb change without significantly altering its character;
however some damage to the receptor will occur. For example:
Physical
One or more combinations
of:
▪

Receptor has intermediate
tolerance to change.

▪

Medium capacity to return
to baseline condition e.g.
>5 of up to 10 years.

▪

The receptor is valued but
not protected.

Low

Human

One or more combinations of:

One or more combinations
of:

▪

Receptor has intermediate
tolerance to change e.g. some
individuals of the species may be
killed/destroyed by the project
activity and the viability of a
species population may be
reduced (MarLin 2016).

▪

Recovery to baseline conditions
over a long period i.e. > 5 or up to ▪
10 years (MarLIN 2010).

▪

The receptor is designated as a
national site e.g. SSSI, Nature
Reserve, MCZ

▪

Uncommon or moderately
valuable economically or
ecologically but not rare or unique.

▪

Receptor has intermediate
tolerance to change e.g.
loss of access but
acceptable alternatives,
alteration to route but with
no significant economic
consequences.
Damage to asset(s) e.g. at
cable crossings, resulting
in financial consequences
for the company.

The receptor is tolerant to change without significant detriment to its character. Some minor
damage to the receptor may occur. For example:

▪

Negligible

Biological

Physical

Biological

Human

One or more combinations
of:

One or more combinations of:

One or more combinations
of:

Receptor has high
tolerance to change e.g.
disturbance to
unconsolidated seabed
sediments or sandwaves.

▪

High capacity to return to
baseline condition e.g.
within 1 year or up to 5
years.

▪

The receptor is common
and/or widespread.

▪

Receptor has high tolerance to
▪
change e.g. the species
population will not be
killed/destroyed by the project
activity. However, the viability of a ▪
species population will be
reduced.

▪

Recovery to baseline conditions is
expected in a short period of time
i.e. within 1 year or up to 5 years
(MarLIN 2010).

▪

The receptor is neither rare,
unique or of significance in terms
of economic or ecological value.

May affect behaviour but is
not a nuisance to users.
Minor / no financial
consequence to the
company.

The receptor is tolerant to change with no effect on its character.
The project activity does not have a detectable effect on survival or viability of a species (MarLIN
2016). The habitat or species is expected to recover rapidly i.e. within a week (MarLIN 2010)
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5.10

Evaluation of Significance of Effect
Having established the magnitude of change (magnitude value) and the sensitivity of the
receptor (receptor value), the significance of the effect can be assessed using the
significance matrix adapted from the SNH (2003) Handbook on EIA; presented in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5

Significance matrix

Sensitivity of
receptor

Magnitude of change
Negligible

Low

Medium

High

High

Negligible

Moderate

Major

Major

Medium

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

The result of using this matrix approach is the assignment of the level of significance of the
effect for all project potential impacts. This is done prior to any mitigation.
Definitions of the significance levels are provided in Table 5-6 below.
Table 5-6

Definitions of significance levels

Significance

Definition

Negligible

Generally considered as insignificant.

Minor

Generally considered as insignificant and adequately controlled by best practice
and legal controls. Opportunities to reduce effects further through mitigation may
be limited and are unlikely to be cost effective.

Moderate

Generally effects are those people are prepared to tolerate.
However, it is
expected that the residual effect has been subject to feasible and cost effective
mitigation, and has been reduced to as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP) and
that no further measures are feasible.

Major

Generally regarded as unacceptable prior to any mitigation measures being
considered.

The significance assessment is repeated taking into consideration the application of legal
compliance and appropriate mitigation. This determines whether there is likely to a residual
impact. When applied after mitigation, the resulting significance level is referred to as the
residual significant effect. Tables within the topic chapters present the results of both
assessments.
Residual effects assessed as moderate or major after consideration of proposed mitigation
measures will normally require additional analysis and consultation in order to discuss and
possibly further mitigate impacts where possible. Where further mitigation is not possible a
residual effect may remain.

5.11

Unplanned events
Unplanned events are incidents or non-routine events that have the potential to trigger
impacts that would otherwise not be anticipated during the normal course of installation or
operation. The severity of impact from the unplanned events of concern can be greater than
the severity of potential impacts associated with routine activities, however the probability of
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an unplanned event occurring is typically much lower. Unplanned events which have been
considered by the EA include:
▪

Hydrocarbon or chemical spill

▪

Damage to an external asset e.g. cable or pipeline, through anchor dragging

▪

Ship to marine mammal collision

It is also recognised that ship to ship collisions could potentially occur. All vessels will
comply with the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 1972 and as such
this potential impact is considered to relate to safety, outside of the scope of this
assessment.
For unplanned events it is more appropriate to conduct a risk based assessment. Risk is a
term in general usage to express the combination of the likelihood of a specific impact
occurring and the severity of the consequences that might be expected to follow from it. The
classifications used by the assessment to determine likelihood and severity are provided in
Table 5-7 and Table 5-8 below.
Table 5-7

Likelihood classifications - unplanned events

Likelihood Value

Definition

Very Low

Plausible during the life time of the project but no known occurrences in the
industry

Low

Plausible during the life time of the project and believed to have occurred in the
industry

Medium

Possible within the life time of the project - more than one incident per year in
the UKCS

High

Probable within the life time of the project i.e. several known occurrences per
year in the UKCS

Source: Adapted from European Standard ISO 17776:2002 (BSI 2002)
Table 5-8

Severity classifications - unplanned events

Severity
Value

Definition
Environment

Business or Asset

Negligible

No effects

< £10k

Minor

Minor significance effects
Oil spill Tier 1 Local assistance required

£10k - 100k

Moderate

Moderate significance effects
Oil spill Tier 2 Limited external assistance required

£100k - 1M
Local publicity

Major

Major significance effects
Oil spill Tier 3 Regional assistance required

£1M - 10M
National publicity

Severe

Major significance effects

> £10M
International publicity

Oil spill Tier 4 National assistance required

Having established the likelihood and severity values the risk can be determined using the
below matrix (Table 5-9).
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Table 5-9

Risk matrix - unplanned events

Severity

Likelihood
Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Severe

Tolerable

Tolerable

Unacceptable

Unacceptable

Major

Tolerable

Tolerable

Unacceptable

Unacceptable

Moderate

Acceptable

Tolerable

Tolerable

Tolerable

Minor

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Tolerable

Negligible

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Source: Adapted from European Standard ISO 17776:2002 (BSI 2002)
The coloured zones in Table 5-9 indicate broad risk acceptability and tolerability levels as
follows:
Table 5-10 Risk acceptability levels
Acceptable

Risks are accepted without further reduction other than the routine
management process of continual improvement.

Tolerable

Risks which are accepted in a given context based on the current values of
society. This generally means provided that the risks are reduced to as low as
reasonably practicable (ALARP).

Unacceptable

Risks cannot be justified under the current criteria.
implemented to manage the risk.

Strategy needs to be

Source: Adapted from HSE Framework for Decisions on the Tolerability of Risk in UKOOA
(1999)
Given the high potential severity of unplanned events, they typically require plans specifically
designed to respond to the event as quickly and effectively as possible. For cable
installation and operation, the responsibility generally lies with the vessel contractor to
prepare and implement plans and mobilise resources, although additional resources from
external parties such as government agencies are often an inherent part of the incident
response.

5.12

Establish Mitigation
Mitigation measures are the actions or systems proposed to manage or reduce the potential
negative impacts identified. Mitigation measures are sometimes confused with measures
taken to ensure legal compliance, which can be similar. Legislation is often designed to
ensure impacts to the environment are minimised. Legal compliance can therefore avoid or
abate negative impacts. Measures which are considered legal compliance are listed within
each topic Chapter as appropriate.
Typically, mitigation measures are applied following the below hierarchy:
▪

Avoid or Prevent: In the first instance, mitigation should seek to avoid or prevent the
adverse effect at source for example, by routing the marine cables away from a sensitive
receptor.

▪

Reduce: If the effect is unavoidable, mitigation measures should be implemented which
seek to reduce the significance of the effect.

▪

Offset: If the effect can neither be avoided nor reduced, mitigation should seek to offset
the effect through the implementation of compensatory mitigation.
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Mitigation measures fall into two categories: mitigation which forms part of the project
design; and mitigation which is part of the construction and operation of the project.
Mitigation measures which form part of the design are an inherent part of the project and are
considered the ‘base case’. Mitigation measures which are to be adopted and implemented
during the construction and operation of the project are measures put in place to mitigate
adverse effects, over and above legal compliance.

5.13

Mitigation by Design
As described in Chapter 3, FAB Link has been developed through an iterative process which
involved seeking to avoid or reduce potential environmental effects through routing of the
marine cables. This was the first project-specific step in mitigating potential effects by
seeking to avoid or reduce environmental disturbance.
Following route selection, the EA process has identified further mitigation measures to be
incorporated into the marine cable design proposals.

5.14

Mitigation by Practice
The EA has identified mitigation measures to be implemented during the construction and
operation of the marine cables to avoid potentially adverse effects as well as reduce the
likelihood or significance of potential impacts
Mitigation measures that are appropriate, feasible and cost effective have been proposed
within each topic Chapter. Each unique mitigation measure has been assigned a code
which has been included in the topic Chapter for cross reference to the Schedule of
Mitigation in Chapter 16.

5.15

Cumulative Impact Assessment
In accordance, with standard best practice, the EA has given consideration to cumulative
and in-combination impacts as defined in Table 5-2 above. These are discussed, where
relevant, in each topic chapter. Where the potential for a cumulative impact has been
identified it has been assessed using the methodology described in Sections 5-8 to 5-10
above.

5.16

Transboundary Assessment
Projects may affect environmental receptors over several maritime jurisdictions. Impact
assessments are required to cover the zone of influence irrespective of administrative
boundaries to inform authorities of potential effects.
FAB Link traverses four maritime jurisdictions (UK, States of Guernsey, States of Alderney
and French EEZ) and as such transboundary assessment has been an integral component
of the environmental assessment. Transboundary impacts, where relevant, are discussed in
each topic chapter.

5.17

Uncertainty, Assumptions and Limitations

5.17.1

General
The EA process aims to assist good decision-making based on information about the
potential effects of the proposed project. However, there will be some uncertainty as to the
exact scale and nature of the environmental effects. This uncertainty arises because the
level of detail and information about the project available at the time the assessment was
undertaken and/or due to limitations to the prediction process itself. Key issues relating to
assumptions about the project design are outlined below. Where assumptions have been
made in undertaking the EA these are set out in each topic Chapter.
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5.17.2

Level of design detail for the EA
It is acknowledged that the development which is eventually designed and constructed may
differ slightly from the design details that have been used in the EA and reported in the ER.
At the time of writing, Contractors have not been appointed to undertake the cable
installation work, and therefore the proposed installation methodology and exact timing has
not been finalised. However, in order to ensure the EA is as robust as possible, the EA
assesses the range of likely installation methods to ensure that the envelope of effects
assessed will encompass the actual installation method, once confirmed.
The envelope of potential effects assessed within this ER has taken into account the range
of parameters within which the detailed design will be developed. Generally potential
environmental impacts will be similar for each discrete environmental topic. For certain topic
areas there may be slight differences in the assessment where maximum and minimum
dimensions are considered.
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6. Marine Processes

This Chapter describes the existing physical baseline environment, identifies impacts
FAB Link is likely to have on receptors, presents the findings of the impact
assessment, and describes how impacts (if any) will be mitigated.
For the purposes of this EA the physical environment has been divided and considered as
follows:

6.1

▪

Metocean conditions;

▪

Bathymetry;

▪

Geology, geomorphology and sedimentary features; and

▪

Water and sediment quality.

Data Sources
Data used to inform this Chapter has been collated from a number of sources, including, but
not limited to:

6.1.1

▪

FAB Link offshore cable route survey (MMT 2016a, 2016b);

▪

Alderney to Britain Subsea Cable Route Survey – Geophysical Reconnaissance Survey
2014 (iXSurvey 2014);

▪

FAB Link Work Package A: Parameters for Engineering Design (Wood Group Kenny
2015);

▪

FAB Link Work Package 02: Cable Burial Assessment (Wood Group Kenny 2016); and

▪

FAB Link Cable Study. Metocean Design Conditions for Cable Installation and Protection
Criteria (DHI 2016).

FAB Link offshore cable route survey
A cable route survey was carried out between August and November 2015 by MMT to inform
cable route design and the environmental assessment. Geophysical, geotechnical and
benthic survey techniques were used to:
▪

Characterise the seabed and shallow geology (to approximately 2m) in terms of
topographical conditions, shallow geological and seabed features, sediment type and
sediment particle size distribution;

▪

Identify obstructions and debris on the seabed;

▪

Characterise burial conditions;

▪

Characterise the benthic community; and

▪

Determine whether any features of conservation importance are present.

The geophysical survey was performed along the complete length of the marine cable
corridor using multi-beam echo sounder, sidescan sonar, sub-bottom profiler, transverse
gradiometer and ROV inspection. The scope assumed cables will be bundled and data was
acquired along two potential cable trench centrelines. Three survey lines were performed for
each of the two cables with a line separation of 5m. In addition two wing lines, one for each
cable route were surveyed. All geophysical data was collected simultaneously on each
survey line.
The geotechnical survey included testing and sampling along the entire route using: rock
core drilling; vibrocores; cone penetration testing (CPT); and Hamon grab samples.
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Samples were collected at 126 locations comprising 57 rock cores, 26 CPT and 43
vibrocores, as illustrated in Figure 6-1.
MMT considered data quality to be generally good, but strong tidal conditions did affect data
in places, particularly the transverse gradiometer. The quality of the multi-beam echo
sounder data was generally good, but the combination of a wide swathe and rough sea
affected the quality of the outer beams i.e. data at the edge of the survey corridor. However,
the data is sufficient to identify physical and biological features of importance, if present.
In their survey report MMT divided the marine cable corridor into five blocks (illustrated in
Figure 6-1). When describing the route they assume that the four cables will be bundled into
two pairs (i.e. the preferred installation option) and refer to the two pairs between Corblets
Bay, Alderney and Budleigh Salterton, Devon as AB_1 and AB_2 and the two pairs between
Longis Bay, Alderney and France as FA5_1 and FA5_2. For the purposes of this chapter, as
the two bundled pairs will be in close proximity the routes are referred to as AB and FA
respectively.
Further details on the benthic component of the survey are provided in Chapter 7.
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6.2

Consultation
Table 6-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.

Table 6-1

Consultation responses – marine processes

Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Alderney Fishermen
(N Dupont, D
Gillingham Snr, D
Gillingham Jnr, G
Gillingham, L Main, R
Gaudion, J Bailey)

Keen to understand the offshore burial strategy especially in areas of
strong tides and lack of sediment. Appreciate advance notice of project
activities e.g. Notice to Mariners.

Environment Agency

(16/09/16) The EA raised a number of concerns during the draft ER
consultation, relating to potential impacts on the nearby Budleigh Salterton
bathing water during the nearshore/landfall installation phase. In terms of
impact from offshore (as opposed to onshore) works, the issues
highlighted may be summarised as:
▪ Mobilisation of sediment, with the potential for impacting the amenity
value of the bathing water.
▪ Re-mobilisation of faecal bacteria present in the sediment, with the
potential for causing increased bacterial concentrations at the bathing
water leading to an increased risk to public health and a reduction in
the revised Bathing Water Directive (rBWD) classification achieved at
this site.

JNCC

JNCC confirmed acceptance of proposed survey methodology and
subsequent testing (i.e. no physico-chemical testing) as long as EA
demonstrates no significant risk of pollution.
Raised concern that
previous developer applications had underestimated rock protection and
subsequently required post-consent marine licences and FAB Link Ltd
should ensure EA assessed realistic worst-case volumes. JNCC noted
importance of considering EMF and the dispersion of sediment effecting
protected sites.

MMO

(16/12/2015) Geophysical and benthic surveys should be conducted to
advise EA and FAB link Ltd should allow adequate public consultation
time for all countries.

Natural England

(19/08/2015) Agreed that no physico-chemical testing would be necessary
for the cable route up to 12NM.
(20/4/2016) Joint advice with World Heritage Site to confirm acceptable
methodology for open cut at Budleigh Salterton landfall if HDD proved not
to be feasible.

Offshore Shellfish Ltd

Have licence in place for 3 offshore sites to cultivate edible mussels. Gear
has been deployed in Sites 1 and 2, but Site 3 will not be developed until
2017/18. Licence conditions to undertake comprehensive annual
environmental monitoring of parameters such as water quality, sediment
plumes, tidal currents. Specific concerns raised:
▪ A sufficient buffer distance (suggest 1km) should be kept between
FAB Link and sites.
▪

Potential effect on sites from suspended sediment during cable
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Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response
installation, specifically in terms of impacting the environmental
monitoring required under the marine licence.

Office of
Environmental Health
and Pollution
Regulation, States of
Guernsey

6.3

▪

Potential effect from hydrocarbon spills would have a negative impact
on mussel quality making them unsaleable.

▪

Potential effect from non-native species.

(13/09/16) Insufficient information was provided in the draft ER on the
potential impact on bathing waters resulting from the project.

Existing Baseline Description
This section provides a description of existing conditions in terms of the oceanography,
seabed (bathymetry, geology, geomorphology, sediment quality etc.), and marine water
quality. The baseline description is provided to characterise the environment of the marine
cable corridor and to enable the identification of areas that may be geologically and/or
bathymetrically sensitive to impacts from cable installation, maintenance and operation.

6.3.1

Metocean conditions
Underlying metocean conditions (weather patterns and oceanography) found across the
marine cable corridor and surrounding area vary little across the four jurisdictions i.e. UK,
France, States of Guernsey and States of Alderney; however, local currents and wave
patterns are modified by topographic features, particularly close to the coast. Resulting
regional variations are noted in the text, for example the strong tidal streams around
Alderney.

6.3.1.1 Water levels

Sea height variations along the marine cable corridor are dominated by the semi-diurnal tide.
Indicative values are given below.
Tidal ranges are calculated from Admiralty Tide Tables (UK Hydrographic Office 2014) and a
tidal amplitude map can be seen in HSE (2002). At the UK shore end, mean neap range is
1.6m, mean spring range is 3.9m and astronomical tidal range is 5.0m. The range increases
along the marine cable corridor, slowly at first and more steeply in the French EEZ and
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters so that the maximum tidal range
in the Channel Islands Gulf is 10m (ABPMer 2014). Seasonal variations are negligible at
these locations.
Water levels may also be affected by non-tidal factors, particularly storm surges, which result
from the movement of deep depressions and their associated wind fields. Storm surge
events are of lower magnitude than normal tidal variation, and infrequent in nature. The 50year return positive storm surge elevation increases from the UK landfall across the English
Channel and is estimated to be 1.0m at the UK landfall, 1.25m at the UK/ French median line
and 1.5m in waters east and south of Alderney (NERC 1998). Typical surge elevations will
be significantly less than these extremes. Empirical relationships at the standard port of
Newlyn are considered representative of this marine cable corridor: 1-year extreme storm
surge heights are around 80% of the 50-year value (Dept. Energy 1990). Storm surges can
be negative as well as positive i.e. water levels initially fall as a precursor to the arrival of the
positive surge; the negative surge is typically smaller than the positive.
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Sea level is seen to be rising globally due to climate change. Projections given by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) are widely considered to be understated and many workers now suggest sea level rise of between 0.6m and 2.0m over the
21st century (US National Research Council 2010). This would mean 0.3m to 0.9m in the
next 50 years 2015 to 2065.

6.3.1.2 Currents

Current velocity variations in the project area are dominated by the semi-diurnal tide. Tidal
currents generally flow east-northeast and west-southwest in alignment with the English
Channel, locally northeast-southwest near Alderney. The tidal streams are rectilinear,
flowing one way for most of the flood tide and the other way for most of the ebb. The
strongest tidal streams are found in Alderney Race, reaching 4m/s at the surface on a spring
tide (Admiralty 1992) and generating overfalls where seafloor depth is less than about 20m
(UK Hydrographic Office 1997). Spring tidal speeds at other locations reach 0.5m/s near the
UK landfall, and 1.3m/s at most other parts of the marine cable corridor. Ebb and flood
speeds are similar, generally within around 10% of each other. Neap tidal currents are about
50% to 60% of spring tidal speeds. All the foregoing values apply at the surface and will
decrease with depth below surface, quite likely obeying a 1/7th power law profile shape.
Storm surges can cause strong currents as a result of changes in water level. 50-year
extreme depth-average storm surge currents are thought to be 0.6m/s in UK waters,
reducing to 0.4m/s in French EEZ and States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial
waters (UK Health & Safety Executive 2002). However, these values should be taken as
indicative as they are based on models for surges in the North Sea.
General circulation (residual) currents are weaker than tidal flows. Their surface flow pattern
is given in UKDMAP (NERC 1998). The main marine cable corridor is likely to experience
an eastward current into the Channel in both winter and summer, while further west there is
a rotational movement, clockwise in winter and anti-clockwise in summer.
The project has obtained numerical model estimates of 1-year maximum currents which
include tides and meteorologically induced currents (University de Caen 2015). Modelled
depth-averaged currents range from around 1m/s near the UK to 2m/s approaching
Alderney. Modelled currents in the Alderney Race (3 m/s) are lower than tidal current
estimates provided by the UKHO as the selected model grid points were too far apart to
sample the strongest part of the Race (Wood Group Kenny 2015).

6.3.1.3 Waves

Wave heights are determined by the strength and duration of wind, the distance over which it
applies (fetch length), and the depth of water through which they pass. Waves caused by
remote winds or storms are termed swell. Within the project area, the largest waves will
occur from those sectors with a long fetch length. The marine cable corridor is exposed to
the Atlantic on its west-southwest side (the orientation of the Channel) and therefore the
dominant wave direction (i.e. direction associated with the highest wave energy) over the
cable route is from the west or west-southwest (Figure 6-2; however, there is a secondary
energy peak from the east. Nearshore, in shallow water, waves refract shoreward so that
the dominant direction tends to orient perpendicular to the coastline (Université de Caen
2015).

The most exposed part of the marine cable corridor is just north of Alderney, being aligned
with the mid-line of the Channel further west of that point. Here, the indicative 100-year
extreme significant wave height (Hs) is around 11m (UK Health & Safety Executive 2005).
Exceedance values are 10% at 3.5m and 50% at 1.7m; averages range from 1.2m in
summer to 2.5m in winter (UK Health & Safety Executive 2001).
The most common wave period (time between peaks) is between 8 and 9 seconds but
periods can range up to around 20 seconds as a result of Atlantic swell. When both swell
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and local wind waves are substantial, the wave spectrum is likely to show two peak
frequencies (Université de Caen 2015).

6.3.1.4 Wind

The prevailing winds in the area are south-westerly (Figure 6-2) with gales common,
particularly during the winter. The project’s metocean report (Université de Caen 2015)
shows plots of the frequency of occurrence of wind direction at many points along the marine
cable corridor. In most cases they show a major peak occurrence of winds from 240° to
270° and a secondary peak from around 070°.
Locally, and particularly close to land, both wind speed and direction are significantly
influenced by local topography. In general terms, wind speeds along the marine cable
corridor are likely to be greatest over the open sea and lowest close to shore.
The indicative 100-year extreme wind speed at the standard reference height of 10m is
36m/s along the entire marine cable corridor (UK Health & Safety Executive 2002).
Exceedence values are 10% at 13.5m/s and 50% at 7.5m/s; averages range from 6m/s in
summer months May-August, to 9-10m/s in winter months November-February (UK Health &
Safety Executive 2001).
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Figure 6-2

Wind and current roses

English Channel, 49.773˚ N; 4.657˚ W
Source HSE (2001)
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6.3.1.5 Other metocean parameters

Sea temperature and salinity values are extracted from the UK Digital Marine Atlas (NERC
1998).
Mean sea surface temperature is around 9°C in winter and 16°C in summer; the likely
extreme range is 3°C to 23°C.
Mean near-bottom seawater temperatures are 8-9°C in winter and 15°C in summer.
Sea water salinity shows a fairly narrow overall range between 35 and 35.3 practical salinity
units (psu). The data suggest that the lower values (35psu) are seen in winter at the surface
near the shore ends, and in summer at the seabed in the French EEZ and States of
Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters.

6.3.2

Bathymetry

6.3.2.1 Overview

The bathymetry of the English Channel (Figure 6-3) and along the marine cable corridor
(Figures 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6) has been influenced by both the underlying geology and
geological processes. Overall, the seafloor of the English Channel comprises a series of
terrestrial and submarine deposits resulting from sea level changes during the Pleistocene (~
2 million – 10,000 years ago) (Grochowski et al.,1993). During periods of low sea level,
riverine erosion of exposed sedimentary surfaces occurred and valleys were created
(Banner, 1979). Between 10,000 and 7,000 years ago (as sea levels rose) bottom currents
caused the deposition of a thin discontinuous veneer of gravelly sand and sandy gravel over
the seabed (Hamblin and Harrison, 1989). Hamblin et al. (1992) noted that the seabed of the
English Channel can be divided into five elements: offshore shoals, submerged cliff lines,
incised valleys, tidal sand ridges, and a gently dipping marine plantation surface.
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6.3.2.2 UK waters (AB KP138 to AB KP43)

The seabed between the Budleigh Salterton landfall (AB KP138) and the UK France median
line (AB KP43) comprises of mobile sediment deposits, with local areas of sand ripples. The
slope angle generally decreases away from the coastline. In shallower waters there are
frequent rocky outcrops.

From the Budleigh Salterton landfall AB KP138 to AB KP134 (the inshore zone) the seabed
slopes down to about 18m with a general slope angle of < 1°. The sediment is intermittently
penetrated by rock outcrops (MMT 2016a).
From AB KP134 to AB KP80 the seabed gradually slopes down to about 45m, with an
average slope angle of <0.03°. There are regions of ripples, including large and mega
ripples from AB KP134 to AB KP137, AB KP105 to AB KP113 and AB KP90 to AB KP93.
These features indicate strong bottom currents and sediment mobility.
Between AB KP80 and the median line the seabed is close to level (increasing from around
45m to 58m), but is crossed by ridges at AB KP69 (single ridge 3.5m above seabed) and
between AB KP68 and AB KP63 (series, up to 2.5m above seabed), with areas of sand
ripples from AB KP66 to AB KP71 and around AB KP64.5.
Figure 6-4 illustrates the seabed profile and slope angles along the AB route.
Figure 6-4

Seabed profile and slope along route AB

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French
EEZ

UK waters

Source: MMT (2016a)

French EEZ (AB KP43 to AB KP25)
As illustrated in Figure 6-4, within the French EEZ the seabed is generally level (depths
between 58m and 60m), but is transected by a number of steep sided troughs, up to about
10m deep, with slope angles of 15° to 25°. At the southern end of this section, from about
AB KP30, the seabed begins to slope down towards the Hurd Deep.
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters - Route AB (AB KP25 to
AB KP0)
The seaward end of this section transects the eastern end of the Hurd Deep, rapidly sloping
down (slope angle 15°) from 60m at AB KP25 to depths of greater than 100m between AB
KP20 and KP18, with a maximum depth of about 126m (Figure 6-4). The southern slope of
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the Hurd Deep is generally less steep then the northern slope, but is transected by a number
of steep sided ridges between AB KP18 and the boundary at around AB KP10. From AB
KP10 to AB KP5 the seabed is close to level around 55m, before sloping up, at an angle of
around 15°, to the Alderney coast and Corblets Bay.
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters - Route FA (FA KP30 to
FA KP20)
As illustrated in Figure 6-5, the inshore section of the FA route slopes down from the Longis
Bay low water mark to a depth of around 25m at FA KP28.9, with an average slope angle of
1.4°. The seabed in this section of the marine cable corridor is sandy with ripples, but then
crosses an area of bedrock extending out to FA KP29, with a steep (up to 20°) and irregular
slope from FA KP29.7 to FA KP29. Offshore (Figure 6-6) the downward slope, averaging
about 0.3°, continues from FA KP29 to a maximum depth of about 42m at FA KP26.
Thereafter the seafloor slopes up, at an average angle of 0.06°, to about 36m at FA KP20.
This area of seabed is generally characterised by irregular low relief rock outcrops, with a
3.8m deep canyon at FA KP25.8. Where there are mobile sediments (FA KP28 to FA KP29
and FA KP20 to FA KP21) these are dominated by ripples, characteristic of strong bottom
currents.
Figure 6-5

Seabed profile and slope along route FA – inshore section

Source: MMT (2016a)
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Figure 6-6

Seabed profile and slope along route FA – offshore section

French territorial waters

Bailiwick of Guernsey

Source: MMT (2016a)

6.3.3

Geology, geomorphology and sedimentary features
The English Channel forms an elongated depression in a WSW-ENE orientation. Recent (up
to 2.5 million years) sedimentary deposition has been controlled in part by subsidence and
cyclic sea level variations.

6.3.3.1 Underlying structure

A geophysical reconnaissance survey of the marine cable corridor (iXSurvey, 2014)
indicates that the bedrock along the AB cable route is generally sedimentary. The oldest
sedimentary rocks, found near Budleigh Salterton, are Permo-Triassic (typically sandstones,
deposited 200-300 million years ago). Offshore, the bedrock generally decreases in age
towards the south; through Jurassic (typically limestones and marls, 150 to 200 million years
old) to Cretaceous (typically chalk and dolomite, 50 to 150 million years old). There is
Quaternary infill (e.g. clays and terrestrially derived material, deposited over the last 2.5
million years) in the Hurd Deep, which was the course of a river draining a large area of
north Europe up to about 20,000 years ago. Close to Alderney the AB route enters a
sequence of Cambrian and older (>500 million years) metamorphic and igneous rocks,
which continues under the FA section before entering an area of Ordovician and Silurian
bedrock (typically schist) to the south-east of Alderney (Figure 6-7).
Figure 6-7 also shows the presence of extensive WSW-ENE oriented faulting, particularly
towards the southern part of the AB cable route. Vertical movements at these faults have
created alternate raised and dropped sections of seafloor. Folding and subsequent erosion
across alternating hard and soft rock layers has resulted in areas where the seabed is
rugged. Differential subsidence can also be observed between north and south regions.
These structural features are closely linked to the quaternary paleo-river of the English
Channel and the resulting alluvial deposits closely follow the fault structure.
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Figure 6-7

Geological map of the English Channel

Note: AB cable route shown is the route used for the iXSurvey and has been subject to
change.
Source: iXSurvey (2014)

6.3.3.2 Seabed sediments and features

Sediments (i.e. loose material including mud, silt, sand, gravel, cobbles and boulders) within
the marine cable corridor are thin, rarely exceeding 1.5m, or absent; reflecting the high
bottom currents general in the English Channel and Alderney Race. Sediments, where
present, throughout the cable route are dominated by sand and gravel, as would be
expected from the hydrology of the English Channel and Alderney Races. Fines (silt and
clay fractions) remain less than 2% of the total sediment between the France/Alderney
median line and Alderney and from KP0 to KP78 on the AB route. North of KP78 to KP106
there is a slight increase in fines, with values varying between 2 and 7%. Between KP106
and KP132 the fines content increases to a maximum of 27% (17% clay), at KP116,
decreasing to <5% by KP134 and remaining below this value to the landing site (MMT 2015).
The increase in fines between KP106 and 134 is associated with an underlying substrate of
soft sedimentary rocks (extremely weak to weak sandstones, mudstones and siltstones and
clays (MMT 2016). Thus, the fines present in the sediments in this region are likely to be of
local origin rather than representing a depositional feature. However, the coastline of Lyme
Bay is erosional (West 2015) and rivers such as the Exe and its tributaries transport a large
quantity of fine sediment (45800 tonnes per year from 1994-2003, Harlow et al 2006) to the
sea. Thus, the increased fines in the sediments in Lyme Bay may include material of
terrestrial origin.
The following features were found along the marine cable corridor during the cable route
survey (MMT 2016a):
▪

Outcropping bedrock – Extensive areas of outcropping bedrock are common.
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▪

Boulder fields – Boulder fields are common and generally occur adjacent to bedrock
outcrops and where sand and gravel are present. The landfall approaches in Alderney
are dominated by boulder fields, with sizes between 0.5-1m. Parts of the AB and FA
routes are dominated by boulders in excess of 1m.

▪

Sand waves, large ripples, mega ripples and ripples – These bedforms are typical of
mobile sediments in regions with strong bottom currents, and are widespread along the
marine cable corridor.

▪

Trawl marks – Scars from trawling are observed between Britain and Alderney (AB
route). No scars were present between France and Alderney (FA route), however, fishing
gear was reported as present within the marine cable corridor.

Table 6-2 and Table 6-3 summarise the available information on seabed sediments,
bedforms and seabed features for routes AB and FA respectively.
Table 6-4 gives further detail on the bedforms encountered along the cable routes.
Sediment ripples and sand waves (similar to ripples seen on beaches at low tide and sand
dunes) are evidence of strong bottom currents. Figure 6-8 provides an overview of the
seabed substrate along the marine cable corridor.
Table 6-2

Seabed sediments, bedforms and features - route AB

KP From

Sediment
Type(s)

Length (km)

Bedforms and
feature

UK, Budleigh Salterton (AB KP 138)
134.746

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

2.163

Sand

0.121

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

4.766

Bedrock

0.431

96.452

Silt and fine sand

33.097

70.742

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

24.925

Sand

0.785

Sand

0.095

Ripples, Occasional /
numerous boulders,
Trawl mark area

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

2.31

Ripples, Occasional /
numerous boulders

Bedrock

0.114

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

1.802

Bedrock

0.011

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

20.962

UK Waters

129.549

68.223

66.492

45.53
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KP From

Sediment
Type(s)

Length (km)

Bedforms and
feature

French EEZ

UK/France median (AB KP43)
41.505

35.845

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

0.879

Occasional boulders

Bedrock

3.146

Numerous boulders

Bedrock

5.66

States of Guernsey & States of Alderney territorial waters

States of Guernsey

State of Guernsey and State of Alderney territorial waters (AB KP25)
23.37

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

9.105

Occasional boulders.
Ripples

Bedrock

3.37

Numerous boulders

20.254

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles

3.116

Numerous boulders.
Ripples

20.205

Bedrock

0.049

Numerous boulders

17.795

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles

2.41

Numerous boulders

7.206

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

7.214

Occasional boulders

Bedrock

3.375

Numerous boulders

2.57

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

4.636

Ripples, Large ripples,
Occasional /
numerous boulders

1.56

Sand

1.01

Large ripples, Sand
waves

0.925

Sand

0.147

Ripples

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

0.325

Numerous boulders

Bedrock

0.163

Occasional boulders

Sand

0.351

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

0.259

Ripples, Numerous
boulders, Occasional
boulders

Bedrock

0.147

0.168

Alderney, Corblets Bay (AB KP0)
Source: Wood Kenny Group (2016)
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Table 6-3

Seabed sediments and features - route FA

KP From

Sediment

Seabed feature

Type(s)

Length (km)

States of Guernsey and States
of Alderney territorial waters

Alderney, Longis Bay (FA KP30)
29.668

Sand

0.132

Vegetation

28.1

Sand

0.903

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

0.526

Occasional / numerous
boulders, Large ripples

Bedrock

0.139

-

21.17

Bedrock

6.930

-

19.766

Sand and gravel (may include
cobbles)

1.095

Occasional / numerous
boulders, Large ripples

Bedrock

0.217

Bailiwick of Guernsey / France median line (FA KP20)
Source: Wood Kenny Group (2016)
Table 6-4

Bedform characteristics along marine cable corridor

States of Guernsey and
States of Alderney
territorial waters

UK waters

Section

KP Start

KP End

Bedform

Wavelength
(m)

Height
(m)

Approximate
Crest
Orientation (°)

AB

109.002

109.299

Large ripples

14.6

0.2

260

AB

106.848

108.925

Large ripples

9.7

0.1

310

AB

105.027

106.848

Mega ripples

31.0

0.3

265

AB

68.764

68.810

Sand waves

-

2.7

310

AB

67.850

67.882

Sand waves

-

2.4

305

AB

45.489

45.543

Large ripples

9.4

0.1

350

AB

2.742

5.048

Large ripples

13.6

0.4

60

AB

1.634

2.550

Large ripples

8.9

0.5

80

AB

1.634

2.550

Sand waves

92.0

4.5

75

AB

1.275

1.433

Sand waves

-

6.5

235

AB

0.910

1.118

Mega ripples

17.4

1.0

285

FA

19.962

20.018

Large ripples

13.0

0.6

0

Source: MMT (2016a)
Alderney South Banks
There are a number of sandbank features within the territorial waters of Alderney. The
largest, and most well understood feature is South Banks, which is located to the south of
the island. It is classified as a banner bank i.e. a long bank of sand that lies with one end
almost connected to the coast at a headland. Banner banks are believed to originate from
an asymmetry in the tidal currents, which traps sand seawards of the headland. In the case
of South Banks, it is the recirculation of tidal flows in the lee of Alderney, during the tide’s
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ebb phase, that maintains the feature (ABPmer 2014). Surveys of the banks and research
summarised in ABPmer (2014) has identified that:
▪

Migrating sand waves with rates of 1.4m per day are present on the flanks of South
Banks;

▪

The head and tail of South Banks is characterised by trains of sand waves; and

▪

Sand is continually circulated in a clockwise direction around South Banks with a bedload
transport convergence zone present along the bank crest.

The FA marine cable corridor passes to the north east of the main bank; passing through an
area of large sand ripples between FA KP20 to FA KP29 and an area of mobile sand with a
height of approximately 4m at FA KP28.8 to FA KP29.
Budleigh Salterton Landfall
The landfall at Budleigh Salterton is located on the Jurassic Coast, which is a World Heritage
site and comprises globally significant geological and geomorphological features. The beach
at Budleigh Salterton consists of pebbles and is a geomorphologic feature formed by erosion
of the cliffs along this stretch of coastline
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6.3.4

Water and sediment quality
This section provides an overview of the water and sediment quality likely to be present
along and adjacent to the marine cable corridor.
Water and sediment quality at any particular location in the English Channel is the result of a
combination of source, transport and removal mechanisms for the individual chemical
species under consideration. The coastal sections of the marine cable corridor are
influenced by human activity.
Transport mechanisms are important in determining the distribution of contaminants. The
majority of these enter the marine environment via river or sewage discharges and are
generally trapped in the estuarine and near coastal zone (as components of the sediment),
or diluted if soluble. Contaminants that enter the marine environment as a result of direct
local inputs, such as discharges from vessels, may be elevated in the immediate vicinity of
the source, but generally decrease rapidly with distance from the input site.
Removal of contaminants is largely dependent of the advection and dispersion within the
water column and changes in solubility, with an ultimate sink in sediments. Contamination of
nearshore sediments is largely caused by changes from fresh to seawater conditions
(increasing ionic strength and, normally, pH) resulting in rapid removal of contaminants in the
estuarine and inshore waters.
Offshore the waters of the English Channel are dominated by inflowing North Atlantic
Surface Water (NASW). Concentrations of dissolved contaminants in offshore waters of the
English Channel are generally indistinguishable from natural background levels (Cefas
2007). Anthropogenic inputs of contaminants to marine waters (both water and air borne)
have generally decreased over recent decades as a result both of changes in industry and
improved control measures (UKMAAS 2010).
Dissolved concentrations of inorganic and organic contaminants generally increase with
proximity to the coastline, particularly where local geology provides a source (e.g. the Tamar
estuary, with a long history of mining activity within the catchment, Cefas 2007) or where
there is a significant anthropogenic input. However, concentrations around the marine cable
corridor are below levels which would cause concern.
Nutrient inputs from human settlements and farming activities on the Channel coasts have
the potential to cause eutrophication; however, there are no recognised problem areas within
the vicinity of the marine cable corridor (Tappin and Millward 2015).
While not, of itself, a water quality issue in marine waters, turbidity provides a measure of
suspended particulate matter (SPM), both mineral and organic, in the water column. The
organic fraction is the result of biological activity in the water column, and is primarily
composed of planktonic material. This will not be influenced by any activities associated with
cable laying and will not be discussed further in this section.
Inorganic SPM is not considered a water quality issue, and there are no known receptors
sensitive to inorganic SPM in the vicinity of the cable route. Inorganic SPM results from
inputs from rivers (derived both from erosion in the river catchments and from chemical
reactions in the estuarine zone), fallout from the atmosphere and coastal erosion combined
with resuspension of existing sediments and chemical reactions in the water column. As a
result SPM loads vary widely, generally increasing with proximity to the coastline (UKMAAS
2010). They are also highly dependent on energy inputs (e.g. storms).
The sediments of the English Channel are highly mobile. While much of this will take the
form of bedload movements as a result of strong tidal and wave induced currents; storm
conditions, particularly in the near shore, will result in high SPM loads. Terrestrial inputs
from rivers (Harlow et al 2006) and erosion of the shoreline, particularly around Lyme Bay
(West 2015) will also contribute to high SPM loads. An important component of terrestrially
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derived SPM is very fine (colloidal) material comprised of clay minerals, organic macromolecules and products of reactions within the water column, particularly in estuaries. While
SPM may act as a local source of contaminants, particularly where they are undergoing
rapid changes in environmental conditions e.g. increases in salinity and associated changes
in pH while passing through an estuary; particulates, particularly clay minerals and organic
macro-molecules, generally act to remove contaminants such as metals and hydrocarbons
from the water column. The river Exe and its tributaries contributed an annual average of
approximately 40,000 tonnes of SPM to Lyme Bay. Much of this will be in the form of fines
and aggregated particles which may be transported large distances from the source as they
are near neutral buoyancy. As a result of these mixed inputs, background SPM levels along
the marine cable corridor are highly variable. Much of the available data is obtained from
satellites, and is therefore restricted to the upper few centimetres of the water column and
very little relates to storm conditions as clouds prevent observations. Similarly survey data
tends to be unobtainable during severe storms, particularly when the wind is onshore and
SPM is likely to be maximal. Data given in UKMAAS 2010, indicates that inorganic SPM
-3
-3
values in coastal waters of the UK frequently exceed 20gm with peak loads over 100gm
being common.
The sediments (where bedrock is not exposed) along the majority of the marine cable
corridor are coarse, reflecting the high energy environment of the English Channel.
Contaminant levels in such sediments are generally low and sediment contamination is
unlikely to be an issue offshore. Contaminant concentrations in coastal sediments tend to be
higher than those offshore, as a result of anthropogenic inputs, normally associated with fine
material in the sediments.
No data are available regarding sediment contamination within the State of Guernsey and
State of Alderney territorial waters. There is limited sediment cover in this part of the marine
cable corridor and, where present, sediments are coarse and highly mobile (ABPmer 2014)
suggesting that contamination levels are low. Discharges from La Hague nuclear
reprocessing plant, the Flamanville nuclear reactor and disposal of radioactive waste in Hurd
Deep may have resulted in contamination of sediments around Alderney; however levels of
radioactivity throughout the Channel Islands are reported to be relatively low (Hughes et al.
2014).
All geotechnical samples taken within close proximity to Hurd Deep during the marine
surveys were carefully examined with a Geiger meter to ensure no radioactive material were
present. Samples did not show any indications of radioactivity.
The Alderney Regional Environmental Assessment states that suspended sediment
concentrations (SSC) are generally low around Alderney given the strong tidal regime
coupled with a seabed mainly comprising bedrock (ABPmer 2014).
The marine cable corridor passes through or close to the following sites which could be
significant sources of contaminants:
▪

UK waters (AB KP120) – Disused sewage sludge disposal site, Lyme Bay

▪

States of Guernsey territorial waters (AB KP19) - Radioactive waste and WW2 munitions
disposal site, Hurd Deep

▪

State of Guernsey and State of Alderney territorial waters (discharge at French coast)–
Radioactive discharges from Cap la Hague nuclear fuel reprocessing plant.

Lyme Bay, UK waters
Data reported in Charting Progress 2 (UKMMAS 2010) indicates relatively high levels
(normalised to aluminium) of arsenic, chromium, lead, mercury, nickel and zinc in sediments
at sampling points along the southern Cornwall and Devon coastlines. The main source for
this contamination is likely to be associated with natural mineralisation and subsequent
mining activity.
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Part of the marine cable corridor passes through a disused sewage sludge disposal site
(centred about KP120, 18km offshore) and, while disposal to the site ceased by 1998,
residual contaminants may persist. High metal (zinc and to a lesser extent lead and
mercury) levels reported in Lyme Bay may be associated with this site. Other contaminants
for which sediment concentration data are available (PCBs, PAHs) suggest that elevated
concentrations are restricted to the immediate vicinity of sources (UKMMAS 2010).
Sediments contaminated with faecal material, such as from sludge disposal sites, have been
associated with retention of pathogenic bacteria (EPA 1988); however, this is based on
measurements taken while sites were still active. There is also evidence for beach sand
itself acting as a reservoir for pathogenic organisms (Environment Agency 2009, SoloGabriele et al 2016)
Beaches subject to the 2006 Bathing Waters Directive (BWD) (EU, 2006) are classified as
Excellent, Good, Sufficient and Poor according to concentrations of Escherichia coli (E. coli,
EC) and intestinal enterococci (IE) in the water (Table 6-5).
Table 6-5

Performance standards for the BWD (for coastal and transitional waters)

Parameter

Excellent
quality

Good
quality

Sufficient
quality

Reference
methods of
analysis

Intestinal
enterococci
(cfu/100 ml)

100 (*)

200 (*)

185 (**)

ISO 7899-1 or
ISO 7899-2

Escherichia coli
(cfu/100 ml)

250 (*)

500 (*)

500 (**)

ISO 9308-3 or
ISO 9308-1

*

( ) Based upon a 95-percentile evaluation.
**
( ) Based upon a 90-percentile evaluation.
The beach at Budleigh Salterton has been an EC designated bathing beach since 1988.
Based on the current standards for bathing waters (Table 6-5) water quality at the beach has
been steadily improving with the site rated poor in 2013, sufficient in 2014, good in 2015 and
excellent in 2016 (Environment Agency 2016).
The water quality sampling site
(SY0686081900) is approximately 430m from the proposed landfall and is sited between two
emergency/storm overflow outfalls, the closer of which is approximately 100m west of the
landfall and is an emergency overflow for the Lime Kiln pumping station that discharges to
the Kersbrook (Environment Agency 2011). The EA have indicated that they are reviewing
the location of the monitoring point and it may move closer to the landfall (pers comm M.
Salmon 2016).
There are two other designated bathing beaches in the vicinity of the UK landfall:
▪

Ladram Bay, 3.7km north-east, classified as sufficient in 2014 and 2015, previously poor;
and

▪

Sandy Bay, 4.6km south-west, classified as excellent since 2012.

There are no designated bathing beaches in Alderney, and no water quality monitoring is
carried out.
Hurd Deep, States of Guernsey territorial waters
Hurd Deep was used as a disposal site for WW1 and WW2 munitions and radioactive waste,
between 1950 and 1963. All the radioactive material disposed of was reported to be low
level waste (mainly laboratory glassware and gloves) contained in barrels. These were
designed to rupture, dispersing any contaminants; however, intact containers may be
present. Prior to cable laying operations commencing, the route will be surveyed to preclude
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contact with munitions or containers.
dispersal of contaminated sediments.

Thus the greatest potential environmental risk is

There is no sediment metal data from the Hurd Deep. Munitions disposal may have resulted
in high levels of trace metals locally in sediments; however, mobile metals are likely to have
dispersed during the period since munitions disposal ceased.
Based upon the type of radioactive waste reported to have been disposed of in this area and
the long-standing historical monitoring data; the breaching of a barrel (or a number of
barrels) would be unlikely to have a detrimental impact on the marine environment or human
health (States of Guernsey 2013). It may; however, have potential to contaminate
equipment, necessitating decontamination.
La Hague
Dissolved anthropogenic radionuclides, originating from the La Hague nuclear reprocessing
plant (on the north-western extremity of the Cherbourg peninsula) provide a valuable tracer
for water movements in the English Channel. Radionuclides from this source are
predominantly carried to the east. As a result, while concentrations in the waters around
Alderney may be greater than the regional background (Tappin and Millward 2015) there is
no indication of significant contamination (Hughes et al. 2014).

6.4

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation, operation and maintenance the following
aspects of the project have the potential to impact marine processes. For each impact the
assessment considered the different project aspects which could cause the impact and from
these selected the worst case zone of influence; presented in Table 6-6. The majority of
potential impacts are restricted to the cable corridor and result directly from the physical
presence of tools such as trenching ploughs or of the cable when installed. Indirect impacts,
such as those resulting from settling of re-suspended sediment or changes in turbidity are
based on modelling results for plume transport and settling, combined with knowledge of the
background conditions. Thus, while individual clay particles are likely to remain in the water
column for extended periods following suspension, the background turbidity is sufficiently
high and variable that any detectable influence on potentially sensitive receptors is restricted
to within 100m of the cable. Similarly clay particles will settle out of the water column over a
wide area; however, changes in sediment properties will not be detectable beyond 10m of
the cable.

Table 6-6

Impact identification and zone of influence – marine processes

Project
Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, trenching,
jetting, cable protection

Changes to the
sediment regime and
coastal processes

Geomorphology

40m*

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, trenching,
jetting, cable protection

Changes to seabed
Geomorphology
bathymetry and seabed
features

40m*

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, trenching,
jetting, cable protection,
open-cut trenching,
intertidal works

Disturbance of natural
seabed sediments

Seabed sediment

40m*

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, trenching,
jetting, cable protection

Disturbance of
contaminated seabed
sediments

Seabed sediment
Sediment quality

40m*
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Project
Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, trenching,
jetting

Change in water quality Water quality

100m**

Operation

Generation of heat from
cable

Changes to seabed
temperature

Seabed sediment

Immediate
vicinity of
cables

Operation

Cable protection

Modification of currents
and waves

Metocean

18m***

Installation &
Maintenance

Routine vessel discharge
Ballast water discharge

Change in water /
sediment quality

Water / sediment
quality

500m

Unplanned
Event

Hydrocarbon or chemical
spill

Change in water /
sediment quality

Water / sediment
quality

10km*

* Defined in Section 4.11.
** See Section 6.5.5
*** worst case – assumes 9m wide berm over two trenches.

6.5

Significance Assessment

6.5.1

Changes to the sediment regime and coastal processes
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Sediment transport, mainly to the east in the English Channel, is a continuous process, and
is not sensitive to short term influences. In the sections of the marine cable corridor where
trenching and burial is possible, it is not anticipated that there will be a significant impact on
sediment mobility as a result of the presence of the marine cables. The majority of sections
where cable burial will not be possible are immobile (bedrock) substrate. However, there are
large sections of thin mobile sediment where rock and mattress placement will be required
for cable protection. The presence of these immobile objects has the potential to lead to
localised changes in sediment movement; however, these are unlikely to be significant.
It has therefore been concluded that the significance of the impact is negligible, see Section
6.5.9.

6.5.2

Changes to seabed bathymetry and seabed features
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



In areas of seabed where the cables are buried, any changes in seabed morphology will be
localised and temporary. Where burial cannot be achieved rock protection or mattresses will
be required. Seabed conditions in these areas are hard substrate or rocky outcrop and the
cable protection material is unlikely to significantly alter the physical condition of the area.
It has been identified that there are two areas within States of Alderney territorial waters
where pre-sweeping of sand waves may be required (see Section 4.4.5). A mass flow
excavator will be used to create a flatter profile on the sand waves to ensure the cables can
be laid at a level where they will not be affected by the mobility of the feature. The mass flow
excavator produces a downwards flow from a nozzle suspended 1m above the seabed.
Although sediment is fluidised, sand particles quickly settle on to the seabed creating berms
to either side of the trench as illustrated in Figure 6-9. Only finer particles (<0.063mm) are
suspended in the water column. It is expected that a 1m wide corridor of sediment will be
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removed per cable or cable bundle (worst case is 4m if the four cables are laid in separate
trenches).
Figure 6-9

Mass flow excavator

Source: Quad-prop Mass Flow Excavating Tool by N-Sea (2014).
Grab sample B1_S006 taken on the stretch of FA route that will potentially require presweeping, indicates sediment within the marine cable corridor at this location (according to
Wentworth grain size classification) broadly consists of 9% gravel (>2mm), 90% sand (2mm >0.063mm) and 1% clay (<0.0039mm). The full distribution comprises 31 fractions and for
each one, Intertek determined the distance sediments suspended by the mass flow
excavator are likely to travel before settling out of suspension, given known current speeds
at the sediment sample location and assuming an upper height that each fraction will reach
upon initial suspension. Terminal velocities for each sediment fraction are based on water
properties and the sediment’s drag coefficient and Reynold’s number.
Intertek’s hydrodynamic model shows that an average spring tide reaches a peak speed of
2.7m/s. Annual maximum depth-averaged current speeds reach 2.91m/s at this location
according to DHI (2016). Intertek’s calculations show that gravel fractions will settle within
25m of the cable trench. The sand present comprises the coarser fractions with 89% above
0.6mm grain size. Due to the strong tidal currents in the region these coarse sand particles
could be carried approximately 320m before settling out of suspension, although this is a
conservative estimate and the majority of particles are likely to settle within 100m of the
cable trench.
The sand waves in the region are highly mobile with migration rates of 1.4m per day
recorded on the South Banks. It is anticipated that the sand wave will rapidly migrate over
the area of disturbance returning to pre-disturbance conditions within a short period of time
i.e. months if not weeks.
The assessment also considered whether scour is likely to be an issue once the marine
cables are installed. Scour, as a result of cable protection measures, will only occur in areas
of sediment where bottom currents either already exceed the critical bedload parting velocity,
or where the rock placement results in an increase in current velocity to above the critical
bedload parting velocity. Given that cable protection will only be used where burial in
sediment is not an option, and that current speeds along the marine cable route are high,
scour is unlikely to be a significant issue
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It has therefore been concluded that the significance of the impact is negligible for the
majority of the marine cable corridor but rises to minor in the area of the South Banks,
Alderney.

6.5.3

Disturbance of natural seabed sediments
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Where adequate burial is expected, cable installation will result in a temporary disturbance to
the seabed within the cable trenches and installation tool footprint. Trenching tools will bring
underlying sediments from the target burial depth (0.6m – 1.3m) to the surface. If sediments
at the target burial depth are different to those at the surface there will be a consequent
localised, change in sediment properties.
For sections of the route to be buried in sediment, the cable burial risk assessment (WGK
2016) has determined the target depth of burial; between 0.6m and 1.3m depending on
location. For each section the average surface sediment depth is typically slightly greater
than the burial depth required i.e. sediments of different composition to surface sediments
will not be brought up by the trenching process. Therefore there is unlikely to be a significant
change in the sediment type at the surface.
Following installation, the seabed profile will be returned to its previous state and cables will
be deep enough to minimise external risks.
Placement of protective cover will potentially change the nature of the seabed through the
introduction of a material of a different geological origin. However, where burial cannot be
achieved seabed conditions are hard substrate or rocky outcrop and the cable protection
material is unlikely to significantly alter the physical condition of the area.
At the landfall points, there is the potential for temporary disturbance if open cut trenching is
used. At Longis Bay there is layer of peat beneath the sand which would need to be
removed and replaced with sand or other material. Peat is a good insulator and could cause
the cables to overheat if left in the trench. The original sand would be placed over the top
and there would be no change to the visual appearance of the beach.
It has therefore been concluded that the significance of the impact is negligible, see Section
6.5.9.
During cable installation as techniques, such as cable ploughing, trenching and presweeping, disturb the seabed, there is the potential that finer fractions of sediment are resuspended into the water column. The coarser material will be rapidly redeposited.
This has two related effects:
▪

A small localised and temporary increase in turbidity, with subsequent re-deposition on
the seabed; and

▪

Potentially a localised and temporary increase in the concentration of sediment
contaminants in the water column.

These two related impacts are discussed in detail in Section 6.5.4 and 6.5.5 below.
Construction activity in the intertidal area has the potential to compact natural sediments, as
vehicles move up and down the beach. This is not likely to be an issue in Budleigh Salterton
given that the beach consists of pebbles. On Alderney, both landfalls are sandy beaches
where compaction of sediments may have an indirect impact on marine ecology e.g. infauna.
This is discussed in Chapter 7. There is also the potential that the use of drilling fluids during
HDD could lead to contamination of inter-tidal sediments and a reduction in water quality.
The choice of drilling mud and any additives required will be selected by the contractor on
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the basis of drilling performance and environmental constraints. The majority of drilling fluids
are biodegradable and have no harmful effect on the surrounding environment.
Notwithstanding the above, it should be noted that any changes in the sediment structure
resulting from the installation or maintenance of the cable will be within the normal
environmental variability, temporary and restricted to the immediate vicinity of the cable and
are therefore quantified as negligible.

6.5.4

Disturbance of contaminated seabed sediments
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Suspended sediments will be generated through the disturbance of the seabed during presweeping and trenching activities. Where the marine cable corridor crosses existing
contaminated sites there is a potential for the disturbed sediments to distribute contaminants
throughout the area where the sediment plume is present. The known contaminated sites
(Lyme Bay sewage sludge disposal site, Hurd Deep) are in regions where sediment mobility
is high. Neither site has been used since 1998. Areas which may receive contaminants as a
result of plumes formed during trenching will already have been impacted as a result of
natural processes.
Disturbance of contaminated sediments has the potential to cause temporary decreases in
water quality in the immediate vicinity of the operation, but the significance of the impact is
considered to be negligible as there will be rapid dilution to background levels.
It has therefore been concluded that the significance of the impact is negligible, see Section
6.5.9.

6.5.5

Change in water quality
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Suspended sediments
A change in water quality as a consequence of sediment disturbance during installation was
raised as a particular concern during consultation with Offshore Shellfish Ltd. In order to
maintain a viable aquaculture site, and to meet the requirements of their Marine Licence,
they have to undertake comprehensive annual environmental monitoring of parameters such
as water quality and sediment plumes.
There are currently no environmental quality standards for inorganic suspended particulate
matter (SPM) in shellfish waters.
Mussels (Mytilus edulis) are an SPM tolerant species (Mainwaring et al. 2014), naturally
growing at up to approximately 5m water depth (MarLIN 2008); although cultivation ropes
are likely to extend to about 10m below the sea surface (Offshore Shellfish Ltd 2015) i.e.
approximately 10m above the seabed. Under natural conditions mussels reach edible size
after 2-20 years (MarLIN 2008) and Offshore Shellfish Ltd expect to harvest at year 2. The
waters of Lyme Bay are subject to variations in SPM load as a result of tidal stirring of the
sediment, storm stirring of the sediment and local river inputs, which are highly dependent on
river flow, with SPM loads generally highest at times of high water flow. As an indication of
naturally occurring SPM loads resulting from sediment resuspension, values of the order of
-3
1kgm have been measured within the surf zone of sandy beaches (Voulgaris and Collins
2000), while surface inorganic SPM loads in water depths of over 70m in the central English
-3
Channel exceed 0.006kgm during the winter (Rivier et al 2012). Mussels are also widely
-3
farmed in estuaries, such as the River Exe where SPM concentrations exceed 0.1kgm
during floods (Woodward and Walling in press), confirming the tolerance of mussel farms to
high and variable SPM loads.
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Grab sample B5_S64 taken on the AB route at KP129 (i.e. the closest sample site to the
Offshore Shellfish Ltd mussel farm), indicates sediment within the cable corridor at this
location (according to Wentworth grain size classification) broadly consists of 31% gravel
(>2mm), 50% sand (2mm - 0.063mm), 6% silt (>0.063mm - 0.0039mm), and 12% clay
(<0.0039mm). Similar to the analysis undertaken in Section 6.5.2 above, Intertek have
determined that distance sediments suspended by cable trenching are likely to travel before
settling out of suspension, given known current speeds at the sediment sample location and
assuming an upper height that each fraction will reach upon initial suspension. Terminal
velocities for each sediment fraction are based on water properties and the sediment’s drag
coefficient and Reynold’s number.
Intertek’s hydrodynamic model shows that an average spring tide at this KP reaches an
eastward peak speed of nearly 0.4 m/s depth average. It sustains this speed for one hour at
high water (HW) +1 but the eastward stream lasts 6 hours (from HW-1 to HW+4) during
which sediment from trenching spoil will be carried towards the mussel farm. Annual
maximum depth-averaged current speeds reach 0.47m/s at this location according to DHI
(2016). Intertek’s calculations show that gravel will settle within 4m of the cable trench and
sand particles are likely to settle out of suspension within 206m of the cable trench. The
maximum distance the finest sand fractions could travel is 1.2km but at this distance they are
likely to be close to the seabed, below the extent of the mussels in the water column. The
finer clay particles, due to their slower terminal velocity, could remain in the water column for
periods up to days, essentially behaving as dissolved material. Dilution calculations,
ignoring settling, indicate that concentrations of fine particles in the water column will drop
-3
below 10gm , within the regional variability, within 100m of the cable trench.
A mass flow excavator may be used within the States of Alderney territorial waters to presweep sand waves. Intertek calculations presented in Section 6.5.2 above, indicate that
sand particles may be dispersed up to 320m from the cable trench when this technique is
used due to the high tidal velocities in the area.
Increases in suspended sediment loads resulting from trenching will be short term (restricted
to the immediate period when trenching is taking place in the vicinity of the aquaculture
sites), localised and will decrease up the water column. Trenching during stormy periods will
increase the upward mobility of disturbed sediments, but the background load will be higher
as a result of natural re-suspension and increased input from terrestrial sources. Any
changes in water quality, including SPM load, resulting from the installation or maintenance
of the cables will therefore be within normal environmental variability, temporary and
restricted to within 100m of the cable corridor. There will be no significant adverse impacts
to the aquaculture site and the significance has been assessed as negligible.
Bathing waters
Cable installation activities have the potential to impact bathing water quality through two
mechanisms:
▪

Increases in suspended sediment concentration (SSC), with a potential impact on the
amenity value of the water; and

▪

Re-mobilisation of faecal bacteria associated with contaminated sediments, directly
impacting water quality with a consequent risk to public health.

Budleigh Salterton
The preferred installation technique at Budleigh Salterton is HDD. It is likely that the
installation ducts will terminate 800m from the shoreline to avoid the Otterton Ledge geology.
While trenching beyond 800m from the shoreline is expected to lead to local increases in
SSC as a result of re-mobilisation of fines (i.e. material <63μm in diameter), this is expected
to be rapidly diluted downstream from the cable trenches. Tidal flows in Lyme Bay are
predominantly parallel to the shoreline (Admiralty 2005), making it unlikely that sediments
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suspended during trenching will come to shore. Trenching is therefore not expected to give
rise to detectable increases above natural background levels in SSC at the shoreline.
Faecal bacteria are predominantly associated with terrestrial sources (human and animal
waste); however they may be deposited in sediments, as a component of fines, and
subsequently remobilised with the potential for transport to shore. High faecal bacteria
concentrations have been recorded at Budleigh Salterton beach during water quality
surveys, and are likely to be the result of discharges from land, either directly or via local
rivers. The Environment Agency (EA) is using DNA tracing techniques to identify whether
sources of faecal pollution are human or animal. Land in the Budleigh Salterton catchment
is mainly used for agriculture and therefore animal slurry is likely to be present in streams
and rivers in the catchment. There is also an emergency overflow from the Lime Kiln
pumping station and storm overflows at Marine Parade and Otterton Ledge. Although the
outfalls operate infrequently they would be a source of human sewage. The closest outfall is
approximately 100m west of the proposed marine cable landfall. However:
▪

The installation ducts will terminate 800m from the shoreline and therefore sediments
inshore of this position will not be disturbed. Any re-mobilised material beyond this is
unlikely to reach the shore.

▪

Faecal bacteria concentrations in sediments 800m from the shoreline are likely to be very
low in comparison with concentrations at the shoreline, due both to the high degree of
dilution and bacterial mortality over this distance

▪

Further dilution/decay would take place during return to shore.

Trenching is therefore not expected to impact water quality at Budleigh Salterton bathing
beach.
In the event that HDD is not possible (i.e. that trenching will extend inshore of 800m) open
cut trenching will be used to land the marine cables.
The EA has raised a concern regarding bacteria being deposited in the local sediments, and
potentially surviving in these sediments. If this were the case, mobilisation of sediments may
result in the release of these bacteria, which may in turn lead to an impact at the local
bathing water(s). No data has been identified that justifies the concern regarding bacteria in
local sediments.
Intertek has undertaken bathing waters impacts assessments across the UK, and has found
compelling evidence for bacterial survival in only one case. This case was characterised by
muddy sediments, exposed to warming in summer (in the intertidal zone) and subject to a
regular source of bacterial contamination from a stream receiving CSO discharges. Intertek
has not found any significant evidence of sand sized sediments as reservoirs of bacteria in
other UK studies. Intertek works closely with Professor David Kay of Aberystwyth University,
a leading academic in the field of bathing water quality and bacterial contamination.
Professor Kay provided much of the research for the World Health Organization (WHO)
position on bacteria and bathing waters contamination, with the WHO recommended
standards being the basis of the 2006 Bathing Waters Directive standards. Professor Kay is
a recognised world expert in these matters. Professor Kay’s opinion on the risk from
sediments is as follows:
“My experience, based on sediment
Lancashire/Cumbria and Yorkshire is that:

sampling

in

the

Severn

system

and

off

(i) Coastal sands sized marine sediments generally have low faecal indicator organism (FIO)
concentrations and I have not seen evidence that sand entrainment as a potential
contamination source in such environments:
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(ii) Fine sediments, particularly cohesive muds, have high FIO concentrations 10^3-10^5
/100g and may even support re-growth in the intertidal zone where the sediments are
warmed as they are uncovered in lower tidal conditions.
In the Severn system, an elevation in the marine sediment’s FIO concentrations were
observed around the river mouths or in dredged shipping channels which are also
associated with deposition of silt and mud and it is likely that the FIOs are associated with
this material where they find both attachment sites and a carbon source which could
lengthen survival in the dark sedimentary environment. If the sands in question do not have
associated outfall disposal sites and/or patches (or lenses) of mud and fine sediment I would
not expect problems of FIO mobilisation from the sands themselves. These observations
derive from multiple studies but they were not specifically designed to define the
mathematical relationship between sediment particle size and faecal indicator organism
concentration’ (Kay, pers. comm., Nov 2016)”
The key elements are therefore a habitat of cohesive muds and a suitable carbon source as
a food medium where regrowth is suspected. A review of the sediment in the local area
would suggest that the area is dominated by some silt, sands and bedrock, leading to a
pebbled beach but not clay sized sediments and hence cohesive muds. Indeed, there is no
indication of muds in the intertidal zone, where, in other places, evidence has been found to
suggest that intertidal muds may be significant sources of bacteria. The bed and local
sediments may well be transitory storage for bacteria, but regrowth in these sediment sizes
has not been demonstrated.
Taking into account the key concerns of the EA, as set out in the Bathing Waters profile for
Budleigh Salterton, which are diffuse sources, urban run-off and stormwater, the lack of
sediment suitable for the long term survival and possible regrowth of bacteria would suggest
that there is unlikely to be a significant risk from disturbed sand.
During any engineering works likely to disturb sediments, it would be sensible to provide
warnings at the bathing waters prior to works. The 2006 Bathing Waters Directive places a
duty upon beach managers to provide warnings to bathers of poor water quality. Early
warnings, provided prior to the onset of poorer water quality, allows the discounting of any
statutory samples which fail the Directive standards (up to a limit of 15% of samples across
the 4 year rolling sampling period) during the period of the warning. Such discounting
protects the compliance status of the bathing water, and the early warning ensure bathers
are aware of poorer water quality, thus delivering the ultimate aim of the Directive, the
protection of human health. In the event that trenching were to occur, then the released
sediment would have a limited, transient impact on aesthetics, and so it would seem
appropriate to provide warnings to users during engineering works. This would seem a
reasonable and sufficient mitigation for any potential impacts.
The bathing water was rated Excellent in 2016 and Good in 2015.
Alderney
Neither Corblets Bay nor Longis Bay are designated bathing waters and there is no water
quality monitoring programme in place.
The marine cables will make landfall at two beaches in Alderney, Corblets Bay and Longis
Bay:
▪

At Corblets Bay, the shortest potential HDD exit point (300m) is in the outer part of the
bay and the longest potential exit point (700m) is in the deeper and more open waters
north of Alderney.

▪

At Longis Bay, the shortest potential HDD exit point (400m) is in the outer part of the bay
and the longest potential exit point (800m) is in the deeper and more open waters of the
Race of Alderney.
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In both cases sediments on the approaches to the landfall are primarily coarse material
which will tend to settle rapidly following disturbance. Tidal currents in the vicinity of
Alderney are strong (Admiralty 1992) and any fines disturbed by trenching will be rapidly
diluted and dispersed. Trenching is therefore not expected to give rise to detectable
increases above natural background levels in SSC at the shoreline.
As discussed above, faecal bacteria are predominantly associated with terrestrial sources
(human and animal waste); however they may be deposited in sediments, as a component
of fines, and subsequently remobilised with the potential for transport to shore. Land at the
eastern end of Alderney i.e. between the two beaches, is predominantly open rural land used
for rough grazing and is part of the Longis Nature Reserve. No sewers have been identified
in the area (FAB Link Ltd 2016). However:
▪

Sediments will not be disturbed within 300m of shore at either beach.

▪

Sediments at this distance from the shore are unlikely to be contaminated with faecal
material.

▪

If faecal material is present in sediments it will be diluted and dispersed prior to coming to
shore.

▪

Faecal contamination on beaches is generally of local, terrestrial origin.

As at Budleigh Salterton, it is unlikely that trenching will impact water quality at either
Corblets Bay or Longis Bay beach given the sediments present.
Vessel discharges and ballast water
Quantities of any discharges of dissolved contaminants from project vessels engaged in
installation and maintenance activities will be small, particularly relative to the other direct
inputs to the water column (e.g. rivers, airborne contaminants). No discharges are permitted
within 12nm of the coast, therefore no impacts to bathing waters are anticipated. Impacts of
discharges offshore will be temporary and localised. Moreover, vessels engaged in cable
laying operations will be equipped with waste disposal facilities (sewage treatment or waste
storage) to International Marine Organisation (IMO) International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) standard. The magnitude of any associated
changes in water quality is estimated as negligible.
Since the introduction of steel hulled vessels around 120 years ago, water has been used to
stabilise vessels at sea. Ballast water is pumped in to a vessel to maintain safe operating
conditions throughout a voyage (IMO, 2011). The main concern with the discharge of ballast
water is that it can contain a multitude of marine species carried from foreign destinations,
which on release into the waters of the project area may pose ecological problems. Species
that survive may establish a reproductive population in the host environment, becoming
invasive and out-competing native species. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
However the impacts on water quality are limited and have been assessed as of negligible
significance.

6.5.6

Changes to seabed temperature
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



When the cables are in operation there will be localised heating of the environment
surrounding the cables, i.e. sediments, including interstitial water, where cables are buried,
rock berms/concrete mattresses when cable protection is employed
Seawater temperatures within the English Channel vary seasonally and therefore are likely
to accommodate minor localised variations in temperature associated with thermal losses. It
has been concluded that the significance of the impact on marine processes is negligible.
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6.5.7

Modification of currents and waves
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



It is not anticipated that the marine cables will have any significant impacts on the metocean
regime, either during installation or when in place.
Changes to the seabed profile
associated with the cables when in place are unlikely to cause measureable changes to
metocean conditions. It has been concluded that the significance of the impact on marine
processes was negligible.

6.5.8

Change in water quality or sediment quality through unplanned spill of
hydrocarbons
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The presence of project vessels will marginally increase the risk of a pollution incident. The
running aground of a vessel or a collision could lead to a fuel spill. In addition, cleaning
fluids, oils and hydraulic fluids used onboard cable laying vessels and during ROV operation
could be spilled overboard or accidentally discharged.
The marine environment is highly sensitive to hydrocarbon and chemical spills which can
have effects on quality of water and sediment quality in an area. The significance of the
impact will depend on the nature of the spill and the sensitivity of the receiving environment
within the footprint of the spill.
As discussed in Section 4.10, the worst case spill scenario is a loss of total containment from
3
the CLV; up to 1400m of marine diesel. Marine diesel is a low viscosity distillate fuel which
will disperse naturally, evaporating quickly on release, and any components that settle to the
seabed will be naturally biodegraded by microbes within one to two months. Oil will not pool
on the seabed. Although a slick of diesel will appear on the sea surface, up to 95% of the
spill is expected to disperse or evaporate within about 4 hours in 15 knots (approx. 8m/s)
wind and sea conditions.
It has been concluded that the risk is acceptable.

6.5.9

Summary of assessment
Tables 6-7 and 6-8 present the summary of the impact assessment conducted on project
activities and the risk assessment conducted on unplanned events. Legal control and
mitigation measures are described in Sections 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. Where there is still
potential for residual effects or risk this is discussed further in Section 6.8.
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Table 6-7

Impact assessment summary – marine processes

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

UK
French EEZ

Applicable
jurisdiction

Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Magnitude

Potential Impact

Receptor

Sensitivity

Significance

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude Sensitivity Significance
of Residual
Effect

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Changes to the
sediment regime
and coastal
processes

Geomorphology

Low

Low

Negligible

M2 – M4

-

-

-

 



Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Geomorphology

Low

Low

Negligible

M2 – M4

-

-

-

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Changes to
seabed
bathymetry and
features

Sandwaves
associated with
South Banks

Low

Medium

Minor

-

Low

Medium

Minor

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Disturbance to
natural sediments

Seabed sediment

Low

Low

Negligible

M2 – M4

-

-

-

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Disturbance of
contaminated
sediments

Seabed sediment
Sediment quality

Low

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Change in water
quality –sediment
plume

Water quality

Low

Low

Negligible

M41, M42

-

-

-

 



Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Change in water
quality –project
vessel discharges
including ballast
water

Water quality

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

L1, L2, L4 M1

-

-

-

 



Operation

Change to

Seabed sediment

Low

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-
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Bailiwick of
Guernsey

UK
French EEZ

Applicable
jurisdiction

Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Magnitude

Potential Impact

Receptor

Sensitivity

Significance

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude Sensitivity Significance
of Residual
Effect

seabed
temperature
 

Operation



Table 6-8

UK
French EEZ

Bailiwick of
Guernsey


Metocean

Low

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

Risk assessment summary – marine processes

Applicable
jurisdiction

 

Modification of
currents and
waves

Determination of Potential Impact
Project
Phase

Potential
Impact

Receptor

Unplanned
Event

Change in
water quality

Water quality
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Impact Assessment
Likelihood

Low

Consideration of
Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Minor

Acceptable

L3, L4

-

-

-
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6.6

Legal Compliance
Table 6-9 presents measures (but not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order
to ensure legal compliance.
Table 6-9
ID*

Legal compliance measures – marine processes

Legal measure

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

L1

Project vessels will be equipped with waste disposal 
facilities (sewage treatment or waste storage) to
IMO MARPOL Annex IV Prevention of Pollution
from Ships standards.



L2

Ballast water discharges from project vessels will be 
managed under International Convention for the
Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water
and Sediments.



L3

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution 
emergency plans (SOPEP) will be in place and
adhered to under MARPOL Annex I requirements
for all project vessels.



L4

Chemicals will be stored in a secure, designated 
area in line with appropriate regulations and
guidelines. A Chemical Risk Assessment will be
prepared for the use of the chemicals. A chemical
inventory shall be kept of all chemicals and oils
used.



* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

6.7

Mitigation Measures
In addition to the standard best practice and legal requirements, Table 6-10 presents
measures that FAB Link Ltd is committed to adopting.
Table 6-10 Proposed mitigation – marine processes
ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

M1

During HDD the following measures will be 
taken:
▪ Drill fluid use will be monitored at the
surface to ensure that there is no significant
release into the marine and intertidal
environment.
▪

HDD drilling fluid including cuttings will be
collected in pit on the beach and
transported back to the rig for recycling.

▪

Drilling fluid breakouts that may occur from
the end of the duct i.e. in the intertidal zone,
will be contained within a small bunded pit.
The mud will then be pumped back to the
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ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

holding tank or collected by vacuum tanker.
▪

Filled sandbags will be on site to help
contain breakouts / spills.

M2

Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the
seabed will be kept to a minimum in order to
reduce disturbance to seabed.





M3

Activities within the intertidal zone will be
restricted to the work site as agreed with the
appropriate Regulator.





M4

Construction vehicle movement on beaches will
be kept to a minimum and be limited in their
spatial extent to reduce compaction of surface
sediments.





M41

If HDD is not technically feasible at Budleigh
Salterton, FAB Link Ltd will provide early
warning to bathers of a potential change in
water quality from trenching by erecting signs
on the beach. The timing and content of the
warnings will be discussed with the
Environment Agency.





M42

FAB Link Ltd will require vessel contractors
working in the nearshore to share their oil spill
pollution emergency plans with the Environment
Agency.





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

6.8

Residual Impact
The impact assessment concluded that the majority of the potential impacts on marine
processes were of negligible significance prior to legal control and mitigation measures being
applied. Mitigation has been proposed for certain aspects as a matter of best practice.
The pre-sweeping of sandwaves at the northern end of the Alderney South Banks has been
assessed as of minor significance. There is no mitigation that can be adopted that will
reduce the magnitude or sensitivity of the feature and therefore the significance of the
residual impact remains as minor. The sandwaves in the region are known to migrate
rapidly and it is expected that the sand waves affected by the localised and targeted presweeping will recover to pre-impact conditions rapidly.

6.9

Cumulative Impacts
No cumulative impacts have been identified.
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7. Benthic and Intertidal Ecology

This Chapter describes the baseline environment for benthic and intertidal ecology,
identifies impacts FAB Link is likely to have on the receptors, presents the findings of
the impact assessment, and describes how impacts (if any) will be mitigated.

7.1

Data Sources
FAB Link Ltd has commissioned environmental and intertidal surveys to inform the baseline
description and assessment. These have been supplemented where necessary by a review
of published information and consultation with relevant bodies. The data sources used in
this Chapter include, but are not limited to the following:

7.1.1

▪

MMT Environmental Survey Report (2016);

▪

CMACS Alderney Cable Landfall Intertidal Ecology Report (2016);

▪

JNCC Coastal Directory Region 10, South West England (1996); and

▪

Alderney Regional Environmental Assessment (2014).

Intertidal survey
Data regarding the intertidal area of Alderney is not readily available. Therefore FAB Link
Ltd commissioned the Centre for Marine and Coastal Studies (CMACS) to provide intertidal
assessments of the landfalls at Corblets Bay and Longis Bay. The objective of the
assessment was to identify and map the extent and distribution of intertidal biotopes at each
landfall. Phase 1 biotope mapping was conducted 2 hours either side of spring low water
following guidelines outlined in Wyn et al. (2006). The survey corridor extended 150m either
side of the marine cable corridor. Samples were taken every 50m in a grid pattern across
the survey area (see survey plans Figure 7-1 and 7-2). Each of the points on the grid was a
target for taking notes on the predominant habitat and visible flora and fauna. Biotope
identification was supported by sieving a sample of approximately 10cm depth sediment in
situ to examine for infauna. Additional features of interest between sample locations were
noted and marked. Photographic evidence was taken throughout the survey.
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Figure 7-1

Survey plan for Corblets Bay

Source: CMACS (2016)
Figure 7-2

Survey plan at Longis Bay

Source: CMACS (2016)
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7.1.2

Offshore survey
As discussed in Section 6.1.1, a cable route survey was carried out between August and
November 2015 by MMT to inform cable route design and the environmental assessment.
Geophysical, geotechnical and benthic survey techniques were used to characterise the
benthic communities and determine whether any features of conservation importance are
present. The scope of the geophysical and geotechnical survey is outlined in Section 6.1.1.
For the benthic sampling, two separate grab samples and a drop down camera video system
were used. Sample locations were selected based on the geophysical interpretation, with
emphasis on ensuring variations in the seabed characteristics, along with areas of notable
interest (e.g. areas of potential conservation importance) were sampled. Two grab samples
were retrieved at each selected site: one for infaunal analysis; and one sample for particle
size analyses. Sidescan sonar data interpretation was confirmed with selected drop down
video / photo and/or grab samples. Information from the grab sampling, video/photo
analysis, sidescan sonar and multi-beam echosounder was used to classify habitats and
produce benthic habitat maps.
In total, 56 sites were sampled by grab and 66 by drop down video across the offshore
survey area with 17 inshore sites sampled by grab and 17 by drop down video; although it
should be noted that the scope also included the marine cable corridor in French territorial
waters which is not part of this assessment. Grab sample positions are illustrated in Figure
6-1.
Survey results were interpreted in accordance with:
▪

EC Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC) ;

▪

UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP); and

▪

Oslo and Paris Convention for the protection of the marine environment of the North-East
Atlantic (OSPAR).

Quantitative methods were used for the identification of biota in grab samples and still
2
photographs with abundance data presented as individuals per m (using the SACFOR
Abundance scale) and percentage cover for colonial species.
Habitats have been classified based on the Marine Habitat Classification for Britain & Ireland
(v15.03) to the lowest hierarchic level possible. Interpretations are based on a combination
of biotope descriptions, species abundance, diversity, depth and seabed features from video
and photo acquired at sample location. Multi-beam echosounder and sidescan sonar data
together with the epifaunal composition from ground truthing by visual survey was used to
determine the extent of habitats.
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7.2

Consultation
Table 7-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project are presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A of this Environmental Report.

Table 7-1

Consultation responses – Benthic & intertidal ecology

Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Alderney
Wildlife Trust

Is aware ACRE have undertaken two Phase 1 habitat surveys of Longis Beach (c.
2007, 2008, 2010 and 2011); none for Corblets Bay.
(02/09/2016) Requested clarity on the process of open-cut trenching through the
intertidal area. Specific points were raised with regards the Longis Bay eelgrass
(Zostera marina) bed and mitigation was proposed for FAB Link Ltd to consider
implementing. Mentioned that Seasearch has completed ecological surveys
within Alderney waters which may be of value.
(28/09/2016) Raised concern that disturbance of eelgrass (Zostera marina) bed
may allow colonisation of invasive Sargassum and that the assessment should
consider this as a potential impact.

JNCC

Confirmed the project does not directly impact any offshore designated nature
conservation sites and that there are no proposed/draft offshore designated sites
within the project footprint. JNCC confirmed acceptance of proposed survey
methodology and subsequent testing (i.e. no physico-chemical testing) as long as
EA demonstrates no significant risk of pollution JNCC noted importance of
considering EMF and the dispersion of sediment affecting protected sites.
NB: As Alderney waters are outside of the European Union, the Alderney South
Banks has not been considered or designated as a SAC, although it has potential
for designation under the European Habitat Directive 92/43/EEC. JNCC has
jurisdiction within Crown dependencies, however, is not currently consulting on
Alderney South Bank as a cSAC. Therefore the area is not afforded the protection
status of a European Marine Protected Area.

MMO

(16/12/2015) Geophysical and benthic surveys should be conducted to advise EA
and FAB Link Ltd should allow adequate public consultation time for all countries.
FAB should also consider any future planned designations of MCZs in Lyme Bay.
FAB Link Ltd confirmed matters relating to cumulative impacts will be addressed
within topic specific chapters.

Natural
England

(08/10/2015) Advised to consider the presence of protected priority species on
rocky reef such as pink sea-fan Eunicella verrucosa and sunset cup coral
Leptopsammia pruvoti.
Advised to consider potential impacts from noise
disturbance on manx shearwater & marine mammals. Provided data sources.

7.3

Existing Baseline Description

7.3.1

General Overview
Benthic ecology describes the assemblages of organisms as either living in (infauna) or on
(epifauna) the seabed, and their diversity, abundance and function. Benthic communities
include those found on the sea floor from the intertidal zone to the deepest parts of the
marine environment. The structure of benthic communities varies temporally and spatially
depending on a wide range of physical factors of which water depth, sediment type, particle
size, and supply of organic matter are key variables.
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7.3.2

UK waters (AB KP138 to AB KP43)
The marine survey identified 12 biotopes along the marine cable corridor in UK waters; as
listed in Table 7-2 and illustrated in Figures 7-3 to 7-9. The habitat classifications including
seabed photographs are further described in Table 7-3.
The OSPAR protected habitat, Maërl beds, was observed between AB KP137 and AB
KP135 and is discussed in detail in Section 7.3.2.1 below.
Table 7-2

Biotopes present in UK waters

Biotope

Biotope description

CR.HCR

High energy circalittoral rock

IR.HIR

High energy infralittoral rock

SS.SCS

Sublittoral coarse sediment (unstable cobbles and pebbles,
gravels and coarse sands)

SS.SCS.CCS

Circalittoral coarse sediment

SS.SCS.CCS.PomB

Pomatoceros triqueter with barnacles and bryozoan crusts on
unstable circalittoral cobbles and pebbles

SS.SCS.ICS,

Infralittoral coarse sediment

SS.SMp.Mrl

Maerl beds

SS.SMx.CMx

Circalittoral mixed sediment

SS.SMx.Imx

Infralittoral mixed sediment

SS.SSa.CFiSa

Circalittoral fine sand

SS.SSa.CMuSa

Circalittoral muddy sand

SS.SSa.IMuSa,

Infralittoral muddy sand
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Table 7-3

Offshore UK waters habitat type and description

KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

138.3 137.9

B_S001,
B_S002

SS.SSa.IMuSa,
IR.HIR

Dominated by molluscs,
Mactra stultorum and Gari
depressa, and arthropods

137.9 137.0

B_S003,
B_S004

SS.SCS.ICS
IR.HIR

Dominating fauna of actiniaria
and echinoderms

137.0 135.0

B_S005

SS.SMp.Mrl

Community dominated with
long-clawed porcelain crab,
Pisidia longicornis, brittle stars,
sea urchins, amphipods and
mussels
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KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

134.9 130.0

B5_S066

SS.SMx.Imx

Presence of Maërl largely
mixed with shells and cobbles
as well as with finer sediments

130.0 112.5

B5_S059
to
B5_S064

SS.SSa.CMuSa

Abundant occurrence of
echinoderm Amphiura
filiformis, Corbula gibba,
Amphipholis squamata and
also Corbula gibba.

112.5 104.2

B5_S057
B5_S058

SS.SSa.CFiSa

Community dominated by
Echinoderms Amphipholis
squamata, Amphiura filiformis
and Amphiura chiajei,
Echinocardium cordatum
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KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

104.2 –
93.2

B5_S054
B4_S056

SS.SMx.CMx

Community dominated by
annelids and molluscs.

93.2 73.6

B4_S044
B4_S046
to
B4_S053

SS.SCS

Community dominated with
annelids, arthropods,
molluscs, echinoderm and
pectinidae

73.6 62.0

B4_S039
B4_S042
B4_S043
B4_S045

SS.SCS
CR.HCR
SS.SCS.CCS.PomB

Abundant community
comprising Echinoderm
Amphipholis squamata,
mollusc Aequipecten
opercularis, arthropods
Balanus crenatus,
echinoderms Amphipholis
squamata, pectinidae,
cnidarians and Serpulidae
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KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

62.0 47.2

B3_S032
–
B3_S037
B4_S040
B4_S041

SS.SCS
SS.SCS.CCS.PomB

Numerous taxa of annelids as
well as arthropods and
different taxa of echinoderms,
Serpulidae, Pectinidae and
cnidarians. Dominated by
echinoderm Amphipholis
squamata, shells Glycymeris
glycymeris and Pectinidae.

47.15 46.35

B3_S031

SS.SCS.CCS

Dominated by hydrozoans and
solitary ascidians while the
infauna shows diversity among
annelids and arthropods.
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7.3.2.2 Protected species and habitats of conservation importance

During consultation with Natural England (see Table 7-1), it was advised the project should
consider the presence of protected priority species on rocky reefs such as the pink sea-fan,
Eunicella verrucosa, and the sunset cup coral, Leptopsammia pruvoti. These species were
not identified as present during the marine survey.

EC Habitats Directive Annex I - 1110: Sandbanks which are slightly covered by
seawater all the time
Maërl beds are listed on EC Habitats Directive Annex I as a sub type of the habitat “1110:
Sandbanks which are slightly covered by seawater all the time”. The marine survey
identified Maërl beds, SS.SMp.Mrl, between AB KP137 and AB KP135 at a water depth of
14m.
Maërl is a collective term for several species of calcified red seaweed. It grows as
unattached nodules on the seabed. Maërl beds are an important habitat for a wide variety
of marine animals and plants, which live amongst or are attached to its branches, or even
borrow in the coarse gravel of dead Maërl (OSPAR 2010).
Grab sample B_S005 (Figure 7-9) recovered between AB KP135 and AB KP137 showed an
extensive infauna. 43 different taxa were identified; the most numerous species being the
2
long-clawed porcelain crab Pisidia longicornis with a density of 1630 individuals/m . Other
abundant species present were brittlestars, sea urchins and different species of amphipods
and mussels.
Figure 7-10 Evidence of presence of Maërl at sample site B_S005

Source: MMT (2016)
Between AB KP135 and AB KP130, at a water depth of 17m, Maërl was also identified;
although predominantly mixed with shells and cobbles as well as with finer sediments.
Therefore the habitat was classified as SS.SMx.Imx. The less dense Maërl deposit might
also reflect the lower diversity of fauna identified from grab sample B5_S066 (Figure 7-10).
2
23 different taxa were identified within the grab sample; none exceeding 50 individuals/m .
Since no replicates were collected, any conclusions based on the infauna from these two
sites should be drawn with some caution. The presence of Maërl however, and the fact that
approximately 2-3% was estimated as living Maërl, qualifies this site to be classified as a
Maërl bed.
Maerl beds are also present on the OSPAR List of Threatened and/or Declining Species and
Habitats and are a UK BAP Priority Habitat.
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Figure 7-11 Evidence of presence of Maërl at sample site B5_S066

Source: MMT (2016)
EC Habitats Directive Annex I - 1170: Reef
Reef habitat, as listed on Annex I, can be sub-divided into three main types: bedrock reef;
stony reef; and biogenic reef. Bedrock and stony reef are both types of rocky reef. Rocky
reef occurs where bedrock or stable boulders and cobbles are proud of the seabed creating
a habitat that can be colonised by a diverse range of marine flora and fauna. They can be
variable in terms of their structure and the communities they support, providing home to
species such as corals, sponges, sea squirts and giving shelter to fish, crabs and lobster
(JNCC 2016). Both bedrock reef and stony reef were identified as present within the AB
marine cable corridor.
Small patches of the biotope CR.HCR where identified between AB KP62 and AB KP74.
Based on interpretation and extrapolation of data they were assessed as qualifying as
Bedrock reefs using the classification in Irving (2009).
Stony reef was identified at AB KP138 (site B_S001), AB KP137 (site B_S003) and AB KP44
(site B_S028). All three areas met requirements for this classification due to the infralittoral
rock and coarse sediments. Using the classification in Irving (2009) MMT classified all three
sites as of ‘low grade’ or ‘low reefiness’ due to the low number of fauna seen on and around
the hard surfaces.

7.3.3

French EEZ (AB KP43 to AB KP25)
Six biotopes were identified within the marine cable corridor in French EEZ waters, as listed
in Table 7-4. The majority of the AB route in this jurisdiction can be classified as
SS.SCS.CCS – Circalittoral coarse sediment. The habitats are described fully in Table 7-5
and further illustrated in Figure 7-12.
Table 7-4

Biotopes present in French EEZ

Biotope

Biotope description

CR.HCR

High energy circalittoral rock

CR.HCR.Xfa

Mixed faunal turf communities

CR.HCR.XFa.ByErSp

Bryozoan turf erect sponges on tide-swept circalittoral rock

SS.SCS.CCS

Circalittoral coarse sediment

SS.SCS.CCS.PomB

Pomatoceros triqueter with barnacles and bryozoan crusts on
unstable circalittoral cobbles and pebbles

SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx

Ophiothrix fragilis and/or Ophiocomina nigra brittlestar beds on
sublittoral mixed sediment
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Table 7-5

French EEZ habitat type and description

KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

45.5 41.9

B3_S028

CR.HCR
SS.SCS.CCS.PomB
SS.SCS.CCS

Cnidarian, Nemertesia sp. and
different bryozoans are dominating
this habitat, along with burrowing
molluscs

42.6 33.7

B3_S023 to
B3_S027

CR.HCR.Xfa
SS.SCS.CCS.PomB

Bryozoa were dominating with P.
fascialis and F. foalicea and
Cnidarian Nemertesia sp.
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KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

33.4 .7

B3_S021,
B3_S022

CR.HCR.Xfa
SS.SCS.CCS

High diversity dominated by different
annelids, in terms of numerous taxa,
and by the echinoderm Amphipholis
squamata, in terms of density.

29.8 22.5

B3_S018 to
B3_S020

SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SMx.CMx
CR.HCR.XFa.ByErSp
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx

Dominated by porifera, actiniaria,
bryozoans and echinoderms
Amphipholis squamata and
Ophiocomina nigra
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7.3.3.2 Protected species and habitats of conservation importance
EC Habitats Directive Annex I - 1170: Reef
Similar to UK waters, areas of Annex I bedrock reef were identified within the French EEZ
section of the marine cable corridor.
An area of bedrock reef stretches from AB KP40 to AB KP26; sampled by grabs B3_S025
(KP38) and B3_S026 (KP39). The reef was found to be dominated by bryozoans and
cnidarians with underlying bedrock frequently visible under a layer of coarse sediment,
gravel and cobbles.
At AB KP23 stony reef classified as ‘medium grade’, using the Irving (2009) classification,
was sampled by grab B3_S018. The habitat comprises mixed sediment of cobbles and shell
gravel with a frequent occurrence of boulders. Epifauna was abundant and dominated by
porifera, actiniaria and different bryozoans.
Further areas of stony reef were identified between AB KP41 and AB KP31 (B3_S021 to
B3_S026), and at AB KP27 (B3_S019). Using the Irving (2009) classification, these reefs
were assessed as ‘low grade’ due to the presence of Ophiothrix fragilis and/or Ophiocomina
nigra brittlestar beds. All were classed under the biotope SS.SCS.CCS.

7.3.4

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

7.3.4.1 AB marine cable corridor (KP25 to KP0)

Ten biotopes were identified within the AB marine cable corridor from the France - States of
Guernsey median line (KP25) to the north Alderney landfall at Corblets Bay; as listed in
Table 7-6. The habitats are described in Table 7-7 and illustrated in Figure 7-13.
Table 7-6

Biotopes present within AB marine cable corridor in States of Guernsey and
States of Alderney territorial waters

Biotope

Biotope classification

CR.HCR

High energy circalittoral rock

CR.HCR.DpSp

Deep sponge communities (circalittoral)

CR.HCR.DpSp.PhaAxi

Phakellia ventilabrum and Axinellid sponges on deep, waveexposed circalittoral rock

CR.HCR.Xfa

Mixed faunal turf communities

CR.HCR.XFa.ByErSp

Bryozoan turf erect sponges on tide-swept circalittoral rock

IR.HIR

High energy infralittoral rock

SS.SCS.CCS

Circalittoral coarse sediment

SS.SMx.CMx

Circalittoral mixed sediment

SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx

Ophiothrix fragilis and/or Ophiocomina nigra brittlestar beds on
sublittoral mixed sediment

SS.SSa.IFiSa

Infralittoral fine sand
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Table 7-7

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters – AB marine cable corridor habitat type and description

KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

22.5 20.3

B3_S016,
B3_S017

CR.HCR

Abundant with sea anemones

20.4 18.6

B3_S015

SS.SMx.CMx
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx
CR.HCR.Xfa

Dominated by echinoderm O.
fragilis and a variety of
actinarians
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KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

17.8 16.6

B3_S013,
B3_S014

CR.HCR.Xfa
CR.HCR
SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SMx.CMx

Dominating fauna of anemones

16.4 11.3

B2_S010

CR.HCR.DpSp
CR.HCR.Xfa
CR.HCR

Dominated by numerous taxa of
cnidarians, porifera and
bryozoans
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KP

Survey
site

Biotope

Faunal description

11.3 5.3

B2_S008,
B2_S009

SS.SMx.CMx
CR.HCR.Xfa

Species of porifera are
dominating along with abundant
Flustra foliacea. The bryozoan
Pentapora fascialis also occurs,
as do other species of turf
forming bryozoans, and a variety
of cnidarians.

5.3 1.2

B2_S007,B
2_S011

SS.SCS.CCS
CR.HCR.DpSp.PhaAxi

Highly dense sponge community
with the Devonshire cup coral,
Caryophyllia smithii, and annelids
Syllis sp. andechinoderms
Ophiotrix sp. and Amphipholis
squamata.

1.2 0.2

C_S001 –
C_S003

SS.SSa.IFiSa
IR.HIR
CR.HCR.XFa.ByErSp
SS.SMx.IMx

Sparse distribution of annelids,
arthropods and mollusca
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7.3.4.2 Corblets Bay (AB KP0) - intertidal ecology and habitats

The habitats of Corblets Bay are typical of an exposed shore with much bedrock but also
free-draining sand as well as barren shingle. A total of sixteen biotopes were identified
during the intertidal survey; described below and listed in Table 7-8.
The very upper shore on the eastern side of the survey corridor was made up of concrete
sea defence with barren shingle immediately below it which was classified as
LS.LCS.Sh.BarSh.
The upper shore particles varied in size from pebble up to large boulders but there were also
some sections of concrete, presumably from previous sea defences. Immediately below the
shingle was a biotope of damp medium sand with very sparse fauna which was classified as
LS.LSa.MoSa.AmSco.
The sediment on the mid and lower shore had a much shallower incline than the upper shore
and retained more water once exposed leading to the classification of LS.LSa.FiSa.Po. The
upper shore on the western side of the marine cable corridor was made up of steep bedrock
and boulders which followed a typical exposed rocky shore zonation. In the supralittoral
zone, rock was dominated by lichens leading to a classification of LR.FLR.Lic.YG. Below the
band of yellow and grey lichens was a band of the black lichen LR.FLR.Lic.Ver.Ver. In the
upper intertidal zone there was a mussel-barnacle biotope LR.HLR.MusB.Sem; although this
was a ‘best-fit’ biotope for this area of habitat as mussels were lacking and barnacle cover
was very low. The boulders at the base of the steep rock and some areas of bedrock
supported growths of Fucus vesiculosus, which was classified as LR.LLR.F.Fves.
The remainder of the intertidal area was bedrock with both rocky coastline continuous with
supralittoral and terrestrial habitats but also standalone platforms in the centre of the shore.
Where the bedrock formed into pinnacles this was dominated by lichens as described above
but with the addition of areas dominated by barnacles and the lichen in the more wavesheltered locations classified as LR.HLR.MusB.Cht.Lpyg. The mid-shore bedrock was
typified classified as LR.HLR.MusB.Sem.FvesR (Figure 7-14).
Figure 7-14 LR.HLR.MusB.Sem.FvesR

Figure 7-15 LR.HLR.FR.Coff/Him

CMACS (2016)

CMACS (2016)
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The lower shore community consisted of a diverse array of red algae including 100%
coverage of encrusting coralline algae, over which there were growths of and brown algae.
This habitat and community was assigned to LR.HLR.FR.Coff/Him (Figure 7-15). The base
of the bedrock on the eastern side was classified as LR.MLR.BF.Rho.
There were a number of areas classified as LR.FLR.Rkp.Cor.Bif; relatively large rockpools
with kelps along with a high diversity of red algae LR.FLR.Rkp.FK; and rockpools containing
the invasive Japanese seaweed Sargassum muticum LR.FLR.Rkp.FK.Sar. In addition, there
were a pair of locations where rock platforms formed overhangs, or the underside of very
large boulders were open to the water. In these situations an overhang community of
encrusting bryozoa, sponges such, shade-tolerant red algae and encrusting corallines has
formed. These areas were classified as LR.FLR.CvOV.SpR (Figure 7-16).
Figure 7-16 LR.FLR.CvOV.SpR

CMACS (2016)
The biotopes present are shown in Figure 7-17 and summarised in Table 7-8 below. There
was good overlap between the offshore marine survey and the intertidal survey, with both
surveys identifying the same habitat extents at the overlap with similar biotope codes.
Table 7-8

Biotopes present at Corblets Bay

Biotope code
LS.LCS.Sh.BarSh
LS.LSa.MoSa.AmSco
LS.LSa.FiSa.Po
LR.FLR.Lic.YG
LR.FLR.Lic.Ver.Ver
LR.HLR.MusB.Semf
LR.LLR.F.Fves
LR.HLR.MusB.Cht.Lpyg
LR.HLR.MusB.Sem.FvesR
LR.HLR.FR.Coff/Him
LR.MLR.BF.Rho
LR.FLR
LR.FLR.Rkp.Cor.Bif
LR.FLR.Rkp.FK
LR.FLR.Rkp.FK.Sar
LR.FLR.CvOV.SpR
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Biotope description
Barren littoral shingle
Amphipods and Scolelepis spp. in littoral medium-fine sand.
Polychaetes in littoral fine sand.
Yellow and grey lichens on supralittoral rock.
Verrucaria maura on very exposed to very sheltered upper littoral fringe rock.
Semibalanus balanoides on exposed to moderately exposed or vertical
sheltered eulittoral rock.
Fucus vesiculosus on full salinity moderately exposed to sheltered mid
eulittoral rock.
Chthamalus spp. and Lichina pygmaea on steep exposed upper eulittoral
rock.
Semibalanus balanoides, Fucus vesiculosus and red seaweeds on exposed
to moderately exposed eulittoral rock.
Corallina officinalis/Himanthalia elongata and red seaweeds on exposed to
moderately exposed lower eulittoral rock.
Rhodothamniella floridula on sand-scoured lower eulittoral rock.
Features on littoral rock.
Birfurcaria birfurcata in shallow eulittoral rockpools.
Fucoids and kelp in deep eulittoral rockpools.
Sargassum muticum in eulittoral rockpools.
Sponges and shade-tolerant red seaweeds on overhanging lower eulittoral
bedrock and in cave entrances.
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7.3.4.3 Longis Bay (FA KP30) – intertidal ecology and habitats

The intertidal ecology at Longis Bay is considerably more complex than that of Corblets Bay,
but with less topographical relief on the rocky areas. A total of twenty one biotopes were
identified during the intertidal survey.
The majority of the upper shore was made up of well-drained sand with the amphipod and
isopod community classified as LS.LSa.MoSa.AmSco. There were also small patches of
barren shingle on the upper shore (LS.LCS.Sh.BarSh). On the western side of the marine
cable corridor where the shore was made up of bedrock, the upper shore was dominated by
channelled wrack Pelvetia canaliculata (LR.LLR.F.Pel) and a variety of lichens
(LR.FLR.Lic.Ver and LR.LLR.Lic.YG).
A large proportion of the shore was wet or damp sand containing low numbers polychaetes
and amphipods LS.LSa.FiSa.Po. An area of the sediment on the lower shore contained
patches of the seagrass Zostera marina and this was mapped as a mosaic of
SS.SMP.SSgr.Zmar (Figure 7-18).
Figure 7-18 SS.SMP.SSgr.Zmar

Figure 7-19 LR.HLR.FR.Him

CMACS (2016)

CMACS (2016)

Bedrock platforms in the centre of the shore were clearly subject to moderate or high wave
exposure as there were only stunted Fucus vesiculosus and limpets on the open faces
(occasionally only limpets) with small red algae confined to damp or wet crevices. Where
Fucus vesiculosus was absent, this was classified as LR.HLR.MusB.Sem and where it was
present the biotope was LR.HLR.MusB.Sem.FvesR. On the western side of the shore, the
area of LR.HLR.MusB.Sem was made up of very large boulders which are assumed to
provide the habitat to the north with some protection from wave action. These were
classified as LR.LLR.F.Asc, LR.LLR.FvesX and LR.LLR.F.Fspi. To the south of the large
boulders was steeper bedrock with typical lichen to fucoid zonation from the upper to the
lower shore. At the base of the bedrock, there was an area of boulders some of which were
dominated by Fucus serratus along with a variety of red algae and an under-boulder fauna
leading to the biotope designation of LR.MLR.BF.Fser.Bo. Below the Fucus serratus biotope
was a narrow area of boulders which had trapped a layer of sand on the rock
LR.HLR.FR.Him (Figure 7-19).
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On the eastern side of the survey corridor, there were areas of exposed bedrock with limpets
and stunted fucoids on the lower and middle shore. There were also more sheltered areas
including one of sand with boulders supporting Rhodothamniella floridula (LR.MLR.BF.Rho)
Figure 7-20). To the northeast of this was an area of boulders supporting Fucus serratus,
red algae and under boulder fauna (LR.MLR.BF.Fser.Bo). Amongst the more exposed
bedrock in the midshore (LR.HLR.MusB.Sem.FvesR) there was an area of boulders and
bedrock with a throughput of slow-flowing water which appeared to be draining from the
upper shore. This constant inundation had allowed a very diverse algal community to form
(Figure 7-21) and did not match any of the typical intertidal bedrock biotopes. There was a
good match for the rockpool biotope LR.FLR.Rkp.Cor.Bif. To the north of this area there
was a considerable area of Fucus serratus on boulders but with little under-boulder fauna
and this was classified as LR.LLR.F.FserrX. On the southwestern edge of the boulders with
Fucus serratus there was an area of bedrock with the same community (classified as
LR.LLR.F.Fserr) and an area with much sparser boulders on sand which was mapped as a
mosaic with the FiSa.Po biotope.
Figure 7-20 Rocky shore zonation

Figure 7-21 LR.FLR.Rkp.Cor.Bif

CMACS (2016)

CMACS (2016)

Several littoral features were mapped on the eastern side of the survey corridor which
included an overhang supporting shade-tolerant red algae, various sponges, bryozoans and
the painted (Figure 7-22) and was mapped as LR.FLR.CvoV.SpR. There were also two
rockpools which were mapped as LR.FLR.Rkp.FK. A further rockpool slightly higher up the
shore contained some Sargassum muticum and a range of red and green algae which did
not match any defined biotopes well and this was mapped at the higher classification of
LR.FLR.Rkp.
Figure 7-22 LR.FLR.CvOv.SpR

CMACS (2016)
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The biotopes present are shown in Figure 7-23 and summarised in Table 7-9 below. Again
there was good overlap between the offshore survey and the intertidal survey, in particular
demonstrating the extent of the Zostera marina mosaic past the intertidal zone.
Table 7-9

Biotopes present at Longis Bay

Biotope code

Biotope description

LS.LSa.MoSa.AmSco

Amphipods and Scolelepis spp. in littoral medium-fine sand.

LS.LCS.Sh.BarSh

Barren littoral shingle

LR.LLR.F.Pel

Pelvetia canaliculata on sheltered littoral fringe rock

LR.FLR.Lic.Ver

Verrucaria maura on littoral fringe rock

LR.LLR.Lic.YG

Yellow and grey lichens on supralittoral rock.

LS.LSa.FiSa.Po

Polychaetes in littoral fine sand.

SS.SMP.SSgr.Zmar

Zostera marina/angusti folia beds on lower shore or
infralittoral clean or muddy sand.

LR.HLR.MusB.Sem

Semibalanus balanoides on exposed to
exposed or vertical sheltered eulittoral rock

LR.HLR.MusB.Sem.FvesR

Semibalanus balanoides, Fucus vesiculosus and red
seaweeds on exposed to moderately exposed eulittoral
rock.

LR.LLR.F.Asc

Ascophyllum nodosum on very sheltered mid eulittoral rock.

LR.LLR.FvesX

Fucus vesiculosus on mid eulittoral mixed substrata.

LR.LLR.F.Fspi

Fucus spiralis on moderately exposed to very sheltered
upper eulittoral rock.

LR.MLR.BF.Fser.Bo

Fucus serratus and under-boulder fauna on lower eulittoral
boulders

LR.HLR.FR.Him

Himanthalia elongata and red seaweeds on exposed to
moderately exposed lower eulittoral rock

LR.MLR.BF.Rho

Rhodothamniella floridula on sand-scoured lower eulittoral
rock.

LR.FLR.Rkp.Cor.Bif

Birfurcaria birfurcata in shallow eulittoral rockpools.

LR.LLR.F.FserrX

Fucus serratus on full salinity lower eulittoral mixed
substrata.

LR.LLR.F.Fserr

Fucus serratus on sheltered lower eulittoral rock

LR.FLR.CvoV.SpR

Sponges and shade-tolerant red seaweeds on overhanging
lower eulittoral bedrock and in cave entrances.

LR.FLR.Rkp.FK

Fucoids and kelp in deep eulittoral rockpools.

LR.FLR.Rkp

Coralline crust-dominated shallow eulittoral rockpools
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7.3.4.4 FA marine cable corridor (FA KP30 to FA KP20)

From Longis Bay at FA KP30 to the States of Guernsey – France median line at FA KP20
the FA marine cable corridor passes through six biotopes; listed in Table 7-10. The habitats
are described in Table 7-11 and illustrated in Figure 7-13.

Table 7-10 Biotopes present in States of Guernsey Territorial Waters
Biotope

Biotope classification

CR.HCR.DpSp

Deep sponge communities (circalittoral)

IR.MIR.KR.XFoR

Dense foliose red seaweeds on silty moderately exposed
circalittoral rock

IR.HIR.KSed.XKHal

Halidrys siliquosa and mixed kelps on tide-swept infralittoral
rock with coarse sediment

SS.SMp.SSgr.Zmar

Zostera marina/angustifolia beds on lower shore or infralittoral
clean or muddy sand

SS.SSa.IFiSa

Infralittoral fine sand

SS.SSa.IFiSa.IMoSa

Infralittoral mobile clean sand with sparse fauna

As mentioned in Section 7.3.4.3, the extent of the Zostera marina bed past the intertidal
zone was mapped by the offshore survey. It is of moderate ecological importance and is
further discussed in Section 7.3.4.5 below.
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Table 7-11 Offshore State of Guernsey waters habitat type and description
KP

Survey site

Biotope

Faunal description

29.6 30.1

L_S001,
L_S002

SS.SSa.IFiSa
SS.SMp.SSgr.Zmar
IR.HIR.KSed.XKHal

Zostera marina eelgrass habitat,
annelids and arthropods are the
dominating groups with e.g.
bristle worm Spio filicornis
occurring commonly.

29.0 29.6

L_S003,
L_S004

IR.MIR.KR.XFoR
IR.HIR.KSed.XKHal

Dominated by Halidrys siliquosa
and Laminaria
Digitate, and red algae
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KP

Survey site

Biotope

Faunal description

28.1 29.0

B1_S006

SS.SSa.IFiSa.IMoSa

No species visible at seabed
surface

28.2 21.3

B1_S005

CR.HCR.DpSp

Dominated with sponges and
bryozoa
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7.3.4.5 Protected species and habitats of conservation importance

The States of Guernsey and States of Alderney are not part of the EU and therefore are not
signatories to the EC Habitats Directive. However, for the purposes of comparison the
classifications applied in UK and French waters have been used in this section.

CMACS surveyors undertaking the intertidal surveys were aware of the potential presence of
the nationally rare seaweeds Gracilaria bursa-pastoris and Padina pavonica, but neither was
present within the survey corridors.
AB marine cable corridor
At the sides of Corblets Bay the high energy infralittoral rock habitat, identified by both the
intertidal and offshore surveys, could be classified as Bedrock reef under the EC Habitats
Directive Annex I.
There are multiple areas offshore which have been classed as bedrock reef. These include:
▪

Various patches between AB KP0.2 to AB KP1.2 (B2_S001 and B2_S003) classified due
to the composition of sediment and epifauna at the site.

▪

Areas classified as biotope CR.HCR.Xfa between AB KP7.6 – KP8.6 (B2_S009) are also
considered bedrock reef. Images analysed detail outcropping bedrock with patches of
sandy shell gravel on top and occasional boulders. Different species of porifera dominate
along with abundant Flustra foliacea. The bryozoan Pentapora fascialis also occurs,
along with turf forming bryozoans.

▪

Areas between AB KP12 and AB KP14 (B2_S010) characterised by cobbles, boulders
and outcropping bedrock with little or no fine sediment. Numerous taxa of Porifera and
bryzoans as well as serpulids and different species of anemone are observed.

Areas of stony reef – medium grade were also present within the AB marine cable corridor,
as follows:
▪

AB KP8 – AB KP10 (B2_S009) a boulder field area with different porifera and a wide
variety of cnidarians.

▪

AB KP17 – AB KP20 (B3_S015) cobbles and boulders dominated by echinoderm O.
fragilis and a variety of actinarians. The dominating actinaria is most likely the jewel
anemone, Corynactis viridis.

Low grade stony reef was present at AB KP10, AB KP16 (B2_S010), AB KP17 (B3_S013),
and between AB KP20 and AB KP22 (B3_S016 and B3_S017). These areas were classified
as “Stony reefs” due to the sparse epifauna identified from the images. The fauna was
represented by sea squirts, sea anemones, sponges and keel worms. At several sites,
pebbles and cobbles were frequent but the elevation was below 64 mm and could therefore
not qualify to be classified as a reef.
FA marine cable corridor
Two habitats that could be classed as Annex I under the EC Habitats Directive were present
in the intertidal area at Longis Bay: bedrock reef (a subgroup of habitat 1170: reef) and
Zostera marina beds (a sub group of the habitat “1140: mudflats and sandflats not covered
by seawater at low tide”).
Zostera marina bed
The extent of the common eelgrass (Zostera marina) bed in Longis Bay has previously been
mapped extending from the intertidal area to the shallow sublittoral zone. Seasearch dive
surveys undertaken in May 2010 confirmed that eelgrass is present up to the rocky edges of
Raz island and extends south in line with the southern rocky promontory to a depth of 11m
below sea level. There is continuous eelgrass across the mouth of the bay from Raz Island
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to Queslingue, with a 3m high rock pinnacle (shown on charts) marking the outer edge of the
habitat in the centre (Wood 2010) (Figure 7-24).
Figure 7-24 Outer extent of eelgrass across Longis Bay as mapped by Seasearch dive May
2010

Source: Wood (2010)
The FAB Link intertidal and offshore surveys identified and confirmed the presence of the
eelgrass bed. The eelgrass bed, as mapped by FAB Link, is illustrated in Figure 7-26. The
outer extent of the bed appears to be in line with the area mapped during the 2010
Seasearch dives. Aerial footage and the Seasearch maps have been used to define the
approximate extent of the bed outside the survey corridor, also illustrated in Figure 7-26.
The FAB Link survey estimated, based on the sidescan sonar data, that within the marine
2
cable corridor the Zostera marina bed extends approximately 0.02km . Density of plants (i.e.
coverage) within the bed is estimated to be 30% (Figure 7-25). It is estimated that the entire
2
bed extends to approximately 0.03km . Drop-down video confirmed that the sediment was
composed of clean sand with ripples. Red algae were present but sparse. The infauna
identified from grab L_S001 comprised 32 different taxa, with the dominating species being
the polychaetes Scoloplos armiger and Spio filicornis, the Isopodes Idotea baltica and
Ideotea linearis and the mussel Abra prismatica. These were all found with a density
2
exceeding 100 individuals/m . The adjacent site, L_S002, is also classified as the same
Annex I habitat; however no Zostera marina was found at this location.
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Figure 7-25 Presence of Zostera marina at site L_S001

Source: MMT (2016)
As well as being listed as an Annex I habitat, Zostera bed habitats are listed in the OSPAR
list of threatened and/or declining species and habitats (OSPAR Commission 2008). To
qualify as a Zostera bed, plant densities should provide at least 5% coverage (OSPAR
2009); at this location, the average density in the four images analysed was estimated to
approximately be 30%.
The eelgrass bed is potentially the only true eelgrass bed in Alderney’s territorial waters.
Although eelgrass has been identified at other locations around the island e.g. Saye Bay and
Braye Beach Bay, the presence, size and distribution is patchy and does not constitute a
‘bed’ as defined by OSPAR (2009) (AWT 2016). It is therefore of local importance (AWT
2016) and is of moderate ecological significance (ABPmer 2014).
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Bedrock reef
The nearshore section of the FA route between FA KP30 and FA KP29 (L_S004) consists of
a mixed sediment structure of cobbles and boulders on top of bedrock dominated by Halidrys
siliquosa and Laminaria digitata. Based on the rocky substratum and abundant flora this
habitat was classified as bedrock reef.
A further area of bedrock reef is present between FA KP28 and FA KP21 (B1_S005).
Photographs analysed at site B1_S005 showed bedrock dominated by different abundant
sponges and different taxa of bryozoan. The habitat at FA KP21 was also assessed to be
stony reef – low grade due to the presence of a homogenous seabed with dense cobbles
supported by sandy gravel. Epifauna present was dominated by different taxa of barnacles
and commonly occurring anemones.
Between FA KP29.4 and FA KP27.7 the marine cable corridor passes through the South
Banks; an area under consideration for designation as a protected site. The subtidal
sandbank would meet the criteria for designation as a Special Area of Conservation under
the EC Habitats Directive (see Chapter 10 for further details). Between FA KP28 and FA
KP29 the survey classified the habitat as infralittoral clean sand with sparse fauna. Images
show well sorted fine shell gravel with no species visible at the seabed surface. Sidescan
sonar identified areas of sandwaves but the marine cable corridor does not pass across the
main sandbank feature.

7.4

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation, operation and maintenance the following
aspects of the project have the potential to impact the benthic and intertidal ecology. For
each aspect the assessment has considered the different project aspects which could cause
the impacts and from these selected the worst case zone of influence; present in Table 7-12.

Table 7-12 Impact zone of influence - benthic and intertidal ecology
Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Installation

Trenching in Longis Bay /
Open-cut trenching at landfalls

Disturbance / habitat loss

Longis Bay
Eelgrass bed

40m

Installation

Open-cut trenching at landfalls

Temporary habitat loss

Intertidal
species

40m*

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, pre lay grapnel
run, plough trenching, jet
trenching

Temporary habitat loss

Subtidal
species

40m**

Cable protection

18m**

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, plough
trenching, jet trenching

Suspended sediment
dispersion

All

320m***

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping

Smothering of species

All

320m***

Installation &
Maintenance

Cable protection

Introduction of new
substrate

All

18m**

Operation

Emission of EMF

Electromagnetic Field
effects

All

Immediate vicinity
of cable**

Unplanned
Event

Release of hydrocarbons or
chemical spill

Contamination of foreshore
and benthic habitats

All

10km**

Cable protection

18m**

* Discussed in Section 7.5.2.
** Defined in Section 4.11.
*** Intertek calculation using sediment particle size distribution, current speed and a combination of drag coefficient(s), Reynolds
numbers and terminal velocity - see Section 6.5.2
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7.5

Significance Assessment

7.5.1

Disturbance of eelgrass (Zostera marina) bed
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The most sensitive species present in the intertidal area was identified as the common
eelgrass, Zostera marina, present at Longis Bay. This species is of conservation importance
and is listed on the OSPAR list of threatened and/or declining species and habitats. Within
2
the marine cable corridor the Z.marina bed represented approximately 0.02km . However
from previous dive surveys eelgrass is known to extend across to Raz Island to the east and
Queslingue to the west. Using aerial footage and information from the Seasearch survey
(Wood 2010) an approximate boundary for the entire bed has been delineated in Figure 226; although Seasearch indicate that it is patchy around Raz Island and towards Queslingue.
2
The main bed is estimated to encompass an area of 0.03km in total. Eelgrass is found
within other bays on Alderney, however the density of plants within Longis Bay make it the
only true eelgrass bed and it is therefore of local importance (AWT 2016) and is of moderate
ecological significance (ABPmer 2014).
1

Common eelgrass is an aquatic flowering rhizomatous herb that produces long green
leaves and may reach over 1m in height. It is a perennial plant, but may also grow annually.
The rhizome typically occupies the top 20cm of the substratum making it vulnerable to
physical pressures such as abrasion and disturbance of the substratum. It grows in
sheltered locations with slow current velocities down to depths of approximately 10m
depending on water clarity. It is fast growing and relatively short lived, but can take a
considerable time to recover from damaging events. Although it can recolonise through
sexual (seed supply) and asexual (vegative growth from adjacent rhizomes) processes, the
latter is the more common. However the roots are restricted to horizontal growth, which
makes the recolonisation of adjacent bare patches difficult and explains why large beds are
typically only found in gentle sloping locations (d’Avack et al. 2014). Cunha et al. (2004)
state that rate of horizontal elongation in Z.marina as 0.1m to 0.9m per year. However, they
also state that although the growth rate of eelgrass patches is initially slow, it accelerates as
the patches grow larger due to the proliferation of branching. Studies in Denmark observed
lateral growth rates of patches of 16cm per year on average (Cunha et al. 2004).
Eelgrass beds are considered to be highly sensitive to human activities that either directly
impact factors that limit eelgrass growth and health e.g. light availability, or result in a
physical pressure e.g. modification of sediment resulting in damage to roots and leaves.
Activities known to cause pressure include: abrasion; penetration or disturbance of the
substratum below the surface; removal of substratum leading to habitat structure changes;
smothering; and changes in suspended solids (d’Avack et al. 2014). Cable installation has
the potential to cause all of these impacts.
The preferred installation technique in Longis Bay is HDD. It is likely that the installation
contractor will need to terminate the HDD ducts within the bay as it would be technically very
difficult to start the cable pull from outside of the bay given the strong currents that sweep
across the mouth. Sediment thicknesses and types within Longis Bay are suitable for cable
burial and as the marine cables exit the HDD ducts they will be buried either by trenching or
jetting. Worst case is that four cable trenches will be required each with an impact zone of
10m. This consists of: approximately 1m of seabed which will be physically disturbed and
removed i.e. either temporarily displaced to either side by mechanical trencher, or fluidised
by jet-trencher; approximately 1-2m swathes either side of the trench where plants could be
1

A horizontal, usually underground stem that sends out roots and shoots from its nodes
(www.thefreedictonary.com)
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smothered by displaced sediment; and a swathe up to 3.5m either side of the trench where
plants will be subject to abrasion by the installation machine. In total a 40m wide area could
be impacted.
The HDD will exit on the western side of the marine cable corridor and the marine cables will
then be trenched/jetted through the eelgrass bed in the upper intertidal zone at the mouth of
the bay; a length of approximately 34m. Assuming a 40m wide impact corridor, in total an
2
area of eelgrass bed 0.00136km will be disturbed by the installation.
In the unlikely event that open-cut trenching is used to land the marine cables, the eelgrass
bed in the lower intertidal zone described above will be disturbed; in addition an area
2
approximately 70m long by 40m wide (0.0028km ) in the upper intertidal zone will be
disturbed.
Evidence suggests that beds growing in soft and muddy sand are more vulnerable to
physical damage than beds on harder, more compact substratum (d’Avack et al. 2014).
Vibrocores acquired within the Longis Bay bed indicate that the substratum ranges from
sandy gravel 0.38m thick over sandstone bedrock (LONGY-7, Figure 7-26) to slightly
gravelly sand approximately 2.3m over sandstone bedrock (LONGY-9, Figure 7-26). This
suggests that the beds are less sensitive to physical damage and abrasion than they would
be if the sediments were softer muds.
Boese et al. (2009) (cited in d’Avack et al. 2014) undertook a number of experiments to
determine recovery of Z.marina beds after physical disturbance. The experiments involved
cutting beds of continuous perennial Z.marina in the lower intertidal zone and patches of
perennial and annual Z.marina in the upper intertidal transition zone to examine how plants
recolonised the gaps. Recovery in the lower intertidal zone was evident within a month, with
full recovery observed within two years. However, it took twice as long for beds to recover in
the upper intertidal zone (d’Avack et al. 2014). The area of eelgrass bed it is proposed to
trench through following HDD is in the lower intertidal zone (i.e. beds are submerged all of
the time) and it is therefore possible that recovery will be observed within two years.
It is however noted by d’Avack et al. (2014), that a depression on the seabed can restrict
expansion and recovery of a bed due to the plants lack of vertical growth. A large denuded
area is likely to take longer to recover than smaller scars; suggesting that a 40m wide scar in
the lower intertidal zone may take longer to recover than two years. Beds are considered
more resilient to narrow furrows e.g. from anchoring, because of the larger edge to area ratio
and related availability of plants for recolonisation. This is supported by the studies reported
in Cunha et al. (2004) discussed above on elongation rates. Research into scarring from
anchor and mooring damage in Studland Bay, England suggests that the scar formed by
anchor chains dragging on the seabed from moorings, exposes the underlying rhizome mat
allowing storm wave action to mobilise unprotected sediments. Over time this can increase
the depression making it harder for the eelgrass to recolonise the area (Collins et al. 2010).
As previously described, there is the potential that plants next to the trench will be smothered
during mechanical trenching. Excessive sedimentation is considered by MarLIN (2016) as
30cm. The spoil heap either side of the trench will form a gradient so that some plants may
be completely smothered with others a little distance away only experiencing 75%, 50% or
less burial. Studies in the USA observed that plants buried to 75% of their height all died; at
4cm burial i.e. 50% of their height, 50% mortality was observed (Mills and Fonseca 2003). It
is therefore likely that along with the plants within the 1m trench that will be physically
removed, plants up to 2m either side of the trenches which will be smothered may also die.
It can therefore be concluded that the eelgrass bed is likely to be highly sensitive to
trenching and smothering. Within the 40m impact zone, four swathes up to 5m wide could
be created within which plants will die. Recovery will take a minimum of two years although
it is likely to be longer given growth rates.
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Plants are also sensitive to changes in suspended sediment which has a direct effect on light
attenuation. Tolerance to change depends on the local conditions that plants have adapted
to. For example, plants in areas where storm conditions regularly elevate suspended
sediment loads may be more tolerant to a short–term change in light conditions. Studies
have shown plants are able to tolerate acute light reductions (below 2% of surface
irradiance) for a short period of time (two weeks). However, the effects of ‘shading’ can be
more severe during summer months when it can inhibit flowering (d’Avack et al. 2014). In
general the studies show an effect if the increased suspended sediment loads are
significantly larger than the natural variation in turbidity for the local region. Section 6.5.5
concluded that any changes in water quality, including suspended sediment load, resulting
from the installation of the cables will be within normal environmental variability, temporary
and restricted to within 100m of the cable corridor. It is therefore unlikely that the increase in
suspended sediments as a result of trenching would affect the wider bed.
Alderney Wildlife Trust also raised the concern that the disturbance of the bed could leave it
susceptible to a change in biological community. The invasive Japanese seaweed
Sargassum muticum was recorded in rockpools in the intertidal survey of Longis Bay.
Although Z.marina and S.muticum are thought to be spatially separated due to their
preferred habitat type (Z.marina prefers sand and muddy substrate, whilst S.muticum needs
solid substrate to attach to), where the seabed consists of both they may occur together. In
addition, its depth limit at 10m is similar to Z.marina. It is reported by d’Avack et al. (2014)
that although there is no indication that S.muticum directly competes with Z.marina it can
occupy disturbed beds almost immediately which can interfere with the natural regeneration
cycle of the bed. Once S.muticum is present, Z.marina is unable to regain the lost territory
indicating that S.muticum is able to replace beds on mixed substrate. Recent research by
Tweedley et al. (2008) also suggests that S.muticum can colonise soft sediments and that
the presence of Z.marina may aid attachment by trapping drifting fragments and allowing
viable algae to settle on the eelgrass matrix in what would otherwise be an unfavourable
environment. JNCC (2006) report that there is evidence of S.muticum replacing Z.marina at
Grandcamp on the French Atlantic Coast. MarLIN (2016) therefore considers Z.marina to be
highly sensitive to a change in the biological community as the habitat has low resistance
and low resilience.
Temporal effects can also influence the sensitivity of eelgrass beds. Physical damage to
roots and leaves occurring in the reproductive season (summer months e.g. July to
September) will have a greater impact than damage in winter (d’Avack et al 2014).
In conclusion, Z.marina is classed by MarLIN (2016) as having high intolerance to
substratum loss and very low recoverability. Substratum loss will result in the loss of the
shoots, rhizome and probably the seed bank. Recoverability will depend on the ability of
plants adjacent to the affected area to recolonise through asexual means. This will prove
harder if a depression is left by the cable installation. The magnitude and sensitivity have
both been assessed as medium, resulting in an impact of moderate significance that requires
mitigation.

7.5.2

Temporary habitat loss – intertidal species
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The preferred installation technique at the landfalls is HDD. As described in Section 4.5.5.3
the exit points for the HDD ducts are a minimum of 300m from MHWS at Corblets Bay to
1000m and a minimum of 400m at Longis Bay i.e. exiting below the low water mark. The
use of HDD will therefore not have an impact on intertidal species.
If HDD is not a feasible installation technique at the landfalls, (noting that the installation
contractor has to demonstrate that it is not possible), there is an option to install the marine
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cables across the intertidal zone using open-cut trenching. In this scenario intertidal species
in the vicinity of the cable trench may be displaced or suffer direct mortality during trenching
operations, and be temporarily unavailable as prey items for bird species. The discussion
below, focuses on Corblets Bay and Longis Bay, as Budleigh Salterton is a pebbly beach
with a marginal intertidal area.
The temporary habitat loss as a result of cable trenching would be minimal and restricted to
a narrow strip; approximately 10m wide per trench. In reality the area of beach excavated
would be a maximum of 2m wide, but an additional 8m area could be affected by the
trenching machines i.e. subject to compaction and disturbance. A width of 40m has
therefore been used for assessment purposes as it represents the worst case for four
trenches. As presented in Table 7-13 the area affected represents only a small percentage
of the available habitat; 11.4% of the intertidal area at Corblets Bay and 12.3% of the area at
Longis Bay. Following installation, the beach profile would be restored to pre-impact
conditions.
Table 7-13 Area of intertidal zone affected by cable installation
Landfall

Intertidal
zone

Corblets Bay

0.07km

2

0.13km

2

Longis Bay

Length of marine
cable corridor in
intertidal zone

Intertidal area
affected by
installation (worst
case 4 trenches)

200m

0.008km

2

11.4%

0.016km

2

12.3%

400m

% of intertidal
area impacted

Species present at the Alderney landfalls were found to be typical of the biotopes identified
and common around the coast of the British Isles and Alderney. The most sensitive species
present in the intertidal area was identified as the common eelgrass, Zostera marina, present
at Longis Bay, assessed separately in Section 7.5.1 above. Construction activity in the
intertidal area also has the potential to compact natural sediments, as vehicles move up and
down the beach. This is not likely to be an issue in Budleigh Salterton given that the beach
consists of pebbles. On Alderney, both landfalls are sandy beaches where compaction of
sediments may have an indirect impact on marine ecology e.g. infauna. The beaches in
Alderney are highly dynamic and intertidal infauna is expected to be adapted to changes in
beach profiles resulting from storm events giving a magnitude of low. Temporary localised
compaction of sediments is not expected to have a significant impact with species able to
recolonise the area from surrounding sediments quickly. The intertidal species identified are
tolerant to change without detriment to their character (i.e. have low sensitivity) and therefore
the significance of the impact is negligible.

7.5.3

Temporary habitat loss – subtidal species
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Benthic communities in the zone of influence of the marine cables will be impacted through
substratum loss and direct displacement during cable laying and maintenance operations
e.g. through pre-sweeping, pre-lay grapnel run, ploughing or trenching.
The installation of the cables will result in localised mortality, injury and displacement of
sessile benthic species such as anemones, bryozoan and barnacles. Less mobile species,
such as echinoderms and polychaetes are also likely to be directly impacted with localised
mortality. Activities causing displacement and injury to infaunal species could also result in
increased predation resulting from exposure of individuals.
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Physically fragile species, such as sponges and sea urchins are likely to incur physical
damage and related mortality during cable trenching. Due to the infrequency of such
species in the area it is probable that numbers will not recover rapidly.
A highly localised area in the footprint of the cable trench (maximum 40m wide) will be
affected by cable installation and maintenance, which represents a tiny fraction of the
habitats observed in the area. Many of the habitats observed are characteristic of
moderately strong tidal currents, and given the dominance of sand and coarse sediments,
which often occur as mobile bedforms, can be viewed as adapted to physical disturbance.
Many infaunal species may live at depths where they will be protected from surface
disturbance and in areas where direct loss occurs, it is likely that adjacent areas will act to
replenish communities rapidly as most infaunal species are mobile. Bivalves and gastropods
are likely to take longer than polychaetes to re-colonise areas but even considering this it is
unlikely to exceed months.
Stony reef and bedrock reef are considered to be of high environmental value, as they
include potential Annex I habitat, and may contain more delicate species such as rugose
squat lobsters, ascidians and sponges that take longer to re-colonise hard substrata and
grow to adult size. However, the examples of stony reef seen in the area are heavily grazed
and scour tolerant, which suggests they are adapted to moderate-high physical disturbance
and abrasion and contain few highly sensitive species. Recoverability of such habitats is
expected to take longer, and therefore the overall magnitude of effect could be higher in reef
habitat. However, as much of the stony reef habitat consists of mobile or embedded
colonies, if these are displaced during cable trenching into a similar habitat/physical
environment, it is likely that a majority of epifaunal species will survive (especially scour
tolerant communities). The dominant epifuanal species on stable cobbles, boulders and
bedrock are rapid colonisers, capable of early reproduction and rapid growth, and therefore
should recover within a year. Some species, such as sponges, anemones and tall
hydrozoans turf may take longer to fully recover.
The habitats identified do not exhibit rare, slow-growing or fragile species, with the exception
of an area of Maërl beds at AB KP135. This collection of calcified red seaweed species is
protected under OSPAR for its threatened and/or declining status and has therefore been
assigned a sensitivity of medium i.e. it is moderately valuable ecologically but not rare.
However, with only 2-3% living Maërl present at the sample site, the magnitude of the impact
is low with only a minor shift away from baseline conditions due to the short duration of the
installation activities. The significance of the impact has therefore been assessed as minor
(see Section 7.5.9).
Given that all other subtidal habitats identified in the marine cable corridor are typical of the
English Channel region, no other protected benthic species were identified during the marine
survey and the impacts will be site specific, limited to the immediate vicinity of the cable
corridor, the magnitude and sensitivity of the impact is low. The assessment concluded that
the impacts on subtidal species will be of negligible significance, see Section 7.5.9.

7.5.4

Suspended sediment dispersion
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The surrounding area is likely to be impacted to varying degrees from the suspension and
subsequent deposition of sediments as a result of pre-sweeping, ploughing and trenching
operations. Trenching (jetting) techniques and pre-sweeping of sandwaves will cause a
greater level of sediment suspension compared to the use of ploughing equipment. Elevated
concentrations of suspended sediments are commonplace in shallower higher energy
environments e.g. shallow circalittoral sand biotopes, especially during and following storm
events.
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As discussed in Section 6.5.5, gravel particles are likely to settle out of suspension within
25m of the cable trench. Depending on the location and tidal speeds, sand particles could
be carried approximately 320m before settling out of suspension; although this is a
conservative estimate and the majority of particles are likely to settle within 100m of the
cable trench. Finer clay particles, due to their slower terminal velocity, could remain in the
water column for periods up to days, essentially behaving as dissolved material. Dilution
calculations indicate that concentrations of fine particles in the water column will drop below
-3
10gm , within regional variability, within 100m of the cable trench.
Smothering is most likely to affect sessile or limited mobility epifauna, or infauna in surficial
sediments (near sediment-water interface). As with the direct loss or disturbance of
sediment effect detailed above, overall sensitivity of the benthos is deemed medium, in part
due to the scour resistant nature of the epifaunal communities. The epifaunal communities
along the marine cable corridor are expected to be able to absorb change without
significantly altering their character; especially as the magnitude of the change due to
suspended sediment dispersion is low. As discussed above, re-deposition of suspended
sediment will only affect a small area in the immediate vicinity of the cable corridor and the
underlying character of the baseline is unlikely to change. Combined the low magnitude and
medium sensitivity results in an impact of minor significance – see Section 7.5.9.

7.5.5

Smothering of species
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Species will be smothered by two activities: the placement or cable protection material on
the seabed; and the disposal of sediment during pre-sweeping.
In areas where cable protection is required, the deposition will result in the smothering and
direct mortality of benthic species located beneath the footprint of the material. The other
concern is that it may lead to long term, but localised changes to habitat characteristics, due
to the introduction of a new substrate. This impact is unlikely in the marine cable corridor
given the requirement for rock protection is due to the hard and rocky substrate already
present.
The benthic species and biotopes that have been identified are expected to be widely
occurring and general sensitivity to smothering is considered to be low. In areas where there
is stony or bedrock reef, sensitivity will be higher as this habitat holds higher environmental
value. However, cable protection is likely to be rapidly colonised by sessile epifaunal
organisms such as sponges, hydroids, bryozoans and soft corals, along with accompanying
motile epifauna such as crustaceans and gastropod molluscs. As such, this will represent an
increase in local diversity and abundance.
In the Alderney South Bank, where pre-sweeping will be required, displaced sediment will be
deposited within the immediate vicinity of the cable trench. As discussed in Section 6.5.2,
Intertek calculations indicate that gravel fractions will settle within 25m of the cable trench.
The sand present comprises the coarser fractions with 89% above 0.6mm grain size (based
on particle size distribution from grab sample B1_S006). Due to the strong tidal currents in
the region these coarse sand particles could be carried approximately 320m before settling
out of suspension, although this is a conservative estimate and the majority of particles are
likely to settle within 100m of the cable trench. Any impacts are therefore likely to be
localised. As such, sessile or less mobile species are most likely to be impacted. Sediment
movement is a key characteristic of the South Banks where sand waves migrate at a rate of
1.4m per day. Due to the adaptation of benthic communities in this region to mobile
sediments and sand scour, additional sediment deposition from pre-sweeping is unlikely to
have a noticeable impact. In addition, no visible epifauna were identified during the offshore
survey in this region.
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The assessment concluded that the impact is of minor significance.

7.5.6

Introduction of new substrate
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Where cable burial is not possible, rock protection or concrete mattressing will be used to
protect the exposed cable. This will be used in areas of hard substrate, stony reef or
bedrock and therefore will not represent a significant change to the existing baseline. The
magnitude of the impact has been assessed as negligible. It is expected the cable
protection is likely to be quickly colonised by sessile epifaunal organisms from the surrounds,
such as sponges, hydroids, bryozoans and soft corals, along with accompanying motile
epifauna such as crustaceans and gastropod molluscs. The marine survey identified no
protected benthic species in the marine cable corridor and the sensitivity of the receptor has
been assessed as low i.e. tolerant to change without significant detriment to its character.
The significance of the impact has therefore been assessed as negligible.

7.5.7

Emission of EMF
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The impact of EMFs on benthic species is widely unknown. As benthic communities are
typified by sessile or low-mobility species, which are unlikely to navigate using magnetic
fields and anomalies, these species, are less likely to be impacted than more mobile species
such as teleost fish or elasmobranchs (see Chapter 8 – Fish & Shellfish). The exception
could be crustaceans, such as edible crabs (Cancer pagurus), lobster (Homarus gammarus)
and prawns (e.g. Nephrops norvegicus).
No effects from magnetic field are expected upon micro-fauna (CMACS 2011). There may
be possible impairment of navigation and/or physiological effects upon marine macroinvertebrates but, only minor in very close proximity to the cables (CMACS 2011). Potential
effects will largely be negated by burial of the cables. Marine invertebrates have not been
shown to be electrically sensitive. The induced electric (iE) fields expected to be induced are
of relatively minimal strength and therefore unlikely to cause detrimental impacts to these
taxa (CMACS 2011). If effects are experienced they will be at an individual level and will not
affect populations or habitats. The impact has therefore been assessed as of negligible
significance.

7.5.8

Release of hydrocarbons or chemicals
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



In the unlikely event of an unplanned release of marine diesel from project vessels, the
marine diesel will quickly evaporate, disperse and will not pool on the seabed. The strong
hydrodynamic conditions along the marine cable corridor make it unlikely that subtidal
benthic habitats and species will be affected.
The large majority of intertidal biotopes, including the algal and barnacle biotopes, recorded
at Corblets Bay and Longis Bay are not sensitive to hydrocarbon contamination (CMACS
2016). Zostera marina has low sensitivity to hydrocarbon contamination, with healthy
populations known to occur in the presence of long term, low level hydrocarbon effluent
(MarLIN 2016). The under-boulder communities and sand biotopes are considered to have
low and medium sensitivity (CMACS 2016); particularly at Longis Bay which is less wave
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exposed than Corblets Bay and potentially hydrocarbon spills will take longer to disperse
here.
If HDD is used at the landfalls there is the potential that drilling fluids could be spilt. The
choice of drilling mud and any additives required will be selected by the contractor on the
basis of drilling performance and environmental constraints. The majority of drilling fluids are
biodegradable and have no harmful effect on the surrounding environment.
The assessment concluded that the likelihood of an impact occurring was low, given the
reasons discussed above. If subtidal and intertidal species were affected by a hydrocarbon
contamination the severity of then impact would be minor for intertidal species and negligible
for subtidal species. This is based on the sensitivity of habitats identified to hydrocarbon
contamination. The risk is therefore acceptable.

7.5.9

Summary of potential impacts
Tables 7-13 and 7-14 present the summary of the impact assessment conducted on project
activities and the risk assessment conducted on unplanned events in relation to benthic
ecology and habitats. Legal control and mitigation measures are described in Sections 7.6
and 7.7, respectively. Where there is still potential for residual effects or risk this is
discussed further in Section 7.8.
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Table 7-14 Impact assessment summary - benthic & intertidal ecology

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction

Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideration of
Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential
Impact

Receptor

Magnitude Sensitivity Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude Sensitivity Significance
of Residual
Effect

Installation &
Maintenance

Habitat loss

OSPAR listed
eelgrass, Zostera
marina

Medium

Medium

Moderate

M2 – M9

Medium

Medium

Moderate

-

-

-

Low

Medium

Minor

-

-

-

 



 



All other intertidal
species

Low

Low

Negligible

 



OSPAR listed
Maërl beds

Low

Medium

Minor

 



All other subtidal
species including
stony & bedrock
reef habitats

Low

Low

Negligible

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Suspended
sediment
dispersion

Benthic species

Low

Medium

Minor

-

Low

Medium

Minor

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Smothering of Benthic species
species

Low

Medium

Minor

-

Low

Medium

Minor

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Introduction of Benthic species
new substrate

Negligible

Low

Negligible

M5

-

-

-

 



Operation

Emission of
EMF

Low

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-
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Table 7-15 Risk assessment summary – benthic & intertidal ecology

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction

 



 



Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideratio
n of
Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential
Impact

Receptor

Likelihood Severity

Significance

Legal
Control /
Mitigation

Likelihood Severity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Unplanned
Event

Accidental
hydrocarbon or
chemical spill

Intertidal species

Low

Minor

Acceptable

L3, M1

-

-

-

Subtidal species

Low

Negligible

Acceptable

-

-

-
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7.6

Legal Compliance
Table 7-16 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 7-16 Legal compliance measures – benthic ecology and habitats
ID*

L3

Legal measure

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution emergency plans (SOPEP)
will be in place and adhered to under MARPOL Annex I requirements for all
project vessels.

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

7.7

Mitigation Measures
In addition to standard best practice and legal requirements, Table 7-17 presents measures that
FAB Link Ltd is committed to adopting.
Table 7-17 Proposed mitigation – benthic ecology and habitats
ID*

M1

Measure proposed

During HDD the following measures will be taken:
▪

Drill fluid use will be monitored at the surface to ensure that there is no
significant release into the marine and intertidal environment.

▪

HDD drilling fluid including cuttings will be collected in pit on the beach
and transported back to the rig for recycling.

▪

Drilling fluid breakouts that may occur from the end of the duct i.e. in
the intertidal zone, will be contained within a small bunded pit. The
mud will then be pumped back to the holding tank or collected by
vacuum tanker.

▪

Filled sandbags will be on site to help contain breakouts / spills.

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey





M2

Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a
minimum in order to reduce disturbance to seabed.





M3

Activities within the intertidal zone will be restricted to the work site as
agreed with the appropriate Regulator.





M4

Construction vehicle movement on beaches will be kept to a minimum and
be limited in their spatial extent to reduce compaction of surface sediments.





M5

Rock and mattresses will only be deployed where adequate burial cannot
be adequately achieved.





M6

Preferred method of installation in the intertidal zone will be HDD.





M7

FAB Link will establish a mitigation zone around the main eelgrass bed (as
mapped by the MMT survey) in which trenching will not be undertaken;
although other activities such as anchoring or positioning jack-up barge legs
may occur. The mitigation zone is between the following coordinates and
is illustrated in Figure 7-26:



A: 02° 10’ 19.190” W, 49° 43’ 08.123” N
B: 02° 10’ 15.822” W, 49° 43’ 08.765” N
C: 02° 10’ 11.132” W, 49° 43’ 00.734” N
D: 02° 10’ 13.486” W, 49° 42’ 59.947” N
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ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

M8

Trenches within the eelgrass bed will be backfilled with the same/removed
substrate/eelgrass habitat. Appropriate steps will be taken to ensure
backfilling does not leave a depression on the seabed. Natural processes
(tide and wave action) will result in any remaining depression in the seabed
being filled.



M9

An environmental monitoring programme will be established to monitor
recovery of the disturbed area of eelgrass bed. Although it will focus on the
area disturbed it will also evaluate the wider bed (area to be defined) to
assist in monitoring the conservation status of the bed within the Longis
Nature Reserve. The monitoring programme will be developed in
consultation with Alderney Wildlife Trust following OSPAR indicators for
basic monitoring (OSPAR 2009). It is proposed that divers be used to
determine presence and cover of eelgrass. The presence and amount of
filamentous algae (e.g. Sargassum muticum) will also be noted. The
monitoring programme will be completed at the same time each year for two
years after disturbance. If recovery is not complete within this period the
monitoring programme will be reviewed.



* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

7.8

Residual Impact
The impact assessment (Section 7.7.8) identified four impacts on benthic and intertidal ecology
that could potentially have a residual effect. The significance of these impacts were therefore, reassessed taking into consideration the legal compliance and mitigation measures outlined in
Sections 7-6 and 7-7 above.

7.8.1

Disturbance of common eelgrass (Zostera marina) bed
The assessment identified that the Longis Bay common eelgrass (Zostera marina) bed will be
affected by the project. Discussions have been held with Alderney Wildlife Trust (September
2016) to identify suitable mitigation. FAB Link Ltd is committed to avoiding the main area of the
eelgrass bed, as mapped in 2015 by MMT. A mitigation zone, illustrated in Figure 7-26, will be
established within which trenching will not be undertaken. However, due to technical constraints
the whole bed cannot be avoided. As previously discussed HDD will affect an area of
2
approximately 0.00136km whilst in the unlikely event that open-cut trenching is used a total area
2
of 0.00416km would be affected.
2

The eelgrass bed within the marine cable corridor is 0.02km , however it has been estimated that
2
the bed extends to a total of 0.03km including the area outside the corridor. HDD will therefore
disturb 4.5% of the bed whilst open-cut trenching would potentially affect 13.8%.
Where avoidance of the feature is not possible, a monitoring programme will be established to
monitor recovery of the eelgrass bed. OSPAR (2009) suggests that a loss of <20% of an
eelgrass bed requires a basic monitoring programme (as opposed to an enhanced programme).
The monitoring programme will be developed in consultation with Alderney Wildlife Trust.
However, it is proposed that divers will be used to monitor presence and cover of eelgrass. Given
the concern regarding the potential for the invasive species Sargassum muticum to take hold in
the disturbed area, the divers will also monitor the amount and presence of filamentous algae.
The monitoring surveys will be completed at the same time each year to remove the potential for
seasonal variations. Based on the research by Boese et al. (2009) (cited in d’Avack et al. 2014) it
is suggested that the eelgrass bed disturbed by HDD within the lower intertidal zone could recover
within two years. It is therefore proposed that monitoring will continue for a minimum of two
years; after which point the programme will be reviewed. Although the surveys will focus on the
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disturbed area, the wider bed will also be evaluated (area to be defined) to assist in monitoring the
conservation status of the bed within the Nature Reserve.
Consideration has also been given to the potential for restoration techniques, such as
transplanting adult plants into the disturbed area or re-seeding. There are risks involved with both
techniques e.g. during the collection phase the donor bed will suffer damage compromising the
healthy bed; donor bed rhizomes must be unearthed to collect seeds which may alter the
anchoring of the plants. Some transport efforts have obtained significant survival rates, but these
results are not predictable. Furthermore, OCEANA (2010) reports these efforts are not
economically viable and are usually experimental; although there have been some successful
projects in Virginia, USA. Transplantation is therefore not considered a viable option for Longis
Bay, as it could potentially expose the wider bed to further risk.
Habitat transplantation e.g. either moving the bed to a different area or planting a new bed in a
different area to compensate for the habitat loss, has also been considered, but again was not
considered a viable option. OCEANA (2010) report two cases of seagrass bed transplant projects
carried out due to construction work on the Spanish coast. In both cases the project has failed
because all of the transplanted plants died. Part of the reason is thought to be that the beds were
transplanted into areas where they have not occurred in the past. This indicates the areas
chosen although similar in characteristic to the original site do not present the optimal conditions
for the development of the species. As noted previously, eelgrass has been recorded in other
bays around Alderney but in patchy distribution. There is likely to be environmental reasons why
beds are not prevalent in the areas suggesting that trying to transplant Longis Bay plants to these
areas would not result in success.
Taking the above into consideration it is recognised that although the proposed mitigation
minimises the disturbance to the eelgrass bed it does not guarantee that the eelgrass bed will
recover to pre-impact conditions. Therefore, the residual impact remains as of moderate
significance. If the monitoring programme indicates recovery of the eelgrass bed within two years
then the sensitivity of the eelgrass bed to impact from cable installation could potentially be
reduced and the significance of residual effect also reduced. However, this final assessment of
significance cannot be reliably made until the results of the monitoring programme are reviewed.

7.8.2

Temporary habitat loss (subtidal)
The assessment identified that the OSPAR listed habitats Maërl beds would be affected by the
project. The mitigation proposed e.g. restriction of activities to the marine cable corridor, aims to
reduce the footprint of the project. However, the mitigation will not reduce their sensitivity and the
residual impact therefore remains of minor significance.

7.8.3

Suspended sediment dispersion and smothering of species
No mitigation has been identified that has the potential to reduce the significance of these impacts
on benthic habitats. Therefore the significance of the residual impact remains minor.

7.9

Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts on benthic and intertidal ecology may arise from the interaction of FAB Link
with other activities that disturb the seabed.
Cables
The marine cable corridor crosses 12 telecommunications cables (Chapter 14), the majority of
which are no longer in use. Since there are no planned maintenance works to these cables, the
cumulative impact of these cables on the project is negligible.
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Oil and gas, marine aggregate, disposal sites, windfarms and pipelines
The marine cable corridor is sufficient distance from other development sites that disturb the
seabed for there to be no interaction between projects, and therefore no cumulative impacts.
Commercial fishing
Commercial fishing practices disturb the seabed and as they cover a more widespread area
impacts from the industry have the potential to interact with impacts from the project. The benthic
species and biotopes that have been identified in the marine cable corridor are expected to be
widely occurring, representative of the wider region. Areas of higher sensitivity, such as reef
biotopes, are unlikely to be targeted by bottom disturbing fishing practices such as trawling due to
the potential to snag gear. Therefore the combination of disturbance from trawling and installation
and maintenance activities will not cause a significant loss of habitat type of change in community
structure.
Race Tidal
The impact assessment has identified a potential cumulative impact associated with the
development of Race Tidal, a tidal energy array in States of Alderney territorial waters. FAB Link
is being developed independently of Race Tidal. The Race Tidal project is described in detail in
Section 14.3.3; however it is expected that the export cable will be brought ashore at a point
between Longis Bay and Quenard Point. Installation of the Race Tidal export cable and FAB Link
has the potential to interact in a manner that increases the significance of impacts on benthic and
intertidal biotopes within Longis Bay, in particular the eelgrass (Zostera marina) beds.
FAB Link Ltd and Race Tidal Ltd will look for synergies that will minimise cumulative impacts. For
example, if construction activity on the two projects happens consecutively, the eelgrass bed
could be disturbed twice, impeding recovery. However, as plans for the Race Tidal export cable
are not publically available it is also possible that the export route will not affect the habitat at all.
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8. Fish and Shellfish

This Chapter describes the baseline environment for fish and shellfish, identifies
impacts FAB Link is likely to have on species, presents the findings of the impact
assessment, and describes how impacts (if any) will be mitigated. Impacts on
commercial fisheries are considered separately in Chapter 11.

8.1

Data Sources
Baseline conditions have been established by undertaking a desktop review of published
information and through consultation with relevant bodies. The data sources used to inform
the baseline description and assessment include but are not limited to the following:
▪

Alderney Renewable Energy Regional Environmental Assessment (ABPmer 2014);

▪

Cefas Sensitivity Maps (Coull et al. 1998, Ellis et al. 2012);

▪

Fish and fish assemblages of the British Isles (DTI 2007);

▪

Fishing Effort and Quantity and Value of Landings by ICES Rectangle (The Scottish
Government 2016a); and

▪

The UK Offshore Energy Strategic Environmental Assessment (DECC 2009).

Other data sources are referenced in the text and listed at the end of the Chapter.

8.2

Consultation
Table 8-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.

Table 8-1

Consultation responses – Fish and shellfish

Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Alderney Wildlife Trust

Concerned with the protection of the European eel (Anguilla anguilla),
listed as critically endangered on the International Union for Conservation
of Nature’s (IUCN) Red List and sighted in Longis Bay.

Devon and Severn
IFCA

Concerned with potential impact on crab migration routes along the
channel which are perpendicular to FAB Link. Advised presence of 3
mussel farms nearshore to Budleigh Salterton. Provided information on
local fishing activity.

Exmouth Mussels Ltd

No immediate concerns regarding the proposals.

Natural England

(02/07/2015) Advised contacting Exmouth Mussels Ltd.
(28/09/2015) Noted presence of lamprey, eels and salmonids around
River Exe and sightings of marine mammals.

Offshore Shellfish Ltd

Have licence in place for 3 offshore sites to cultivate edible mussels.
Gear has been deployed in Sites 1 and 2, but Site 3 will not be developed
until 2017/18. Licence conditions to undertake comprehensive annual
environmental monitoring of parameters such as water quality, sediment
plumes, tidal currents, etc. Specific concerns raised:
▪ A sufficient buffer distance (suggest 1km) should be kept between
FAB Link and sites.
▪ Potential effect on sites from suspended sediment during cable
installation, specifically in terms of impacting the environmental
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Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response
▪
▪

South Devon and
Channel
Shellfisherman

8.3

monitoring required under the marine licence.
Potential effect from hydrocarbon spills would have a negative impact
on mussel quality making them unsaleable.
Potential effect from non-native species.

Provided information on grounds used. Concerned that project will affect
crab migration routes down the Channel.

Existing Baseline Description
Fish and shellfish species found within the marine cable corridor and surrounding area are
common across all four jurisdictions i.e. UK, France, States of Guernsey and States of
Alderney. The following baseline description has therefore, not been split by jurisdiction.
Any small regional variations are noted in the text.

8.3.1

Overview
There is a diverse array of demersal and pelagic fish and crustacean shellfish in the English
Channel (ABPMer 2014). Analysis of fisheries statistics from the MMO provides a useful
indication of the type of species classified as pelagic (free swimming) or demersal (bottom
dwelling), present in the vicinity of the proposed marine cable route corridor. It should be
noted that this does not provide a definitive guide to the fish and shellfish in the area and the
levels of catch do not correspond to community structure. However as many of the species
found in the English Channel are commercially exploitable it does serve as a useful indicator.

8.3.2

Spawning and nursery grounds
Fisheries sensitivity maps (Coull et al. 1998: Ellis et al. 2012) provide information on
spawning (the location where eggs are laid) and nursery areas (the location where juveniles
are common) for fish-stocks in the region. Ellis et al. (2012) has identified data gaps in
understanding the extent of spawning and nursery grounds in the English Channel and
acknowledges that further work may be required in this region to provide a similar
understanding comparable to the North Sea (Ellis et.al. 2012).
Data available for the region indicates that the marine cable corridor passes within, or close
to the spawning grounds for seven commercially important fish species (see Figure 8-1).
The waters of the area also act as a nursery for six commercially important fish species (see
Table 8-2).

Table 8-2

Summary of spawning and nursery areas for the main commercial species

Species

Spawning Period

Nursery Period

Aquatic zone

Anglerfish (Lophius piscatorius)

-

January - August

Demersal

Atlantic cod (Gaddus morhua)

January – April

-

Demersal

Lemon sole (Microstomus kitt)

April – September

April - November

Demersal

Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus)

-

May - October

Pelagic

Sandeel (Ammodytitdae)

November - February

-

Demersal

European plaice (Pleuronectes platessa)

December – March

December - May

Demersal

Sole (Solea solea)

March – May

March – July

Demersal

Sprat (Sprattus sprattus)

May - August

-

Pelagic

Whiting (Merlangius merlangus)

February – June

February - August

Demersal

Source: Coull et al. (1998), Ellis et al. (2012)
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The species most likely to be affected by the project are those with demersal (bottom
dwelling) life stages, e.g. species which lay their eggs on specific seabed types, such as cod
and sole, larval or juvenile ages, or species that live in contact with the seabed e.g. sandeel.
Sandeel are of particular importance in the English Channel as they are an important
component to food webs in the wider region and are protected under the UK Biodiversity
Action Plan (UKBAP). Along the marine cable corridor, it is known that the South Banks
(States of Alderney territorial waters) provide suitable habitat for sandeels, and therefore in
turn the South Banks are important for other species which use sandeel as a food source
e.g. birds. Pelagic spawners such as Atlantic mackerel and sprat release their eggs into the
water column and are therefore less sensitive to project activities.
The spawning and nursery areas through which the marine cable corridor passes are
widespread, covering a large area of the English Channel and neighbouring North and Celtic
Sea. Tidal currents carry pelagic spawned, fertilised eggs and tiny juvenile fish species
(both pelagic and demersal) within the plankton to nursery areas (areas which provide
plentiful food and shelter for young fish species). Once grown, most fish leave their nursery
grounds.
Some species produce a vast amount of eggs at one time meaning that they have a short
population doubling time e.g. sprat which can double their population in less than 15 months
(DECC, 2009), providing an important food source for foraging mobile species. As pelagic
spawners sprat spawning and nursery areas are widely distributed through the English
Channel (Figure 8-1).
The wider region has been identified as a high intensity spawning ground for sole and plaice,
a low intensity spawning ground for sandeel, mackerel, cod and horse mackerel and a low
intensity nursery ground for anglerfish and mackerel (Ellis et.al. 2012). The marine cable
corridor lies in areas frequented by spurdog (Squalus acanthias), thornback ray (Raja
clavata), spotted ray (Raja montagui) and undulate ray (Raja undulata) that use the area as
both spawning and nursing grounds.
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8.3.3

Ray-finned fish
Ray-finned fish or Actinopterygii are the dominant class of bony fishes, comprising nearly
99% of the over 30,000 species of fish. They can live in both freshwater and marine
environments.

8.3.3.1 Marine ray-finned fish

The majority of marine ray-finned fish known to occur in the vicinity of the marine cable
corridor are demersal and dwell in or near to seabed habitats ranging from muds and sands
to gravels and rocky/hard substrates. As described in Chapter 6, all of these physical
conditions are reported to be present along the marine cable corridor. For the most-part the
demersal species are commonly found in waters away from the coast, however there are a
few exceptions such as the common dab (MarLIN 2016) and conger eel. Conger eel is
nocturnal, dwelling in crevices (artificial and natural) or in soft sediment during the day.
Of the demersal species present in the area, sandeel are known to be particularly sensitive
to seabed disturbance. As a key prey species, reductions in sandeel populations can result
in low breeding success in seabird colonies and reduction in predatory fish stocks. Sandeels
are known to display strong seasonal and diurnal activity patterns. They hibernate in
generally coarse sand or fine gravel in autumn and winter, whilst in spring and summer they
exhibit diurnal movements, burying themselves in the seafloor at night and feeding on
plankton in the water column above their burrows during the day (Engelhard et al. 2008).
Figure 8-2

Sandeel

Source: The Scottish Government (2016b)
A study by Holland et al. (2005) showed that areas which contained a high proportion of
medium and coarse sand (particle size 0.25 to 2.0mm) were preferred seabed habitats for
sandeels. However, it was found that the fraction of silt was just as critical as the level of
coarse and medium sand. A high percentage of the habitat was occupied by sandeels
where the silt content was below 2%. Above 4% silt the occupancy and density of sandeels
was extremely low. Therefore, an ideal habitat would be a combination of low silt
concentrations (<4%) and high fractions of medium and coarse sand (Holland et al. 2005).
Sandeel may become more widely distributed and occupy a greater range of sediment
patches in years of high abundance, when competition for prime habitat is high. Greenstreet
et al. (2010) categorised seabed sediments into four sandeel sediment tolerance groups
(prime, sub-prime, suitable and unsuitable) which are used to identify potential sandeel
habitat. Greenstreet’s classification for sandeel habitat preference is presented below in
Table 8-3.
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Table 8-3

Classification for sandeel habitat preference

Sandeel Habitat Preference

Coarse Sand content

Silt and Fine Sand Content

(% by weight)

(% by weight)

Prime

>70% Coarse sands

< 20% silt and fine sand

Sub Prime

> 50% coarse sand

< 30% silt and fine sand

Suitable

> 50% coarse sand

< 50% silt and fine sand

>40% coarse sand

< 20% silt and fine sand

> 20% coarse sand

< 10% silt and fine sand

< 40% coarse sand

> 10% silt and fine sand

< 20% coarse sand

-

-

> 20% silt and fine sand

Unsuitable

Source: Greenstreet et al. (2010)
The France – Alderney (FA) marine cable corridor passes to the northeast of the main area
of sandbank that consists of the South Banks feature (see Figure 10-2). However, between
FA KP28 and FA KP29 (i.e. the closest section of route to the South Banks) the habitat is
classified as “Infralittoral mobile clean sand with sparse fauna - SS.SSa.IFiSa.IMoSa”. The
images analysed at sampling site B1_S006 (Figure 8-3), showed well sorted fine shell gravel
with no species visible at seabed surface. Particle size analysis indicate this area to be
prime sandeel habitat, comprising of 90% medium to coarse sand (0.6mm - 2mm) and 9%
fine gravel (>2mm); (Holland et al. 2005; Greenstreet et al. 2010), however none were
observed.
Figure 8-3

Photographs at FA route site B1_S006 – station closest to South Banks

Source: MMT (2016)
Discrete areas of subtidal coarse sediments and circalittoral coarse sediments have been
identified on the Alderney – Britain (AB) route, however this sediment is likely to be too
coarse to provide suitable sandeel habitat and it is likely that there is preferable habitat in
adjacent areas not within the cable corridor.
Pelagic species occupy the open waters between the coast and the edge of the continental
shelf in depths of 20-400m. These areas are highly productive and supply nutrients for the
growth of plankton which forms the food for the smaller pelagic species. These populations
provide an important source of food for other fish species, marine mammals, seabirds and
man. Pelagic fish are highly mobile and migratory, following their food source, and returning
to spawning areas. Outside of their spawning period pelagic fish tend to stay away from
coastal waters.
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8.3.3.2 Diadromous ray-finned fish

Diadromous species are those which migrate between marine and freshwater as part of their
lifecycle and include species such as lamprey, salmonids and European eel; the English
Channel is an important migration route for these species. Diadromous fish either spawn in
fresh water and feed at sea (anadromous) or spawn at sea and feed in fresh water
(catadromous).
Table 8-4 lists diadromous fish which have been reported in catch statistics for the marine
cable corridor (The Scottish Government 2016a).
Table 8-4

Diadromous ray-finned fish with potential to be present within marine cable
corridor

Species

Scientific name

Type of Migration

Atlantic salmon

Salmo salar

Anadromous

Sea trout

Salmo trutta

Anadromous

European eel

Anguilla Anguilla

Catadromous

Sea lamprey

Petromyzon marinus

Anadromous

Source: The Scottish Government (2016a)
Atlantic salmon use rivers for reproductive and nursery phases of their lifecycle and migrate
out into the Atlantic Ocean to feed and grow. Spawning occurs in late autumn to winter.
Adults returning to the rivers occur over a number of months. Rivers on the south coast of
England (Axe, Bovey, Dart, Exe, Erme, Otter, Plym, Sid, Tamar, Teign and Yealm) are
closest to the marine cable corridor and support Atlantic salmon populations (Salmon Atlas
2016). The species is a designating feature of the Dartmoor SAC and is noted in the citation
for the River Axe SSSI, approximately 20km east of Budleigh Salterton. It is possible that
Atlantic salmon could pass through the marine cable corridor during migration although as all
rivers are to the west of the project it is more likely they will continue to head west to the
Atlantic.
Atlantic salmon are also present in French rivers and it is possible that animals from rivers
east of the marine cable corridor will pass through the area as they move between rivers and
the Atlantic Ocean. Atlantic salmon originating from French rivers such as Sée and Sélune
(closest rivers to FAB Link), are unlikely to cross the marine cable corridor during their route
to the Atlantic Ocean, as they lie to the west of the area (Salmon Atlas 2016).
Unlike Atlantic salmon, sea trout do not undertake consistent long distance migrations,
typically remaining relatively close to their natal river system. Migration to rivers is expected
to generally occur in the spring-summer months and it is possible that they will migrate
across the marine cable corridor during installation.
Sea lampreys need clean gravel for spawning, and marginal silt or sand for the burrowing
juvenile ammocoetes. Sea lamprey are associated with the River Axe SAC (approximately
22km east of Budleigh Salterton), and typically spawn between May and June, when water
temperatures reach >15⁰C. They remain in river systems for approximately five years before
migrating downstream between July and September. Therefore they may be within the zone
of influence during installation.
European eels spend most of their life in freshwater or inshore coastal waters, before
migrating across the Atlantic to the Sargasso Sea to spawn in late summer (catadromous);
they can be found in coastal waters off the English, Alderney and French coasts during
migration (Freyhof & Kottelat 2010). The spawning migration occurs between March and
July. In April 2016, individual eels (2) were recorded in traps in the upper region of a small
stream which leads into Longis Bay (located near the slipway and Nunnery carpark) (AWT
2016).
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8.3.4

Elasmobranchs (sharks, rays and skates)
Elasmobranchs are cartilaginous fish which encompasses sharks, rays and skates. Around
48 species of sharks and rays have been recorded within UK waters, this includes, resident,
vagrant, rare, and seasonal species. There are a number of elasmobranchs present in
English Channel waters.
Rays and Skates
Rays and skates are amongst the most common bottom dwelling fish (AFBI 2009). The
thornback ray is common in the English Channel; greatest densities are reported along the
southern English coast (Snowden 2008). Cuckoo, blonde, starry and spotted ray are also
common to the region (ICES 2013; SEAFISH 2013). Occasional common skate individuals
are reported in the English Channel (Neal & Pizzolla 2006). Thornback rays and common
skate are listed as species of note on the Alderney South Bank; within close proximity to the
FA marine cable corridor.
A tag and recapture study of small-eyed, blonde and undulated rays conducted in Jersey
indicated the potential importance of St Aubin’s Bay (southern coast of Jersey) for undulate
ray and blonde ray and the importance of Jersey’s coastal zone for most life stages of
blonde rays, including secondary nursery ground. It is possible that the species will also be
within the marine cable corridor in Guernsey and Alderney waters.
Sharks
Basking sharks (Cetorhinus maximus) have been recorded around Alderney within 12nm
(Bloomfield and Solandt, 2008), although the total number of sightings (between 1987 and
2006) is relatively low compared to the southwest of England. In the wider area, Brittany has
been described as a ‘hot-spot’ for surface sightings of basking sharks (OSPAR, 2009a) and
the waters around the Channel Islands could form part of their migratory route as they travel
from Plymouth to waters of north-west Brittany (ARE, 2011). In 2004, an estimated 70
basking sharks were reported off the Hurd Deep (north of Alderney), 3-4 miles north-west of
Les Casquets lighthouse (GREC, 2011).
Offshore there are a number of shark species typical in the English Channel. The tope shark
is reportedly highly migratory; present at the surface in shallow waters and demersal off the
continental shelf. Spurdog, the most abundant shark species in the world, is also widely
distributed in the area. Starry smoothound, lesser spotted dogfish (also known as the
smaller spotted catshark), white shark and thresher are considered to be widespread
throughout the English Channel.

8.3.5

Shellfish
Shellfish typically live on or in the seabed. Twenty species have been recorded in catch
statistics as being present in the area around the marine cable corridor.
Shellfish species will be commonly present at the landfall sites in shallow sub tidal and
intertidal waters. A few exceptions which are found further offshore include: crabs (out to
depths of 100m in mixed course sediments), Norway lobster (expected in soft mud areas),
queen scallops (out to depths of 100m in sand or gravels) and whelks (out to depths of
1,200m in muddy sand/gravel/rock) (MarLIN 2016). These shellfish are of great commercial
importance throughout the English Channel (see Chapter 11 - Commercial Fisheries) with
the edible crab (Cancer pagurus) having the highest landing value in all of the UK, French
EEZ and States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters.
The brown (or edible) crab (Cancer pagurus) is most abundant on rocky grounds, where it
hides in holes and crevices. The females move inshore in late spring to moult and shortly
afterwards mating occurs. The females store the sperm, then in late summer they move
offshore again and use the stored sperm to fertilise their eggs in the winter. The females
carry their eggs under their abdomen; this is commonly known as being ‘berried’.
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Edible crabs are known to undertake substantial movements within the western English
Channel. Studies in to migratory behaviour of crabs using electronic tagging devices have
identified annual migration patterns of edible crab. In the Western Channel brooding starts
from October after a westward migration, and lasts for approximately seven months. During
brooding, female crab gather in pits and become largely inactive. Movement resumes in
May and spawning occurs from June (Hunter et al. 2013). The research suggests that this
westerly movement of the females may be against the prevailing current, thus ensuring that
their progeny drift back towards their own nursery grounds. The males make shorter less
directed movements. Migration tagging shows it is possible that edible crab from the
Eastern Channel may be migrating across the mixed and gravelly sediments of the corridor
during the installation of FAB Link.
Figure 8-4

Migration routes and brooding locations of tagged edible crab

Source: Hunter et al. (2013).
Note: Stars indicate brooding locations; black dots indicate release locations.
Offshore Shellfish Ltd has been granted consent to develop three commercial mussel beds
adjacent to the marine cable route near Budleigh Salterton. They will be the largest
commercial mussel farms in European waters, providing great commercial importance to the
fishing industry. See Chapter 11 for further details. Protected species and species of
conservation importance
No protected sites within the zone of influence of FAB Link identify fish or shellfish species
as a feature of conservation interest. However, within UK waters there are migratory
salmonids that may cross the installation corridor; and within Alderney waters, the South
Banks feature identifies sandeel as a priority species of conservation value.
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8.3.6

UK waters
The following species are listed as UK BAP priority species and are known to occur in waters
surrounding the marine cable corridor. These have been identified as being the most
threatened and requiring conservation action to conserve their populations.
▪

Allis shad

▪

River Lamprey

▪

Common Sturgeon

▪

Smelt

▪

Twaite Shad

▪

Sea Lamprey

▪

Spined Loach

▪

European eel

▪

Vendace

▪

Arctic Charr

▪

Atlantic Salmon

▪

Brown Sea trout

▪

Whitefish

Of the important commercial species identified in Section 8.3.2, cod, horse mackerel,
mackerel, plaice, sole, spurdog and undulate ray are also considered as UK BAP species.
The slow growth rate, late maturity, and small litter size of many elasmobranchs,
characterise them as some of the most vulnerable marine fish around the world. There are
two sharks (tope and basking), two skate (common and white) and one ray (sandy ray) that
have potential to be present within the zone of influence, which are on the UK BAP list as
priority species for conservation.
Annex II and IV Species
Salmon, Sea lamprey, and Allis shad are Annex II and IV species of the Habitats Directive
(92/43/EEC) as a species of community interest whose conservation requires the
designation of special areas of conservation and/or a species of community interest whose
taking in the wild and exploitation may be subject to management measures. There is
potential for sea lamprey and salmon species to be present within the zone of influence of
the marine cable corridor, as discussed in Section 8.3.3.2.
Allis shad has been landed in the area of the marine cable corridor. Allis shad is a qualifying
feature, but not a primary reason for site selection of the Plymouth Sound and Estuary SAC
located approximately 50km to the west of the marine cable corridor.

8.3.7

French and Alderney Waters
Within France and Alderney waters fish conservation status are considered under the
OSPAR list of threatened and/or declining species and the IUCN Red List. France as a
member of the EU considers species under the Habitats Directives; however, for the French
EEZ no SACs or Annex II species have been identified.
The following OSPAR listed species have been identified as potentially being in the marine
cable corridor:
▪

Allis shad

▪

Basking shark

▪

Thornback ray

▪

European eel

▪

Houting

▪

Spotted ray

▪

Spurdog

▪

Skate

▪

White skate

▪

Sea lamprey

▪

Cod

▪

Salmon

▪

Porbeagle

European eel is ranked as critically endangered on the IUCN Red list. Cod and Atlantic
herring are ranked as vulnerable on the IUCN Red List. Common skate are also ranked as
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critically endangered and basking shark, smoothound, thresher shark and tope shark are
ranked as vulnerable on the IUCN Red Lists.
Shellfish
There are no shellfish species that are classified as ‘rare’ or ‘endangered’ or subject to nonfishery management conservation measures within the zone of influence of the marine cable
corridor.

8.4

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation, operation and maintenance the following
aspects of the project have the potential to impact fish and shellfish. For each aspect the
assessment has considered the different project aspects which could cause the impact and
from these selected the worst case zone of influence; presented in Table 8-5.
Table 8-5

Impact zone of influence – fish and shellfish

Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, pre lay grapnel
run, plough trenching, jet
trenching

Habitat disturbance

Species with
demersal life
stages

40m*

Installation &
Maintenance

Cable ploughing & trenching
Rock or concrete mattress
placement

Smothering of
species (including
indirectly through
sediment deposition)

Species with
demersal life
stages

320m**

Installation &
Maintenance

Cable ploughing & trenching

Reduced feeding
success of visual
species

Visual feeders

100m***

Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Presence of project vessels

Disturbance or injury
from underwater
noise

All

Immediate
vicinity*

Installation &
Maintenance

Geophysical survey

Rock or concrete mattress
placement

UXO detonation

Operation

Emission of EMF

Disturbance to
navigation

All

Immediately
above cable*

Unplanned Event

Release of hydrocarbons or
chemical spill

Potential toxic effect

All

10km from point
of spill*

Unplanned Event

Presence of project vessels

Collision with vessel

Basking shark

Immediate
vicinity*

*Defined in Section 4.11.
**Intertek has determined the distance sediments suspended by trenching and mass flow excavation are likely to travel at two
sites along the marine cable corridor, which are particularly sensitive. The calculations are presented in Section 6.5.2 and
Section 6.5.5. 320m represents the maximum figure derived.
***Defined in Section 6.5.5.
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8.5

Significance Assessment

8.5.1

Habitat disturbance
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Activities that physically disturb the seabed e.g. pre-sweeping, pre lay grapnel run, plough
trenching, jet trenching and rock placement, have the potential to disturb species with
demersal life stages (lay their eggs on specific seabed types), such as cod and sole, larval or
juvenile ages, or species that live in contact with the seabed (sandeel). Although disturbed,
the composition of sediments are unlikely to significantly change (with the exception of areas
of rock protection) and the habitat should be suitable for demersal spawning once activities
have ceased.
Cable installation and maintenance activities are likely to take place during spring and
summer, due to potentially better weather at this time. Table 8-2 (Section 8.3.2) identifies
that spawning species are present in the vicinity of the marine cable corridor all year round.
However, as the spawning and nursery grounds and habitats identified along the marine
cable corridor encompass large areas of the English Channel, a small disruption within the
marine cable corridor is not anticipated to affect populations or stock viability.
It is expected that mobile fish and shellfish species will be able to relocate from the
installation footprint to utilise nearby alternative habitat during cable installation, and will
return to the area once activity has ceased. However, demersal sessile or species of limited
mobility such as bivalve molluscs will be unable to relocate and it is unavoidable that
localised mortality and injury of a small number of species will occur and this will vary across
the installation corridor.
The South Banks area on the FA route between FA KP28 and FA KP29 represents prime
sandeel habitat. It is expected that the marine cables will be buried for this section of route.
Pre-sweeping may also be carried out to flatten the profile of sandwaves. Removed
sediment will be dispersed up to approximately 320m either side of the cable trenches, as
discussed in Section 6.5.2.
Sandeel emerge briefly from hibernation to spawn in December or January, which is outside
of the installation period. The adhesive eggs stick to the substrate and are often partly
buried within the upper few centimetres of substrate; hatching occurs during February and
March (Wright and Bailey 1996) after which they enter the plankton.
Disturbance will be
limited to a maximum of 120m wide corridor (based on installation of four separately laid
cables). The marine cable corridor passes through the northern end of the South Banks site,
2
away from the main sandbank feature. The site covers an area of 13.4km . The footprint of
2
habitat disturbance within the site is 0.32km or 2.4% of the site. Soft sandy sediments have
a high recoverability from disturbance following installation. Faunal communities may be
temporarily displaced, or relocate to suitable adjacent habitat. After installation, species
such as sandeel will be able to re-establish their burrows within the area.
This level of disturbance is unlikely to have any significant impact to sandeel population
across the feature. The installation footprint represents a tiny fraction of the habitats
observed across the region. Many of the habitats are characteristic of moderately strong
tidal currents, and given the dominance of sand and coarse sediments, which often occur as
mobile bedforms, species associated with these habitats are viewed as adapted to physical
disturbance.
As a result of the placement of concrete mattresses and rock protection, new habitat will be
created, which may not be suitable for spawning. However, it could also lead to settlement
of new species i.e. ones that require hard substrate for anchoring, and locally increase
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biodiversity, with the indirect effect of increasing food resources for fish and shellfish
species.
The assessment concluded that the effects of the installation activities are short term and
any disturbance is temporary, transient and localised. Fish species are likely to be relatively
tolerant to the changes in habitat as a result of the operations and there is unlikely to be a
change to their population or range (MarLin 2010). Therefore, the significance of
disturbance to fish and shellfish species is negligible.

8.5.2

Smothering of species
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



It is likely that species will be smothered by three different impacts resulting from project
activities:
▪

displaced sediment during trenching and pre-sweeping;

▪

sediment suspension and re-deposition within the immediate footprint of the trench;

▪

the introduction of rock or concrete mattresses on the seabed.

The impact from displaced sediment is likely to be very localised, and will only affect species
in the immediate vicinity of the cable trenches. Sessile or less mobile species are most likely
to be impacted; although some shellfish species within or on the sediment may be able to
survive displacement. This is discussed further in Chapter 7 – Benthic & Intertidal Ecology.
Section 6.5.5 concluded that increases in sediment loads as a result of trenching will be
short term and given the highly dynamic nature of the environment within the marine cable
corridor, likely to be within background levels experienced during storm surges. Gravel will
settle within 4-25m of the cable trench and sand particles are likely to settle out of
suspension within 320m of the cable trench. The finer clay particles, due to their slower
terminal velocity, could remain in the water column for periods up to days, essentially
behaving as dissolved material. Dilution calculations, ignoring settling, indicate that
3
concentrations of fine particles in the water column will drop below 10g/m , within the
regional variability, within 100m of the cable trench.
An increase in suspended sediment loads will only affect sessile and low mobility species.
However, deposition thicknesses are likely to be minimal <1mm and within background
levels for the area. Species within the marine cable corridor (in particular shellfish related to
aquaculture industries) are likely to be tolerant of an increase in levels of background
sediment suspension and deposition (JNCC 2014).
Although, rock placement will be used extensively along the cable routes it is in areas where
cable burial in sediment cannot be achieved e.g. areas of outcropping bedrock and hard
substrate. The habitat is therefore not being significantly changed and although the species
within the rock placement footprint will be removed by rock trenching and/or smothering, the
footprint is small and the total number of effected species is unlikely to have a significant
impact on the wider ecosystem functionality.
Installation activities are short term, transient and localised. The total number of affected
species is likely to be low and species present are likely to be relatively tolerant to the level
of sediment dispersed and deposited as a result of trenching and the magnitude and
sensitivity of the impact are considered to be low.
The mass flow excavation (MFE) of sand wave areas will increase localised turbidity,
however as this is within an area of highly mobile sands, the level of deposition will be within
background levels (refer to Section 6.5.5).
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It is unlikely that there will be a change to fish or shellfish population or range from
smothering effects caused by the installation operations (MarLin 2010). Therefore the
significance of disturbance to fish and shellfish species has been assessed as negligible.

8.5.3

Reduced feeding success of visual species
The suspension of sediments within the water column as a result of cable installation
activities (e.g., ploughing, jetting/trenching) will cause a small localised and temporary
increase in turbidity before being re-deposited on the seabed. Finer sediments are likely to
be transported over a large area while coarse sediments are likely to settle out of the water
column rapidly. As turbidity increases, the distance at which predator-prey interactions occur
decreases (Robertson et al, 2006). A temporary reduction in the feeding capability of visual
species relying on sight to locate their prey will occur. There is potential for protected
species of salmon and cod to be in the vicinity of the installation, however, the sensitivity of
fish and shellfish species has been assessed as low as most species would be expected to
be tolerant to any changes in turbidity levels or have the ability to move away from the turbid
conditions.
Given the relatively low levels of suspended sediment that will be generated during
installation (Chapter 6), and the temporary and localised nature of this impact, the impact
assessment (Section 8.5.8), concluded that the significance of the impact is negligible.

8.5.4

Disturbance or injury from underwater noise – vessels and cable
installation/maintenance
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Noise will be generated from project vessels including from dynamic positioning (DP)
systems and during installation and maintenance from cable trenching, ploughing and rock
placement operations. Sources of background noise come from shipping, interaction of
waves and currents with the sea bed, seabed development and operation, fishing industry
and recreational activities.
In general, most fish hear well in the range within which most energy from anthropogenic
noise sources is emitted, i.e. relatively low frequency sound below 1kHz, with peak
perception between approximately 100-400Hz. Certain invertebrates, such as cephalopods,
are also known to detect particle motion using the statocyst, which is similar to the inner ear
of the fish.
Sound pressure is only detected by those species possessing a swim bladder; the otolith
organ acts as a particle motion detector and where linked to the swim bladder, converts
sound pressure into particle motion, which is detected by the inner ear. In specialist hearing
species, the swim bladder and inner ear are intimately connected and are able to detect
frequencies to over 3kHz; with optimum sensitivity between 300Hz-1kHz (Nedwell et al.
2007).
One of the most acoustically sensitive species in the project area is Atlantic herring. Atlantic
salmon and European eels also possess a swim bladder; however it is not connected to
auditory apparatus and therefore has a relatively poor ability to respond to sound pressure
changes. They do however respond to lower frequencies (<10Hz). The common prawn
(Paleamon serratus) has been shown to be sensitive to particle motion due to low frequency
sound waves from 100Hz up to 3kHz, with a hearing acuity similar to generalist fish (Nedwell
et al. 2007).
Cable laying together with related activities including rock placement, are not expected to
generate sound levels sufficient to cause temporary or permanent physical harm to fish
species.
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The presence of several vessels and continued noise with 24-hour operations means it is
likely that the most sensitive fish will demonstrate temporary avoidance behaviour early on
and remain outside the zone influence of operations for the duration of the transient
installation or maintenance activities. The works will not lead to any long term displacements
and individuals would be expected to be able to return once the operation had passed
through.
The available evidence suggests that the range of behavioural effects is likely to be not more
than hundreds of metres to low kilometres for the most sensitive species such as herring and
rather lower for less acoustically sensitive species such as salmonids and eels. It should be
noted that the ability of small fish to take avoiding action may be limited, and temporary
displacement may not therefore occur.
Most noise is expected to be generated at relatively low frequency levels. In the relatively
noisy coastal environment animals are habituated to, the predominant low frequency noises
arise from sources such as wave action as well as certain anthropogenic inputs. In busy
areas such as the English Channel, activities such as shipping, dredging and land-based
sources contribute to existing lower frequency background noise and the relatively short
period of time required for activities such as cable laying and burial is not expected to
contribute significantly to this. Remedial burial works in places where ploughing and
trenching is not possible may take longer but are still not expected to be significant.
Due to the existing high levels of vessel traffic throughout the English Channel (Chapter 12),
the background noise level is likely to be relatively high. The small number of additional
project vessels is not expected to contribute significantly to any increase in background
noise levels through routine engine noise.
The highest levels of noise anticipated from the cable installation are expected to be
produced by vessels using DP systems. Such systems are relatively routine for highly
specified installation vessels but are associated with quite high levels of underwater noise.
Much of the noise is directed vertically downwards but some lateral spreading and reflection
off seabed sediments will occur.
The above levels of disturbance (temporary displacement of fish except small specimens),
for distances of not more than low kilometres, more likely hundreds of metres) by DP vessels
is predicted to represent the greatest noise-related effect of cable installation activity. Some,
more limited, behavioural impacts can be anticipated from ploughing, trenching and rock
placement but due to the lower levels of noise expected from these activities, effect ranges
will be smaller (not more than low hundreds of metres is anticipated).
Temporary displacement of mobile species in the marine environment is not expected to
result in significant adverse impacts for the individuals concerned unless it interferes with a
critical lifecycle activity such as reproduction (e.g. fish spawning). A wide number of species
do spawn in the vicinity of FAB Link (Figure 8.1). If spawning species are displaced during
installation, there is likely to be alternative spawning habitat available across their range.
Some sensitive species (notably cod, sandeel and Atlantic Salmon) have restricted spawning
areas. These species do not spawn during the proposed installation period. Therefore it is
not anticipated that there will be any significant impact to fish and shellfish spawning
activities. There may be juvenile fish of these species in the area during installation,
however these are unlikely to have a response to DP or sound created during installation
(Popper et al. 2009). The assessment, presented in Section 8.5.10, concluded that the
significance of disturbance to fish and shellfish from underwater noise is transient and short
term impacts will not affect the viability of any species, populations or stocks.
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8.5.5

Disturbance or injury from underwater noise – geophysical survey
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Periodic geophysical surveys will be undertaken. During operations, noise will be generated
from side scan sonar; multi-beam echosounder and sub bottom profiler.
Of the techniques proposed, sub-bottom profiling is of most concern as it generates the
highest underwater sound pressure levels. Potential effects on fish from sub-bottom profiling
include: behavioural changes, such as moving towards or away from a sound source or
leaving a feeding or breeding site and increased stress; through to temporary impacts such
as temporary hearing loss and the masking of biologically relevant sounds. Physical injury
that might either directly result in death or make the fish vulnerable in the short term is
unlikely.
As discussed above, the ability of fish to hear noise is dependent on their hearing structures,
which indicate their sensitivity to sound. High sensitivity hearing species (including herring
and sprat) have specialisations of the auditory apparatus; medium sensitivity species
(including salmon, cod and European eel) have a swim bladder; and low sensitivity species
with no swim bladder include flat fish such as plaice and dab (Nedwell et al 2004). There is
also potential for some fish and shellfish species to be vulnerable to acoustic survey
activities during sensitive life stages, for example during the egg and larvae development
stages.
Most noise from a geophysical survey is likely to be generated at frequencies above the
auditory capacity of fish (generally between 0.2Hz to 1kHz). Sound pressure is detected by
species in the high and medium sensitivity as a pulse of energy. Impacts to fish are
therefore only expected if they are within the immediate zone of ensonification. The potential
impact zone is therefore limited in range, but is also transient as it moves slowly in a
constant direction (in the order of 1 m/s) along the principal survey line orientation. In
addition, any sounds will be directed at the seabed and attenuated by soft sediments.
Fish will avoid the operational area once operations have started and are extremely unlikely
to move towards the sound source. Any fish species susceptible to stress and within range
of the potential noise impact are expected to be able to maintain adequate separation. Any
loss of individuals (adults or juveniles) within the immediate area of survey vessels is
unlikely, and given the wider geographic extent of the spawning and nursery areas, there will
be no significant impact to fish species.
The impact assessment, presented in Table 8-14, concluded that the significance of the
impact is Negligible.

8.5.6

Disturbance or injury from underwater noise – UXO detonation
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



It is likely that UXO will be encountered during installation and possibly maintenance
activities. In the event that UXO cannot be avoided or cleared it may be necessary to
detonate it on site.
Underwater explosion produces a pressure waveform with rapid oscillations from positive
pressure to negative pressure which results in rapid volume changes in gas-containing
organs. Damage to visceral organs is most often the cause of fish mortality following
exposure to underwater explosions. The most commonly injured organs are those with air
spaces that are affected by the explosion’s shock wave passing through the body of the fish,
these include the body cavity, the pericardial sack and gut, however injuries of the swim
bladder are most common. The swim bladders are subject to rapid contraction and
overextension in response to explosive shock waveforms. Species which do not possess a
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swim bladder or have small swim bladders are likely to be more resistant to noise generated
from explosions (Keevin and Hempen, 1997).
Other factors contributing to injury or death are fish size, body morphology, and orientation,
For example, it has been shown that smaller sized fish are less sensitive to shock waves
than larger individuals; however larval fish have been found to die when exposed to
explosions. As in adult fishes, internal trauma, including damage to swim bladders and
kidneys were common following exposure to shock waves. One mechanism of injury is
damage to organs adjacent to swim bladder, which expands as a result of exposure to
pressure changes. Therefore, species, where the swim bladder is located away from their
vital organs, are more resistant to explosive shock waves. Further, the orientation of the fish
towards the source of the shock waves have been found to influence the degree of injury
sustained, with lateral and ventral exposure being most lethal, while less injuries sustained
by fish facing head on to the source (Continental Shelf Associates Inc, 2004).
It is unknown how many, if any, UXO detonations will be required. UXO desk-based studies
undertaken for the marine cable corridor indicate that there is the potential that World War IIera UXO items e.g. sea mines, torpedoes, depth charges, air-delivered bombs, projectiles,
grenades, mortars, could be encountered during installation and maintenance operations.
Until it is known whether these can be safely removed or require in-situ detonation, it is not
possible to determine the potential impact. A wide number of fish species may be present in
the vicinity of FAB Link. If UXO detonation is required, it is likely that any individual adult and
juvenile fish present in vicinity of the explosion will be injured or killed. Atlantic herring,
salmon and European eels are most sensitive to such disturbance. However, effects of
explosives are limited to the immediate vicinity of the explosion site, because the shock
waves attenuate rapidly in the water column, thus resulting in a restricted lethal zone
(Continental Shelf Associates, Inc 2004). The assessment, presented in Section 8.5.10,
concluded that the significance of disturbance to fish and shellfish from underwater noise is
transient and is unlikely to affect the viability of any species, populations or stocks. The
impact is of Negligible significance.

8.5.7

Disturbance from electromagnetic fields
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



When operating, FAB Link will transmit HVDC generating an electromagnetic field (EMF)
comprising two components: firstly, an electric field contained within the cable by armouring
and, secondly, a magnetic field that can be detected outside of the cable (Gill, 2005). The
effect will be present along the entire marine cable route. Organisms that respond to
magnetic fields can be categorised into two groups:
•
•

Species that have a sensitivity to magnetic fields (B fields) based on magnetite or
chemical mediated detection.
Those that respond to an induced electric (iE) field.

The expected magnetic field (B-Field) generated by operation of FAB Link is likely to be
below natural geomagnetic field levels within several metres of the cables. Pelagic species
sensitive to magnetic fields will therefore be unlikely to be affected by B fields unless they
remain within several metres. Responses to iE fields are generally assumed to be a mode of
navigation of the animal, and can be induced by the animal swimming across the operating
cable and can involve tide or wind driven currents (Gill and Bartlett 2010).
Elasmobranchs
Elasmobranch species are sensitive to electric fields, and rely on their keen electric sense in
detecting enemy and prey, orientating to ocean currents, and sensing their magnetic
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compass headings. Their electro-sensory organs known as the ampullae of Lorenzini, can
result in increased electric sensitivity 1,000 to 10,000 times greater than other marine fish.
Elasmobranchs are known to be repelled by strong electric fields, which has previously
raised concerns that cables inducing such electric fields may act as barriers to movement
(e.g. between feeding, mating and nursery areas). Precisely what magnitude of electric field
induces an avoidance response in elasmobranchs is uncertain (Gill and Bartlett 2010).
Pelagic species such as basking, porbeagle, thresher sharks and tope are unlikely to be
affected due to their habits causing them to be distant from the seabed and strongest electric
fields, unless venturing into very shallow waters. Benthic species such as skates and rays,
angel sharks, spiny dogfish and catsharks are more likely to encounter electric fields, either
while foraging or moving between feeding and/or breeding and nursery areas. Avoidance
impacts cannot be ruled out, but owing to the rapid attenuation of electric fields with distance
from cables, such potential interactions are expected to be very localised, and temporary.
Whilst individual sharks and rays may be affected, population level effects are unlikely owing
to the very small impact zone area. Confusion impacts may also occur within a slightly
larger, but still relatively small zone.
Fish
Telost fish species such as salmonids have an electric field sensitivity, which is less sensitive
than elasmobranch species. Teleost species are significantly less sensitive than
elasmobranchs (CMACS, 2011).
Salmon, predominantly migrate in the upper water layers (Aas et al. 2011) and therefore are
unlikely to fall within EMF fields above the Earth’s background levels. Atlantic Salmon from
the Axe estuary SSSI have potential to enter the zone of influence during migration,
however, migration is expected to be largely unaffected given the more extensive use of
more pelagic waters. In shallow waters, salmonids will be more confined and may spend
more time in close proximity of the seabed in very shallow waters when migrating towards or
from estuaries. However salmonids move quickly out of the area, and studies show smolts
cover several kilometres in their first day at sea and tens of kilometres over two days
(Malcolm et al. 2010; Lacroix et al. 2005)
Potential effects arising from the B fields in close proximity to the cables, range between
temporary deviation (as demonstrated with eels to weaker B fields) or a more serious
avoidance response (potentially leading to delayed migration for eels and lampreys)
(Westerberg & Begout-Anras 2004). Uncertainty remains and the biological significance of
such effects is currently unknown (Gill & Bartlett, 2010; Gill et al., 2012). Any effects would
be extremely localised and limited to within close proximity of the cables, due to the rapid
attenuation of B fields with distance.
In areas where rock protection is used, there is potential for smaller, rock dwelling species to
encounter strong magnetic fields of up to approximately 3,500μT. Whether any physiological
effects on such rock-dwelling fish could result from these stronger fields is uncertain,
however, whilst effects upon individual fish may occur, population level effects are unlikely to
occur owing to the relatively small impact zone.
Potential impacts upon the navigation and physiology of teleost fish cannot be ruled out.
Benthic fish are thought more likely to encounter the B fields, though the potential for some
pelagic fish to do so also exists, albeit more briefly and less frequently. Effects would be
limited to within close proximity of the cables and are expected to be temporary and minor
for individual species that come into the zone of influence.
Shellfish
The potential effects on navigation and physiology of invertebrate species such as lobster,
crabs, shrimps, molluscs, scallops and mussels, which inhabit the English Channel, as a
result of B-fields generated by cables remains uncertain, however where the cables are
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buried many invertebrates will be protected from the highest B-fields. Populations of some
species of decapod crustaceans (e.g., lobsters, crabs) will experience a low level of effect
from EMFs as they migrate across the cable installation. Such species have relatively slow
mobility during migration which would expose individual animals as they pass across the
buried cable (BOEMRE 2011). There is no evidence to suggest that exposure to EMF will
have an adverse effect on crab species (Bochert and Zettler 2004; BIOMRE 2011; Woodruff
et.al. 2013), prawn (Bochert and Zettler 2004) or lobster (Jernakoff 1987).
The electric fields expected to be induced by the marine cables are of relatively minimal
strength and therefore considered unlikely to cause detrimental physiological effects to
invertebrates. This is supported by anecdotal evidence of benthic invertebrates living upon
DC electrodes (Nielson, 1986) with no apparent effects (Walker, 2001; Swedpower, 2003).
Whilst individual shellfish may be affected within these distances, population level effects are
unlikely to be affected.
The effect of EMF will be present along the entire marine cable route for the lifetime of the
operating cable. Therefore the magnitude of the impact is long term and has been assessed
as high. However, any effects upon fish and shellfish orientation behaviour are likely to be
localised and temporary, with normal movement and migration expected to resume once
beyond the zone of influence of the B-fields. Any fish species that remain within the elevated
EMF zone will be tolerant to this level without adverse effects. Therefore, the assessment,
presented in Section 8.5.10, concluded conservatively that the significance of the impact is
minor.

8.5.8

Collision of project vessels with basking sharks
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



As stated in Section 8.3.4, basking sharks have been sighted within the Bailiwick of
Guernsey waters and along the English coast. The most recent sighting, in the English
Channel, was as recent as June 2016 in Portland Bay, approximately 30km east of AB
KP90. The slow maturity and low fecundity of the basking shark has made it slow to recover
from historical exploitation (SNH 2014). Basking sharks are considered to be particularly
susceptible to collision with vessels due to their presence at the surface for feeding and
apparent unawareness of vessels even within 10m (Macleod et al. 2011). The cable lay and
associated vessels (e.g., guard vessels, trenching support vessels and workboats) will
marginally increase the level of vessel activity in the marine environment at any one time
during the installation period, in an area that already contains extensive shipping activity.
The English Channel is one of the busiest shipping routes in the world; therefore the
increased vessel traffic in the area is unlikely to have a significant difference in the risk of
collisions of vessels with Basking shark. It is recognised that ships travelling at 14 knots
-1
(approximately 7 ms ) or greater are most likely to cause lethal or serious injuries in the
event of a collision (Macleod et al. 2011). Installation and support vessels are unlikely to
travel at speeds above 14 knots, therefore the unplanned event risk assessment for collision
of basing shark with project vessels, presented in Section 8.5.10, concluded that the
likelihood of a collision occurring was low with minor consequences, therefore the risk was
acceptable.
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8.5.9

Accidental hydrocarbon or chemical release – potential toxic effects
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Any unplanned release of surface pollutants, such as diesel, mineral oils and chemicals,
from project vessels has the potential to have toxic consequences for fish species. In fish
life cycles the egg and juvenile stages are the most vulnerable to toxicity in the water
column, as adult fish are highly mobile and generally able to avoid polluted areas. In
general, lighter refined petroleum products such as diesel will mix in the water column, with
toxic consequences. However, they tend to evaporate quickly and do not persist long in the
environment. Localised fatalities would occur in the immediate vicinity of the spill, but fish
are likely to avoid the area if the situation persists, and any effects are unlikely to be felt on a
population level. As discussed above, there are particular periods of the year when fish
species are more sensitive e.g. during periods of high spawning activity, and a spill during a
particular sensitive period could affect recruitment for that year.
However, the
spawning/nursery grounds span large areas of the English Channel which should mean that
long-term changes to populations are negligible.
Data showing the probability of pollution incidents from vessels is not available for the South
West approaches. However, analysis of data from the Advisory Committee on Protection of
the Sea (ACOPS) Annual Survey of Reported Discharges shows that during 2012 there were
eighteen vessel-source pollution incidents identified by reporting organisations; compared to
17 incidents during 2011. Twelve discharges occurred in local ports and harbours, five in the
open sea and one discharge in nearshore waters. A source of pollution was identified on 14
occasions, the sources including five fishing vessels, three general cargo vessels, two
tankers and a pleasure craft. Of all pollution incidents reported, the majority occurred in the
UKCS related to oil and gas activities in the North Sea (ACOPS 2014).
The risk assessment for the unplanned event for accidental hydrocarbon or chemical release
has identified the likelihood of this effect occurring is very low and minor consequences
within a relatively small zone of influence. Therefore the risk was considered acceptable.

8.5.10

Summary of potential impacts
Tables 8-6 and 8-7 present the impact assessment conducted on project activities and the
risk assessment conducted on unplanned events. Legal control and mitigation measures are
described in Sections 8.6 and 8.7, respectively. Where there is still potential for residual
effects or risk this is discussed further in Section 8.8.
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Table 8-6

Impact assessment summary – fish and shellfish

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction

Determination of Potential Impact
Project
Phase

Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideration of
Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Receptor Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity Significance
of Residual
Effect

 



Installation & Habitat
Maintenance disturbance

Species
Low
with
demersal
life stages

Low

Negligible

M2

-

-

-

 



Installation & Smothering of
Maintenance species (including
indirectly through
sediment
deposition)

Species
Low
with
demersal
life stages

Low

Negligible

M2

-

-

-

 



Installation & Reduced feeding
Maintenance success of visual
species

Visual
feeders

Low

Low

Negligible

M2

-

-

-

 



Installation & Disturbance or
Maintenance injury from
underwater noise
Operation
– vessels & cable
installation

All

Low

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

 



Installation & Disturbance or
Maintenance injury from
underwater noise
– geophysical
survey

All

Low

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

 



Installation & Disturbance or
Maintenance injury from
underwater noise
– UXO detonation

All

Low

Low

Negligible

M13

-

-

-
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Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction



Table 8-7

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

Impact Assessment

Consideration of
Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential Impact

Receptor Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity Significance
of Residual
Effect

Operation

Disturbance to
navigation (EMF)

All

Low

Minor

-

High

Low

High

Minor

Risk assessment summary – fish and shellfish

Applicable
Jurisdiction

UK

Determination of Potential Impact

Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential Impact

Receptor

Likelihood

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Severity

Significance Legal Control
/ Mitigation

Likelihood

Severity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

 



Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Collision of
vessels with
basking sharks

Basking sharks

Low

Minor

Acceptable

M10

-

-

-

 



Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Accidental
hydrocarbon or
chemical release
– potential toxic
effects

All

Very Low

Minor

Acceptable

L3

-

-

-
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8.6

Legal Compliance
Table 8-8 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 8-8
ID*

L3

Legal compliance measures – fish and shellfish

Legal measure

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution emergency plans
(SOPEPs) will be in place and adhered to under MARPOL Annex I
requirements for all project vessels.

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

8.7

Mitigation Measures
In addition to standard best practice and legal requirements, Table 8-9 presents measures
that FAB Link Ltd is committed to adopting.
Table 8-9
ID*

Proposed mitigation – fish and shellfish

Measure proposed

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

M2

Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to
a minimum in order to reduce disturbance to seabed.





M10

Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots.





M13

A UXO survey will be undertaken less than 6 months prior to
installation works commencing. If any significant UXO are identified
the following decision making process will be followed:





1. Avoid by micro-routing the marine cables.
2. If it cannot be avoided, consider whether it is safe to move.
3. If it cannot be moved, detonate on site.
* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

8.8

Residual Impact
The impact assessment presented in Section 8.5.10, concluded that there is likely to be only
one minor residual impact on fish and shellfish; the emission of EMF potentially disturbing
navigation. The installation design of the cable may significantly reduce the effects of EMF
where it is installed in a bundled configuration. Burial of the cable will reduce the zone of
influence extended around the cable to benthic and pelagic species of fish. With the
exception of mitigation by design (cable burial or bundling), there are no mitigation measures
available to reduce the impact of magnetic B-fields from the operating cable. As the
installation design of the cable is to be finalised, the residual significance of EMF therefore
remains as minor.

8.9

Cumulative Impacts
Fish species are largely mobile species which range widely throughout the region.
Cumulative impacts on fish and shellfish ecology may arise from the interaction of impacts
originating from the construction, operation or maintenance of FAB Link as previously
described with similar impacts arising from other marine developments in the wider region,
including marine aggregate extraction, port and harbour dredging, oil and gas infrastructure,
commercial navigations and commercial fishing. As the operations are transient and
temporary, any cumulative impacts will be short term and not significant.
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9. Birds, Marine Mammals and Marine
Reptiles

This Chapter describes the baseline environment for birds, marine mammals and
marine reptiles, identifies impacts FAB Link is likely to have on the receptors,
presents the findings of the impact assessment, and describes how impacts (if any)
will be mitigated.

9.1

Data Sources
Baseline conditions have been established by undertaking a desktop review of published
information and through consultation with relevant bodies. The data sources used to inform
the baseline description and assessment include but are not limited to the following:
Birds
▪ Seabird 2000 national seabird census project (Mitchell et al. 2004);
▪

ESAS – European Seabirds at Sea Database JNCC (Stone et al. 1995);

▪

Alderney Renewable Energy Regional Environmental Assessment (ABPmer 2014).

▪

Aerial Surveys of Water Birds in UK inshore areas (Dean et al. 2003, DTI 2006, Söhle et
al. 2006, Lewis et al. 2008);

▪

JNCC Reports No. 431 and No. 461 (Kober et al. 2010, Kober et al. 2012);

▪

Bird Atlas 2007-11: the breeding and wintering atlas of Britain and Ireland (Balmer et al.
2013);

▪

The Migration Atlas Movements of the Birds of Britain and Ireland (Wernham et al. (eds).
2002);

▪

Wetland Bird Survey Data for relevant landfall counts: Britain’s important waterfowl sites
are counted monthly through the year as part of the national Wetlands Birds Survey
(WeBS). Data have been obtained from the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) to provide
further information on the longer-term populations trends of the key species;

▪

Alderney Wildlife Trust Ecology – Terrestrial Cable corridor Wintering and Wetland bird
surveys October – November 2015.

▪

JNCC Coastal Directories Project – the publications relevant to this study are Region 9,
Southern England: Hayling Island to Lyme Regis (Barne et al. 1996a), and Region 10,
South-west England: Seaton to the Roseland Peninsula (Barne et al. 1996b);

▪

Websites e.g. Seabird Monitoring Programme, BirdLife International, Alderney Wildlife
Trust, Devon Wildlife Trust, Natural England, JNCC, Ramsar, European Environment
Agency, PACOMM – Agency for Marine Protected Areas in France; and

Other data sources are listed at the end of the Chapter.
Marine mammals and reptiles
▪ Alderney Regional Environmental Assessment (ABPmer 2014);
▪

Marine mammals in the English Channel in relation to proposed dredging scheme (Evans
2006);

▪

Cetacean abundance and distribution in European Atlantic Shelf waters to inform
conservation and management (Hammond et al. 2013); and

Other data sources are referenced in the text and listed at the end of the Chapter
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9.2

Consultation
Table 9-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.

Table 9-1

Consultation responses – Birds, marine mammals and marine reptiles

Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Alderney Wildlife
Trust

Proximity of southern onshore route to important wetland habitat on Alderney
th
for bird nesting, migration and feeding. Longis Nature Reserve covers 1/8
of Alderney. Asked if incidental sightings of marine mammals during marine
survey could be communicated.
Is aware Alderney Commission for
Renewable Energy (ACRE) have undertaken two Phase 1 habitat surveys of
Longis Beach; none for Corblets Bay. Provided nesting bird data.
(02/09/2016) Requested that the seasonal patterns of marine mammal
sightings around Alderney be discussed. Provided sightings data for marine
mammals around Alderney.

Devon Wildlife
Trust

Discussions focused on UK onshore elements of project, specifically interest
features of SSSI/SACs.

JNCC

Confirmed the project does not directly impact any offshore designated
nature conservation sites and that there are no proposed/draft offshore
designated sites within the project footprint.
NB: As Alderney waters are outside of the European Union, the Alderney
South Banks has not been considered or designated as a SAC, although it
has potential for designation under the European Habitat Directive
92/43/EEC. JNCC has jurisdiction within Crown dependencies, however, is
not currently consulting on Alderney South Bank as a cSAC. Therefore the
area is not afforded the protection status of a European Marine Protected
Area.

Natural England

(28/09/2015) Noted presence of lamprey, eels and salmonids around River
Exe and sightings of marine mammals.
(08/10/2015) Advised to consider potential impacts from noise disturbance on
Manx shearwater & marine mammals. Provided data sources.

RSPB

Concerns related to onshore elements of project.

9.3

Existing Baseline Environment – Birds

9.3.1

Overview
This section sets out the key seabird populations that could use the marine cable corridor
within UK waters, the French EEZ and States of Guernsey and States of Alderney waters.
An initial search area of 100km from the marine cable corridor was used to determine
sensitive species. However, more distant sites were also considered if a clear ecological link
between birds using the marine cable corridor and an internationally important Special
Protection Area (SPA) or Ramsar site could be established e.g. by foraging distance for
designated species. The assessment focused on the breeding seabird colonies in the region
and for each assessed whether the marine cable corridor would fall within the foraging
ranges of its key species. Maximum foraging ranges are used as a worst case, using the
values published in Thaxter et al. (2012). Breeding seabirds were considered to be the most
likely marine ornithological feature to be affected by FAB Link given that the construction
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works will be largely in spring/summer months, though consideration has also been given to
seabird populations of importance at other times of year too.

9.3.2

UK waters

9.3.2.1 Internationally important UK seabird breeding colonies

The UK SPAs/Ramsar sites with a qualifying breeding seabird interest feature(s) are listed in
Table 9-2. Information in this table has been used to determine whether the marine cable
corridor is used by seabirds from internationally important seabird breeding colonies for
foraging.

Table 9-2

Population sizes for each of the UK SPA/Ramsar seabird breeding colonies in the region.

SPA

Distance
from FAB
Link
(minimum)

Species

Population
(number of
breeding pairs
- SPA review)

Thaxter et al
(2012) max
foraging
range

FAB Link
within max
foraging
range?

Chesil Beach
and the Fleet

28km

Little Tern (Sternela
albifrons)

55

11km

×

Common Tern (Sterna 155
hirundo)

30km

×

Mediterranean Gull
(Ichthyaetus
melanocephalus)

5

20km

×

Mediterranean Gull
(Ichthyaetus
melanocephalus)

2

20km

×

Sandwich Tern
(Thalasseus
sandvicensis)

231

54km

×

Common Tern (Sterna 267
hirundo)

30km

×

Roseate Tern* (Sterna 2
dougallii)

30km

×

Little Tern (Sternela
albifrons)

11km

×

Poole Harbour 58km

Solent and
Southampton
Water

87km

49

* No longer breeding in this SPA (Holling et al.2012)

None of the above SPA breeding seabird populations is likely to be sensitive to the project,
given that it will be located beyond the maximum foraging range for all of these species from
their respective SPAs.
The Exe Estuary SPA lies 5.2km from Budleigh Salterton. The SPA is designated for its
populations of avocet and Slavonian grebe, and for its wintering waterfowl assemblage. This
site was also identified in Barne et al. (1996b) as supporting important populations of
wintering marine waterfowl (Slavonian grebe, common scoter and red-breasted merganser).
Although none of the designating species will forage within the marine cable corridor due to
its proximity the site could be affected by an unplanned hydrocarbon release from project
vessels and has therefore been included in the assessment.
Although the Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA lies within 100km of the marine cable corridor it
has been excluded from the assessment as its qualifying species (avocet and little egret) will
not forage in the corridor.
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The marine cable corridor does not lie within any other UK/SPA/Ramsar breeding seabird
colony foraging range nor any other UK areas identified by Barne et al. (1996a, 1996b) as
important for marine wintering waterfowl.

9.3.2.2 Additional UK nationally important seabird breeding colonies

Other UK nationally important seabird colonies (Barne et al. 1996a, 1996b) are listed in
Table 9-3. The table also includes colonies of regional/local importance which are
designating features of SSSIs.

Table 9-3

Population sizes for other UK nationally important seabird breeding colonies in the region

Colony

Distance
from FAB
Link
(minimum)

Species

Population
(number of
breeding pairs Seabird Colony
Register)

Thaxter et al
(2012) max
foraging
range

FAB Link
within max
foraging
range?

Poole Harbour

58km

Black-headed Gull
(Chroicocephalus
ridibundus)

8,951

40km

×

Solent and
Southampton
Water

87km

Black-headed Gull
(Chroicocephalus
ridibundus)

6,125

40km

×

Cormorant
(Phalacrocoracidae)

218

35km

×

Needles (Isle of
Wight)

94km

Cormorant
(Phalacrocorax carbo)

154

35km

×

Berry Head

25km

Guillemot (Cepphus
grylle)

1,240

135km



Bolt Tail

53km

Fulmar (Fulmarus
glacialis)

1

580km



Shag (Phalacrocorax
aristotelis)

5

17km

×

Eglarooze Cliff

77km

Shag (Phalacrocorax
aristotelis)

8

17km

×

Polruan

91km

Herring Gull (Larus
argentatus)

35

98km



9.3.2.3 Additional nationally important UK Sites

The Otter Estuary SSSI lies 0.1km from Budleigh Salterton. Its interest features include
small breeding and wintering populations of several waterbird species, including shelduck (5year mean peak of 23, Frost et al. 2016), wigeon (mean peak 245), teal (mean peak 141)
and curlew (mean peak 33). The number of birds present at the site are low and of only local
importance.

9.3.2.4 Foraging birds from SPAs and Ramsar sites further afield

The marine cable corridor within UK waters may be used by seabirds from other SPA
colonies in France and in the Channel Islands, including gannet and lesser black-backed
gull. These are discussed further in the following sections.
There is no indication from the information available that the marine cable corridor is
particularly important for any seabird species outside the breeding season, either on
migration or in winter (Stone et al. 1995, Barne et al. 1996a, 1996b, Kober et al. 2010, 2012).
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9.3.2.5 Summary of sensitivity

In UK waters, the key seabird receptors likely to be sensitive to the project are: guillemot,
fulmar and herring gull. These species forage over large distances and are likely to be
present in sufficient numbers in the marine cable corridor area.
Consideration has also been given to potential disturbance of seabirds outside the breeding
season, when links to specific SPAs, such as the Chesil Beach and the Fleet, Poole
Harbour, and Solent and Southampton Water, would be less clear given that seabird
populations are generally more dispersed at that time of year. However, no additional
sites/species have been identified that could possibly be sensitive. Installation and
maintenance activities are typically carried out during summer months and therefore birds
outside the breeding season are unlikely to be sensitive to the project.
Offshore waters are a known wintering and passage grounds for waterbirds on the Exe
Estuary SPA/Ramsar site and the Otter Estuary SSSI.

9.3.3

French EEZ
There are several internationally important seabird breeding colonies in French SPAs that
could be potentially sensitive to the project, as the marine cable corridor would lie within their
maximum foraging range. Their breeding seabird populations are summarised in Table 9-4.
Other SPA and Bird Life Important Bird Area (IBA) seabird colonies in the region considered
in this assessment are also listed in the table.

Table 9-4

Population sizes for each of the French SPA/Ramsar seabird breeding colonies

SPA

Distance
from FAB
Link
(minimum)

Species

Population
(number of
breeding pairs)

Thaxter et al
(2012) max
foraging range

FAB Link
within max
foraging
range?

Iles de Saint
Marcouf

50km

Lesser black-backed gull
(Larus fuscus)

300

181km



Iles Chausey

74km

European storm petrel
(Hydrobates pelagicus)

1-10

>65km

Possible

Shag (Phalacrocorax
aristotelis)

525

17km

×

Great black-backed gull
(Larus marinus)

350

No data
available

Possible

Baie du Mont
Saint-Michel

103km

Shag (Phalacrocorax
aristotelis)

200

17km

×

Estuaires de Trieux
et du Jaudy

111km

Little Tern (Sternela
albifrons)

20-25

11km

×

Archipel des SeptIles

134km

European storm petrel
(Hydrobates pelagicus)

14-17

>65km

Possible

Gannet (Morus bassanus)

13,500

590km



Shag (Phalacrocorax
aristotelis)

346

17km

×

Lesser black-backed gull
(Larus fuscus)

821

181km



Sandwich tern (Sterna
sandvicensis)

2-50

54km

×

Roseate Tern (Sterna
dougallii)

present

30km

×

Little Tern (Sternela
albifrons)

10-12

11km

×

Ile de Goulmedec

150km
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Of these, there are six SPA populations that could or could possibly forage within the marine
cable corridor:
▪

▪

9.3.4

Possibly within foraging distance:
▪

European storm-petrel from Iles Chausey and the Archipel des Sept-Iles;

▪

Great Black-backed gull from Iles Chausey.

Within foraging distance
▪

lesser black-backed gulls from the Iles de Saint Marcouf colony;

▪

Gannet and lesser black-backed gull from the Archipel des Sept-Iles.

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

9.3.4.1 Internationally important seabird breeding colonies

There is one internationally important seabird breeding area (a designated Ramsar site)
within the States of Alderney territorial waters, the Alderney West and Burhou Islands
Ramsar site. Its breeding seabird populations are summarised in Table 9-5.

Table 9-5
Ramsar
site

Population sizes for the Alderney West Coast and Burhou Islands Ramsar seabird
breeding colonies
Distance
from FAB
Link

Alderney
3.2km
West Coast
and Burhou
Islands

Species

Population
(number of
breeding pairs Ramsar
Information
Sheet)

Thaxter et al
(2012) max
foraging
range

FAB Link
within max
foraging
range?

Gannet (Morus bassanus)

5,950

590km



European storm petrel
(Hydrobates pelagicus)

100

>65km



Cormorant (Phalacrocorax
carbo)

1

35km



Shag (Phalacrocorax
aristotelis)

44

17km



Kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla)

16

120km



Lesser black-backed gull
(Larus fuscus)

273

181km



Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

105

98km



Great black-backed gull (Larus
marinus)

32

No data



Guillemot (Uria aalge)

105

135km



Razorbill (Alca torda)

17

95km



Puffin (Fratercula arctica)

180

200km



The numbers of gannet breeding in the Ramsar site are currently increasing, with 7,880 pairs
reported in 2011 (the most recently available data on the Seabird Monitoring Programme
website), with 5,765 pairs on Les Etacs and 2,120 on Ortac. Similarly, lesser black-backed
gull numbers in the Ramsar site are also increasing, with 1,392 pairs counted in 2014.
As this Ramsar site is located close to the project (3.2km at its closest point), all of these
species could potentially forage within the marine cable corridor.
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9.3.4.2 Other sites of importance to marine ornithology

The Regional Environmental Assessment (ABPmer 2014) identified the following seabird
colonies within the Channel Islands, in addition to the Alderney West Coast and Burhou
Ramsar site, as detailed in Table 9-6.

Table 9-6

Other Channel Island seabird breeding colonies

Site

Distance
from FAB
Link

Species

Number
pairs

Thaxter et al
(2012) max
foraging
range

FAB Link
within max
foraging
range?

Alderney

3.2km

Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

160

17km



Brecqhou

33km

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

90

98km



Lesser black-backed gull (Larus
fuscus)

360

181km



Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

54

17km

×

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

1150

98km



Lesser black-backed gull (Larus
fuscus)

123

181km



Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

96

17km

×

Great black-headed gull
(Ichthyaetus ichthyaetus)

22

No available
data



Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

12

17km

×

Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo)

16

35km

×

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

132

98km



Lesser black-backed gull (Larus
fuscus)

21

181km



Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

140

98km



Puffin (Fratercula arctica)

11

200km



Fulmar

18

580km



Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

41

17km



Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

220

98km



Lesser black-backed gull (Larus
fuscus)

60

181km



Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

250

17km

×

Great black-backed gull (Larus
marinus)

43

No data
available



Puffin (Fratercula arctica)

9

200km



Guillemot (Uria aalge)

105
individuals

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

60

98km



Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

130

17km

×

Guillemot (Uria aalge)

298
individuals

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

440

98km



Lesser black-backed gull (Larus
fuscus)

555

181km



Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

69

17km

×

Guernsey

Lihou Island

Herm

Jethou

Les Amfroques

Sark

32km

45km

31km

33km

26km

30km
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Site

Distance
from FAB
Link

Species

Number
pairs

Thaxter et al
(2012) max
foraging
range

FAB Link
within max
foraging
range?

Les Ecrehous
(near Jersey)

29km

Common tern (Sterna hirundo)

84

30km



Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

108

17km

×

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

200

98km



Devil's Hole
(Jersey)

40km

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

93

98km



La Chretienne
(Jersey)

38km

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

203

98km



Sorel Point
(Jersey)

39km

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

92

98km



Wolfs Caves
(Jersey)

39km

Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

90

17km

×

St Helier
(Jersey)

44km

Herring gull (Larus argentatus)

190

98km



Les Minquiers
(Jersey)

45km

Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo)

42

35km

×

Shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)

20

17km

×

Sources: Seabird Monitoring Programme Online Database; Alderney Wildlife Trust (2012); States of
Jersey (2012), ABPmer (2014)
The ABPmer (2014) Regional Environmental Assessment also identified a range of seabird
species using the region’s inshore waters, including eider, long-tailed duck, common scoter,
scaup, red-throated diver and great crested grebe, but all were considered only scare/rare
winter visitors/migrants (and therefore would be unlikely to be sensitive to the project).
The most detailed seabird surveys undertaken in the waters around Alderney were carried
out approximately monthly between March 2006 and January 2008 by Entec (2008) for the
Race Tidal marine renewable energy project (Race Tidal 2015). This work concluded that
the number of seabirds recorded was generally low, apart from gannet, as would be
expected given the distribution and abundance of breeding seabirds in the region set out
above. No specific seabird concentrations were noted.

9.3.4.3 Summary of sensitivity

From the information obtained from the desk study, the key seabird receptors that could be
sensitive to the project are; gannet, European storm petrel, lesser black-backed gull, herring
gull, shag, guillemot and puffin. These species are considered to be potentially vulnerable to
disturbance (Garthe and Huppop 2004, Furness and Wade 2012).
Herm, Jethou, Lihou Island, Les Ecrehous and Les Minquiers, in the States of Alderney and
the States of Guernsey, all lie within Ramsar sites, although those sites’ main designated
features are non-avian. Their distances from the project are outlined in Table 9-6 above.
In summary the seabirds likely to be sensitive to the project are:
▪

Gannet from the Alderney West Coast and Burhou Islands Ramsar site;

▪

Gannet from the Archipel des Sept-Iles SPA; and

▪

European storm petrel, shag, guillemot and puffin from the Alderney West Coast and
Burhou Islands Ramsar site.
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9.4

Existing Baseline Environment - Marine Mammals and Marine
Reptiles
Marine mammals are sub-divided into four recognised groups. Species from three of these
groups have the potential to be within the marine cable corridor: cetaceans (whales, dolphins
and porpoises); pinnipeds (seals); and fissipeds (group of carnivores with separate digits e.g.
otters). Marine mammals are typically wide ranging and highly mobile, often following
preferred prey items and returning to specific breeding locations.
There are a number of reptiles which are adapted to life in the marine environment. The only
know marine reptiles in Northwest European waters are sea turtles collectively described
under the order Chelonii.

9.4.1

UK waters

9.4.1.1 Cetaceans

More than twenty cetacean species have been recorded in UK waters and of these; eleven
are known to occur regularly (UKMMAS 2010). Cetacean species sightings in the Western
English Channel are low in numbers and diversity. Of the species observed, two are present
throughout the year, with three further species occurring on a more casual basis (Evans
2006).
Commonly sighted cetaceans – nearshore waters
Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) is frequently observed in nearshore waters in the
English Channel. The species is most frequently sighted within 10km of land. Sightings of
bottlenose dolphins have been recorded throughout the year with increasing numbers and
larger group size between March and September. The species have an extended breeding
season; however births peak during May and November (Evans 2006). The nearest known
UK breeding site for bottlenose dolphins is located in Cardigan Bay (JNCC 2016a).

Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) is resident throughout UK waters, however is rare in
the English Channel. Sightings have been recorded in nearshore waters mainly between
March and May (Evans 2006). A study by Hammonds et al. (2013b) indicates that species
density within the region surrounding the marine cable corridor is low at approximately 0.331
2
individuals per km and the mean group size is 1.28 individuals per group.
Commonly sighted cetaceans – offshore waters
Short-beaked common dolphins (Delphinus delphis) are regular visitors to the western
approaches of the English Channel, where they have been recorded across the region and
in greater numbers offshore; with the highest numbers recorded between March and July
and in December (Evans 2006). A recent study showed that their density in the western
2
approaches of the English Channel area is approximately 0.04 individuals per km , however
these species have been known to travel in large group sizes (mean group size is estimated
at 13 individuals) (Hammond 2013).
Long-finned pilot whale (Globicephala melas) occurs offshore in the western approaches of
the English Channel with a peak in numbers between March and May and between August
and December; this increase in numbers has been linked to the cuttlefish migration (Walker
and Wilson 2007).
Less commonly sighted cetaceans
Killer whale (Orcinus orca), Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus), and white-beaked dolphin
(Lagenorhynchus albirostris), Atlantic white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus acutus), minke
whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata), fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus), Sei whale
(Balaenoptera borealis) and humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) are reported to
occur in the wider area of the English Channel. Sightings occur only very occasionally or
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rarely in the region (Evans 2006). As these are highly mobile species there is always
potential for these species to enter the project area, however the likelihood of encountering
these species is low.

9.4.1.2 Pinnipeds

There are two species of pinniped with the potential to be present within and adjacent to the
marine cable corridor: common seal (Phoca vitulina) and grey seal (Halichoerus grypus).
Both species are considered casual visitors to the English Channel; however the former has
been recorded more frequently.

The common seal tends to occupy sheltered waters and forage between 50-100km away
from their haul-out sites, returning to land to rest, moult and breed. Females tend to give
birth on their own or in small groups between May and July in mid-June (Evans 2006).
Common seals may be present in the vicinity of Budleigh Salterton during the summer
months, however they are considered rare in the region (Evans 2006). Mean density
analysis of sightings data for the Western English Channel (Figured 9-1 and 9-2), show the
English Channel is not an important area for either grey or harbour seal populations.
Figure 9-1

Mean annual density of grey seal in the English Channel

Source: SMRU (2013)
Note: Data has been assimilated from various sources including aerial and ground counts and was data available at
the time of map production (December 2012). Analysis reflects the most complete counts that were available.
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Figure 9-2

Mean annual density of harbour seal in the English Channel

Source: SMRU (2013)
Note: Data has been assimilated from various sources including aerial and ground counts and was data available at
the time of map production (December 2012). Analysis reflects the most complete counts that were available.

Grey seal can feed in waters up to 100m deep and therefore can commonly be found in most
UK continental shelf waters. Foraging trips can range up to an excess of 100km from haulout sites. However during pupping and moulting season grey seals spend most of their time
on land, therefore lower densities are likely to be recorded at sea during this time. The
pupping period varies depending on geographical location, however in broad terms occurs in
the autumn/early winter with moulting later in spring, three to five months after the end of the
breeding season (The Seal Sanctuary, 2016).
Grey seals, from small populations in Cornwall may be present in waters around Budleigh
Salterton; however they are considered rare in the region (Evans 2006). Matthiopoulos et al
(2014) reports a haul-out site with a 55-strong population in Cornwall (Figure 9-3). However,
the size of the population is significantly smaller than those reported for haul-out sites on
northern coast of the British Isles.
There are 194 designated seal-haul out sites in the UK, none of which are located in English
waters, there are no designated seal pupping sites in English waters (The Scottish
Government 2016).
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9.4.1.3 Chelonians

There are up to five species of marine turtle that have been recorded in British waters. The
leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) is the largest of all the marine turtles and the most
commonly recorded turtle in UK waters. There are approximately 33 animals sighted per
year in all UK waters (approximately 88% of all turtle sightings).
Sightings in the English Channel are not amongst the most common, however may occur in
coastal areas off the Devon coast (DECC 2016). August is the peak time to see leatherback
turtles in UK waters, as they arrive from their nesting grounds in the Caribbean to feed on
the abundant seasonal jellyfish blooms (DECC 2016). Individuals are typically adults. As
sea temperature decreases and winter approaches, leatherback turtles commence their
migration towards the south.

Although the vast majority of turtles recorded in British waters are leatherback turtles,
loggerhead turtles (Caretta caretta) and Kemp’s ridley turtles (Lepidochelys kempii) have
also occasionally been recorded. Loggerhead turtles have been recorded in low numbers
throughout the year and are lethargic due to the low water temperature of UK waters (DECC
2016).

9.4.1.4 Protected species and species of conservation importance

Species protected by international or national law are described below.
Cetaceans
All cetaceans are European Protected Species (EPS) protected under the EC Habitats
Directive (see Chapter 2 for further information). It is an offence to deliberately kill, injure or
disturb animals classed as EPS.
Both harbour porpoise and bottlenose dolphin are also listed under Annex II of the EC
Habitats Directive which lists species whose conservation requires designation of SAC.
There are no designated or possible SACs, where bottlenose dolphin is a qualifying feature
in the English Channel; the closest is the Southern North Sea pSAC, located 302km east of
the marine cable corridor.
Cetaceans are also legally protected in UK waters (0-12nm) under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981.
There are nine species of cetacean likely to be present within and adjacent to the marine
cable corridor (described above). There are no protected sites identifying marine mammals
as a feature of conservation interest within 100km of the project in UK waters (JNCC 2016b).
Pinnipeds
Grey seal and common seal are listed under Annex II of the EC Habitats Directive. There
are no sites designated for the protection of pinnipeds grey or common seals within 100km
of the marine cable corridor; the closest is the Isles of Scilly Complex SAC, 221km west of
the marine cable corridor.
Common and grey seal are protected under numerous pieces of UK legislation; none of
which are applicable to the project.
Chelonians
Marine turtles are listed as critically endangered on the IUCN Red Lists 2002. Marine turtles
are also listed on the OSPAR list of threatened and/or declining species. All marine turtles
are also EPS protected under Annex IV of the EC Habitats Directive. As for cetaceans, it is
an offence to deliberately kill, injure or disturb chelonians.
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9.4.2

French EEZ
As cetaceans are highly mobile and do not observe national and international boundaries,
their range and distribution within the French EEZ is the same as for common offshore
species recorded in UK waters (Reid et.al 2003; Evans 2006; Hammond 2013). Common
offshore species include the short beaked common dolphin and long fin pilot whale. As
discussed in Section 9.4.1, pinnipeds are unlikely to be present in offshore waters in the
English Channel and therefore unlikely to be present above very low numbers in the French
EEZ (SMRU 2013)
Leatherback turtles (Dermochelys coriacea) is the only chelonid species believed to migrate
to English Channel waters, and may be present in the French EEZ in very low numbers
(ABPmer 2013). These species are occasionally sighted following their jellyfish prey. Other
turtle species are only likely to be present due to changes in currents displacing them from
their natural range.
As France is part of the European Union the EC Habitats Directive applies to the French
EEZ waters. As such all cetaceans and chelonid species are protected under Annex IV as
EPS (see Section 9.4.1).

9.4.3

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

9.4.3.1 Cetaceans

In the area, there are two cetacean species reported as commonly sighted throughout the
year and three cetacean species reported as seasonal visitors that could potentially be
present within and adjacent to the marine cable corridor.
Commonly sighted cetaceans
The bottlenose dolphin population found around the Channels Islands and Alderney is
thought to be a population of approximately 387 individuals and is one of the largest in
Europe (ABPmer 2013). Bottlenose dolphins are the most commonly observed cetacean
species in recent years. The species was the most frequently observed during the most
recent seabird and marine mammal survey (ABPmer 2014).
Alderney Wildlife Trust has been recording sightings of cetaceans around the island for the
last few years. Data from 2012 and 2014 – 2016 were made available to FAB Link Ltd;
which combine dedicated marine mammal surveys and sightings from the public. Groups of
bottlenose dolphin have been recorded in winter and early spring (50 to 100 individuals)
around Houmet Herbe and Frying Pan Bay, while smaller groups (up to 30 individuals) have
been recorded during late summer – early autumn (AWT 2016).
Harbour porpoise are reported infrequently throughout the year around the Channel Islands
and within Alderney waters. There is no information with regards to population size,
however, a total of 53 harbour porpoise were recorded in waters off the Channel Islands
during a survey conducted in 2011 (ABPmer 2014). In coastal waters, they are often
encountered close to islands and headlands with strong tidal currents (ABPmer 2014).
Sightings tend to be of 1-2 animals. There have also been occasional strandings of harbour
porpoise (e.g. Longis Bay, 2015). Long-finned pilot whales have been recorded as sighted
every year (David 2011).

Less commonly sighted species
Minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata), Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus), short-beaked
common dolphin have been reported to occur as seasonal visitors to the English Channel in
deeper waters. An individual minke whale was observed in June 2015 (AWT 2015) and
short-beaked common dolphin have become stranded in Platte Saline Bay and Houmet
Herbe (AWT 2016) and have also been sighted in waters around Alderney. Other species
such as the striped dolphin (Stenella coeruleoalba), fin whale (B. physalus) and sperm whale
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(Physeter microcephalus) have been recorded in the Bay of Biscay and the outer Western
Approaches of the English Channel (Reid et al 2003).

9.4.3.2 Pinnipeds

One pinniped species is reported as regularly occurring in the Bailiwick of Guernsey waters,
the grey seal, with sightings of harbour seal being reported as rare.
Grey seal haul-out sites are present on the Nannels and Renonquet rocks to the west of
Burhou Island near Alderney. The grey seal population in the vicinity of Alderney has been
estimated at 15 to 20 individuals and due to presence of grey seal pups in the late summer
of 2012, Burhous reefs are a potential grey seal breeding site (ABPmer 2014).
Individual grey seals are observed in the water in close proximity to bays and channels
around Alderney between June and January. Sightings are typically of individual animals or
groups of up to four. Animals have been observed at Houmet Herbe, Cats Bay, Veau
Trembliers Bay, Braye Beach Bay, Mannez Lighthouse, Quernard Bay, Burhou and Les
Renoquets and Casquets and surrounding rocks (AWT 2012, 2014-2016).

Grey seals from colonies on the French coast have also been recorded as foraging in the
English Channel (ABPmer 2014) and have the potential to be present in the waters around
Alderney.

9.4.3.3 Chelonians

The leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) is the only marine turtle species believed to
migrate to feed in the English Channel and may be present in the States of Guernsey and
States of Alderney territorial waters (ABPmer 2014).

9.4.3.4 Protected species and species of conservation importance

As discussed in Section 2.3.3.2 the UK has extended the Bonn Convention to the Bailiwick
of Guernsey. All species of cetacean, pinniped and marine reptile known to occur in the
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters are protected under this
Convention.

9.5

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation, operation and maintenance the following
aspects of the project have the potential to impact birds, marine mammals and marine
reptiles. For each aspect the assessment has considered the different project aspects which
could cause the impact and from these selected the worst case zone of influence; presented
in Table 9-7.

Table 9-7

Impact zone of influence – birds, marine mammals and marine reptiles

Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of Influence

Installation

Open-cut trenching at landfalls

Temporary habitat loss

Birds

40m wide*

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, pre lay grapnel
run, plough trenching, jet
trenching

Temporary loss of food
resource

Birds

120m along cable
route**

Installation &
Maintenance

Presence of installation and
support vessels

Disturbance

Birds

1km radius of
installation spread**

Presence of installation and
support vessels
Cable ploughing & trenching

Disturbance from
underwater noise

Cetaceans

<5km***

Pinnipeds

<5km***

Cetaceans

330m**

Pinnipeds

50m**

Operation
Installation &
Maintenance

Rock or concrete mattress
placement
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Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of Influence

Installation &
Maintenance

UXO detonation

Disturbance from
underwater noise

Cetaceans

1km****

Pinnipeds

1km****

Cetaceans

1km****

Pinnipeds

1km****

Cetaceans

Immediate vicinity**

Injury from underwater
noise
Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Presence of installation and
support vessels

Collision with vessels

Operation

Emission of EMF

Disturbance to navigation

Cetaceans

Immediately above
cable**

Unplanned
Event

Release of hydrocarbons or
chemical spill

Contamination of sea and
foreshore leading to
exposure to surface
hydrocarbons or chemicals

Birds
Cetaceans

10km from point of
spill**

Pinnipeds
Marine Turtles

Pinnipeds
Marine Turtles

*Discussed in Section 9.6.1
**Defined in Section 4.11
*** See noise assessment presented in Section 9.7.1.
**** Discussed in Section 9.7.2

9.6

Significance Assessment - Birds

9.6.1

Temporary loss of food resource and habitat loss
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The preferred method of installation at the landfalls is via HDD, which will not impact the
intertidal zone. If HDD is not a feasible installation technique at the landfalls, (noting that the
installation contractor has to demonstrate that it is not possible), there is an option to install
the marine cables across the intertidal zone using open-cut trenching. Intertidal species in
the vicinity of the cable trench may be displaced or suffer direct mortality during trenching
operations, and be temporarily unavailable as prey items for bird species.
The intertidal areas on Alderney are a feeding opportunity for overwintering and breeding
tern species foraging in close proximity to their nest site. Infaunal species present at the
Alderney landfalls were found to be typical of the biotopes identified and common around the
coast of the British Isles and Alderney (CMACS 2016). Following installation the beach
profile will be restored by backfilling the trench. The beaches in Alderney are highly dynamic
and intertidal infauna is expected to be adapted to changes in beach profiles resulting from
storm events. Prey species displaced by trenching operations are likely to re-colonise
habitat rapidly.
The temporary habitat loss as a result of cable trenching installation would be minimal and
restricted to a narrow strip (approximately 40m wide). As presented in Table 9-8 the area
affected represents only a small percentage of the available habitat; 11.4% of the intertidal
area at Corblets Bay and 12.3% of the area at Longis Bay.
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Table 9-8

Area of intertidal zone affected by cable installation

Landfall

Intertidal
zone

Length of marine
cable corridor in
intertidal zone

Intertidal area
affected by
installation

% of intertidal area
impacted

Corblets Bay

0.07km2

200m

0.008km2

11.4%

400m

2

12.3%

Longis Bay

2

0.13km

0.016km

Any temporary habitat loss would be of very limited extent and highly localised, and would
represent a negligible magnitude change to the existing environment. Following installation,
the beach profile would be restored to pre-impact conditions. This disturbance and resulting
temporary habitat loss would not be significant for any seabird species.
Budleigh Salterton is a pebbly beach with a marginal intertidal area consisting of pebbles,
and has not been noted as an important bird feeding area. The section of the coast is
designated as a SSSI for geological interest, not bird species.
Subtidal benthic prey items for diving birds (mainly sandeel and other fish species) will be
impacted in a similar way, through substratum displacement during cable laying and
maintenance operations e.g. through pre-sweeping, pre-lay grapnel run, ploughing or
trenching. Tern species from Les Ecrehous colony near Jersey may fish in shallow areas
around Alderney, with marine bird species foraging further offshore in deeper waters.
However the footprint of the installation is small in relation to available alternative habitat and
is not likely to have any significant impact to food resources available to birds during
installation and maintenance operations.
There would be potential for temporary habitat disturbance, increase in suspended sediment
concentration and deposition, and noise related disturbance to the local fish populations
during cable installation. This could potentially result in indirect effects on marine birds, as
prey species are diminished. Cable laying and burying will affect very discrete and limited
areas, and as discussed in Chapter 6 sediment plumes will be localised. Given the very
limited area in which such effects would occur and the very limited scale of those effects, any
impacts on seabirds would be of negligible magnitude, temporary in nature and of negligible
significance.

9.6.2

Physical disturbance
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Vessel activity through areas where high densities of seabirds are present on the surface of
the sea (e.g. resting or surfacing between feeding dives) may result in the displacement of
birds from optimal areas for feeding and loafing. Although the offshore waters surrounding
the marine cable corridor are an important resource for marine birds, particularly winter
aggregations, there are no designated sites offshore in the region of the marine cable
corridor and generally marine bird populations are considered to be widely occurring with
capacity to adapt to short term transient changes in their environment. The project vessels
are very unlikely to result in any adverse disturbance impact.
Gannet, European storm-petrel, lesser black-backed gull, herring gull, shag, guillemot and
puffin, are all highly mobile foragers that spend significant proportions of time in flight; and
hence all are considered to have low or negligible vulnerability to disturbance by project
vessels. Any disturbance is likely to be small-scale both in space and time, and the
availability of alternative suitable habitat within the local area is expected to be high.
The Alderney West Coast and Burhou Islands Ramsar site is sufficient distance from the
marine cable corridor (3.2km) to avoid any direct disturbance effects from installation and
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maintenance activities. Birds forage within the Ramsar site or within a surrounding radius.
Therefore there are alternative foraging locations within close proximity for birds to use.
The assessment process has concluded that the effects of the installation activities are short
term and any disturbance is temporary, transient and localised. Bird species are likely to be
tolerant to the temporary activities and are able to utilise alternative foraging locations within
reasonable distance from their nest locations. There is unlikely to be a change to nesting
success, population or foraging behaviour of breeding gannet, European storm petrel, shag,
guillemot and puffin from the Alderney West Coast and Burhou Islands Ramsar site and
foraging breeding gannet from the Archipel des Sept-Iles SPA as a result of the project.
Therefore the significance of disturbance to bird species is of minor significance.

9.6.3

Accidental hydrocarbon spill
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



In the event of an unplanned release of hydrocarbon fuel from project vessels, seabirds
landing on the water may become contaminated with hydrocarbons. Seabird vulnerability to
hydrocarbon pollution in coastal waters is higher during the breeding season when birds
concentrate around their breeding colonies. Installation and maintenance operations are
typically planned for summer months, due to favourable weather conditions, and therefore
there is a higher risk that bird populations could be adversely affected if there was an
unplanned release.
Data showing the probability of a hydrocarbon or chemical release specifically from cable
installation and maintenance vessels are not available. However, analysis of data from the
Advisory Committee on Protection of the Sea (ACOPS) Annual Survey of Reported
Discharges shows that during 2012 there were a total of 1,553 incidents concerning oil or
chemical releases from vessels in the United Kingdom Pollution Control Zone (UKPCZ)
(ACOPS 2014). Of these incidents the majority occurred in the open sea (84%), with 14% in
ports and 2% across the remaining marine environmental zones.
Birds which may be present within the predicted 10km zone of influence for a hydrocarbon
release during cable installation and maintenance operations include the seabirds identified
above that could occur within the marine cable corridor i.e. gannet, European storm-petrel,
lesser black-backed gull, herring gull, shag, guillemot and puffin. In addition, the Exe
Estuary SPA and Otter Estuary SSSI lie within this zone. Of particular concern would
species from SPA/Ramsar colonies, including:
▪

Gannet from the Alderney West Coast and Burhou Islands Ramsar site;

▪

Gannet from the Archipel des Sept-Iles SPA;

▪

European storm petrel, shag, guillemot and puffin from the Alderney West Coast and
Burhou Islands Ramsar site; and

▪

Exe Estuary SPA and Otter Estuary SSSI waterbird populations.

The assessment process presented in Table 9-9 concluded that the likelihood of a
hydrocarbon or chemical release occurring is very low. However, major spills have the
potential to spread up to 10km from the source, which has the capacity to affect a large
number of birds. Breeding and protected bird species are highly sensitive during the
summer months. Therefore the risk of an accidental spill on species particularly from
Ramsar and SPA sites has been assessed as tolerable and acceptable for all other marine
birds.
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9.6.4

Summary of potential impacts – marine birds
Tables 9-9 and 9-10 present the summary of the impact assessment conducted on project
activities and the risk assessment conducted on unplanned events in relation to marine
birds. Where there is still potential for residual effects or risk this is discussed further in
Section 9.10. Legal control and mitigation measures are described in Sections 9.8 and 9.9,
respectively.
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Table 9-9

Impact assessment summary – marine birds
Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment
Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential
Impact

Receptor

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Installation &
Maintenance

Physical
disturbance due
to presence of
vessels and
equipment

Foraging breeding
gannet, European
storm petrel, shag,
guillemot and puffin
from the Alderney
Ramsar site

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-













Foraging breeding
gannet from the
Archipel des SeptIles SPA

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-







Foraging seabirds
from other colonies

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-







Migrant and
wintering seabirds

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-







All bird species with
SPA/Ramsar
species as highest
sensitivity

Negligible

High

Negligible

None required

-

-

-

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

Magnitude

Consideration
of Mitigation

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction

Installation &
Maintenance

Depletion of food
resources and
loss of habitat
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Table 9-10 Risk assessment summary – marine birds

French EEZ













Bailiwick of
Guernsey

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction

Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Project
Phase

Potential
Impact

Receptor

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance

Unplanned
Event

Accidental
hydrocarbon spill
– toxic effects

SPA/Ramsar species
including gannet.
European stormpetrel, shag,
guillemot and puffin
from the Alderney
Ramsar site and
gannet from SeptIles SPA

Very Low

Major

Tolerable

Other seabird
species

Very low

Moderate

Acceptable
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Legal Control /
Mitigation

L3

Residual Impact Assessment
Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Very Low

Moderate

Acceptable

Very Low

Moderate

Acceptable
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9.7

Significance Assessment – Marine Mammals and Marine
Reptiles

9.7.1

Disturbance or injury from underwater noise – vessels, cable burial and
geophysical survey
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Both cetaceans and pinnipeds have evolved to use sound as an important aid in navigation,
communication and hunting (Richardson et al, 1995). It is generally accepted that exposure
to anthropogenic sound can induce a range of effects on marine mammals. These range
from insignificant impacts to behavioural changes and also include non-injurious type effects
including masking of biologically relevant sound signals, such as communication signals.
Such effects may produce a temporary reduction in hearing sensitivity (termed temporary
threshold shift (TTS)) which is reversible.
Activities that generate very high sound pressure levels can cause permanent auditory
injuries and other types of physical injury and, in some circumstances, lead to the death of
the receiver (Richardson et al. 1995; Southall et al. 2007). These impacts are considered to
be permanent threshold shift (PTS) and are of particular concern (Southall et al. 2007).
Section 4.5.7 identified the predominant underwater noise generating activities during the
project as:
▪

Geophysical survey equipment (e.g. side scan sonar, multi-beam echosounder, subbottom profiler and magnetometer);

▪

UXO detonation (covered separately in Section 9.7.2 below);

▪

Cable trenching and mass flow excavation;

▪

Mechanical trenching on harder ground;

▪

Rock or mattress placement;

▪

Vessels using dynamic positioning; and

▪

Support vessels

In order to evaluate the potential of the project to cause harm to marine mammals, an
assessment has been conducted using the Southall et al (2007) approach and the recently
published NMFS (2016) approach. Both approaches separate marine mammals into five
groups based on their functional hearing, namely: low-frequency cetaceans; mid frequency
cetaceans; high frequency cetaceans; pinnipeds in water; and pinnipeds in air. All the
dolphin species identified as potentially present in the marine cable corridor are midfrequency cetaceans; the minke whale is a low-frequency cetacean and harbour porpoise
are a high-frequency cetacean. The species auditory band widths are provided in Table 911 below.
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Table 9-11 Marine mammal auditory band width
Group

Low frequency
cetaceans

Mid frequency
cetaceans

High frequency
cetaceans

Pinnipeds in
water

Pinnipeds
in air

Auditory band
width –
Southall et al.
(2007)

7 – 22,000Hz

150 – 160,000Hz

200 – 180,000Hz

75 –
75,000Hz

75 – 30Hz

Auditory band
width –
NMFS (2016)

7 – 35,000Hz

150 – 160,000Hz

275 – 160,000Hz

50 –
86,000Hz

75 – 30Hz

Species

Baleen whales

Most toothed whales,
dolphins

Certain toothed
whales, porpoises

All species (Phocid seals)

Species
present in
marine cable
corridor

Minke whale

Bottlenose dolphin
Short beaked dolphin

Harbour porpoise

Grey seal
Harbour seal

Risso’s dolphin
White-beaked dolphin
Long finned pilot whale
Atlantic White-sided
dolphin
Killer whale

Southall et al. (2007) carried out an extensive review of the available literature and proposed
quantitative thresholds for received sound pressure levels at which shifts in hearing could be
expected to occur for each marine mammal functional group. This review has recently been
updated by NMFS (2016). The thresholds proposed by Southall et al (2007) and NMFS
(2016) are presented in Table 9-12.
Table 9-12 Injury criteria for individual marine mammals exposed to discrete noise events
Marine mammal group

Single or multiple pulses: SPL dB re: 1µPa (peak)
Southall et al. (2007)

NMFS (2016)

PTS

TTS

PTS

TTS

Low frequency cetaceans (LFC)

230

224

219

213

Medium frequency cetaceans (MFC)

230

224

230

224

High frequency cetaceans (HFC)

230

224

202

196

Pinnipeds (in water)

218

212

218

212

Sound attenuates as it propagates through water and the local oceanographic conditions will
affect both the path of the sound into the water column and how much sound is transmitted.
Attenuation can be calculated using the equation SPL = SL – 15log (R). In this equation
SPL = sound pressure level, R is the distance from a source level (SL) and 15 is attenuation
value associated with spreading (MMO 2015).
The assessment considers the likely noise levels associated with the proposed project (see
Section 4.5.7) and using the equation above calculates the distance from the source that
noise levels will diminish to below the NMFS (2016) injury criteria thresholds. The criteria as
defined by NFMS (2016) have been used as they either match or are a lower threshold than
the Southall et al (2007) criteria. The results are presented in Table 9-13 below and are
discussed below.
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Table 9-13 Summary of potential injury distances
Auditory
group

Threshold

Distance from source (m), where threshold is exceeded

SPL dB re: 1µPa
(peak)

Side scan sonar

Multi-beam
echosounder

Pinger or Chirp

DP Vessel

SPL: 229 dB re:
1µPa @1m
Frequency: 100 kHz

SPL: 235 dB re:
1µPa @1m
Frequency: 70 kHz

SPL: 211 dB re:
1µPa @1m
Frequency: 3.5 kHz

SPL: 177 dB re:
1µPa @1m
Frequency: 3 kHz

SPL: 197 dB re:
1µPa @1m
Frequency: 3 kHz

SPL: 185 dB re:
1µPa @1m
Frequency: 160 Hz

Cable trenching

Low
frequency
cetaceans

PTS

219

5

15

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

TTS

213

15

40

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Medium
frequency
cetaceans

PTS

230

Threshold not
exceeded

2.6

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

TTS

224

2.6

7

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

High
frequency
cetaceans

PTS

202

60

120

4.6

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

TTS

196

110

200

11

Threshold not
exceeded

1.5

Threshold not
exceeded

Pinnipeds in
water

PTS

218

7

15

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

TTS

212

15

50

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded

Threshold not
exceeded
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Marine mammals are likely to be habituated to background levels of anthropogenic noise in
the English Channel. Sources of background noise come from shipping, fishing industry and
recreational activities. During installation, maintenance and operation of FAB Link, the
project vessels will generate low levels of underwater sound.
The noise assessment indicates that the DP vessels operate below the level for both PTS
and TTS, for all functional hearing groups except for high frequency cetacean i.e. harbour
porpoise. At the upper end of the potential range of sound pressure levels for DP vessels
(i.e. 197db re 1 μPa @ 1m) the threshold for a temporary hearing shift is within 1.5m of the
vessel. This suggests that marine mammals are unlikely to experience a temporary
reduction in hearing sensitivity as a result of the project.
The noise assessment also indicates that the noise associated with cable trenching is below
the injury thresholds for all marine mammal groups. Rock deposition also has the potential
to generate underwater noise. However, measurements taken by Nedwell and Edwards
(2004) from a fall pipe rock dumping vessel Rollingstone, indicate that impacts from rock
placement will be similar to those for DP vessels. The vessel monitored used DP, powered
by two main pitch propellers, two bow thrusters and two azimuth thrusters. Vessels of a
similar specification will be used by FAB Link. Nedwell and Edwards (2004) noted that there
was no noticeable rise in levels of underwater noise when comparing normal operations and
during rock placement.
The noise levels used in assessment were based on mechanical dredging operations, and
as such represent the worst case noise levels associated with cable installation. HDD
operations will not produce any significant noise since the noise generating equipment will
be onshore with the exception of the drill bit and strong under the seafloor.
The results of the assessment indicate that survey techniques used during pre- and postinstallation surveys represent the greatest risk to marine mammals during the project. The
use of a multi-beam echosounder has the potential to cause PTS within 120m of the survey
vessel, with the onset of TTS within 200m. The species most at risk are high frequency
cetaceans such as harbour porpoise; injury distances for other species are within 15m for
PTS and 50m for TTS.
Generally, the maximum sound pressure levels related to the installation of cables are
considered moderate to low when compared with activities such as seismic surveys, military
activities or construction work involving pile driving (OSPAR 2012).
A temporary avoidance response may be invoked by the project for species able to hear well
at lower frequencies, such as the minke whale and harbour seal. Thompson et al (2006)
comment that, for harbour seal, DP vessel noise may be audible up to 20km from source,
depending on the noise frequency; although evidence suggests that seals are able to
habituate to anthropogenic noise. It is quite possible that minke whales detect low frequency
noise at considerable distances over many tens of km, and it is possible that low frequency
noise sources mask communication signals within the zone of audibility.
Statoil ASA (2015) presents underwater modelling for a typical cable lay vessel using DP;
concluding that the radius of the potential zone of disturbance for all marine mammals is
5km. However, it notes that due to the worst case assumptions made in the modelling (very
precautionary approach assuming 120 dB re 1 μPa criteria for disturbance combined with
worst case source noise assumptions), it is possible that the 5km range is overly pessimistic.
Statoil ASA (2015) also comment that studies by Hermannsen et al (2014), Palka &
Hammond (2001) and Barlow (1988) have reported avoidance ranges of 800 to 1,200m for
propeller driven ships. Consequently, it is likely that the true range of the behavioural
disturbance will be somewhere between 1km to 5km.
Data suggests that there are low numbers of marine mammals present in the vicinity of the
marine cable corridor. There is a grey seal haul out on the Nannels and Renonquet rocks to
the west of Burhou Island near Alderney, approximately 5.5km from the project. The grey
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seal haul out is located outside of the 5km disturbance zone, however animals foraging from
this location may be within the disturbance zone. It is unlikely that animals at the haul out
will be disturbed by project activities. In addition, disturbance during cable installation and
maintenance operations will be temporary, transient and in line with normal shipping activity.
However, there is the potential that marine mammals within the vicinity of pre- and postinstallation survey vessels could be exposed to noise levels that cause physical injury. It
should be noted that the calculation for TTS and PTS does not account for the directional
quality of the noise source, seabed interactions, seabed type, change in salinity, bathymetry,
temperature or density, which would reduce the zone of ensonification. In addition to
cylindrical spreading loss for acoustic propagation in the water column, higher frequency
acoustic energies are more quickly absorbed through the water column than sounds with
lower frequencies. Due to these factors, the distances for TTS and PTS are conservative
and worst case.
The impact assessment, presented in Table 9-14, concluded that the significance of the
impact is Moderate.
There is little data available on marine turtles’ hearing ability or the potential effects of sound
on turtles; however in Dow Piniak et al. (2012) it is concluded that there is evidence that
leatherback turtles can detect low frequency anthropogenic sound. The physiological and
behavioural effects of exposure to noise are unknown but the sound levels produced during
installation of the cables are not expected to be at a level which would produce a significant
effect.

9.7.2

Disturbance or injury from underwater noise - UXO detonation
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Should UXO be found, which require clearance by detonation, there would be a relatively
large release of impulsive sound energy. Peak source levels would depend on the quantity
and nature of explosive material, but would likely exceed thresholds for injury detailed in
Table 9-12. At close range there would be risk of mortality as relatively small quantities of
explosive can result in significant sound pressure levels.
Without specific information on the UXO that might need to be detonated a review of
literature conducted by Genesis (2011) has been used to predict potential sound pressure
levels. Genesis (2011) summarise information collected by Nedwell et al. (2001) during
explosive operations in support of wellhead decommissioning. Measurements of sound
pressure levels were taken at two locations: the CSO Seawell in a standoff position 600800m from the wellhead; and seabed mounted hydrophones at different ranges. For a 45kg
charge the highest sound pressure level recorded by the seabed mounted hydrophones was
232 dB re: 1µPa (0-peak) at 300m from the source (91m water depth). Sound pressure
levels were also recorded for charge sizes between 36kg and 81kg at varying shallower
water depths – see Table 9-14.
Table 9-14 Sound pressure levels (0-Peak) recorded from the detonation of explosive
charges measured from the CSO Seawell adapted from Nedwell et al. (2001)
Range (m)

Charge size (kg)

Depth of hydrophone

Received level (0-Peak) dB re1μPa @
range

650

36

30

221 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

36

25

222 dB re1μPa @ 650m

800

36

30

221 dB re1μPa @ 800m

575

45

30

211 dB re1μPa @ 575m
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Range (m)

Charge size (kg)

Depth of hydrophone

Received level (0-Peak) dB re1μPa @
range

575

45

25

211 dB re1μPa @ 575m

600

45

40

213 dB re1μPa @ 600m

600

45

35

214 dB re1μPa @ 600m

600

45

30

214 dB re1μPa @ 600m

600

45

25

214 dB re1μPa @ 600m

650

45

40

216 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

35

218 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

40

218 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

35

217 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

40

221 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

35

217 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

40

221 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

35

221 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

30

218 dB re1μPa @ 650m

650

45

25

217 dB re1μPa @ 650m

75

45

116

227 dB re1μPa @ 75m

125

45

87

226 dB re1μPa @ 125m

200

45

110

225 dB re1μPa @ 200m

300

45

91

232 dB re1μPa @ 300m

300

45

84

230 dB re1μPa @ 300m

400

45

108

223 dB re1μPa @ 400m

600

73

30

220 dB re1μPa @ 600m

650

73

25

226 dB re1μPa @ 650m

600

81

30

220 dB re1μPa @ 600m

600

81

25

226 dB re1μPa @ 600m

Source: Genesis (2011)
The source level of explosives can be predicted if certain parameters are known, such as the
weight of the charge (w) and depth of detonation. The SPL (0-peak) of the initial shock
wave, the largest amplitude component, is given by the formulae:
SPL (0-peak) dB re1μPa @ 1m = 271 dB + 7.533(log)(w) (Ulrick 1975)
Once the initial SPL is calculated the standard sound propagation formula can be used to
calculate the distance that sound will attenuate to at distance from source. For example, if a
36kg charge is assumed, the formula calculates the SPL (0-peak) as 283 dB re1μPa @ 1m.
Assuming spherical spreading from the explosion i.e. N = 20, then the SPL will attenuate to
227 dB re1μPa @ 600m. This figure is 6dB higher than the measured SPL @ 650m
recorded by Nedwell et al (2001) presented in row 1 of Table 9-14, suggesting that the
calculations are conservative.
It is unknown how many, if any, UXO detonations will be required. UXO desk-based studies
undertaken for the marine cable corridor indicate that there is the potential that World War IIera UXO items e.g. sea mines, torpedoes, depth charges, air-delivered bombs, projectiles,
grenades, mortars, could be encountered during installation and maintenance operations.
Geophysical survey data has also been analysed to identify potential UXO locations. Until it
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is known whether these can be safely removed or require in-situ detonation it is not possible
to determine the potential impact. Data suggests that there are low numbers of marine
mammals present in the vicinity of the marine cable corridor. However, there is the potential
that if animals are present during detonation there could be significant effects, including
physical injury or death from exposure to large and sudden pressure changes at close range
as the SPLs are likely to exceed to the injury thresholds proposed by NMFS (2016).
The impact assessment, presented in Table 9-14, concluded that the significance of the
impact is Moderate.

9.7.3

Collision of project vessels with marine mammals
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Collision of marine mammals with project vessels has the potential to inflict serious injury or
death; although typically only affecting individual animals rather than having population level
impacts. The project will marginally increase the level of shipping activity in the marine
environment, in an area that currently contains low to medium levels of shipping activity.
Project vessels (e.g. cable lay, guard, support and maintenance vessels) are slow moving
and it is unlikely that a marine mammal will collide with a vessel. Numbers of marine
mammals crossing the marine cable corridor are not expected to be high.
The significance of this impact is assessed as Minor.

9.7.4

Magnetic Fields (B-fields) interfering with cetacean navigation
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Cetaceans are believed to use magnetic particles (magnetite) within their own tissues in
magnetic field detection (Kirshvink, 1997). Whilst the mechanism of how these organisms
detect magnetic fields is still unknown it is generally acknowledged that they are able to use
magnetic cues, such as the Earth’s geomagnetic field, to navigate their environment during
migration. Marine mammals are potentially sensitive to minor changes in magnetic fields
and local variations caused by power cable electromagnetic fields.
The expected magnetic field (B-field) to be generated by FAB Link is likely to attenuate to
background geomagnetic field levels within several metres of the cables. The magnitude
and persistence of the generated magnetic field has potential to cause temporary changes in
swim direction or greater detours during migration (Gill et al. 2005). This will affect animals
crossing the cables or passing along their length, and therefore may intermittently interfere
with their natural navigational ability. The implications for loss of navigation skills for
cetaceans are not fully understood. However, no migration routes have been identified and
marine mammal numbers are low. For this reason the sensitivity of cetaceans to magnetic
fields is assessed as medium.
There is no current evidence to suggest that pinnipeds are directly influenced by, sensitive
to, or use the Earth’s magnetic fields for navigation, therefore no impact to seal species is
expected.
The impact of magnetic fields produced during operation of the cable will be localised with
the effect occurring only within a short distance of the cables. Outside of this distance there
is no effect to marine mammal navigation.
The significance of the impact has been
assessed as Minor.
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9.7.5

Accidental hydrocarbon or chemical release
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Any unplanned release of surface pollutants, such as mineral oils and chemicals from project
vessels, has the potential to affect marine mammals which encounter the surface pollutant.
Marine mammals must surface to breathe, at which point they could become exposed to a
hydrocarbon or chemical release on the surface. Accidental releases of diesel present a risk
to cetacean and pinniped species in the locality of the release, due to their toxic nature and
ability to clog up breathing passages. Cetaceans have smooth hairless skins over a thick
layer of insulating blubber, so hydrocarbons are unlikely to adhere persistently or cause
breakdown of insulation. Marine mammals must surface to breathe and they may inhale
vapours given off the hydrocarbon slick and their eyes may also be vulnerable to
hydrocarbons. In addition, indirect effects may be caused though contamination and
depletion of food resources (NMFS 2015). Due to the transient nature of cetaceans, it is
likely that individuals not in the immediate area of the release will avoid the area.
As discussed in Section 9.6.3 above, hydrocarbon or chemical spill are rare (ACOPS 2014).
During the planned period of operations (April to October) the number of marine mammals in
the vicinity of operations is expected to be low across all jurisdictions. Grey seals at Burhou
Island, Alderney are expected to be hauled out due to breeding and so will not be impacted
by releases to sea. Diesel is likely to evaporate quickly and does not persist long in the
environment as soluble components are readily biodegradable.
The overall significance of the risk is assessed as Tolerable.

9.7.6

Summary of potential impacts
Tables 9-15 and 9-16 present the impact assessment process conducted for proposed
project activities and the risk assessment conducted on unplanned events. Legal control
and mitigation measures are described in Sections 9.8 and 9.9, respectively. Where there is
still potential for residual effects or risk this is discussed further in Section 9.10.
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Table 9-15 Impact assessment summary – marine mammals

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction

Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideration of
Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential Impact

Receptor Magnitude Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

 



Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Disturbance from
underwater noise –
vessels & cable
burial.

Marine
mammals

Low

Medium

Minor

-

Low

Medium

Minor

 



Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Disturbance from
underwater noise geophysical survey

Marine
mammals

Medium

Medium

Moderate

M12

Low

Medium

Minor

 



Installation &
Maintenance

Disturbance from
subsea noise – UXO
detonation

Marine
mammals

Medium

Medium

Moderate

M13, M14, M15

Low

Medium

Minor

 



Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Collision with
installation vessels

Marine
mammals

Low

Medium

Minor

M10

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

 



Operation

Magnetic Fields
interfering with
cetacean navigation

Marine
mammals

Low

Medium

Minor

-

Low

Medium

Minor
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Table 9-16 Risk assessment summary – marine mammals

 

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction



Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential Impact

Receptor

Likelihood

Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Toxic effects from
accidental
hydrocarbon or
chemical release

Marine
mammals

Very Low
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Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Severity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Likelihood

Severity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Minor

Acceptable

L3

-

-

-
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9.8

Legal Compliance
Table 9-16 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 9-17 Legal compliance measures – birds, marine mammals and marine reptiles
ID*

L3

Legal measure

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution emergency plans
(SOPEP) will be in place and adhered to under MARPOL Annex I
requirements for all project vessels.

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

9.9

Mitigation Measures
In addition to standard best practice and legal requirements, Table 9-17 presents measures
that FAB Link Ltd is committed to adopting.
Table 9-18 Proposed mitigation – birds, marine mammals and marine reptiles
ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

M10

Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots.





M11

A toolbox talk will be held with key parties involved in the installation
operations. This will include an overview of legal compliance
regarding the protection and conservation of coastal and marine
birds and key points of contacts in the project team identified for
effective communication of any issues.





M12

FAB Link Ltd will require that the appointed installation contractor
follows the sections of the ‘JNCC guidelines for minimising the risk
of injury and disturbance to marine mammals from seismic surveys’,
appropriate to geophysical survey. ’ (JNCC 2010a). In particular:













M13

▪

Establishing a 500m mitigation zone for marine mammal
observation.

▪

Provide marine mammal observers to implement the JNCC
guidelines.

▪

Undertake pre-survey search.

▪

Where possible, according to the operational parameters of the
equipment concerned, its acoustic energy output shall
commence from a lower energy start-up and thereafter be
allowed to gradually build up to the necessary maximum output
over a period of 20 minutes.

▪

If the device cannot be ramped up then it shall be switched on
and off in a consistent sequential manner over a period of 20
minutes prior to commencement of the full necessary output.

A UXO survey will be undertaken less than 6 months prior to
installation works commencing. If any significant UXO are identified
the following decision making process will be followed:
1. Avoid by micro-routing the marine cables.
2. If it cannot be avoided, consider whether it is safe to move.
3. If it cannot be moved, detonate on site.

M14

FAB Link Ltd will require the appointed UXO contractor follows the
“JNCC guidelines for minimising the risk of injury to marine
mammals from using explosives” (JNCC 2010b) including:
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ID*

M15

Measure proposed

▪

Establishing a default 1km mitigation zone for marine mammal
observation, measured from the explosive source and with a
circular coverage of 360 degrees.

▪

Providing a trained Marine Mammal Observer to implement the
guidelines outlined in Section 2.1 to 2.4 e.g. pre-detonation
search of mitigation zone.

▪

Only commence explosive detonations during daylight hours
and good visibility.

▪

Accurately determine the amount of explosive required for the
operation, so that the amount is proportionate to the activity and
not excessive.

▪

If necessary, plan the sequence of multiple explosive
discharges so that, wherever possible, the smaller charges are
detonated first to maximise the ‘soft-start’ effect.

If UXO is identified that requires detonation, FAB Link Ltd will
conduct noise modelling to ensure that the default 1km mitigation
zone is sufficient for the weight of charge identified. Natural
England, JNCC or the States of Guernsey Office of Environmental
Health and Pollution will be consulted as appropriate.

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

9.10

Residual Impact

9.10.1

Birds
The assessment concluded that the risk to SPA and Ramsar species from a hydrocarbon
spill was tolerable. A major spill could occur if a fuel tank was ruptured e.g. through vessel
collision. However, the likelihood of a total loss of containment is very low. This probability
is further reduced by adherence to MARPOL requirements. A Shipboard Oil Pollution
Emergency Plan (SOPEP) will be in place on each project vessel which details the
procedure and response required in the unlikely event of a hydrocarbon release. Effective
and timely implementation of this plan during an event will minimise any adverse impacts on
the environment. The residual risk has therefore been reduced to acceptable for all marine
bird species.

9.10.2

Marine Mammals and Marine Reptiles
The assessment presented in Section 9.7.7, identified that four potential impacts on marine
mammals could have a residual effect. The significance of these impacts were therefore, reassessed taking into consideration the legal compliance and mitigation measures outlined in
Sections 9.8 and 9.9 above.

9.10.2.1 Disturbance or injury from underwater noise – vessel noise and cable burial

There are no methods to reduce underwater noise levels from project activities.
significance of the residual impact remains as minor.

9.10.2.2 Disturbance or injury from underwater noise – geophysical survey

The

The noise assessment identified that there is the potential that underwater noise levels form
the geophysical survey will exceed the injury thresholds proposed by NMFS (2016). It
should be noted that the sound pressure levels used in the calculations were conservative.
Prior to any survey FAB Link will need to notify the Marine Management Organisation of their
intention to carry out geophysical survey. This notification will include an equipment specific
noise assessment.
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FAB Link Ltd will require their survey contractors to follow and adapted version of the ‘JNCC
guidelines for minimising the risk of injury and disturbance to marine mammals from seismic
surveys’, appropriate for geophysical survey. Pre-survey searches and soft start procedures
will reduce the likelihood of marine mammals being affected by the proposed survey. The
residual impact has therefore been reduced to Minor.

9.10.2.3 Disturbance or injury from underwater noise – UXO detonation

The assessment identified that there is the potential that if marine mammals are present
during UXO detonation there could be significant effects, including physical injury or death
from exposure to large and sudden pressure changes at close range. The mitigation
proposed by the JNCC including the use of marine mammal observers maintaining a predetonation search over a default 1km mitigation zone, is sufficient to reduce the significance
of the residual impact to Minor. However, if UXO is identified that requires detonation, FAB
Link Ltd will also conduct noise modelling to ensure that the default 1km mitigation zone is
sufficient for the weight of charge identified.

9.10.2.4 Collision of project vessels with marine mammals

Reducing vessel speeds to <14 knots will reduce the significance of the residual impact to
negligible.

9.10.2.5 Magnetic Fields (B-fields) interfering with cetacean navigation

With the exception of mitigation by design (cable burial or bundling), there are no mitigation
measures available to reduce the impact of magnetic B-fields from the operating cable. The
significance remains as minor.

9.11

Cumulative Impacts

9.11.1

Birds
Given the negligible potential effects of FAB Link on seabirds discussed above, there is no
potential for the project to make a contribution to any significant cumulative impacts.

9.11.2

Marine mammals
The project will marginally increase the level of shipping activity already in the marine
environment in an area that currently contains high levels of vessel movements. Marine
mammals are likely to be habituated to background levels of anthropogenic noise in the
English Channel. As the installation and maintenance operations are transient and
temporary, any cumulative impacts will be short term and not significant.
Operation of the interconnector will cause the emission of magnetic B-fields described in
Section 4.7. These emissions are extremely localised (up to 6m surrounding the cable core
– depending on the installation configuration). Marine mammals swimming patterns (Onati
1998) restrict time spent near the sea bed and therefore animals are not expected to
experience significant cumulative effects with other power cables operating in the region.
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10. Nature Conservation

This Chapter describes the existing baseline environment in terms of nature
conservation (protected sites), identifies impacts FAB Link is likely to have on the
receptors, presents the findings of the impact assessment, and describes how
impacts (if any) will be mitigated.

Protected species are considered in the relevant topic Chapters i.e. Chapter 7 - Benthic and
Intertidal Ecology, Chapter 8 - Fish and Shellfish, Chapter 9 - Birds, Marine Mammals and
Marine Reptiles.

10.1

Protected sites overview
There are many international and national protected sites of conservation value in the vicinity
and wider region of the project, which vary in their level of importance and protection. Sites
are designated for features which are of earth science value and/or biological interest. The
objective of the designation is to protect the site from development and other activities that
may affect the interest features. The types of designation encountered along the marine
cable corridor and their legislative basis are described in the following sections (split by
jurisdiction). The impacts on individual interest features e.g. geology, birds, marine
mammals etc., are assessed in the relevant Chapters of the ER. This Chapter summarises
these impacts but focuses on the question “Will the integrity of the protected site be
adversely impacted by the project?”
As a starting point, protected sites considered in this assessment include all sites with
marine components within 10km of the marine cable corridor. The project has the potential
to interact with designated features of the sites within this distance of the marine cable
corridor and therefore could adversely affect them. Additionally, selected sites have been
included which are located up to 100km from the marine cable corridor because they are
important for mobile species. These include sites important for marine birds and marine
mammals which may travel into or through the project area e.g. for foraging or migration.
Sites greater than 100km have not been considered because whilst it is acknowledged that
seabirds may forage and marine mammals may forage / migrate greater distances than
100km, it is recognised that species from protected sites further away are less likely to travel
to the marine cable corridor in high enough numbers for the population of qualifying species
to be significantly impacted.
Sites have been identified and mapped using a geographical information system (GIS). For
each site the shortest distance from the site boundary to the marine cable corridor has been
measured.
It should be noted that there are no protected sites within the stretch of French EEZ that the
marine cable corridor passes through. However, it is possible that species from protected
sites outside this region may use these waters.

10.2

Data Sources
The data sources used to inform the baseline description and assessment include but are
not limited to the following:
▪

JNCC website (JNCC 2016a-c);

▪

Natural England website and marine conservation zone factsheets (Natural England
2016a, b);

▪

Wildlife Trust website (2016);

▪

Inventaire Nationaldu Patrimoine Naturel website (2016);
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10.3

▪

Alderney Living Islands website (2016);

▪

Alderney Wildlife Trust, direct communication (2016);

▪

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (2016); and

▪

East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) (2016).

Consultation
Table 10-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.

Table 10-1 Consultation responses - nature conservation
Stakeholder

Summary of consultation response

Alderney
Wildlife Trust

Noted proximity of southern onshore route to important wetland habitat on Alderney
th
for nesting, migration and feeding. Longis Nature Reserve covers 1/8 of Alderney.
Asked if incidental sightings of marine mammals during marine survey could be
communicated. Is aware ACRE have undertaken two Phase 1 habitat surveys of
Longis Beach; none for Corblets Bay. Provided nesting bird data.
(02/09/16) Provided comments on draft ER including mitigation measures to be
considered for Z.marina.
(28/09/16) Discussed proposed mitigation measures for Z.marina. Provided
sightings data for marine mammals and European eels and information on
Sargassum muticum.

JNCC

Confirmed the project does not directly impact any offshore designated nature
conservation sites and that there are no proposed/draft offshore designated sites
within the project footprint. JNCC confirmed acceptance of proposed survey
methodology and subsequent testing (i.e. no physico-chemical testing) as long as
EA demonstrates no significant risk of pollution. Raised concern that previous
developer applications had underestimated rock protection and subsequently
required post-consent marine licences and FAB Link Ltd should ensure EA
assessed realistic worst-case volumes. JNCC noted importance of considering
EMF and the dispersion of sediment affecting protected sites.
NB: As Alderney waters are outside of the European Union, the Alderney South
Banks has not been considered or designated as a SAC, although it has potential
for designation under the European Habitat Directive 92/43/EEC. JNCC has
jurisdiction within Crown dependencies, however, is not currently consulting on
Alderney South Bank as a candidate SAC. Therefore the area is not afforded the
protection status of a European Marine Protected Area.

MMO

(16/12/2015) Geophysical and benthic surveys should be conducted to advise EA
and FAB link Ltd should allow adequate public consultation time for all countries.
FAB should also consider any future planned designations of MCZs in Lyme Bay.
FAB Link Ltd confirmed matters relating to cumulative impacts will be addressed
within topic specific chapters.

Natural
England

(02/07/2015) NE not directly concerned with conservation issues with the Channel
Islands jurisdiction. Noted project would not affect Lyme Bay SAC or proposed
MCZ at Axmouth.
(19/08/2015) FAB Link should use marine surveys to determine presence or
absence of the priority habitats and species. Noted that the primary role for NE is to
provide advice in relation to the key habitats within Lyme Bay which have already
been identified and designated through the Torbay and Lyme Bay MCZs. NE
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Stakeholder

Summary of consultation response
stated it is clear that no marine conservation designations are affected by the
routing of the proposed offshore cable route for FAB Link. Agreed that no physicochemical testing would be necessary for the cable route up to 12NM.
(28/09/2015) Noted presence of lamprey, eels and salmonids around River Exe and
sightings of marine mammals.
(08/10/2015) Advised to consider the presence of protected priority species on
rocky reef such as pink sea-fan Eunicella verrucosa and sunset cup coral
Leptopsammia pruvoti.
Advised to consider potential impacts from noise
disturbance on manx shearwater & marine mammals. Provided data sources.
(20/4/2016) Joint advice with World Heritage Site to confirm acceptable
methodology for open cut at Budleigh Salterton landfall if HDD encountered
problems during construction.

10.4

Existing Baseline Description

10.4.1

UK Waters
Table 10-2 describes the site designations applicable in UK waters and briefly describes the
legislative basis they are adopted under. Protected sites located in UK waters are shown in
Figures 10-1 and 10-2.

Table 10-2 Description of UK protected site designations
Designation

Description

Special Areas of
Conservation (SAC)

An area of land or water of international conservation importance designated under
the EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) and relating to habitat types with certain
species/habitats listed for protection in the Annexes of the Directive.

Site of Community Interest
(SCI)

Site has been approved by the European Commission (EC) but not designated as an
SAC by the Member State.

Special Protection Area
(SPA)

Site of international conservation importance for bird life designated under the EC
Birds Directive (79/409/EEC).

Ramsar site

Designated under the Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar, Iran, 1971), known as the
“Ramsar Convention” to protect wetlands of international importance.

Marine Conservation Zone
(MCZ)

The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 allows for the creation of Marine
Conservation Zones (MCZs). MCZs protect a range of nationally important marine
wildlife, habitats, geology and geomorphology, and can be designated anywhere in
English and Welsh territorial and UK offshore waters.

Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI)

Areas of land that have been identified by scientific survey as being of the highest
degree of conservation value. SSSIs are protected by law to conserve their wildlife or
geology.

World Heritage Site

A World Heritage Site is a place that is listed by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as being of special cultural or physical
significance.

Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty

An Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) is an area of countryside in England,
Wales or Northern Ireland which has been designated for conservation due to its
significant landscape value. These sites are designated under Countryside and Rights
of Way (CRoW) Act 2000.
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Following initial consideration of all protected sites within 10km and selected sites within
100km, sites for which a firm interaction pathway between the project and the sites features
could not be found were excluded from the assessment. These sites are listed below.
▪

Budleigh Salterton Cliffs SSSI – 0.05km

▪

Devon Avon Estuary rMCZ – 49km

▪

Ladram Bay to Sidmouth SSSI – 3.8km

▪

Erme Estuary SSSI – 52km

▪

Sidmouth to West Bay SAC – 7.7km

▪

Erme Estuary rMCZ – 53km

▪

Lyme Bay and Torbay SAC – 9.5km

▪

Poole Harbour SSSI – 60km

▪

Dawlish Cliffs SSSI – 9.6km

▪

▪

Torbay MCZ – 18km

Tamar Estuary MCZ, SPA and SSSI –
62km

▪

Dart Estuary rMCZ – 29km

▪

Studland Bay rMCZ – 63km

▪

Chesil & The Fleet SSSI – 29km

▪

Lynher Estuary SSSI – 70km

▪

Studland to Portland SAC – 39km

▪

Christchurch Harbour SSSI – 77km

▪

Lodmoor SSSI – 36km

▪

▪

Solent and Dorset Coast pSPA – 48km

Solent and Southampton Water SPA &
Ramsar – 87km

▪

Yar Estuary SSSI – 89km

Table 10-3 provides an overview of the remaining protected sites which were taken forward
for further assessment.
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Table 10-3 UK protected sites within the projects zone of influence or with qualifying species that may travel into the zone of influence
Site

Designated species and habitats

Potentially
sensitive feature

Distance from AB
marine cable
corridor (km)

Dorset and East Devon
Coast World Heritage Site

The Dorset and East Devon Coast cliff exposures have an outstanding combination of globally significant
geological and geomorphological features. The site comprises eight sections along 155km of largely
undeveloped coast which displays approximately 185 million years of Earth’s history, including a number
of internationally important fossil localities. Features of interest – Jurassic coast - rock formations,
coastal geomorphological features and fossil sites.

Geomorphological
feature (pebble
beach)

Intersects

East Devon AONB

The site includes wooded combes, heathland, fertile river valleys, cliffs, hill tops and the East Devon
section of the Jurassic Coast.

Jurassic Coast

Intersects

Otter Estuary SSSI

Saltmarsh communities which support high numbers of breeding and overwintering birds. River
vegetation supports breeding birds. Otterton Point – important for fossil records and geological features.

Bird species

0.1

Otter Estuary rMCZ

Status – on hold

Fish species.

0.1

Tidal mudflats and saltmarsh habitat. Important nursery area for fish, including bass.
European eel (Anguilla anguilla) has been recorded in the estuary.

Endangered

Exe Estuary SPA,
Ramsar & SSSI

Annex I over wintering species: Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), Slavonian grebe (Podiceps auritus).
Assemblage qualification – wetland habitat: Over winter, the area regularly supports 23,513 individual
waterfowl including: Black-tailed godwit (Limosa limosa islandica), dunlin (Calidris alpina alpine), lapwing
(Vanellus vanellus), grey plover (Pluvialis squatarola), oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus), redbreasted Merganser (Mergus serrator), Wigeon (Anas Penelope), dark-bellied brent Goose (Branta
bernicla bernicla), cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), alavonian Grebe
(Podiceps auritus), whimbrel (Numenius phaeopus).

All birds listed in
description

5.2

Dawlish Warren SSSI

Sand spit, saltmarsh, sand-dune, dune grassland, health, scrub and freshwater marsh. Insect species.
Wildfowl and wading birds.

Bird species

8

Axe Estuary rMCZ

Status – on hold
Mudflat habitat. Important nursery area for fish, including bass. Endangered European eel has been
recorded in the estuary.

Fish species

20

River Axe SAC

Annex l habitat: Water courses of plain to montane levels with the Ranunculion fluitantis and CallitrichoBatrachion vegetation.
Annex ll species: Sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus); Brook lamprey (Lampetra planeri); Bullhead
(Cottus gobio).

Sea lamprey (MayJune)

23

Berry Head to Sharkham
Point SSSI

Geological interest – cliffs. Grassland habitat. Flooded marine caves.

Guillemot, Kittiwake,
Fulmar, Herring gull

25

Guillemot colony.
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Site

Designated species and habitats

Potentially
sensitive feature

Distance from AB
marine cable
corridor (km)

Little tern

28

Harbour porpoise,
bottlenose dolphin

36.2

Nesting - kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla), fulmar (Fulmarus glacialis) and herring gull (Larus argentatus).
Chesil Beach and the
Fleet SPA & Ramsar

Annex I during the breeding season: Little tern (Sterna albifrons).

Wight-Barfleur Reef SCI

Annex I habitat: Bedrock and stony reef

Migratory species over winter: Dark-bellied brent goose.
Non-designating Annex II species: Harbour porpoise, bottlenose dolphin – both listed as grade D: no
significant presence.

Froward Point SSSI

Coastal plant communities, Maritime heathland and grassland.
Bird species - tree-creeper (Certhia familiaris), stonechat (Saxicola torquata), grasshopper warbler
(Locustella naevia) and whitethroat (Sylvia communis) present. Gulls (Larus spp.), cormorant and shag
(P.aristotelis) breed on the cliffs.

Gull species, Shag,
Cormorant.

37

Salcombe to Kingsbridge
Estuary SSSI

Intertidal and subtidal flora and invertebrate fauna, Geological features, Intertidal mudflats, Rocky shores,
Salt marsh.

Waders

46

Fulmar, Shag.

53

Common Tern,
Mediterranean Gull

58

Overwintering ground by large numbers of wildfowl such as wigeon, teal and shelduck and the intertidal
mudflats are important feeding grounds for passage waders. West Charleton Marsh, separated from the
estuary by a sea wall, is used for roosting and feeding by a variety of waders and wildfowl at high tide.
Bolt Head to Bolt Tail
SSSI

Geological features – cliff, Maritime grassland, Lichen and vegetation, Invertebrate fauna,

Poole Harbour SPA

Geological features - Extensive intertidal mud-flats and fringes of saltmarsh and reedbed.
Annex I during breeding season: Common Tern (Sterna hirundo), Mediterranean Gull (Larus
melancephalus).
Annex I on passage: Aquatic Warbler (Arocephalus paludicola), Little Egret (Egretta garzetta).
Annex I over winter: Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), Little Egret (Egretta garzetta.

The scrub provides nesting cover for cirl bunting and other birds, while fulmar and shag breed on the
cliffs and rocks.

Migratory species over winter: 28,426 individual waterfowl, including: Redshank (Tringa tetanus),
Curlew (Numenius arquata), Dunlin (Calidris alpina alpine), Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus), Red-breasted
Merganser (Mergus serrator), Goldeneye (Bucephala clangula), Pochard (Aythya farina), Shoveler (Anas
clypeata), Dark-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla bernicla), Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), Blacktailed Godwit (Limosa limosa islandica), Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna), Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta),
Little Egret (Egretta garzetta).
Eglarooze Cliff SSSI

Geological features, Maritime grassland, Butterfly species, Breeding shag.

Shag

77

Hurst Castle and
Lymington River Estuary

Saltmarsh and freshwater marsh habitat, Vegetation, Saltmarsh floral and faunal species, Saline lagoon,
Coastal geomorphology.

Tern, Black headed
gull

87
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Site

Designated species and habitats

SSSI

Terns and black-headed gulls, Wigeon, teal, mallard, dunlin, turnstone (Arenaria interpres), lapwing,
redshank (Tringa tetanus), golden plover, snipe (Gallinago gallinago) and curlew (Numenius arquata),
oyster-catcher, ringed plover.

Solent and Southampton
Water SPA & Ramsar

Annex I during breeding season: Common tern (Sterna hirundo), Little tern, Mediterranean gull (Larus
melanocephalus), Roseate tern (Sterna dougallii), Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis).
Migratory species: Black-tailed godwit, Dark-bellied brent goose, Ringed plover (Charadrius hiaticula),
Teal (Anas crecca).
Wetland habitat over winter: 53,948 individual waterfowl (5 year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
including: Gadwall (Anas strepera), Teal, Ringed plover, Black-tailed godwit, Little grebe (Tachybaptus
ruficollis), Great crested grebe, cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), Dark-bellied brent goose, Wigeon,
Redshank (Tringa tetanus), Pintail (Anas acuta), Shoveler (Anas clypeata), Red-breasted Merganser,
Grey plover, Lapwing, Dunlin, Curlew (Numenius arquata), Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna).

Polruan to Polperro SSSI

Geological interest, Grassland, Shingle beach, Vegetation, Inveterbrate species.

Potentially
sensitive feature

Distance from AB
marine cable
corridor (km)

Mediterranean gull,
Sandwich tern,
Common tern,
Roseate tern, Little
tern

87

Fulmar, Shag

91

Tern, Black headed
gull

95

Black headed gull

98

Breeding birds stonechat (Saxicola torquata), linnet (Acanthis cannabina) and whitethroat (Sylvia
communis), Small breeding populations of shags and fulmars.
Newtown Harbour SSSI

Mudflat and saltmarsh habitat, Grassland, woodland and scrub, Vegetation, Seaweed species,
Invertebrate species, Roosting bird species.
Wintering wildfowl dark-bellied Brent goose and black-tailed godwit, Black headed gull and tern species,
Breeding redshank and lapwing.

North Solent SSSI

Mudflat and saltmarsh habitat, Geological interest, Shingle splits, Floral and faunal species, Saltmarsh
vegetation.
Sandwich tern and common tern, black-headed gull, dark-bellied brent geese, teal, ringed plover, grey
plover, dunlin, blacktailed godwit and spotted redshank. Over-wintering waders and wildfowl including
turnstone, ringed plover, oystercatcher and brent geese.
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10.4.2

French EEZ
There are no protected sites within the French EEZ. However, the assessment identified
that mobile species from UK, French and Channel Island sites have the potential to be within
the marine cable corridor. Table 10-4 lists the sites identified. The designating and
potentially sensitive features of these sites are discussed in detail in Sections 10.4.1 above
(UK sites) and 10.4.3 below (sites in France and the Channel Islands).
Table 10-4 Protected sites with qualifying species that may travel into zone of influence
within French EEZ waters
UK
Berry Head to Sharkham Point SSSI
Bolt Head to Bolt Tail SSSI
Polruan to Polperro SSSI
Channel Islands
Herm, Jethou and the Humps Ramsar
Les Écréhous & Les Dirouilles Ramsar
France
Iles de Saint Marcouf SPA
Iles Chausey SPA
Baie du Mont Saint-Michel SCI
Archipel des Sept-Iles SPA
Basses Valleeses du Cotentin et Baie des Veys SPA
Biotope Protection Order - Site ornithologique des falaises de Jobourg
Baie de Seine Occidentale SCI & SPA
Falaise du Bessin Occidental SPA
Cap d'Erquy-Cap Frehel SPA

10.4.3

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
The Bailiwick of Guernsey is a UK Crown Dependency which is not part of the European
Union. It is therefore not subject to European Directives and has its own system for nature
conservation. In addition, the UK has extended membership of the Ramsar agreement to
the Bailiwick of Guernsey. Site designations are listed and described in Table 10-5 below.
As discussed in Section 10.1 the assessment has also considered protected sites within
100km of the marine cable corridor for which a firm interaction pathway between the project
and the sites features could be established e.g. mobile bird or marine mammal species from
the site which potentially use the waters of the marine cable corridor for foraging or
migration. This section therefore also considers protected sites within the Bailiwick of Jersey
and France. The Bailiwick of Jersey is also a UK Crown Dependency outside of the EU and
uses the same system for nature conservation as the Bailiwick of Guernsey. The UK has
also extended membership of the Ramsar agreement to the Bailiwick of Jersey.
Protected sites within the State of Alderney territorial waters are shown in Figure 10-3.
Protected sites within the wider region considered by the assessment are shown on Figure
10-4. Table 10-6 provides an overview of the protected sites considered by the assessment.
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Table 10-5 Description of States of Guernsey, Alderney and Jersey protected sites
Designation

Description

Nature Reserve

Wildlife Trusts manage 2,300 nature reserves across the UK, the Isle of Man and
Alderney. Nature reserves are places where wildlife – plants and animals are
protected and undisturbed.

Ramsar site

Designated under the Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar, Iran, 1971), known as
the “Ramsar Convention” to protect wetlands of international importance.

The assessment has also taken into consideration the Alderney South Banks. This is a site
that would qualify under the EC Habitats Directive as a SAC. Although the JNCC has
jurisdiction within Crown Dependencies it is not currently consulting on the South Bank as a
candidate SAC and therefore the area is not afforded any statutory protection. However, in
recognition of its sensitivity and importance it has been considered in the assessment.
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Table 10-6 Protected sites within the zone of influence or with qualifying species that may travel into the zone of influence
Site

Description

Potentially
sensitive
features

Distance from
marine cable
corridor (km)

Longis Nature Reserve

Alderney’s largest terrestrial reserve contains 13 distinct habitats including marine and freshwater habitats, which
are important for migratory birds. Of particular note are the seagrass beds mapped by Seasearch in 2007 and
2008 in Longis Bay. The sublittoral species present is the eelgrass, Zostera marina. Seagrass is a threatened
habitat which is listed on the UK BAP. Although Alderney is not part of the UK, the conservation importance of the
habitat is recognised.

Seagrass
Seabird species

Intersects at
FA KP30 - FA
KP31

South Banks

Alderney’s South Banks is of nature conservation importance and would meet the criteria for designation as a
subtidal sandbank under the EC Habitats Directive. As Alderney is not a member of the EU, full designation may
not occur. However, the Commission is committed to adopting best practice and has therefore recommended that
the site receive the same consideration as a fully designated SAC.
16 biotope complexes have been recorded in the South Banks. Shallow sandy sediments such as the South
Banks typically support low species diversity and abundance consisting of burrowing fauna, crustaceans, bivalve
molluscs and echinoderms. Mobile epifauna at the sand surface usually include shrimps, gastropod molluscs,
crabs and fish. Notable fish species found on sand banks include sandeels (Ammodytes spp.,) an important food
source for seabirds, the critically endangered common skate (Dipturus batis) and the thornback ray (Raja
clavata). Communities of foliose seaweeds, hydroids, bryozoans and ascidians may form on more stable stones
and shells on the sediment (ABPmer 2011).

All features listed
in description

Intersects
between FA
KP27.7 and FA
KP29.4

Vau de Saou Nature
Reserve

Non-native woodland. Resident bird species. Fungal and invertebrate species. Slow worm.

Seabird species

2.6

Alderney West Coast and
the Barhou Islands Ramsar
Site

Wetland habitats: Permanent shallow marine waters; non-native woodland, marine subtidal aquatic beds; rocky
marine shores; maritime cliffs and slopes; and sand, shingle and pebble shores.
Qualifying Species – Gannet.

Seabird species

2.9

All seabird
species. Grey
seal. Cetaceans

27

Alderney

Other recognised breeding seabird colonies - European storm petrel, cormorant, shag, kittiwake, lesser black
backed gull, herring gull, great black backed gull, guillemot, razor bill and puffin.
Guernsey
Ramsar - Herm, Jethou and
the Humps

Benthic and pelagic habitats support flatfish, shellfish, seabirds, basking shark, grey seal and four species of
cetacean. The coastlines provide breeding sites for nine species of seabird, including lesser black-backed gull,
puffin and shag, and Atlantic grey seal.
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Site

Description

Potentially
sensitive
features

Distance from
marine cable
corridor (km)

Ramsar - Les Écréhous &
Les Dirouilles

The site consists of two reefs which support a wide range of fish species. It also provides a feeding ground for
dolphins, seals and seabirds. The site includes a small population of grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) and one of
the largest breeding populations of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncates) in the British Isles are recorded in the
area.

Grey seal.
Bottlenose
dolphin. Seabirds

38.5

Ramsar - South east coast
of Jersey

The site comprises various habitats; reefs, boulder fields, mud, sandy and shingle shores not covered by water at
low tide, combined with shallow tidal lagoons, seagrass beds and a constellation of outlying reefs. Specific
species found in the South east coast Ramsar site include Bar tailed godwit (Limosa lapponica), turnstone
(Arenaria interpres), redshank (Tringa totanus), grey and ringed plover (Pluvialis sqatarola and Charadrius
hiaticula), oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) and curlew (Numenius arquata).
Biodiversity Action Plans exist for the Brent Goose, Atlantic Puffin and the European Shag (Phalacrocorax
aristotelis).

Seabirds

52

Ramsar - Les Minquiers

At low tide various habitats are uncovered exposed, including reefs, boulder fields, sandy shores and shingle
banks. Different locations within the site support a number of species of wintering and passage waders and
wildfowl with feeding and roosting locations.

Waders and
wildfowl

72

SPA - Landes et dunes de la
Hague

Important species: red throated diver, black throated diver, great northern diver, Kentish plover, Mediterranean
gull, sandwich tern, common tern, little tern, black tern, little grebe, shag, common teal, ringed plover and
Eurasian curlew.

All seabird
species

8

Biotope Protection Order Site ornithologique des
falaises de Jobourg

Important species: fulmar, great black-backed gull and shag.

All seabird
species

9

SPA - Basses Valleeses du
Cotentin et Baie des Veys

Important species: sandwich tern and herring gull.

Sandwich tern
and herring gull.

49

SPA - Iles de Saint Marcouf

Important species: lesser black-backed gull.

Lesser blackbacked gull

50

SCI - Baie de Seine
Occidentale

Important species: harbour porpoise.

Harbour porpoise

58

Nature Reserve - Domaine
de Beauguillot

Important species: common seal.

Common seal

71

SPA/Natura –
Iles Chausey

Important species: European storm petrel, great black back gull and shag

European storm
72
petrel. Great black

Jersey

France
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Site

Description

Potentially
sensitive
features

Distance from
marine cable
corridor (km)

back gull.
SPA - Havre de la Sienne

Important species: common eider.

Common eider.

79

SPA - Falaise du Bessin
Occidental

Important species: fulmar, great black-backed gull, herring gull, kittiwake, guillemot and razorbill.

All bird species

82

SPA - Cap d'Erquy-Cap
Frehel

Important species: Balearic shearwater (Puffinus mauretanicus), fulmar, gannet, black-backed gull, great black
backed gull, herring gull, kittiwake, guillemot and razorbill.

All bird species

88

SPA – Baie de Seine
Occidentale

Important species: great black-backed gull, guillemot, kittiwake, fulmar and gannet.

All bird species

98

SCI - Baie du Mont SaintMichel

Important species: harbour seal, bottlenose dolphin and shag

Harbour seal.
Bottlenose
dolphin. Shag

99

Archipel des Sept-Iles SPA

Important species: gannet, European storm petrel, lesser black backed gull and shag

Gannet. European
storm petrel.
Lesser black
backed gull

134*

Note: Protected sites located within 100km of the marine cable corridor which are not sensitive to the project have not been included in the table.
* Although this site is greater than 100km from the cable corridor it has been included due to foraging gannet.
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10.5

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation, maintenance and operation the following
aspects of the project have the potential to adversely affect the integrity of protected sites.
For each aspect the assessment has considered the different project aspects which could
cause the impact and from these selected the worst case zone of influence; presented in
Table 10-7.
Table 10-7 Impact zone of influence – nature conservation

Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of Influence

Installation &
maintenance

Presence of
installation and
support vessels
Cable ploughing &
trenching
Cable protection

Physical disturbance e.g. from
noise, to qualifying species
thereby adversely affecting
integrity of protected site

Cetaceans

<5km radius of
installation spread**

Pinnipeds

<5km radius of
installation spread**

Birds

1km radius of installation
spread***

Fish

Immediate vicinity*

Installation &
maintenance

Presence of project
vessels

Collision with vessels

Cetaceans
Pinnipeds

Immediate vicinity*

Installation &
maintenance

Pre-sweeping, pre
lay grapnel run,
plough trenching,
jet trenching, HDD,
cable protection

Disturbance / destruction of
feature thereby adversely
affecting integrity of protected
site

Geological or
habitat
features

maximum 40m wide
along route*

Indirect - Loss of food resource
for qualifying species

Qualifying
species

Installation

Pre-sweeping,
ploughing,
trenching –
deposition of
suspended
sediments

Smothering of species /
habitats

Qualifying
habitats and
species

320m****

Operation

Operation of cables

Heating of sediments

Benthos

Disturbance to navigation
(EMF)

Fish and
cetaceans

Immediate vicinity of
cables*

Disturbance / destruction of
feature thereby adversely
affecting integrity of protected
site

Geological or
habitat
features

Mortality of qualifying species
thereby adversely affecting
integrity of protected site

Qualifying
species

Unplanned
event

Release of
hydrocarbons or
chemical spill

10km from point of spill*

Indirect - Loss of food resource
for qualifying species
*Defined in Section 4.11.
**Noise assessment presented in Section 9.7.1.
***See Section 9.6.2
****Based on sediment dispersion and re-deposition during trenching – see Section 6.5.5.

10.6

Significance assessment
The designation of protected sites stems from the significance of physical and biological
features within its boundaries. This includes geological and physiographical features as well
as fauna and flora content, diversity, and the importance of the site in connection to other
natural areas. Possible impacts to the integrity of protected sites from cable installation will
take place mainly via temporary and localised disturbance to component features e.g. to
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feeding, breeding and loafing activities of species during the period of installation. The
impacts of disturbance or destruction to the physical environment, protected species and
species/habitats of conservation importance have been addressed separately within Chapter
- 6 Marine Processes, Chapter 7 - Benthic & Intertidal Ecology, Chapter 8 - Fish and
Shellfish and Chapter 9 - Birds, Marine Mammals and Marine Reptiles. They are not
discussed further in this Chapter but are included in the assessment Table 10-7 below.
After assessing the individual sensitivity of the designating features the assessment
considers whether the significance of the impacts would mean that the integrity of the site
overall would be adversely affected. The assessment, presented in Table 10-8 and Table
10-9 concluded that none of the protected sites would be adversely affected by the project.
The marine cable corridor passes directly through three sites and further details to support
this conclusion are provided below.

10.6.1

UK waters

10.6.1.1 Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site

The UK landfall at Budleigh Salterton is within the Dorset and East Devon World Heritage
Site. The preferred method of installation is horizontal directional drilling under the pebble
beach. However, the assessment also considered, as a worst case, open cut trenching
across the beach. This method will only be used if HDD is not feasible. If this method was
to be used, following trenching displaced material will be backfilled over the cable to
reinstate the beach to its former baseline condition. Using the criteria outlined in Section 5.8
the magnitude of the impact on the protected site has therefore been assessed as low
because it will be a short term, site specific change that will not alter the underlying character
or composition of the baseline. Post impact the condition will be similar to pre-development.
However, as the beach is within an internationally important site the sensitivity of the
receptor is assessed as high. Combined the significance of the impact has been assessed
as of moderate significance and mitigation measures should be considered.

10.6.1.2 East Devon AONB

The beach at Budleigh Salterton is also within the East Devon AONB. The site is designated
for its landscape value, part of which includes the Jurassic Coast. As discussed in Section
10.6.1 above, the pebble beach at Budleigh Salterton will not be sensitive to the cable
installation methods, with any impacts to the beach being temporary and localised. The
magnitude of the impact has therefore been assessed as low. As a nationally designated
site the sensitivity is considered to be medium following the criteria in Section 5.8. Overall
the significance of the impact has been assessed as of minor significance.

10.6.2

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

10.6.2.1 Longis Bay Nature Reserve

Between approximately FA KP29.9 and landfall at Longis Bay the marine cable corridor
passes through the Longis Bay Nature Reserve. One of the habitats noted in the
designation of the site is the common eelgrass Zostera marina. The extent of the eelgrass
bed in Longis Bay has previously been mapped extending from the intertidal area to the
shallow sublittoral zone. It is considered to be of moderate ecological significance (ABPmer
2014).
Both the intertidal survey and offshore survey confirmed the presence of the Zostera bed.
The habitat is discussed in detail in Section 7.5.1; however, in summary, the survey
2
estimated that within the marine cable corridor the Zostera bed is approximately 0.02km but
2
potentially extends to 0.03km within the bay. Zostera beds are listed on EC Habitats
Directive Annex I and in the OSPAR list of threatened and/or declining species and habitats.
To qualify as a Zostera bed, plant densities should provide at least 5% coverage (OSPAR
2009); at this location, the average density in the four images analysed was estimated to be
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approximately 30%. The assessment conducted in Section 7.5.1 concludes that the
magnitude of the projects impact on the Zostera bed will be moderate i.e. a local level
change with medium term loss (1-5 years) and that the habitat is moderately sensitive due to
its ecological value and recovery potential. Combined these criteria result in the impact
having moderate significance.

10.6.2.2 South Banks

It is acknowledged that South Banks is not a designated site but that it would meet the
criteria for designation as a subtidal sandbank under the EC Habitats Directive and may be
considered for designation in the future. Using the criteria in Section 5.8, the sensitivity of
the physical sand bank feature has been assessed as high as it is considered as having the
potential to be classed as a SAC and is locally valued.

As discussed in Section 6.3.3.2, the FA marine cable corridor passes to the north east of the
main sand bank feature; passing through an area of large sand ripples between FA KP20
and FA KP29 and an area of mobile sand with a height of approximately 4m at FA KP28.8 to
FA KP29. It may be necessary to use a mass flow excavator in this area to create a flatter
profile on the sand waves to ensure the cables can be laid at a level that will not affect the
mobility of the sand wave features. The potential impact on the sand waves from this
installation technique is described in Section 6.5.2. In summary, the assessment concluded
that given the highly mobile nature of the sand waves in this area, sand will migrate over the
area of disturbance within a short period of time (months if not weeks). The features
although part of the overall site are not the main feature and have the capacity to absorb
change without fundamentally altering the underlying character.
As the marine cable corridor does not cross the main sand bank feature and impacts are
expected to be short term the magnitude of the impact was assessed as negligible.
The site is also important for benthic fauna which have the potential to be affected by presweeping and cable trenching in this area. However, as discussed in Chapter 7, the species
associated with the South Banks are adapted to living in mobile sediments and are therefore
likely to rapidly recover following any disturbance as a result of pre-sweeping and cable
trenching respectively.
Given the sensitivity of the site and the magnitude of the change the assessment concluded
that the impact was of minor significance.
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Table 10-8 Impact assessment summary – Protected sites
Applicable
Determination of Potential Impact
Jurisdiction

Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Will the
integrity of
the
protected
site be
affected by
proposed
operation?

Magnitude

Sensitivity Significance

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Potential Impact

French EEZ

Interest
feature
(receptor)

UK

Site







Dorset and East
Devon Coast
World Heritage
Site

Coastal
geological
features

Disturbance / destruction of
feature

Low

High

Moderate

M3, M6

Negligible

High

Negligible

No







East Devon
AONB

Jurassic
coast

Disturbance / destruction of
features

Low

Medium

Minor

M3, M6

Negligible

High

Negligible

No







Otter Estuary
SSSI

Overwinterin Disturbance/ injury from noise
g birds
Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Negligible

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Otter Estuary
rMCZ

Fish species
(Bass and
European
eel)

Disturbance/ injury from noise

Low

Medium

Minor

-

Low

Medium

Minor

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No































Negligible

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.
Exe Estuary SPA Annex l
wintering
& Ramsar
bird species Depletion of food resources
and
assemblage
of wintering
bird species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Axe Estuary
rMCZ

Disturbance/ injury from noise

Low

Medium

Minor

-

Low

Medium

Minor

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

-

-

No

River Axe SAC

Berry Head to
Sharkham Point
SSSI

Fish species
(Bass and
European
eel)

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

Low

Medium

Minor

-

Low

Medium

Minor

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

Sea lamprey Disturbance/ injury from noise

Guillemot,
kittiwake,
fulmar,
herring gull
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UK

French EEZ

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Applicable
Determination of Potential Impact
Jurisdiction























































Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Will the
integrity of
the
protected
site be
affected by
proposed
operation?

Site

Interest
feature
(receptor)

Potential Impact

Magnitude

Sensitivity Significance

Chesil Beach
and the Fleet
SPA & Ramsar

Little tern

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Wight-Barfleur
Reef SCI

Marine
mammals

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Low

Medium

Minor

M12 - M15

Low

Medium

Minor

No

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Collision with vessels

Low

Medium

Minor

M10

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

No

Froward Point
SSSI

Gull species, Disturbance to qualifying species.
shag,
Depletion of food resources
cormorant

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Salcombe to
Kingsbridge
Estuary SSSI

Waders

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Bolt Head to Bolt Fulmar, shag Disturbance to qualifying species.
Tail SSSI
Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Poole Harbour
SPA and pSPA
extension

Common
tern,
Mediterrane
an gull

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Eglarooze Cliff
SSSI

Shag

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Hurst Castle and
Lymington River
Estuary SSSI

Tern, black
headed gull

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Solent and
Southampton
Water SPA &
Ramsar

Mediterrane
an gull,
sandwich
tern,
common
tern,
Roseate
tern, little

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No
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Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Determination of Potential Impact
Jurisdiction
Site

Interest
feature
(receptor)

Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Magnitude

Sensitivity Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Will the
integrity of
the
protected
site be
affected by
proposed
operation?

tern












Polruan to
Polperro SSSI

Fulmar, shag Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Newtown
Harbour SSSI

Tern, black
headed gull

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No







North Solent
SSSI

Black
headed gull

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No







Longis Nature
Reserve

Seagrass
(Zostera
Marina)

Disturbance of feature

Medium

Medium

Moderate

M2, M3, M6, M7,
M8, M9

Medium

Medium

Moderate

No

Seabird
species

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Sand bank

Disturbance / destruction of
feature

Negligible

High

Minor

-

Negligible

High

Minor

No

Benthic
fauna

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Low

Negligible

M2, M11

-

-

-

No

Heating of sediments

Negligible

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Smothering of species / habitats

Negligible

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance/ injury from noise

Low

Low

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

High

Low

Minor

-

High

Low

Minor

No







South Banks

Seabird
species
Fish species













Vau de Saou
Nature Reserve

Seabird
species

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Alderney West

Seabird

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No
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Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Determination of Potential Impact
Jurisdiction



Site

Interest
feature
(receptor)

Potential Impact

Magnitude

Sensitivity Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Will the
integrity of
the
protected
site be
affected by
proposed
operation?

Coast and the
Barhou Islands
Ramsar Site

species

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Ramsar - Herm,
Jethou and the
Humps

Seabird
species

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Marine
mammals







Ramsar - Les
Écréhous & Les
Dirouilles

Marine
mammals

Seabirds































Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Low

Medium

Minor

M12 - M15

Low

Medium

Minor

No

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Collision with vessels

Low

Medium

Minor

M10

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

No

Disturbance to qualifying species

Low

Medium

Minor

M12 - M15

Low

Medium

Minor

No

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Collision with vessels

Low

Medium

Minor

M10

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Ramsar - South
east coast of
Jersey

Seabird
species

Ramsar – Le
Plateau des
Minquiers

Waders and
wildfowl

SPA - Landes et
dunes de la
Hague

Seabird
species

Biotope
Protection Order
- Site
ornithologique
des falaises de
Jobourg

Fulmar,
great black
backed gull,
shag

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

SPA - Basses

Sandwich

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No
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Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Applicable
Determination of Potential Impact
Jurisdiction

















Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Site

Interest
feature
(receptor)

Potential Impact

Magnitude

Sensitivity Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Will the
integrity of
the
protected
site be
affected by
proposed
operation?

Valleeses du
Cotentin et Baie
des Veys

tern, herring
gull

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

SPA - Iles de
Saint Marcouf

Lesser black Disturbance to qualifying species.
backed gull
Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

SCI - Baie de
Seine
Occidentale

Harbour
porpoise

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Low

Medium

Minor

M12 - M15

Low

Medium

Minor

No

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Collision with vessels

Low

Medium

Minor

M10

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

No

Disturbance from noise

Low

Medium

Minor

M12 - M15

Low

Medium

Minor

No

M10

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

No

Nature Reserve - Common
Domaine de
seal
Beauguillot

Collision with vessels

Low

Medium

Minor

SPA - Chausey

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

SPA - Havre de
la Sienne

European
storm petrel,
great black
backed gull,
shag
Common
eider

SPA - Falaise du Fulmar,
Bessin
great black
Occidental
backed gull,
herring gull,
kittiwake,
guillemot,
razorbill
SPA - Cap
d'Erquy-Cap
Frehel

Seabird
species

SPA – Baie de
Seine
Occidentale

Seabird
species
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Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No
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UK

French EEZ

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Applicable
Determination of Potential Impact
Jurisdiction











Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Will the
integrity of
the
protected
site be
affected by
proposed
operation?

Site

Interest
feature
(receptor)

Potential Impact

Magnitude

Sensitivity Significance

SCI - Baie du
Mont SaintMichel

Shag

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Disturbance to qualifying species.

Low

Medium

Minor

M12 - M15

Low

Medium

Minor

No

Disturbance to navigation (EMF)

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No

Collision with vessels

Low

Medium

Minor

M10

Negligible

Medium

Negligible

No

Harbour
seal,
bottlenose
dolphin


Impact Assessment

SPA - Archipel
des Sept-Iles

Gannet,
European
storm petrel,
lesser black
backed gull,
shag
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Disturbance to qualifying species.

Negligible

High

Negligible

M11

-

-

-

No

Depletion of food resources

Negligible

High

Negligible

-

-

-

-

No
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Table 10-9 Risk assessment summary – Protected sites
Determination of Potential Impact

Risk Assessment
Severity

Significance

Legal Control
/ Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Will the
integrity of
the
protected
site be
affected by
proposed
operation?

Accidental hydrocarbon Very Low
or chemical release
affecting visual
enjoyment of site

Minor

Acceptable

L3

-

-

-

No

Fish species

Toxic effects from
Very Low
accidental hydrocarbon
or chemical release

Minor

Acceptable

L3

-

-

-

No

Marine
mammals

Toxic effects from
Very Low
accidental hydrocarbon
or chemical release

Minor

Acceptable

L3

-

-

-

No

Seabird
species

Toxic effects from
Very Low
accidental hydrocarbon
or chemical release

Major

Tolerable

L3

Very Low

Moderate

Acceptable

No

Potential Impact

Coastal
geological
features

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Interest
feature
(receptor)

French EEZ

Site

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction







Dorset and East Devon
Coast World Heritage Site







East Devon AONB







Otter Estuary rMCZ







Axe Estuary rMCZ







River Axe SAC







South Banks







Ramsar - Les Écréhous &
Les Dirouilles,







SCI - Baie de Seine
Occidentale







Nature Reserve - Domaine
de Beauguillot







SPA, Ramsar, SSSI
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10.7

Legal Compliance
Table 10-10 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 10-10 Legal compliance measures - infrastructure and other users
ID*

L3

Legal Measure

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution emergency plans
(SOPEP) will be in place and adhered to under MARPOL Annex
I requirements for all project vessels.

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

10.8

Mitigation Measures
In addition to standard best practice and legal requirements, Table 10-11 presents measures
that FAB Link Ltd is committed to adopting.
Table 10-11 Proposed mitigation – nature conservation
ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

M2

Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be
kept to a minimum in order to reduce disturbance to seabed.





M3

Activities within the intertidal zone will be restricted to the work
site as agreed with the appropriate Regulator.





M6

Preferred method of installation in the intertidal zone will be
HDD.





M7

FAB Link will establish a mitigation zone around the main
eelgrass bed (as mapped by the MMT survey) in which
trenching will not be undertaken; although other activities such
as anchoring or positioning jack-up barge legs may occur.
The mitigation zone is between the following coordinates and
is illustrated in Figure 7-26:
A: 02° 10’ 19.190” W, 49° 43’ 08.123” N





B: 02° 10’ 15.822” W, 49° 43’ 08.765” N
C: 02° 10’ 11.132” W, 49° 43’ 00.734” N
D: 02° 10’ 13.486” W, 49° 42’ 59.947” N
M8

Trenches within the eelgrass bed will be backfilled with the
same/removed substrate/eelgrass habitat. Appropriate steps
will be taken to ensure backfilling does not leave a depression
on the seabed. Natural processes (tide and wave action) will
result in any remaining depression in the seabed being filled.





M9

An environmental monitoring programme will be established to
monitor recovery of the disturbed area of eelgrass bed.
Although it will focus on the area disturbed it will also evaluate
the wider bed (area to be defined) to assist in monitoring the
conservation status of the bed within the Longis Nature
Reserve. The monitoring programme will be developed in
consultation with Alderney Wildlife Trust following OSPAR
indicators for basic monitoring (OSPAR 2009). It is proposed
that divers be used to determine presence and cover of
eelgrass. The presence and amount of filamentous algae (e.g.
Sargassum muticum) will also be noted. The monitoring
programme will be completed at the same time each year for
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ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

two years after disturbance. If recovery is not complete within
this period the monitoring programme will be reviewed.
M10

Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots.





M11

A toolbox talk will be held with key parties involved in the
installation operations. This will include an overview of legal
compliance regarding the protection and conservation of
coastal and marine birds and key points of contacts in the
project team identified for effective communication of any
issues.





M12

FAB Link Ltd will require that the appointed installation
contractor follows the sections of the ‘JNCC guidelines for
minimising the risk of injury and disturbance to marine
mammals from seismic surveys’, appropriate to geophysical
survey. ’ (JNCC 2010a). In particular:

















M13

▪

Establishing a 500m mitigation zone for marine mammal
observation.

▪

Provide marine mammal observers to implement the
JNCC guidelines.

▪

Undertake pre-survey search.

▪

Where possible, according to the operational parameters
of the equipment concerned, its acoustic energy output
shall commence from a lower energy start-up and
thereafter be allowed to gradually build up to the
necessary maximum output over a period of 20 minutes.

▪

If the device cannot be ramped up then it shall be
switched on and off in a consistent sequential manner
over a period of 20 minutes prior to commencement of the
full necessary output.

A UXO survey will be undertaken less than 6 months prior to
installation works commencing. If any significant UXO are
identified the following decision making process will be
followed:
1. Avoid by micro-routing the marine cables.
2. If it cannot be avoided, consider whether it is safe to move.
3. If it cannot be moved, detonate on site.

M14

M15

FAB Link Ltd will require the appointed UXO contractor follows
the “JNCC guidelines for minimising the risk of injury to marine
mammals from using explosives” (JNCC 2010b) including:
▪

Establishing a default 1km mitigation zone for marine
mammal observation, measured from the explosive
source and with a circular coverage of 360 degrees.

▪

Providing a trained Marine Mammal Observer to
implement the guidelines outlined in Section 2.1 to 2.4
e.g. pre-detonation search of mitigation zone.

▪

Only commence explosive detonations during daylight
hours and good visibility.

▪

Accurately determine the amount of explosive required for
the operation, so that the amount is proportionate to the
activity and not excessive.

▪

If necessary, plan the sequence of multiple explosive
discharges so that, wherever possible, the smaller
charges are detonated first to maximise the ‘soft-start’
effect.

If UXO is identified that requires detonation, FAB Link Ltd will
conduct noise modelling to ensure that the default 1km
mitigation zone is sufficient for the weight of charge identified.
Natural England, JNCC or the States of Guernsey Office of
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ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Environmental Health and Pollution will be consulted as
appropriate.
* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

10.9

Residual Impact

10.9.1

UK waters
As discussed in Section 10.6.1 the impact assessment identified that the project has the
potential to have an impact of moderate significance on the coastal geological features of the
Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site. Installation activities will have a small
and temporary footprint within the protected site, limited to the Budleigh Salterton beach
worksite. Mitigation proposed in Table 10-11 e.g. using HDD as the preferred installation
option and restricting activities to the worksite, will reduce the magnitude and therefore the
residual significance of the impact to negligible. The same measures will also reduce the
magnitude of the impact on the East Devon AONB; the designating features of which overlap
with the World Heritage Site. Taking into consideration the temporary nature of the works,
the limited spatial extent in relation to the site as a whole and the design measures already
incorporated into the installation technique should open cut trenching be used (i.e. reinstate
beach to pre-impact condition) it was concluded that the project will not adversely affect the
integrity of the protected sites.
Minor residual impacts have been identified for sensitive fish species from the Otter Estuary
rMCZ, Axe Estuary rMCZ and River Axe SAC. The residual impact is discussed in further
detail in Chapter 8 - Fish and Shellfish. In summary the assessment concluded that
underwater noise has the potential to disturb the qualifying species. However, as this
disturbance will be restricted in spatial extent and temporary the change to the baseline will
not be material. The viability of species populations will not be reduced and therefore the
integrity of the protected sites and designated features will not be adversely affected.

10.9.2

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
The assessment concluded that cable installation within the Longis Bay Nature Reserve has
the potential to have an impact of moderate significance on the Zostera marina eelgrass bed
within the site. The mitigation proposed, discussed in detail in Section 7.8.1 aims to
minimise the disturbance to the eelgrass bed. However, it does not guarantee that the
habitat will be able to recover to pre-impact conditions. Therefore, the residual impact to the
feature remains as of moderate significance. The Longis Bay Nature Reserve does not have
conservation objectives that specifically feature the habitat and the eelgrass bed is only one
feature of the extensive site. Impacts from cable installation will be extremely localised and
will not affect any of the other marine features. If the monitoring programme indicates
recovery of the eelgrass bed then the sensitivity of the eelgrass bed to impact from cable
installation could potentially be reduced and the significance of residual effect also reduced.
However, this final assessment of significance cannot be reliably made until the results of the
monitoring programme are reviewed. Subject to the results of the monitoring it is concluded
that the integrity of the Nature Reserve will not be adversely affected.
Minor residual impacts have also been identified for sensitive fish species from the Alderney
South Banks and marine mammals from the Baie de Seine Occidentale SCI, Domaine de
Baeuguillot Nature Reserve and Les Écréhous & Les Dirouilles Ramsar. The residual
impacts on this species are discussed in further detail in Chapter 8 - Fish and Shellfish and
Chapter 9 - Birds, Marine Mammals and Marine Reptiles. As for UK waters, the assessment
concluded that underwater noise has the potential to temporarily disturb the qualifying
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species but not reduce the viability of species populations. Therefore the integrity of the
protected sites and designated features will not be adversely affected.

10.10 Cumulative Impact
Given that the project will not adversely affect the integrity of any protected site within the
region, there is no potential for the project to make a significant contribution to any significant
cumulative impacts. The exception is within the Longis Bay Nature Reserve.
Chapter 14 identifies that Race Tidal Ltd are proposing to develop a tidal energy array, Race
Tidal, offshore States of Alderney. The Race Tidal project is described in detail in Section
14.3.3. FAB Link is being developed independently of Race Tidal. However, the installation
of the Race Tidal export cable and FAB Link has the potential to interact in a manner that
increases the significance of impacts on the sensitive habitats within Longis Bay Nature
Reserve, in particular the Zostera bed. For example, if construction activity on the two
projects happens consecutively, the Zostera bed could be disturbed twice, impeding
recovery. However, as plans for the Race Tidal export cable are not publically available it is
also possible that the export route will not affect the habitat at all. FAB Link Ltd and Race
Tidal Ltd will look for synergies that will minimise cumulative impacts.
These measures would reduce the magnitude of cumulative impacts on the Zostera bed,
thereby reducing the significance of the overall impact. It is unlikely that the integrity of the
protected site will be adversely affected.
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11. Commercial Fisheries

This Chapter describes the existing baseline in terms of commercial fisheries,
identifies impacts FAB Link is likely to have on the receptor, presents the findings of
the impact assessment, and describes how impacts (if any) will be mitigated.

11.1

Data Sources
Baseline conditions have been established by undertaking a desktop review of published
information and through consultation with fishermen’s organisations (see Section 5.5). The
data sources used to inform the baseline description and assessment include, but are not
limited to the following:
▪

FAB Link Project Fishing Activity Report (Network Services 2015).

▪ Scottish Government, 2009-2013 Landings Data for International Council for the

Exploration of the Seas (ICES) Rectangles 28E7, 29E6, 29E7 and 30E6 (The Scottish
Government 2015).

11.2

Consultation
Table 11-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.

Table 11-1 Consultation responses - commercial fisheries
Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Alderney Fishermen
(N Dupont, D Gillingham
Snr, D Gillingham Jnr, G
Gillingham, L Main, R
Gaudion, J Bailey)

Keen to understand the offshore burial strategy especially in areas of
strong tides and lack of sediment. Appreciate advance notice of project
activities e.g. Notice to Mariners.

Cornish Fish Producers
Organisation Ltd

Provided information on seasonality and location of activity. Based on
previous experience, advised early consultation with MOD. Note
st
st
scallop ban within 6nm from 1 July to 1 October and considered this
optimum period for cable installation to minimise impacts. Appreciate
advance notice of project activities e.g. Notice to Mariners.

Devon and Severn
Inshore Fisheries
Conservation Authority
(IFCA)

Concern with potential impact in crab migration routes along the
channel which are perpendicular to the FAB Link. Advised presence of
3 mussel farms nearshore to Budleigh Salterton. Provided information
on local fishing activity.

East Devon Fishermen
and Boatmen

Majority of members use static fishing gear, but note there are several
items of debris that often snag in their nets.

Exmouth Marina Office

Consultation focused on interactions during marine survey campaign.

Exmouth Mussels Ltd

No immediate concerns regarding the proposals.

Guernsey Sea Fisheries
Inspectorate

Willing to share fishing effort in Guernsey waters, noting that scallop
dredgers frequently snag on unburied cables. Details of main south of
Alderney fisherman provided.

Independent Fishermen
(M Schunk, N Bagwell)

Fish in vicinity of marine cable corridor. Catch landed at Exmouth.
Appreciate advance notice of project activities e.g. Notice to Mariners.
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Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Independent Fishermen
(P Merrien)

Provided information on grounds used. Appreciate advance notice of
project activities e.g. Notice to Mariners.

Independent Fishermen
(R Pym, S Pym, D
Perkins)

Provided information on grounds used. Fish out of Budleigh Salterton.
Appreciate advance notice of project activities e.g. Notice to Mariners.

Jersey Fishermen’s
Association

Key fishing period is between April and August. Majority of activity is
based around Jersey, mostly to the west. Route south of Alderney
would be of most interest to members. Preference for cable burial.

MMO

(18/06/2015) Noted sources of fishing activity data and designations
and restrictions in place for Lyme Bay. Recommended contact
Plymouth University as a data source. Requested FAB Link Ltd
consults with local fisherman regarding marine surveys to ensure no
impact on locations of pots.

Offshore Shellfish Ltd

Have licence in place for 3 offshore sites to cultivate edible mussels.
Gear has been deployed in Sites 1 and 2, but Site 3 will not be
developed until 2017/18. Licence conditions to undertake
comprehensive annual environmental monitoring of parameters such
as water quality, sediment plumes, tidal currents, etc. Specific
concerns raised:
▪ A sufficient buffer distance (suggest 1km) should be kept between
FAB Link and sites.
▪ Potential effect on sites from suspended sediment during cable
installation, specifically in terms of impacting the environmental
monitoring required under the marine licence.
▪ Potential effect from hydrocarbon spills would have a negative impact
on mussel quality making them unsaleable.
▪ Potential effect from non-native species.

South Devon and
Channel Fishermen Ltd

Operate in Block 3 mid channel. Noted currents are strong and ground
too hard. There is a period of 5 days when no-one is on site due to
tidal strength. Early notification of project activities will be important.

South Devon and
Channel Shellfisherman

Provided information on grounds used. Concerned that project will
affect crab migration routes down the Channel.

South Western Fish
Producer Organisation
Ltd

The ‘Find a Fishing Boat’ webpage can be uses for real time
information on whereabouts of fishing vessels. Provided information on
where vessels fish. Of the opinion that any vessels of under 15m that
trawl would use rock hopper gear and would not present any
significant risk to installed cable and/or crossing points with cable
protection.

11.3

Existing Baseline Description

11.3.1

Overview
The marine cable corridor passes through important commercial fishing grounds located in
the English Channel. For the purposes of statistical analysis (e.g. of landings data), ICES
divide sea areas into rectangles. Each ICES rectangle is '30 min latitude by 1 degree
longitude' in size and is approximately 30 nautical miles square. Commencing at the UK
landfall, FAB Link passes through ICES rectangles 30E6, 29E6, 29E7 and 28E7 (see Figure
11-1). Data from these rectangles for 2013 has been used in the Chapter below to provide
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an indication of the value of the fisheries along the marine cable corridor.
and 2015 were not available.

Data from 2014

The English Channel grounds are constantly fished by demersal (bottom) trawlers and
scallop dredgers from France, Britain, Belgium, Holland and Ireland. Each EU member state
fishing fleet has its own preferred demersal trawling method to target specific fish species.
Equipment is specifically designed to negotiate the particular seabed conditions for the areas
in which effort is focused. A variety of techniques are used including: beam trawling;
otterboard trawling; Scottish/Dutch-style seine netting; pair trawling; and scallop dredging.
A number of UK and other EU member state pelagic (mid-water) trawlers also operate in the
region. Pelagic gear is used for catching shoaling fish such as mackerel, scad, pilchard,
herring and sprat. The gear is fished mid-water and seldom has contact with the bottom.
Large scale static gear fishing is carried out in the inshore and offshore waters; particularly in
the English mid-Channel. Pots are used to catch crab, lobster, whelks, prawns and other
shellfish. Long lines are used to catch mainly bottom feeding fish and gill nets are used to
catch demersal and pelagic fish species. Static gear is set in position for a period of time,
but visited periodically to re-set and retrieve catch.
Network Services (2015) identified a number of key areas of fishing activity. These are
shown in Figure 11-2 to assist with the description of fishing practice along the marine cable
corridor. The boundaries of these areas should be considered highly dynamic and mutable.
It should also be noted that the information presented reflects only recent tradition.
The English Channel fish stocks are considered to be healthy and the current level of fishing
is considered to be sustainable (Network Services 2015).
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Figure 11-1 ICES rectangles
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11.3.2

UK waters

11.3.2.1 Landings

As illustrated in Figure 11-1 the marine cable corridor in UK waters passes through ICES
rectangles 30E6 (landfall to 12nm limit) and 29E7 (12nm limit to UK median line).

Analysis of the landings data (presented in Figure 11-3) suggests that within ICES rectangle
30E6 whelks (Buccinum undatum) are the highest value species landed; with annual value
for 2013 of £376,391. These are targeted using pots and traps. This is followed by the great
Atlantic scallop (Pecten maximus) and the European sprat (Sprattus sprattus). The
European seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax) is the species caught in greatest quantity, followed
by the European plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) and whiting (Merlangius merlangus). The
data suggests that within inshore waters the shellfish fisheries are of high value.
Figure 11-3 ICES rectangle 30E6 - ten most valuable and highest tonnage species landed in
2013

Past the 12nm limit e.g. moving into ICES rectangle 29E7, the fishery diversifies with the
great Atlantic scallop being the highest value species landed in the greatest quantity; annual
value of £858,951 for a catch of 556 tonnes in 2013. The species is targeted using pots and
traps (British Sea Fishing 2016b). Figure 11-4 indicates that other high value species
include cuttlefish (Sepiidae, Sepiolidae) and sole (Solea solea). Horse mackerel (Trachurus
trachurus) is the species caught in the greatest quantities (460 tonnes caught in 2013).
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Figure 11-4 ICES rectangle 29E7 - ten most valuable and highest tonnage species landed in
2013

A short, approximately 1.4km, section of the route passes through rectangle 29E6. Figure
11-5 indicates that the ten most valuable species are similar to those found in both 29E7 and
30E6. Similarly to rectangle 29E7 a shellfish species: edible crab (Cancer pagurus) is the
highest value species landed; average annual value of £2.4 Million for 2013. This species
ranks second in terms of quantity landed. Other high value species include the great Atlantic
scallop – also the third most commonly landed species, and sole. European sprat is the
species caught in the greatest quantities (annual catch of 2,988 tonnes in 2013).
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Figure 11-5 ICES rectangle 29E6 - ten most valuable and highest tonnage species landed in
2013

11.3.2.2 Aquaculture

Rope grown mussel cultivation sites in Lyme Bay are currently being developed (Offshore
Shellfish Ltd (2016). Offshore Shellfish Ltd has agreed a 15-year lease in Lyme Bay with the
British Crown Estate and is testing in three marine sites off Sidmouth for the cultivation of
rope grown blue mussels Mytilus edulis; Figure 11-2, Areas A5:10). The most westerly site
(i.e. closest to the marine cable corridor) is currently up and running and site 2 is being
expanded to its full permitted area. It is planned to develop site 3 in 2017 / 2018.
Suspended culture mussel farming involves hanging ropes in the water at the right time of
year (Figure 11-6) to collect the naturally occurring mussel larvae, known as spat, which
settle on the ropes and attach themselves by a tough thread known as byssus. The mussels
may settle on the ropes in great numbers at a density of many thousand per square metre.
Once they become large enough at around 5mm long or more, the mussels on the ropes are
thinned to reduce competition for food and to allow optimum growth conditions. A typical
cycle of production would be: spat collection in the spring of year 1; thinning in autumn of
year 1; harvesting beginning in the autumn of year 2, continuing on through spring and
summer of year 3 (MMO 2012).
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Figure 11-6 Longline

Figure 11-7 Blue mussels (Mytilus edulis)

www.offshoreshellfish.com

www.offshoreshellfish.com

11.3.2.3 Mobile gear

Between kilometre points (KPs) 138 and 126 the marine cable corridor passes through the
British near-shore fishery, Area 5:9 (Figure 11-2). The coastal fishery of Lyme Bay is strictly
regulated by the Devon and Severn Inshore Fishery and Conservation Authority (IFCA). The
use of demersal towed fishing gear has not been permitted within the boundaries of the
Lyme Bay and Torbay SCI since the introduction of the Lyme Bay Designated Area (Fishing
Restrictions) Order 2008. However, a number of inshore trawler/scallop dredgers based in
Brixham and in the Lyme Bay ports of Exmouth and Lyme Regis will occasionally fish in the
vicinity of Budleigh Salterton. When fishing the nearshore grounds off Sidmouth and in the
vicinity of the marine cable corridor, vessels would usually be rigged with demersal
otterboard single trawl gear. However, there is a seasonal scallop fishery in Lyme Bay and
some vessels may tow scallop dredge gear through the area. Most of this trawling activity
would take place along the coast and between the 6nm and 3nm fishery limit and, on
occasion, individual vessels will trawl inside the 3nm limit off Sidmouth.
Between AB KP126 and AB KP55 the marine cable corridor passes through the mid-channel
fishery, Area 5:8. This area is the focus for British (Southwest) beam trawlers and scallop
dredgers mostly based out of Brixham (Figure 11-8). They typically use three types of
vessels - beam trawlers, inshore demersal otterboard trawlers, and Eurocutter class beam
trawlers. These modern, smaller trawlers have replaced old, larger trawlers that have
become less viable in recent years and they mostly concentrate on fishing the grounds
between AB KP90 and AB KP125.
Between AB KP60 and AB KP25 the marine cable corridor passes through Area A5:7 which
is discussed in Section 11.3.3.2 below, as it mainly lies within the French EEZ.

11.3.2.4 Static gear

Small-scale static gear fishing is also carried out in the UK coastal region (Area A5:9, Figure
11-2). During the summer months, this static gear fishing activity can discourage trawler
skippers from fishing the near-shore grounds off Sidmouth.
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Figure 11-8 The Brixham Fleet – beam and otterboard trawlers, scallop dredgers and static
gear vessels

Source: Network Services

11.3.3

French EEZ

11.3.3.1 Landings

The short section of marine cable corridor passing through the French EEZ lies within ICES
rectangles 29E7 and 28E7. Refer to information presented in Section 11.3.2.1 above and
Section 11.3.4.1 below respectively.

11.3.3.2 Mobile gear

The mid-Channel fishing grounds to the north of Hurd Deep (Area A5:7) are an area where
French trawlers have traditionally fished; although British and Belgian trawlers will
occasionally fish through the area. French and British offshore static gear vessels (crabbers)
have traditionally shared the ground. The marine cable corridor runs for approximately 19km
in this area.
The key season is summer, when demersal otterboard trawls target whitefish in the western
Channel.

11.3.3.3 Static gear

Area 5:5 is known as the mid-channel crabbing grounds. Figure 11-9 indicates where crab
boxes are within this general area; eastern boxes 1-4 correspond to Area 5:5. The marine
cable corridor passes through eastern area 3 between AB KP20 and AB KP49. Intense
crabbing activity takes place in this area during summer months.
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Figure 11-9 Mid-channel crabbing box chart

Source: Network Services (2015)

11.3.4

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

11.3.4.1 Landings

The States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters lie primarily in ICES
rectangle 28E7. Analysis of the landings data (Figure 11-10) suggests that the edible crab is
the highest value species landed; average annual value of approximately £832,394. Other
high value species include cuttlefish – also the third most commonly landed species. Horse
mackerel is the species caught in the greatest quantities (annual catch of 460 tonnes in
2013). It is primarily targeted using small mesh (MSC 2016).
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Figure 11-10ICES rectangle 28E7 - ten most valuable and highest tonnage species landed in
2013

11.3.4.2 Mobile gear

Inshore trawling activity is also carried out in the vicinity of the Banc de la Schôle in States of
Guernsey waters by British-registered inshore trawlers (Area A5:3, Figure 11-2). The area is
located to the north east of Alderney and it is possible that this trawling activity could extend
to the north and east of the Banc de la Schôle and in the wider area around FAB Link.
States of Guernsey territorial waters and States of Alderney waters are also used by French,
British and Belgian trawlers (See Section 11.3.3.2).

11.3.4.3 Static gear

Between AB KP20 and AB KP49 the marine cable corridor passes through Area A5:5, which
as described above, is the focus for intense crabbing activity in summer months.

Between AB KP12 and AB KP15 the marine cable corridor passes through Area A5:6 known
as the Alderney Box (eastern area 5 on Figure 11-9). Although this area is used for trawling,
the main focus of activity is as a seasonal static gear fishery. It is usually only active
between January and March.
The inshore static gear fishing off Alderney, Area A5:4, uses predominantly potting and gill
netting methods. There is likely to be some level of static gear fishing activity in the vicinity
of Corblets Beach. There is a small fleet of local static gear boats based at Alderney’s Braye
Harbour to the west of Corblets Beach, and these boats will fish mostly around the shore
with pots and nets. The static gear fishing being carried out from Braye Harbour is a
summer fishery and is unlikely to extend beyond AB KP5 along the marine cable corridor.
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11.4

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation, maintenance and operation the following
aspects of the project have the potential to impact commercial fisheries. For each impact the
assessment considered the different project aspects which could cause the impact and from
these selected the worst case zone of influence; presented in Table 11-2.
Table 11-2 Impact identification and zone of influence - commercial fisheries
Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Installation
&
Maintenance

Presence of installation
vessels & equipment

Displacement of
fishing activity

Commercial
fisheries

500m x 1000m*

Installation
&
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, plough
trenching, jet trenching

Contamination of
stock

Aquaculture

N/A**

Installation
&
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, pre-lay
grapnel, plough
trenching, jet trenching

Loss or disturbance of
habitat affecting
spawning, nursery or
recruitment to stocks

Commercial
fisheries

40m*

Installation
&
Maintenance

Snagging resulting
from obstruction on
seabed

Commercial
fisheries

18m*

Operation

Pre-sweeping, pre-lay
grapnel, plough
trenching, jet trenching,
cable protection
measures e.g. rock
deposit, concrete
mattresses

Operation

Emission of EMF

Compass deviation
effect

Commercial
fisheries

Immediately
above cable*

Installation
&
Maintenance

Reduction in water
depth

Commercial
fisheries

Water
<30m

Operation

Cable protection
including rock berms
and concrete mattresses

Unplanned
event

Hydrocarbon or
chemical spill

Contamination of sea
and stock leading to
displacement from
area

Commercial
fisheries

10km
from
point of spill*

Contamination of
stock

Aquaculture

10km
from
point of spill*

depths

2 x 9m wide
areas

*Defined in Section 4.11
*See Section 11.5.2

11.5

Significance Assessment

11.5.1

Displacement of fishing activity
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The presence of vessels during installation and maintenance has the potential to temporarily
displace fishing activity from traditional grounds (including mobile and static gear). Due to
limited ability to manoeuvre, offshore installation vessels will require an exclusion zone of
500m x 1000m within which no other vessels should enter. This exclusion zone will be
mobile and move at the rate of the associated vessels (i.e. up to 500m per hour). Fishing
vessels, using static gear will need to avoid the temporary exclusion zones during installation
and any static gear, lying directly within the marine cable corridor will need to be relocated
for the period that the installation / maintenance operations are in the region. However, gear
can be re-deployed once the operation moves on.
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It is acknowledged that some disturbance is unavoidable for all types of commercial
fisheries. Fishing grounds will be temporarily reduced and additional effort will be required to
relocate static gear.
The assessment, presented in Section 11.5.7, concluded that effects of the installation
activities are short term and any disturbance is temporary, transient and localised. Vessels
using mobile fishing gear will be able to avoid the exclusion zone, while static gear can be
re-deployed, once operations in the area are complete. Therefore the significance of
disturbance to commercial fisheries is considered negligible.

11.5.2

Contamination of stock
UK waters



French EEZ

Bailiwick of Guernsey





Contamination of fish and aquaculture stock could potentially result from two activities:
▪

Creation of a sediment plume by activities which disturb the seabed e.g. pre-sweeping,
plough trenching and jet-trenching; and

▪

Unplanned release of hydrocarbons e.g. diesel spill from a vessel.

The Offshore Shellfish Ltd aquaculture sites rely on specific water quality conditions to
maintain commercially viable stocks of blue mussels. An increase in turbidity from
installation sediment plumes or a diesel spill has the potential to contaminate the site, putting
at risk a year’s stock. However, Chapter 6 - Marine Processes concluded that changes to
the water quality, including the suspended particular matter load, resulting from the
installation or maintenance of the cable will be within the normal environmental variability.
These changes will be temporary and restricted to the immediate vicinity of the cable and
therefore quantified as negligible.
The likelihood of a hydrocarbon spill from a project vessel is the same as from general
shipping in the region. Chapter 12 – Shipping & Navigation shows commercial vessels are
common in Lyme Bay using anchorages to the west of cable route to wait for pilotages to
ports such as Southampton and Portsmouth. The assessment concluded that the presence
of the cable installation spread will not significantly elevate the likelihood of a hydrocarbon
spill in the area above baseline levels and therefore the risk is acceptable.

11.5.3

Loss or disturbance of habitat affecting spawning, nursery or recruitment to
stocks
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Pre-sweeping, pre-lay grapnel, plough trenching, jet trenching have the potential to cause
loss or disturbance of habitat affecting spawning, nursery or recruitment of stocks.
Fishermen also raised concerns that the project, in particular areas of rock protection, would
affect crab migration routes along the English Channel. Both issues have the potential to
have an indirect impact on commercial fisheries, reducing catch in future years. Chapter 7 –
Benthic Ecology and Chapter 8 – Fish & Shellfish concluded that the significance of impacts
on habitats and fish stocks, is negligible and therefore indirect impacts on commercial
fisheries are also negligible. There is no evidence that operational EMF affects movement of
crustaceans (crabs) and a barrier effect from the cables is not considered to be an issue.
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11.5.4

Snagging resulting from obstruction on seabed
UK waters

French EEZ





Bailiwick of Guernsey



Certain project activities have the potential to create temporary and longer term obstructions
on the seabed. For example, activities which disturb the seabed e.g. pre-sweeping, pre-lay
grapnel, plough trenching, jet trenching can create temporary sediment berms, whilst the
introduction of cable protection measures such as rock and concrete mattresses pose a
longer term obstruction. The introduction of new obstructions has the potential to increase
the risk of gear snagging. The effects of operations however will be restricted to the
immediate vicinity of the marine cable corridor (40m width). The wider area will not be
affected. FAB Link will either be simultaneously laid or buried or burial operations will
commence shortly after cable laying. Should a section remain unburied for a prolonged
length of time, this could present a safety risk to fishing vessels in the vicinity. Despite the
500m exclusion zone around unburied cables on the seabed, it is recognised that fishermen
are sensitive to the safety risk posed by unburied cables on the seabed. The assessment
presented in Section 11.5.7 concluded that as the sensitivity for commercial fisheries is
medium (i.e. they are a valuable but not protected resource), and the magnitude of the
impact is medium (i.e. it could cause damage to the fishing vessel) the significance of the
impact is moderate.

11.5.5

Compass deviation effect
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Submarine HVDC cables in operation generate magnetic fields due to the current flowing
along the marine cables. In certain circumstances, the electromagnetic field (EMF)
generated can have a small localised effect on navigation systems, causing compass
deviation. Typically the effects are limited to the immediate vicinity of the marine cables.
A full discussion on EMF effects on navigation systems, specifically inertial navigation
systems (INS), global positioning systems (GPS) and magnetic compasses is provided in
Chapter 12 – Shipping & Navigation.
Most commercial fishing vessels use INS or GPS navigation equipment, which is not
affected by EMF emissions. However, some vessels may still use magnetic compasses,
potentially as an auxiliary navigation system. The assessment concluded that for vessels
using INS and GPS the significance for the effect is negligible. EMF will have a small
localised effect on magnetic compasses; although the degree of compass deviation will vary
depending on cable alignment relative to the Earth’s magnetic field, the proximity of the
marine cables and water depth. The effect of EMF will be localised and, assuming
implementation of the proposed mitigation measures, the overall significance has been
assessed as negligible.

11.5.6

Reduction in water depth
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Cable protection e.g. rock berms and concrete mattresses will be up to 1.5m high. The UK
Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) require that any cable protection works within their
jurisdiction must ensure existing and future safe navigation is not compromised. Generally
they are prepared to accept a maximum of 5% reduction in surrounding depth referenced to
chart datum as long as the depth reductions do not compromise safe navigation. However,
in water depths less than 30m the presence of the maximum height rock berm (1.5m) for
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FAB Link has the potential to change the chart datum by up to 15%. This is a navigation
issue that could potentially affect all vessels using the marine cable corridor e.g. commercial
shipping, recreational sailing and commercial fishing. The full assessment of the impact on
commercial shipping and fishing is discussed in detail in Section 12.5.3; recreational sailing
is discussed in Chapter 14. The assessment concluded that the potential impact is of
negligible significance and the introduction of the rock berms will not affect safe navigation
given the historic and likely future use of the area.

11.5.7

Summary of assessment
Tables 11-3 and 11-4 present the summary of the impact assessment conducted on project
activities and the risk assessment conducted on unplanned events. Legal control and
mitigation measures are described in Sections 11.6 and 11.7 respectively. Where there is
still potential for residual effects or risk this is discussed further in Section 11.8.
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Table 11-3 Impact assessment summary – commercial fisheries

UK

French EEZ

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Applicable
Jurisdiction

























Determination of Potential Impact
Project
Phase

Potential Impact

Installation &
Maintenance

Displacement
fishing activity





Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

of

Commercial
fisheries

Low

Low

Negligible

L7, M16,
M22, M26

M20-

-

-

-

Installation &
Maintenance

Contamination
of
stock – sediment
plume

Aquaculture

Low

Low

Negligible

M25

Installation &
Maintenance

Loss or disturbance
of habitat affecting
spawning, nursery
or recruitment to
stocks

Commercial
fisheries

Low

Low

Negligible

M2, M17,
M20

M19,

-

-

-

Installation &
Maintenance

Snagging resulting
from obstruction on
seabed

Commercial
fisheries

Medium

Medium

Moderate

L7, L8, M2, M16 –
M24

Low

Low

Negligible

Compass deviation
effect

Fishing
vessels using
INS and GPS
systems

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

L8, M23, M24

-

-

-

Compass deviation
effect

Fishing
vessels using
magnetic
compasses

Low

Low

Negligible

L8, M23, M24

-

-

-

Reduction in water
depth

Commercial
fishing

Low

Low

Negligible

L7, L8, M32, M44

-

-

-





Residual Impact Assessment

Magnitude

Operation



Consideration of
Mitigation

Receptor

Operation



Impact Assessment

Installation &
Maintenance
Operation
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Table 11-4 Risk assessment summary - commercial fisheries
Determination of Potential Impact

Risk Assessment

Consideration of
Mitigation

Residual Risk Assessment

Potential Impact

Receptor

Likelihood

Severity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect







Unplanned
Event

Displacement
fishing activity

of

Commercial
fisheries

Low

Negligible

Acceptable

L3, L5, L6, L7,
M26

-

-

-







Unplanned
Event

Contamination
stock

of

Aquaculture

Low

Moderate

Tolerable

L3, L5, L6, L7,
M26

Low

Moderate

Tolerable

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

Project
Phase

UK

Applicable
Jurisdiction
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11.6

Legal Compliance
Table 11-5 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 11-5 Legal compliance measures – commercial fisheries
ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

L3

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution emergency plans
(SOPEP) will be in place and adhered to under MARPOL Annex I
requirements for all project vessels.





L5

Project vessels will comply with the International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (COLREGs) – as amended,
particularly with respect to the display of lights, shapes and signals.





L6

All vessels used by the project will exhibit signals in accordance with
the UK Standard Marking Schedule for Offshore Installations.





L7

Notice will be given to sea users in the area via Notices to Mariners,
Kingfisher Bulletins, NAVTEX, AVURNAV, and NAVAREA warnings.









Particular attention will be paid to ensuring the following organisations
receive the notifications: Braye Harbour; Exmouth Marina; Brixham,
Teignmouth and Beer harbours; Jobourg Vessel Traffic Scheme; RYA;
MoD and MCA.
L8

As laid’ co-ordinates of the cable routes will be recorded and
circulated to the UK Hydrographic Offshore (UKHO) and Kingfisher for
inclusion on Admiralty Charts and fishermen’s awareness charts
(paper and electronic format) so that mariners are aware of the
location and can take account of compass deviation effects.

* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

11.7

Mitigation Measures
In addition to standard best practice and legal requirements, Table 11-6 presents measures
that FAB Link Ltd is committed to adopting.
Table 11-6 Proposed mitigation – commercial fisheries
ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

M2

Deployment of equipment on the seabed will be kept to a minimum.





M16

Guard vessels will be used during installation activities to
communicate with third party vessels within the vicinity of cable
sections that remain unburied between cable lay and post burial lay.





M17

Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables as far as
is reasonably practicable.





M18

Rock berms and mattresses will be designed to have a smooth
overtrawlable profile.





M19

The grade of rock used for cable protection material selected will be
suitable for the nature of fishing activity typically undertaken in the
area.





M20

A cable burial plan will be produced by the Installation Contractor
outlining proposed method statements and cable protection
requirements for approval by the Regulators and discussion with
fisheries stakeholders.
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ID*

Measure proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

M21

Effective channels of communication will be established and
maintained between the Installation Contractor and commercial
fishing interests. This will include the appointment of a Fisheries
Liaison Officer (FLO).





M22

Seabed obstructions created by installation of FAB Link, including
berms, trenches and anchor mounds will be removed or made safe
for towed fishing gear.





M23

Post-installation inspection surveys will be conducted along the
length of the cables on a regular basis. This is to ensure that cables
remain buried/protected.





M24

Post-installation compass deviation surveys will be undertaken to
check burial depths during the lifespan of the cables and the results
forwarded to the UKHO and MCA.





M25

The marine cable corridor will be at least 1km from the Offshore
Shellfish Ltd Site 1.





M26

500m exclusion zones will be in place around the cable installation
vessels.





M32

FAB Link will ensure that berm heights will not exceed 1.5m thereby
ensuring that chart datum is reduced by no more than 15%
depending on water depth





M44

The position and height of rock berms that reduce chart datum by
more than 5% will be communicated to the UKHO and KIS-ORCA
for inclusion on Admiralty Charts and fishermen’s awareness charts
(paper and electronic format) so that mariners are aware of the
location.





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

11.8

Residual Impact
Following implementation of the legal compliance and mitigation measures outlined in
Sections 11.6 and 11.7 above, the impact and risk assessments identified two aspects of the
project which could potentially have a residual impact.

11.8.1

Snagging resulting from obstruction on the seabed
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The assessment identified that the project had the potential to have an impact of moderate
significance on commercial fisheries through the introduction of temporary and more
permanent seabed obstructions. Compliance with legal controls e.g. including providing the
as-laid position of cables to the UK Hydrographic Offshore (UKHO) and Kingfisher for
inclusion on Admiralty Charts and fishermen’s awareness charts will reduce the significance
of effects for permanent obstructions. In addition, FAB Link Ltd has proposed measures to
reduce the significance of short term obstructions e.g. removing them or making them safe.
The package of mitigation and legal compliance will reduce the significance of the residual
effect to negligible.
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11.8.2

Contamination of stock
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Unplanned events can impact aquaculture stocks in three ways:
▪

Stocks may become physically contaminated/smothered or tainted, acquiring an oil or
chemical derived taste;

▪

Cultivation equipment may be oiled; and

▪

Consumers may become reluctant to buy seafood from an affected region, even if there
is no actual contamination of the stocks.

The likelihood of a vessel collision resulting in the fuel tank being ruptured and a total loss of
containment is very low. This probability is reduced further by compliance with legal
measures L1 to L4. All vessels are required to have a SOPEP which details the procedure
and response required in the unlikely event of a hydrocarbon release. Implementation of the
plan will ensure there is a timely and effective response, minimising any adverse impacts on
the environment. The residual risk is considered tolerable.

11.9

Cumulative Impacts
The impact assessment has identified two types of cumulative impacts associated with
commercial fisheries:

11.9.1

▪

Activities within the project that cause seabed disturbance culminating with disturbance
from demersal commercial fishing practices in a manner that increases the significance of
the consequent effects on marine ecology; and

▪

Impacts on commercial fisheries from FAB Link and the Race Tidal site (Alderney, see
Chapter 14 for description), culminating in a manner which increase the significance to
commercial fisheries.

Seabed disturbance – commercial fishing practices
A number of fishing methods are employed along the marine cable corridor, as described in
Section 11.3. These include both mobile and static gear deployment. Fishing grounds
located within the English Channel are considered to be exploited sustainably (Network
Services 2015). In addition the installation of FAB Link will be a temporary disturbance.
Chapter 7 benthic environment and Chapter 8 Fish and Shellfish concluded that effects from
seabed disturbance and or temporary loss of habitat will have a negligible impact on both
non-commercial and commercially exploited species. Therefore, it is not anticipated that
there will be any cumulative impacts.

11.9.2

Displacement of fishing activity
Fishing activity will be temporarily excluded from the FAB Link marine cable corridor during
installation, and permanently excluded from the Race Tidal development area. It is likely
that the Phase 1 Race Tidal site will be located within Area A5:4, targeted by static gear
fisheries (Section 11.3.4.3), which is not expected to be regularly used by fisheries (Race
Tidal, 2015). In addition, installation of FAB Link will present a small, localised and
temporary decrease to available fishing grounds, however it is expected that there will be
sufficient fishing grounds within Area A5:04 for relocation of static fishing gear. Therefore
the cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.
FAB Link is being developed independently of Race Tidal. However, FAB Link Ltd and Race
Tidal Ltd will look for synergies that will minimise cumulative impacts (See Chapter 14).
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12. Shipping and Navigation

This Chapter describes the current level of commercial shipping activity along the
marine cable corridor, identifies impacts FAB Link is likely to have on the receptors,
presents the findings of the impact assessment, and described how impacts (if any)
will be mitigated. Fishing and recreational vessel activity is covered in Chapters 11
and 14, respectively.

12.1

Data Sources
A desk-based review of issues associated with the proposed FAB Link project has been
undertaken in relation to shipping and navigation.
Baseline data were collated within 10nm of the marine cable corridor and landfall locations,
to identify the following:

12.1.1

▪

Shipping routes and vessel types

▪

Shipping density

▪

Navigational features and anchoring

Automatic Identification System (AIS) data
Shipping density data was calculated using one full year (2015) of Automatic Identification
System (AIS) data purchased from Oceaneering Ltd. One full year of AIS data allows for
consideration of seasonal trends, but does not allow exclusion of anomalous data. In August
1
2015, vessel traffic intersecting with the marine cable corridor more than tripled. This was
likely a result of significant changes in the price of oil reported in August 2015. As per
Regulation 19 of Chapter V, Safety of Navigation, of the Annex to the International
Convention for the Safety Of Life At Sea (SOLAS V), 1 July 2002, an AIS must be installed
and operated on: all ships of 300 gross tonnage and upwards engaged on international
voyages; cargo ships of greater than 500 gross tonnage not engaged on international
voyages; and all passenger vessels irrespective of size.
In recent years, AIS has increasingly been voluntarily installed by other maritime users,
including yachts, fishing vessels, and pleasure craft, making it a robust and reliable indicator
of marine traffic.
This Chapter also draws from work completed in FAB Link Work Package A: Parameters for
Engineering Design by Wood Group Kenny (Wood Group Kenny 2015).

12.1.2

Charts
United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (UKHO) Admiralty charts were used in conjunction with
SeaZone HydroSpatial One and HydroSpatial Base to identify relevant navigational features
within close proximity to the marine cable corridor.

12.1.3

Pilotage guides
The Channel Pilot publication was used to further describe relevant navigational features
identified on Admiralty Charts. In addition, Publication 191 – Sailing Direction (Enroute) of
th
the English Channel as published by the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency (18
Edition 2014) was used to inform this assessment as to the typical movements and
constraints affecting vessels.

1

The number of times a vessel was observed directly crossing the marine cable corridor.
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12.2

Consultation
Table 12-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.

Table 12-1 Consultation responses – shipping and navigation
Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Alderney Harbour
Authority (Braye
Harbour)

No concerns regarding proposed northern and southern landfall locations.
Noted charted anchorage area within Longis Bay used by recreational craft.
There is a half-mile exclusion zone in force around an Elizabethan wreck,
situated north of Corblets Bay. Commented low level of shipping activity
focused around the traffic separation scheme (TSS) in mid-Channel. No
outfalls at either landfall location.

Exmouth Marina
Office

Consultation focused on interactions during marine survey campaign.

Maritime and
Coastguard Agency

Ensure that subsea power cables are marked on Admiralty Charts. It is
possible that if it is concluded that any section of the cable route will have an
effect on ship compasses, this information could be added to the relevant
Admiralty Charts.
(02/09/16) Advised that the maximum acceptable reduction of surrounding
depth referenced to Chart Datum should be no more than 5% and under no
circumstances should depth reductions compromise safe navigation. Advised
of typical consent conditions to be issued in order to minimise the risk to
safety of navigation.
(27/10) Meeting to discuss reduction of water depth to 15% of chart datum as
long as it did not compromise safe navigation.

Trinity House

Considers there is sufficient distance between FAB Link and the two aids to
navigation in Casquets traffic separation scheme (TSS). Provided possible
source of data.

12.3

Existing Baseline Description

12.3.1

Shipping overview
The English Channel is reported to be the world’s busiest seaway with over 400 commercial
vessels transiting per day (MCA 2014). In February 1971, following a significant collision
with wreckage, a radar-controlled traffic separation scheme (TSS) was introduced by the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) to the English Channel constraining vessel traffic
at the Dover Strait. Later, following further collisions between commercial vessels in the
English Channel with a significant risk to life, the Casquets TSS was established
approximately 18.5km north of Alderney. Figure 12-1 shows the effect of TSS lanes of the
English Channel on the density of shipping within close proximity to the marine cable
corridor.
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Figure 12-1 An overview of vessel density and the traffic separation schemes of the English
Channel

The marked TSS lanes do not directly intersect with the route however the majority of the
traffic passing through the English Channel will pass directly from one set of TSS lanes to
the other. Vessels transiting from east to west will travel in the northern TSS lane, with
vessels travelling in the opposite direction in the southern lane.
AIS data obtained for the marine cable corridor provided statistics about the vessel types
operating within close proximity to the project. A total of 56,928 vessels passed through or
within 10nm of the marine cable route in 2015, totalling 112,371 vessel tracks within 10nm of
the marine cable. Vessel count significantly increases between March – August, with
maximum summer values observed in August reaching almost double those reported during
winter months (see Figure 12-2). This peak in August 2015 was likely a result of increased
oil prices at the same time; economic events play a significant role in the vessel traffic in the
English Channel. Peak vessel numbers can be observed during summer months and would,
typically, be coincident with the installation season.
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Figure 12-2 Unique vessel counts recorded by AIS per month in 2015.
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On average, 47% of the shipping traffic comprises cargo vessels, followed by tankers with
17%; although these values vary depending on the time of year. An unspecified category of
‘Vessel’ accounts for 22% of the recorded shipping traffic and consists primarily of fishing
vessels, sailing vessels, and ‘special purpose’ vessels such as dredgers and cable lay
vessels (CLV). ‘Blank’ vessels are those without an assigned category.
Figure 12-3 Proportion of vessel traffic according to AIS ‘Vessel Type’.
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12.3.1.2 UK waters

Within UK waters, the AIS data revealed that vessels intersected with the marine cable
corridor 37,559 times during the year, which accounts for 33% of all vessel traffic recorded
within 10nm of the route. The majority of the commercial vessel traffic operates within close
proximity to the Casquets TSS. Commercial traffic transiting the English Channel using the
northern Casquets TSS lane will intersect with approximately the last 10km of the marine
cable corridor in UK waters i.e. AB KP44 to AB KP54.
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Cargo and tanker traffic constitutes 73% of vessel traffic within UK waters, with approx.
7,000 cargo vessels and tankers intersecting with the cable route in August alone.
Waters north of the marked TSS lane have comparatively little vessel traffic with the majority
of vessels using this area being categorised as ‘Vessel’ or ‘Blank’, indicating fishing,
recreational or specialist vessels (e.g. crew transfer vessels, cable lay vessels). Figure 12-4
shows the vessel traffic within 20km of Budleigh Salterton and a breakdown of vessel type
for the first 20km of the FAB Link route.
Figure 12-4 Vessel density (all vessels) within 20km of Budleigh Salterton.

12.3.1.3 French EEZ

French EEZ waters sit within the zone between the northern and southern Casquets TSS
lanes. Commercial vessel traffic travelling through the English Channel intersects with the
marine cable corridor for the entire length in the French EEZ (18.5km). Here, at the peak of
summer (August), 4,385 vessels intersect with the marine cable corridor, of which at least
half are cargo vessels and tankers.
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Figure 12-5 Vessel density in the French EEZ with both lanes of the Casquets TSS evident
by the red grid squares.

12.3.1.4 States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

The southern-most Casquets TSS lane intersects with the marine cable corridor in the
territorial waters of the States of Guernsey for approximately 6.5km (AB KP19 to AB
KP25.5), as seen in Figure 12-1.

Here, vessel numbers peak at approximately 5,846 in August, with an average of 2,015
vessels operating per month for the rest of the year. Cargo vessels constitute 55% of vessel
traffic within 10nm of the marine cable corridor, with tankers and ‘vessels’ accounting for
18% and 16% of the vessel traffic, respectively. Passenger vessels operating during the
summer months increase from roughly 80 vessels in winter months, to over 300 vessels
during summer months.

12.3.2

Navigational features & anchoring

12.3.2.1 UK waters

To the west of the UK landfall at Budleigh Salterton, an official deep-water anchorage with
two pilot stations is positioned in Tor Bay (14.3km from marine cable corridor), which can
also be observed in the AIS data (Figure 12-6). This anchorage provides shelter for large
commercial vessels (such as cargo vessels, tankers, etc.) from adverse prevailing weather
conditions, as well as a localised area to await pilotage onwards to another port (typically
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major ports of Southampton and Portsmouth). Vessel tracks indicate that large vessels
awaiting pilotage and heading westward will usually cross directly from Portland Bill in a
straight line to the anchorage, crossing over the cable corridor.
As previously mentioned, the marine cable corridor transects the northern Casquets TSS
lane between AB KP20 and AB KP54. Consultation with Trinity House (July 2015) confirmed
that they consider there is sufficient distance between the marine cable corridor and the two
aids to navigation in the Casquets TSS.
Figure 12-6 Marked anchorage in Tor Bay near Berry Head

12.3.2.2 French EEZ

With exception of the Casquets TSS lanes, there are no additional navigational features or
anchorages within the waters of the French EEZ.

12.3.2.3 States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

The marine cable corridor passes through the southern Casquets TSS lanes within States of
Guernsey territorial waters for approximately 6.5km (Figure 12-1).

Additionally, approximately 800m to the west of the AB marine cable corridor, Hurd Deep, a
disused ammunition dumping ground, is marked on the Admiralty Charts (see Chapter 14).
While this does not directly affect the marine cable corridor, it is likely that vessels will avoid
anchoring in this area, instead choosing the surrounding areas that are relatively ‘safe’.
Similarly, a second disused explosive dumping ground lies approx. 6km to the west of the
marine cable corridor at approximately AB KP6 where vessels may choose to avoid
anchoring, potentially encouraging them towards the marine cable corridor.

12.3.3

Port infrastructure

12.3.3.1 UK waters

Owing to the shifting sands of Lyme Bay, there are no major commercial shipping ports
within 5km either side of Budleigh Salterton. The closest port to Budleigh Salterton is
Exmouth harbour (7.5km) which does not service large vessels. To the west lie Teignmouth
(15.5km west) and Brixham (25km west), both of which are small ports that can service large
fishing vessels and passenger vessels. Teignmouth and Exmouth harbours experience
significant changes to the bathymetry of the harbour mouths making the ports unsuitable for
larger vessels which require a constant water depth.
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The closest major port that can service large commercial vessels is the Royal Naval Port of
Dartmouth, approx. 37km to the south west of Budleigh Salterton. Dartmouth is a deepwater port which services the Royal Navy, and is capable of supporting larger commercial
and fishing vessels.

12.3.3.2 States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters

Braye Harbour is located approximately 2km to the south west of the Corblets Bay landfall.
Protected by a 3,000ft breakwater, Braye Harbour, also known as Alderney Harbour, is the
main harbour on the north side of the island and receives the majority of the island’s freight.
The harbour supports three commercial tidal berths with a maximum vessel length of 90m
and a maximum vessel draught of 5m. Vessels of over 60 gross registered tonnage (GRT)
require pilotage into and out of the harbour. Principal traffic visiting the port comprises:
▪

Containers;

▪

Vehicles/wheeled cargoes;

▪

Dry bulks;

▪

Refrigerated goods;

▪

Oil/petrol; and

▪

General cargo.

A limited number of passenger vessels attend Braye Harbour:
▪

Bumblebee Boat Cruise operate vessels between Guernsey and Alderney.

▪

Lady Maris II operates between Cherbourg and Alderney twice a week (Wednesday and
Saturday), and every Thursday to and from Guernsey, Sark, and Herm.

▪

Victor Hugo is a high-speed passenger craft operating between Diélette, France, as well
as Saint Peter Port in Guernsey throughout the summer months (April to September).

All passenger craft operate according to weather conditions and typically during the summer
months. AIS data revealed that passenger vessel activity triples during the month of August.
Figure 12-7 Braye Harbour

By Andree Stephan (Own work) [CC BY 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)],
via Wikimedia Commons
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12.4

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation, operation and maintenance the following
aspects of the project have the potential to impact commercial shipping. For each impact the
assessment considered the different project aspects which could cause the impact and from
these selected the worst case zone of influence; presented in Table 12-2.
Table 12-2 Impact identification and zone of influence – commercial shipping
Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
influence

Installation &
Maintenance

Presence of
project vessels

Displacement of shipping vessels
from the area surrounding the cable
lay or maintenance spread

Commercial
shipping

500m x
1000m*

Operation

Presence of
cable

Compass deviation to ships
navigating using magnetic
compasses

Commercial
shipping

Immediate
vicinity*

Operation

Presence of
cable

EMF interference with inertial
navigation systems (INS) and global
positioning systems (GPS)

Commercial
shipping

Immediate
vicinity*

Operation

Presence of
cable
protection (rock
berms /
concrete
mattresses)

Reduction of water depth impeding
safe navigation

Commercial
shipping

Immediate
vicinity*

Unplanned
event –
Installation,
Maintenance,
Operation

Presence of
project vessels

Collisions between commercial
vessels and project vessels

Commercial
shipping

Immediate
vicinity*

Unplanned
event –
Installation,
Maintenance,
Operation

Presence of
unburied cable

Accidental anchoring on unburied
cable

Commercial
shipping

Immediate
vicinity*

Unplanned
event Operation

Presence of
cable

Anchor dragging and snagging on
cable

Commercial
shipping

Immediate
vicinity*

Unplanned
event Operation

Presence of
cable

Emergency anchoring on cable

Commercial
shipping

Immediate
vicinity*

Operation

*Defined in Section 4.11

12.5

Significance Assessment

12.5.1

Displacement of shipping vessels from the area surrounding the cable lay or
maintenance spread
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



A temporary Safety Zone of 500m by 1,000m with the major axis lying along the direction of
travel will be in force during the cable installation, within which no other vessels should enter.
The rate of cable lay will be up to 500m per hour depending on the installation method.
Due to their limited ability to manoeuvre, offshore cable installation and maintenance vessels
require an exclusion zone within which no other vessel can enter. The presence of cable
installation / maintenance vessels along the marine cable route corridor will, cause disruption
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to shipping activity in the area by requiring alteration of planned/designated routes, such as
the TSS lanes in the English Channel. This will apply to both routine commercial traffic (e.g.
freighters and tankers) and non-routine traffic (e.g. recreational vessels, fishing vessels
(covered separately in Chapters 14 and 11 respectively)). Typically, disruption is short-lived.
However, the overall length of time of installation is dependent on weather and operational
downtime.
Displacement of shipping vessels from the area surrounding the cable laying spread is
particularly significant for those areas of the marine cable corridor that intersect with the TSS
lanes. Here, a significant portion of vessel traffic is directed through the English Channel by
vessel traffic monitoring services such as Jobourg Vessel Traffic Scheme (VTS). There is a
significant seasonal component in that commercial activity was approx. three times greater in
August 2015. This significant increase is thought to be anomalous and a result of increased
oil prices in August 2015. In contrast, those areas of the marine cable corridor that fall
outside of the TSS lanes are subject to much less shipping and therefore the disruption will
be minimal.
During normal operation there may be a limited effect on shipping from (though not frequent)
survey of the buried cable route using side-scan sonar and possibly remotely operated
vehicles (ROVs), to monitor the depth of burial and external protection methods (rock berm
and/or cast iron shells). These surveys will be carried out from a vessel that will travel the
entire cable route. Normal shipping traffic may have to make minor diversions to avoid the
survey vessel. Commercial vessels are considered to have medium sensitivity to disruption
from the presence of survey vessels. The magnitude of the potential effect of displacement
of commercial shipping vessels due to survey or maintenance of the cables is localised and
temporary in nature giving a low magnitude. Therefore the overall significance of the impact
is assessed as minor.

12.5.2

Electromagnetic field (EMF) effects
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



12.5.2.1 EMF interference with inertial navigation systems (INS) and global positioning
systems (GPS)

Submarine HVDC cables generate magnetic fields due to the current flowing along the
marine cables. The magnitude of the magnetic fields produced is directly dependent upon
the amount of current flowing through the cables. The cable sheathing used to prevent the
propagation of electric fields into the surrounding environment is permeable to magnetic
fields, which therefore emanate into the surrounding environment. The movement of sea
water or marine organisms through the static magnetic fields will create small, localised
induced electric fields.
Commercial vessels and military craft navigating using inertial navigation systems (INS) and
GPS have negligible sensitivity to EMF emanating from the operational cables. One of the
main advantages of marine gyrocompasses (used in INS) over magnetic compasses is that
they are unaffected by external magnetic fields which can deflect normal compasses.
Modern INS equipment generally uses laser technology and resonating quartz devices and
are self-contained. As a result EMF will have no, or a negligible effect, on their function.
GPS use radio signals which again will be subject to no or negligible effects from EMF
emanating from the cables. As these systems are unaffected by external magnetic fields the
magnitude of this potential effect is also negligible. Therefore the overall impact significance
is assessed as negligible.

12.5.2.2 Compass deviation to ships navigating using magnetic compasses

The electromagnetic field (EMF) that will be generated by the marine cables during operation
will have a small localised effect which could potentially cause compass deviation in ships
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using magnetic compasses. Few commercial vessels will operate solely using magnetic
compasses but they may still be used as an auxiliary navigation system. The degree of
compass deviation can vary depending on the alignment of the cable relative to the Earth’s
magnetic field, the proximity of the marine cables, and the water depth. Commercial vessels
navigating with magnetic compasses are considered to be able to make the necessary
adjustments to a slight deviation in compass reading and sensitivity has therefore been
assessed as medium. The magnitude of the potential effect has been assessed as low as
the EMF emanating from the cables will have temporary and localised effect on individual
vessels. Therefore, the overall significance of the impact is assessed as negligible.

12.5.3

Reduction of water depth impeding safe navigation
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Rock berms for the purposes of cable protection will be up to 1.5m high. The UK Maritime
and Coastguard Agency (MCA) require that any cable protection works within their
jurisdiction must ensure existing and future safe navigation is not compromised. Generally
they are prepared to accept a maximum of 5% reduction in surrounding depth referenced to
chart datum (CD) as long as the depth reductions do not compromise safe navigation.
However, in water depths less than 30m the presence of the maximum height rock berm
(1.5m) for FAB Link has the potential to change the chart datum by at least 5% but it could
be up to 15% in shallower waters, as illustrated in Figure 12-8. The assessment below
focuses on the impact on commercial shipping and fishing vessels. The impact on yachts
and recreational vessels is discussed separately in Chapter 14.
Figure 12-8 Reduction in water depth

In areas where cable protection (rock and/or concrete mattresses) is required i.e. burial in
sediment is not feasible, the berms will be a maximum of 9m wide. The worst case is that
there will be two parallel berms, separated by a distance of between 10m and 120m
(depending on the water depth). The areas which could potentially be affected by a
reduction in chart datum of 5% or more are shown on Figure 12-10. In UK waters this is
approximately 14.5km from AB KP123.5 to AB KP138.
To determine the potential impact on marine users an assessment was undertaken to
determine (based on current use of the area) if the proposed reduction in water depth would
significantly alter the under keel clearance depths available to marine users. AIS data for
2015 (full year of data) was analysed to establish the number, types and size of vessels that
use the affected stretch of water as an indication of current and likely future use of the area.
The data indicated that 62 individual vessels (1338 vessel movements) were recorded
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crossing the marine cable corridor in water depths of <30m. Four of these vessels
accounted for 78% of the vessel activity (1042 vessel points) and can be attributed to the
MMT survey vessels Askholmen, Franklin, Icebeam and Stril Explorer commissioned by FAB
Link Ltd to acquire the marine route surveys. These vessels have been excluded from the
assessment. The remaining vessels crossed once or twice, with occasional vessels crossing
10 to 20 times. Yachts and fishing vessels make up the majority of vessels crossing the
affected area.
The draughts of all vessels crossing the affected area were determined, either from the AIS
data or a search based on their vessels unique identifying number (MMSI number). Where a
maximum draught could not be established by the desk-based exercise, assumptions on the
draught were made based on the type of vessel. For example, for fishing vessels the AIS
data showed the maximum fishing vessel draught to be 3.4m. As this is deeper than the
approach depth to Brixham Marina, the local fishing port, it was considered a suitable value
to use for other fishing vessels in the area.
The draught was used to calculate the under keel clearance for each vessel. First the safety
clearance depth was calculated based on a vessels dynamic draught i.e. the draught of the
vessel once the impact of motion due to swell and waves is taken into consideration.
Dynamic draught was assumed to be 10% of the vessels draught (NOREL 2014). Guidance
to developers in assessing minimum water depth of tidal devices (a comparable navigation
hazard (NOREL 2014)), indicates that an additional 30% should be added on to the dynamic
draught to calculate a safety clearance depth. As illustrated in Figure 12-9 the under keel
clearance is then considered to be the distance from the safety clearance depth to the top of
the obstruction, in this case the 1.5m high rock berm. Most vessels have a minimum under
keel clearance value to which they operate. For example, a vessel may only navigate a
stretch of water if they are guaranteed an under keel clearance depth of 2m. Reducing the
value of the under keel clearance could mean that they are unable to operate on routinely
used shipping routes.
Figure 12-9 Under keel clearance
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Figure 12-10 illustrates that for the majority of vessels that were recorded in the marine cable
corridor in 2015 there will be sufficient under keel clearance for them to pass safely over the
rock berms without affecting safe navigation at low tide. Of the 58 vessels crossing the
marine cable corridor only two were considered to be at risk from a reduction in the water
depth: a cargo vessel (reported maximum draught 11m) which will have 2-3m keel
clearance; and a British Type 23 Frigate Warship (reported maximum draught 25m) which
would potentially have no safe clearance over the berms if passing through the area at low
tide. This suggests that the warship passed through the area at high tide or the reported
maximum draught is incorrect. Naval Technology (2016) report draught for Type 23 Frigates
as 7.3m; on this basis it would not be at risk. Assuming the reported draughts are correct,
reducing the water depth by 1.5m would require that these two vessels would need to reroute to deeper waters to pass through the English Channel or plan their passage times to
ensure passing the obstruction outside of low tide when water depths will be at their
shallowest. The assessment, therefore concluded that discounting erroneous data there will
be a negligible impact on navigation and the introduction of cable protection would not affect
safe navigation given the historic and likely future use of the area.
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12.5.4

Collisions between commercial and project vessels
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



There will be a temporary risk of a ship-to-ship collision between third party vessels and the
vessels involved in the marine cable installation works, as well as during subsequent cable
condition surveys and repairs. Owing to the density of shipping in all territorial waters and
the presence of the TSS lanes mid-English Channel, the likelihood of commercial vessels
being involved in ship-to-ship collisions has been assessed as low, with particularly busy
areas such as the TSS lanes being medium. The implications of vessel-to-vessel collisions
are damage to one or both vessels, including a risk of sinking, leaking of oil or fuel to the
water, and loss of cargo. Consequently, the severity has been assessed as major for both
those operating inside and outside of the TSS lanes.
As described in Section 12.5.1, the length of time that the increased risk is present is
dependent on the length of time taken to install the cable.
For commercial vessels outside of the TSS lanes the risk was assessed as Tolerable. For
vessels inside the TSS lanes the risk assessment concluded the risk was Unacceptable, and
that further measures to reduce the risk need to be considered.

12.5.5

Accidental anchoring on unburied cable
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



During marine cable installation there may be a period of time between cable lay and postlay burial where the marine cables are left exposed on the seabed. Without appropriate
mitigation measures, there is a risk that vessels could anchor over a cable, snagging their
anchors on it. This could result in damage to the vessel, its anchoring equipment (such as
the windlass or the anchor chain), and/or potentially loss of the anchor, each of which have a
significant cost factor to the vessel operator. While the number of vessels operating in the
English Channel is high, the likelihood of a commercial vessel accidentally releasing its
anchor in close proximity to the cable(s) is low, as the cable represents a small surface area
of a larger area in which vessels can operate. Incidents of accidental anchoring whereby a
cable has been struck have been reported, but these have typically been in close proximity
to offshore structures such as oil platforms, etc. where the ratio of surface area of cables to
operating area of the vessels is higher. The severity of the potential effect has been
assessed as moderate. The overall risk of the impact has therefore been assessed as
Tolerable.

12.5.6

Anchor dragging and snagging the cable
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



There is a potential risk that a ship anchoring in the vicinity of the marine cables may drag
anchor towards and over the cable. Anchor impact energies depend on the type and mass
of anchor. Penetration depths depend on other factors, most notably the nature of the
seabed (sediment type and mobility). Soft sand or mud will generally be penetrated very
easily by anchors. As reported by WGK, much of the route consists of bedrock with, in some
places, a thin veneer of sediment. Here, rock berms would be used as an external
protection measure. Reports to date indicate that anchor drag over a rock berm will typically
destroy the rock berm allowing the anchor to be free to function as required.
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Anchor drag normally occurs through laying out insufficient anchor chain in the prevailing
conditions, or when forces acting on the vessel become greater than the holding power of
the anchor, possibly following deterioration of weather conditions.
Vessel operators will typically review charts to identify potential hazards associated with
anchors. Additionally, where possible, vessel operators will choose to anchor in marked
zones where water depths are suitable.
The likelihood of anchoring within close proximity to the cable such that it would snag the
cable has been assessed as low where water depths are greater than 100m and medium
where water depths are less than 100m. The severity has been assessed as moderate,
giving a risk level of Tolerable.

12.5.7

Emergency anchoring on the cable
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



There is a potential risk of a ship anchoring over the cable in an emergency situation and
snagging the cable. In an emergency situation, a ship may anchor to stop or slow down its
rate of drift when heading towards a hazard e.g. a grounding risk or an offshore installation.
A vessel does not immediately drop an anchor when it encounters engine problems,
particularly where there is open space and no immediate hazard of collision with other
vessels. It drifts for a period while trying to recover from the engine problem. If
unrecoverable, it slows down to approximately 1 knot before dropping an anchor. Anchoring
at speeds above 1 knot will most likely lead to vessel structural damage. In the worst case
scenario, this effect could result in damage to the vessel, anchor equipment (such as
windlass or anchor chain) and / or loss of the anchor.
The likelihood of ship-to-cable interaction in the event of emergency anchoring for both UK
nearshore and offshore areas has been assessed as low, and the severity of the impact has
been assessed as moderate. The overall risk is, therefore, Tolerable.

12.5.8

Summary of assessment
Tables 12-3 and 12-4 present the summary of the impact assessment conducted on project
activities and the risk assessment conducted on unplanned events. Where there is still
potential for residual effects or risk this is discussed further in Section 12.8. Legal control
and mitigation measures are described in Sections 12.6 and 12.7, respectively.
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Table 12-3 Impact assessment summary - shipping & navigation
Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Potential Impact

Receptor

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect







Installation &
Maintenance

Displacement of
shipping and
recreational vessels
from area
surrounding the cable
spread

Commercial
shipping (e.g.
tankers,
freighters, etc.)
operating
outside of the
TSS lanes

Low

Medium

Minor

L5 – L7, M20,
M21

Low

Medium

Minor







Operation

Compass deviation
effect

Commercial
vessels
operating using
magnetic
compasses

Low

Low

Negligible

L9, M11

-

-

-







Operation

Compass deviation
effect

Commercial
vessels
operating with
INS and GPSsystems

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

L9, M11

-

-

-







Operation

Reduction of water
depth impeding safe
navigation

Commercial
shipping

Low

Low

Negligible

L7, L8, M32,
M44

-

-

-

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

Project
Phase

UK

Applicable
jurisdiction
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Table 12-4 Risk assessment summary - shipping & navigation

French EEZ





Bailiwick of
Guernsey

UK

Determination of Potential Impact



Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Project Phase

Potential Impact

Receptor

Likelihood

Severity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Likelihood

Severity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Unplanned
event Installation,
Maintenance,
Operation

Collisions between
commercial and
project vessels

Commercial
shipping (e.g.
tankers, freighters,
etc.) outside of the
TSS lanes

Low

Major

Tolerable

L3, L5 – L8,
M27, M28

Very Low

Major

Tolerable

Commercial
shipping (e.g.
tankers, freighters,
etc.) inside the
TSS lanes

Medium

Low

Major

Tolerable

Unacceptable







Unplanned
event Installation,
Maintenance,
Operation

Accidental
anchoring on
unburied cable

Commercial
vessels

Medium

Moderate

Tolerable

M16, M30

Low

Moderate

Tolerable







Unplanned
event Operation

Anchor dragging
and snagging on
the cable in water
depth < 100m

Commercial
vessels

Medium

Moderate

Tolerable

L7, M18, M29M31

Low

Moderate

Tolerable

Low

Moderate

Tolerable

Very Low

Moderate

Acceptable

Low

Moderate

Tolerable

Low

Moderate

Tolerable

Anchor dragging
and snagging on
the cable in water
depth > 100m







Unplanned
event Operation

Emergency
anchoring on
cable
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12.6

Legal Compliance
Table 12-5 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 12-5 Legal compliance measures – shipping & navigation
ID*

Measure Proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

L3

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution emergency plans
(SOPEP) will be in place and adhered to under MARPOL Annex I
requirements for all project vessels.





L5

Project vessels to comply with the International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (COLREGs) – as amended,
particularly with respect to the display of lights, shapes and signals.





L6

All project vessels will exhibit signals in accordance with the UK
Standard Marking Schedule for Offshore Installations.





L7

Notice will be given to sea users in the area via Notices to Mariners,
Kingfisher Bulletins, NAVTEX, AVURNAV, and NAVAREA warnings.
Particular attention will be paid to ensuring the following organisations
receive the notifications: Braye Harbour; Exmouth Marina; Brixham,
Teignmouth and Beer harbours; Jobourg Vessel Traffic Scheme; RYA;
MoD and MCA.





L8

‘As-laid’ co-ordinates of the cable route will be recorded and circulated
to the UK Hydrographic Office (UKHO), KIS-ORCA Service,
Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine (SHOM) and the
relevant authorities in the States of Guernsey and Alderney. Cables
will be marked on admiralty charts and fisherman’s awareness charts
(paper and electronic format).





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

12.7

Mitigation Measures
In addition to standard best practice and legal requirements, Table 12-6 presents measures
that FAB Link Ltd is committed to adopting.
Table 12-6 Proposed mitigation – shipping & navigation
ID*

Measure Proposed

Jurisdiction applicable in
UK

States of
Guernsey

M10

Guard vessels will be used during installation activities to
communicate with third-party vessels in the vicinity of cable
sections that remain unburied between cable lay and postlay burial





M11

Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables
as far as reasonably practicable.





M18

Post-installation inspection surveys will be conducted along
the length of the cables on a regular basis. This is to ensure
that cables remain buried/protected.





M20

Post-installation compass deviation surveys will be
undertaken to check burial depths during the lifespan of the
cables and the results forwarded to the UKHO and MCA.





M21

Effective channels of communication will be established and
maintained between the Installation Contractor and
commercial fishing interests.
This will include the
appointment of a Fisheries Liaison Officer (FLO).
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ID*

Measure Proposed

Jurisdiction applicable in
UK

States of
Guernsey

M26

500m exclusion zones will be in place around the cable
installation vessel.





M27

Procedures to minimise disruption near high density shipping
areas will include, for example, avoidance of anchoring near
busy areas when project vessels are waiting on weather;
and the presence of a guard vessel in areas of significant
shipping traffic.
Installation vessels will have passage planning procedures,
holding positions (e.g. if waiting on weather), traffic
monitoring (e.g. radar, AIS and visual), means of
communication with third-party vessels, and emergency
response plans in the event a third-party vessel approaches
on a collision course.





M28

In periods of poor visibility, especially in high-density
shipping areas, restrictions such as a temporary cessation of
installation activity may be considered to reduce the risk of
collisions.





M29

The cable will be buried along the route to a depth consistent
with the burial risk assessment. Where burial is not possible,
external protection measures, such as rock protection and
cast iron shells, will be used to protect the cable.





M30

A depth of burial survey will be undertaken post-installation
to ensure that the cables have remained adequately buried.





M31

The appointed Contractor and the Client will liaise with the
relevant ports authorities regarding the risk of anchor
dropping.





M32

FAB Link will ensure that berm heights will not exceed 1.5m
thereby ensuring that chart datum is reduced by no more
than 15% depending on water depth.





M44

The position and height of rock berms that reduce chart
datum by more than 5% will be communicated to the UKHO
and KIS-ORCA for inclusion on Admiralty Charts and
fishermen’s awareness charts (paper and electronic format)
so that mariners are aware of the location.





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

12.8

Residual Impact

12.8.1

Displacement of shipping vessels from the area surrounding the cable lay
spread
Due to the localised and mobile nature of the temporary exclusion zone, the potential for
disruption to shipping has been assessed as minor significance. Whilst mitigation measures
will make third party vessels aware of the safety zone, this will not reduce the potential for
disruption. Therefore there is still a minor residual impact.

12.8.2

Collisions between commercial and installation vessels
To minimise the risk of collision mariners will be pre-warned about operations via Notices to
Mariners, NAVTEX, AVURNAV, and NAVAREA warnings, liaison with Jobourg Vessel Traffic
Scheme, appropriate ports (e.g. Braye Harbour) and radio broadcasts during operation. The
project vessels will have procedures regarding passage planning, holding operations (e.g. if
waiting on weather), traffic monitoring (radar, AIS and visual), means of communicating with
third party vessels and emergency response in the event of a vessel approaching on a
collision course. With the mitigation measures in place the likelihood of a collision occurring
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is very low in areas outside of the TSS lanes, and low within the major shipping lanes. The
severity of the impact remains Major. Therefore, the magnitude of the effect is reduced to
tolerable for all areas of shipping.

12.8.3

Accidental anchoring on unburied cable during installation
With mitigation measures in place it is unlikely that this impact will occur (assessed as low).
The severity of the impact remains moderate as the consequences remain the same.
Therefore, the risk of the effect is tolerable and has a residual significance.

12.8.4

Anchor dragging and snagging the cable
With the implementation of effective mitigation measures, the likelihood of the effect
occurring has been reduced to tolerable in water depths of less than 100m, and acceptable
for water depths greater than 100m.

12.8.5

Emergency anchoring on the cable
The risk of emergency anchoring over the installed cable has been assessed as tolerable
providing appropriate control measures are in place. This can be achieved through the use
of suitable cable protection, burial to appropriate depths taking account of seabed
characteristics, and the inclusion of the ‘as-laid’ cables on Admiralty charts. The magnitude
of the effect is therefore reduced to negligible and the impact assessed as having negligible
residual significance.

12.9

Cumulative Impacts
FAB Link Ltd is aware of two projects in the general vicinity of the marine cable corridor
which could act with the project in a manner that further increases disruption to commercial
shipping; Race Tidal (States of Alderney territorial waters), and IFA2 interconnector project
between France and Hampshire, UK.
The Race Tidal project is described in detail in Section 14.3.3. FAB Link is being developed
independently but both projects will require installation of submarine cables into the Longis
Bay area. The cumulative impacts from installation of the combined projects are: increased
disruption to shipping between Alderney and France, and disruption to anchoring within the
waters of the State of Alderney. FAB Link Ltd and OpenHydro (the Race Tidal developer)
will look for synergies to minimise cumulative impacts (see Chapter 14).
The IFA2 interconnector is a planned 2GW HVDC cable between England (Fareham,
Hampshire) and France (Tourbe, Normandie). Similar to FAB Link, the route crosses the
shipping lanes.
According to the projects timeline (www.ifa2interconnector.com)
construction is scheduled to start in 2018 with installation complete and the marine cables
operational by 2020. Marine cable installation for FAB Link is scheduled for 2019 and 2020.
It is possible, therefore, that the projects will disrupt the English Channel shipping channels
in the same year.
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13. Aviation, Military and
Communications

This Chapter describes the existing baseline environment in terms of aviation, military
and communications, identifies impacts FAB link is likely to have on the receptors,
presents the findings of the impact assessment, and describes how impacts (if any)
will be mitigated.

13.1

Data Sources
The data sources used to inform the baseline description and assessment include but are
not limited to the following:

13.2

▪

DECC – Offshore Energy Strategic Environmental Assessment Programme (Area 8).

▪

Various websites as listed at the end of the Chapter.

Consultation
Table 13-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.
Table 13-1 Consultation responses - aviation, military and communications
Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Defence Infrastructure
Organisation (Straight
Point Range Complex)

Plans to extend offshore limit of firing range to keep passing
vessels out but the proposed location of FAB Link would not
pose any threat to the existing or future changes to the
marine extent of the firing range safety area demarcated by
buoys.

13.3

Existing Baseline Description

13.3.1

Aviation
There are no low fly zones, either military, commercial or non-commercial that could
potentially interact with the project during construction and maintenance operations.

13.3.2

Military practice areas

13.3.2.1 UK waters and French EEZ

FAB Link lies within several Royal Navy practice and exercise areas (PEXA) (see Table 13-2
and Figure 13-1).
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Table 13-2 Royal Navy PEXA areas which the marine cable corridor passes through
Corridor
region

Serial #

PEXA

Military Activity

UK

D012

Lyme Bay North

AAF, B, Trials

UK

D013

K1, K2, K3 (Lyme Bay)

AA, AAF, Air, ASF, B, FI, GI, GP, GW, MS, PTA,
RP, Sm, SS, SU, Sub, Sur

UK

D017

L1, L2, L3 (Portland)

AA, Air, AS, ASF, AT, Firing, FI, GI, GP, GW, MS,
PTA, Sm, ST, Sub, Sur

UK & French

D023

M3, M4, M5 (Portland)

AA, Air, AS, ASF, AT, Firing, FI, GI, GP, GW, MS,
PTA, Sm, ST, Sub, Sur

French

X4918

Lima Seven

AS, Sub, T

Source: Admiralty PEXA chart; Q6403
Key: AA= Anti-Aircraft (ground to air), AAF= Air to Air Firing, AIR= Air General, ASF= Air to Surface
Firing, AT= Acoustic Trials, B= Bombing, F= Firing, Fl= Flares, Gl= Glow-worm, GP= General Practice,
GW= Guided Weapons, PTA= Pilotless Target Aircraft, Sm= Smoke, SS= Starshell, SU= Surface to
Surface Firing, Sub=Submarine General (non-firing), T=Torpedo Firing
The four PEXA with a prefix D in Table 13-1 are considered Danger Areas. These areas
hold airspace restrictions and live firing may take place as a regular occurrence.
Firing ranges are represented with an offshore buoyed area which is a conservative worst
case area if the bullets are not caught by earth banks called bullet catchers. Consultation
with the Defence Infrastructure Organisation has identified that there are current plans to
extend the firing ranges offshore limit to the east but the extended area will not infringe upon
the proposed marine cable corridor.
From the unexploded ordnance (UXO) report conducted for this project (WGK 2015), the
northern section of FAB Link falls within an area of air-delivered bombs and aerial depth
charges from WWII. Waterborne targets were also used from an RAF gunnery research
range (Brandy Head Range) on the English coast.

13.3.2.2 States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
There are no military practice areas in the territorial waters.

With regards to the safety aspect of the project, a UXO report has been undertaken which
highlighted the north coast of Alderney was heavily defenced with landmines, pillboxes,
bunkers and pre-WWII fort. This ordnance and the ammunition dumped in the area has the
potential to be unexploded and in the vicinity of the marine cable corridor.

13.3.3

Communications
Fixed microwave transmission is commonly used for point-to-point communications e.g.
between headlands. Antennas direct narrow beams of small wavelength microwaves
directly towards a receiving antenna. Although there are many advantages to this form of
communication, one of the disadvantage is that they are limited to line of sight propagation
i.e. they cannot pass around hills, or mountains and objects in their path such as installation
vessel could interfere with transmission.
There are no known microwave links within the vicinity for the marine cable corridor.
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13.4

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
As there are no aviation or communication receptors with the potential to interact with the
project, the EA focused on the potential impacts on military practice areas.
The EA has identified that during installation, operation and maintenance the following
aspects of the project have the potential to impact the military practice area. For each
impact the assessment considered the different project aspects which could cause the
impact and from these selected the worst case zone of influence; presented in Table 13-3.

Table 13-3 Impact identification and zone of influence – military and communications
Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Installation &
Maintenance

Presence of installation
vessels & equipment

Displacement of MoD
practice and exercise
vessels / Restricted use of
military zone

Military practice
area

500m x
1000m*

Unplanned Event

Hydrocarbon or chemical
spill

Displacement of MoD
practice and exercise
vessels / Restricted use of
military zone

Military practice
area

10km*

*Defined in Section 4.11

13.5

Significance Assessment

13.5.1

Displacement of MOD practice and exercise vessels
UK Waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Both project aspects identified in Table 13-3 have the potential to displace MoD practice and
exercise vessels or restrict the military’s use of their practice area. Due to limited ability to
manoeuvre, offshore installation vessels will require an exclusion zone of 500 m within which
no other vessels should enter. This exclusion zone will be mobile and move at the rate of
the associated vessels. In the event of an unplanned event the presence of a diesel spill
could also restrict use of the area. The MoD may require installation vessels to avoid PEXA
when exercises are taking place within them. However, as identified in a note on the
Admiralty Charts, there are no restrictions placed on the right to transit the firing practice
areas at any time.

13.5.2

Summary of assessment
Tables 13-4 and 13-5 present the summary of the impact assessment conducted on project
activities and the risk assessment conducted on unplanned events. Legal control and
mitigation measures are described in Sections 13.6 and 13.7, respectively. Where there is
still potential for residual effects or risk this is discussed further in Section 13.8.
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Table 13-4 Impact assessment summary – military

UK

French EEZ

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Applicable
Jurisdiction







Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Project Phase

Potential
Impact

Receptor

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Installation &
Maintenance

Restricted use
of military zone

Military
practice area

Low

Low

Consideration of
Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Negligible

L8

-

-

-

Consideration of
Mitigation

Residual Risk Assessment

Table 13-5 Risk assessment summary - military

UK

French EEZ

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Applicable
Jurisdiction







Determination of Potential Impact

Risk Assessment

Project Phase

Potential
Impact

Receptor

Likelihood

Severity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Unplanned
Event

Restricted use
of military zone

Military
practice area

Low

Negligible

Acceptable

-

-

-

-
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13.6

Legal Compliance
Table 13-6 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 13-6 Proposed mitigation – military
ID*

L7

Legal control

Notice will be given to sea users in the area via Notices to
Mariners, Kingfisher Bulletins, NAVTEX, AVURNAV, and
NAVAREA warnings. Particular attention will be paid to
ensuring the following organisations receive the notifications:
Braye Harbour; Exmouth Marina; Brixham, Teignmouth and
Beer harbours; Jobourg Vessel Traffic Scheme; RYA; MoD
and MCA.

Applicable jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

13.7

Mitigation Measures
No additional measures have been identified.

13.8

Residual Impact
The assessment concluded that there will be no residual effects.

13.9

Cumulative Impacts
No cumulative impacts have been identified.
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14. Infrastructure and Other Users

This Chapter describes the existing baseline environment in terms of maritime assets
and marine stakeholders, identifies impacts FAB link is likely to have on the
receptors, presents the findings of the impact assessment, and describes how
impacts (if any) will be mitigated.
The following receptors have been considered in this section:
▪

Oil and gas infrastructure

▪

Dredging and disposal sites

▪

Renewable energy and windfarm sites

▪

Cables and pipelines

▪

Tourism and recreation

Figure 14-1 provides an overview of marine users in the vicinity of FAB Link; whilst Figure
14-2 provides an overview of recreational sailing use.

14.1

Data Sources
The data sources used to inform the baseline description and assessment include but are
not limited to the following:

14.2

▪

The Crown Estate

▪

RYA

▪

DECC – Offshore Energy Strategic Assessment Programme (Area 8)

▪

Various websites as listed at the end of the Chapter.

Consultation
Table 14-1 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.

Table 14-1 Consultation responses - infrastructure and other users
Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Alderney Harbour Authority (Braye
Harbour)

No concerns regarding proposed northern and southern landfall locations.
Noted charted anchorage area within Longis Bay used by recreational craft.
There is a half-mile exclusion zone in force around an Elizabethan wreck,
situated north of Corblets Bay. Commented low level of shipping activity
focused around the traffic separation scheme (TSS) in mid-Channel. No outfalls
at either landfall location.

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

Ensure that subsea power cables are marked on Admiralty Charts. It is possible
that if it is concluded that any section of the cable route will have an effect on
ship compasses, this information could be added to the relevant Admiralty
Charts.
(02/09/16) Advised that the maximum acceptable reduction of surrounding
depth referenced to Chart Datum should be no more than 5% and under no
circumstances should depth reductions compromise safe navigation. Advised
of typical consent conditions to be issued in order to minimise the risk to safety
of navigation.
(27/10) Meeting to discuss reduction of water depth to 15% of chart datum as
long as it did not compromise safe navigation.
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14.3

Existing Baseline Description

14.3.1

Oil and gas infrastructure
UK waters
The Wytch Farm hydrocarbon field lies 59km to the north east of the marine cable corridor.
There are no oil and gas developments in the immediate vicinity of FAB Link. The nearest
well is located approximately 15km from the marine cable corridor in UKCS licence block
97/12-1 (Figure 14-1). This well is currently not active and is plugged and abandoned.
French EEZ
There is no oil and gas infrastructure in this region.
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
There is no oil and gas infrastructure in this region.

14.3.2

Dredging and disposal sites
UK waters
The south coast represents the UKs second largest commercial marine aggregate extraction
region in terms of permitted tonnage, with licences allowing the extraction of 9.7 million
tonnes of sand and gravel per year (The Crown Estate 2014). To the north east of the
marine cable corridor, there are four zones of marine aggregate activity. These include:
▪

South West Isle of Wight Licence area – 70km from the marine cable corridor;

▪

South Wight Application area – 67km from the marine cable corridor;

▪

South Wight Option area – 66km from marine cable corridor; and

▪

West Wight Exploration and Option area – 77km from the marine cable corridor.

When a dredging company has located a potential resource deposit they apply for an
exploration licence to investigate the area. If they wish to continue with the process they can
then apply to the Crown Estate for an option area, which provides them with exclusive rights
to develop a site, including application for a production licence. An application area refers to
the prescribed area of seabed prior to approval being granted for a full production licence.
Therefore, in relation to the above sites, although dredging companies have been given
exclusive rights to the seabed at these locations, only the South West Isle of Wight area is
currently being used for the extraction of marine aggregates. Marine aggregate is landed at
five regional locations along the south coast, including Poole, Cowes on the Isle of Wight,
Langstone Harbour wharves, Shoreham Harbour wharves and Southampton wharves.
The marine cable corridor passes through the Lyme Bay disposal site. This site was used to
dump sewage sludge between 1983 and 1998; but has not been used since 1998.
French EEZ
There are no dredging or disposal zones in this region.
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
There are no dredging sites in this region.
The marine cable corridor passes to the east of the official boundary of Hurd Deep.
Following the First World War, Hurd Deep was used by the British Government as a
dumping ground for both chemical and conventional munitions. Following WWII, it was used
to dump military equipment, munitions and weaponry. Routine dumping of British munitions
carried on until 1974. The UK Government also used the area for the dumping of low lever
radioactive wastes between 1950 and 1963 (D3 Consulting 2015).
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It is estimated that the radioactive waste containers dumped in Hurd’s Deep held an
estimated 17,224 metric tonnes of low-level radioactive waste. Experts assumed that the
containers in which the wastes were disposed of had long since rusted open, spreading the
radioactivity throughout the ocean and thus rendering it innocuous. However, it cannot be
assumed that all the barrels have released their contents; therefore the possibility of intact
barrels remaining on the sea floor cannot be ruled out. Anecdotal evidence and Dynasafe
BACTEC experience confirms that the boundaries of such dump sites were not always
adhered to (Wood Group Kenny 2015). It is known that vessels on route to dump sites
would often offload their cargos prematurely and therefore it is conceivable that surplus
munitions could have been dumped away from the demarked dumping ground limits and in
the vicinity of the marine cable corridor.

14.3.3

Renewable energy and wind farm sites
UK waters
Approximately 53km to the north east of the marine cable corridor, there was a proposed
offshore wind farm area (Figure 14-1). The Navitus Bay wind farm was a planned Round 3
wind farm, comprising the construction of up to 121 turbines. However, planning consent for
the wind farm was denied by the DECC in 2015 and the developer reported in October 2015
that they will not be challenging the planning decision (BBC News 2015).
2

The Portland Bill Tidal Site is a 19km area and one of three demonstration sites off the
English coast (South West of England Regional Development Agency 2004). It is located
25km to the north east of the marine cable corridor. This site has been identified by The
Crown Estate as being suitable for wave and tidal current test and demonstration activities in
order to help the industry to accelerate these activities (The Crown Estate 2013).
French EEZ
There are no wind farms in this region.
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
There are no wind farms in this region, however the waters around Alderney have been
found to be suitable for tidal power generation.
Race Tidal Ltd (a joint venture between Alderney Renewable Energy (ARE) and OpenHydro)
plan to develop a tidal energy array of 150-300 fully submerged turbines in Alderney waters.
Each turbine will have a capacity of 2MW. The site will have a maximum total installed
capacity of 300MW.
Race Tidal Ltd plan to submit their operating consent application during 2017. The project is
being developed in line with the timing for FAB Link, as the interconnector will facilitate
transmission of the energy produced at these sites. Current indications are that the first
phase of tidal turbines will be installed in 2020. The final turbine layout will not be
determined until the detailed design stage (post consent), but indicative layouts show
turbines spaced 75m x 160m apart in a grid pattern. Each turbine will be on a subsea base
approximately 40m wide by 40m long with three specially designed rock feet (anchors) in
2
contact with the seabed. The total footprint of each subsea base will therefore be 3 x 12.5m
2
= 37.5m . It is not anticipated that there will be any subsea preparation works prior to
installation. It is planned to install between 150 and 300 turbines (Race Tidal 2015).
The turbines will be connected to an offshore substation, attached to the seabed by a
foundation structure e.g. piled monopole foundation, gravity base structure or jacket
foundation. Each turbine will have its own array cable so the number of cables will depend
on how many turbines are finally installed. Inter-array cables will be surface laid but
anchored to the seabed to stop them moving around under the strong tidal currents. The
cables will also have enforced armour shells for protection. One to two export cables will be
required to transmit electricity to shore. The export cables will either be surface laid or
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buried depending on seabed conditions. Similar to FAB Link, methods of cable protection
will include rock, concrete mattresses or grout bags. Cables will be brought ashore using
either open cut trench or HDD techniques at a point between Longis Bay and Quenard Point
(Race Tidal 2015).

14.3.4

Cables and pipelines
UK waters
The Atlantic Crossing 1 cable crosses the UK section of the marine cable corridor at AB
KP64. This 14,000km cable is a Level 3 optical submarine telecommunication cable system
which links the United States and three European countries (the UK, the Netherlands and
Germany) (Tyco Submarine Systems Ltd 2016).
In addition, there is a disused submarine cable which lies on the same route as the Atlantic
Crossing 1 at AB KP64.
There are no pipelines in this region.
French EEZ
There are three operational cables that intersect the French region of the marine cable
corridor. These include:
▪

TAT-14 (AB KP37) – transatlantic fibre optic cable connecting the United States with the
European Union (the UK, France, the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark);

▪

RIOJA-2 (AB KP 30) – a submarine telecommunications cable system linking the UK to
Belgium. It is now disused after being withdrawn from service in October, 2006; and

▪

SEA-ME-WE 3 (South-East Asia – Middle East – Western Europe 3) (AB KP29) – a
39,000km optical submarine telecommunication cable linking these three regions. It is
the longest cable in the world reaching from Germany to Tokyo.

In addition to the above cables, there are eight disused submarine cables which intersect the
AB marine cable corridor at KP26, KP27, KP30, KP31, KP37, and KP42 (three cables
intersect at KP31).
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
There are four disused submarine cables that intersect with the AB marine cable corridor in
these territorial waters. They intersect at approximately KP9, KP13, KP19 and KP24.
There is a 500m outfall pipeline from the north of Alderney into the English Channel. This
pipeline is 4.5km to the south west of the marine cable corridor.

14.3.5

Tourism and recreation
UK waters
The landfall at Budleigh Salterton lies on a stretch of Devon coastline that is a popular
destination for public coastal walks, bird watching on the local estuary and horse riding.
Recreational water activities, such as sailing and surfing, are common during summer
months with a number of popular surf sites within close proximity of the Budleigh Salterton
landfall site (e.g. Sidmouth).
The marine cable corridor runs through the Exe sailing club racing area and lies adjacent to
the South West sailing area (Figure 14-2). There are numerous sailing routes that intersect
the marine cable corridor in the inshore area. The majority of these routes are considered
“medium to light” recreational routes. The route from Torquay Marina (west of the marine
cable corridor) to the Weymouth Marina (east of the marine cable corridor) is the only
“heavy” recreation route (RYA 2007). Weymouth Bay and Portland Harbour (approximately
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31km east of the marine cable corridor) is commonly used as an international yacht racing
venue.
Anecdotal reports of recreational vessel activity indicate that, with favourable weather and
tidal conditions, between 5 and 15 vessels may transit across Lyme Bay on a peak
summer’s day. Within the bay itself, recreational vessel activity is typically yacht racing or
those undertaking a short passage for the day.
French EEZ
There is a RYA sailing route and an Exe sailing club route that cross this section of the
marine cable corridor (Figure 14-2).
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
The landfalls at Corblets Bay and Longis Bay are both popular tourist beaches. Corblets
Bay is an attractive surfing location due to its sheltered aspect and is also popular for sea
kayaking and windsurfing. Longis Bay is a common spot for walkers, sunbathers and
fishing. Island boat tours circulate the Alderney coast from Alderney Harbour, located to the
west of Longis Bay.
A sailing route between Alderney Harbour and France crosses the marine cable corridor
south of Longis Bay (see Figure 14-2). There are “medium” recreational RYA routes that
cross from the south of England to Alderney, the majority of them during the summer months
(April to September). The wrecks around Alderney are a popular location for recreational
angling and scuba diving (ABP Marine 2014).
Anchoring areas are poorly defined on charts for Alderney but there are approximately 6
commonly used anchorages, as follows (see Figure 14-3):
▪

Braye Bay (adjacent to harbour)

▪

Saye Bay

▪

Corblets Bay – close to AB route

▪

Longis Bay – close to FA route

▪

Telegraph Bay – south west point of Alderney

▪

Hannaine Bay – south of Fort Clonque

The anchorage at Longis is visited by hundreds of boats per year and large vessels regularly
shelter outside of Longis and drop anchor, owing to the significant amount of shelter
provided by the island from northerly wind directions. Common recreational vessel
anchorages are marked in Figure 14-3; indicating that the AB route passes through the
Corblets anchorage and the FA route passes through the Longis Bay anchorage.
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Figure 14-3 Commonly used anchorages in States of Alderney waters

14.4

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation, operation and maintenance the following
aspects of the project have the potential to impact other marine users. For each impact the
assessment considered the different project aspects which could cause the impact and from
these selected the worst case zone of influence; presented in Table 14-1.
Table 14-2 Impact identification and zone of influence - infrastructure and other users

Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Installation &
Maintenance

Presence of installation
vessels and equipment
– nearshore/offshore

Disruption or
displacement from the
area

Recreation users

500m x 1000m*

Installation &
Maintenance

Presence of
plant/equipment –
intertidal area

Restricted access at
landfalls

Recreation users

Immediate
vicinity*

Operation

Emission of EMF

Compass deviation effect

Recreation users

Immediate
vicinity*

Installation &

Presence of installation

Sterilisation of seabed
limiting Race Tidal

Race Tidal site

600m*
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Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Maintenance

vessels and equipment

development options

Operation

Presence of cables

Sterilisation of seabed
limiting Race Tidal
development options

Race Tidal site

600m*

Installation &
Maintenance
Operation

Rock protection

Reduction in water depth

Recreational sailing

Water depths
<30m
2 x 9m wide
areas

Unplanned Event

Release of
hydrocarbons or
chemical spill

Contamination of sea and
foreshore leading to
displacement from area

Recreation users

10km*

Unplanned Event

Presence of installation
vessels and equipment

Damage to or
interference with an
external asset e.g.
existing cable

Cable assets

500m*

*Defined in Section 4.11

It should be noted that it was judged that the other marine activities identified in the area
were of sufficient distance from the project for there to be no interaction.

14.5

Significance Assessment

14.5.1

Disruption or displacement from the area
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The physical presence of FAB Link installation and support vessels will directly impact any
recreational vessels within the vicinity of the marine cable corridors. A statutory 500m
exclusion zone will be in place around the vessels involved in the installation operations.
This temporary exclusion zone will be mobile and move at the rate of the associated vessels
(between 250m to 1000m per hour depending on installation method employed). It is
expected that a temporary safety zone of 500m by 1,000m with the major axis lying along
the direction of travel will also be in force during the installation activities which too will move
at the rate of the installation vessels. In certain cases during installation cable burial
operations may take longer due to the nature of the seabed. Exposed cable on the sea bed
could present a safety risk to vessels, as such, temporary static exclusion zones around any
unburied cables may also be required, lasting several weeks or longer.
The presence of the exclusion zones along the proposed marine cable corridor may cause
disruption to recreational activity, causing yachts to re-route and recreational users to be
temporarily excluded from nearshore areas. The disruption will typically last for between 3
and 6 months, depending on weather and operational down time. However, sufficient
alternatives exist around the island and are presented in Figure 14-3.

14.5.2

Restricted access at landfalls
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



As described in Chapter 4 (Project Description), there is the option to use open-cut trenching
at each of the landfalls, although in the case of Budleigh Salterton open-cut trenching would
only be used in the event that HDD was proven not to be feasible. At Budleigh Salterton,
due to the nature of the beach (pebbles) the trench would need to be formed with a very
shallow side slope resulting in a relatively wide trench. Mechanical diggers would be used to
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construct the trench from low water to the transition joint bay (TJB). This will mean access to
the beach areas will be restricted, with an exclusion zone established around the immediate
vicinity of the works for safety reasons.
A trenchless installation technique, HDD, would allow features such as sea walls, roads or
environmental sensitivities to be crossed without disruption to the existing infrastructure or
feature i.e. by going underneath. To enable the cable route to be directed in ducts below the
feature, the entry and exit locations for HDD may be some distance from the feature to be
crossed (see Section 4.5.5.3). Access to the associated HDD work area would be
temporarily restricted during installation. This has the potential to impact local users of the
beach areas at all three landfalls through displacement and restricted access to beaches.
As all landfall beaches are popular public beaches there may be temporary displacement of
recreational access to the bay and beach and visual impacts to walkers. The disruption
would typically last for 3 to 6 months, depending on weather and operational down time.
Experience suggests that impacts through noise or light pollution and associated landscape
impacts due to the nearshore and intertidal works will be temporary and localised and not
expected to result in significant disruption or distraction to recreational activity.

14.5.3

Compass deviation effect
UK waters

French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey





As discussed in Section 12.5.2, the electromagnetic field (EMF) that will be generated by the
marine cable will have a small localised effect which could potentially cause compass
deviation in vessels using magnetic compasses. The level of deviation at the sea surface
will vary according to cable configuration (bundled / unbundled), alignment with the Earth’s
natural magnetic field at the installation location, and water depth. Inertial navigation
systems (INS) and global positioning systems (GPS) have negligible sensitivity to EMF
emanating from the operational cables. Few vessels depend solely on magnetic compasses
but they may still be used as auxiliary navigation systems. The magnitude of the potential
effect has been assessed as medium. Although the EMF emanating from the cables will
have a temporary and localised effect on magnetic compasses, only in shallow waters could
it cause an abrupt change in direction if the yacht is using autopilot. Therefore the overall
significance is assessed as moderate.

14.5.4

Reduction in water depth
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Rock berms for the purposes of cable protection will be up to 1.5m high. The UK Maritime
and Coastguard Agency (MCA) require that any cable protection works within UK waters
must ensure existing and future safe navigation is not compromised. Generally they are
prepared to accept a maximum of 5% reduction in surrounding depth referenced to chart
datum as long as the depth reductions do not compromise safe navigation. However, in
water depths less than 30m the presence of the maximum height rock berm (1.5m) for FAB
Link has the potential to change the chart datum by up to 15%. This is a navigation issue
that could potentially affect yachts and recreational vessels.
Based on the information in local pilotage guides and mariner input, Intertek concluded that
the ‘safe’ keel clearance for yachts would be 5m beneath the keel. As such, the ‘at risk’
areas/water depths after berm installation and beneath the keel have been established as
follows:
▪

Significant risk: less than 2m water depth

▪

Moderate risk: 2 – 3m water depth
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▪

Minor risk: 3 – 5m water depth

▪

Minimal risk: Greater than 5m water depth

The bathymetry data acquired during the marine cable route survey was used to determine
current water depths on the approach to Budleigh Salterton and the reduced water depths if
cable protection (rock berms) were installed. The ‘at risk’ categories established above were
then compared with the water depths and the RYA AIS data (shown in Figure 14-2). Figure
14-4 indicates that currently a stretch of the marine cable corridor 280m long is in water
depths less than 5m, where water is still technically navigable but using the categories
established above would be considered to pose a minor to significant navigation risk to
yachts. This length is extended to 400m with the inclusion of the rock berm. The RYA
volume of traffic that may be affected is ‘low’. In addition it is feasible that the HDD will
extend out to 800m negating the use of rock berm in these shallow waters. Therefore, the
assessment has concluded that there will be a negligible impact on yachts and recreational
vessels i.e. navigation routes may have to be adjusted slightly to avoid cable protection
measures or passed during high water.
Figure 14-4 Impact of depth reduction to yachts and recreational vessels assuming a safe keel
clearance depth of 5m.

14.5.5

Sterilisation of seabed limiting Race Tidal development options
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



Within 12nm of the UK and within Alderney territorial limits, there will be a 235m
development exclusion area in place either side of the 30m designated area for each cable
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route. This will limit adjacent development (effectively sterilising the seabed from other
development).
In 2008, ARE secured a 65 year licence covering 48 square miles of the Alderney territorial
waters from the States of Alderney and the Alderney Commission for Renewable Energy
(ACRE). The licence is to develop tidal resources within the territorial waters of Alderney
subject to receiving necessary development consent from ACRE. During route design, the
position of the Race Tidal Phase 1 site was taken into consideration and in consultation with
Race Tidal Ltd a deviation to the FA route agreed to minimise impact on the project.

14.5.6

Unplanned release of hydrocarbons/chemical leading to displacement
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



The presence of installation vessels will marginally increase the risk of a pollution incident.
The running aground of a vessel or a collision could lead to a fuel spill. In addition, cleaning
fluids, oils and hydraulic fluids used on board cable laying vessels and during remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) operation could be spilled overboard or accidentally discharged. The
marine environment is highly sensitive to hydrocarbon and chemical spills which can have
major ecological effects in addition to impacting recreational users.

14.5.7

Damage to or interference of an external cable asset
UK waters



French EEZ



Bailiwick of Guernsey



There is potential for the installation of the proposed marine cable to damage existing marine
cables at crossing locations; or to cross, or run parallel to, existing marine cables in a
manner which would compromise the owner’s ability to maintain and/or repair them.
During the design stage of FAB Link, potential interactions with existing cables were
identified and the route designed to ensure appropriate distances will be maintained and
cables will be crossed at 90°. Therefore, there is little potential for the installation of FAB
Link to damage existing marine cables at the identified crossing locations, or to cross, or run
parallel to, existing marine cables in a manner which would compromise the owner’s ability
to maintain and/or repair them. Cable crossing agreements between FAB Link and third
party cable operators will include for approval of design and installation methods for crossing
arrangements.

14.5.8

Summary of assessment
Tables 14-2 and 14-3 present the summary of the impact assessment conducted on project
activities and the risk assessment conducted on unplanned events. Where there is still
potential for residual effects or risk this is discussed further in Section 14.7. Legal control
and mitigation measures are described in Sections 14.5 and 14.6, respectively.
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Table 14-3 Impact assessment summary - infrastructure and other users
Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment
Receptor

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect







Installation &
Maintenance

Disruption or
displacement
from the area

Inshore & Offshore
recreation e.g. sailing,
kayaking, diving, sea
angling etc.

Low

Low

Negligible

L5, L6, L7,
M16, M26

-

-

-







Installation &
Maintenance

Restricted
access at
landfalls

Beach users e.g. walkers,
sunbathers, surfers, sea
angling etc.

Low

Low

Negligible

M33, M34

-

-

-

Operation






Compass
deviation effect

Yachts using magnetic
compasses

Medium

Medium

Moderate

L7, L8, M17

Medium

Low

Minor

Yachts using INS or GPS

Low

Low

Negligible

L7, L8, M17

-

-

-

Reduction in
water depth

Yachts and recreational
vessels

Negligible

Low

Negligible

L7, L8, M32,
M44

-

-

-

Sterilisation of
seabed limiting
development
options

Race Tidal site

Low

Medium

Minor

L10, M35

Low

Negligible

Negligible

High

Medium

Major

L10, M35

Low

Negligible

Negligible





Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

Potential Impact

Residual Impact Assessment

UK

Project Phase

Consideration
of Mitigation



Installation &
Maintenance
Operation







Installation &
Maintenance
Operation
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Table 14-4 Risk assessment summary - infrastructure and other users

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

French EEZ

UK

Determination of Potential Impact













Impact Assessment

Project Phase

Potential Impact

Receptor

Unplanned
event

Contamination of
sea and foreshore
leading to
displacement from
area

Recreational
users of beach,
inshore and
offshore areas

Unplanned
event

Damage to an
external asset

Cable assets
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of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance

Legal Control /
Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance
of Residual
Effect

Low

Minor

Acceptable

L3, L5, L6, M26

-

-

-

Low

Minor

Acceptable

L9

-

-

-
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14.6

Legal Compliance
Table 14-5 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 14-5 Legal compliance measures - infrastructure and other users
ID*

Legal Measure

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

L3

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution emergency plans
(SOPEP) will be in place and adhered to under MARPOL Annex I
requirements for all project vessels.





L5

Project vessels will comply with the International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (COLREGs) – as amended,
particularly with respect to the display of lights, shapes and signals.





L6

Project vessels will exhibit signals in accordance with the UK
Standard Marking Schedule for Offshore Installations.





L7

Notice will be given to sea users in the area via Notices to Mariners,
Kingfisher Bulletins, NAVTEX, AVURNAV, and NAVAREA warnings.
Particular attention will be paid to ensuring the following
organisations receive the notifications: Braye Harbour; Exmouth
Marina; Brixham, Teignmouth and Beer harbours; Jobourg Vessel
Traffic Scheme; RYA; MoD and MCA.





L8

‘As-laid’ co-ordinates of the cable route will be recorded and
circulated to the UK Hydrographic Office (UKHO), KIS-ORCA
Service, Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine (SHOM)
and the relevant authorities in the States of Guernsey and Alderney.
Cables will be marked on admiralty charts and fisherman’s
awareness charts (paper and electronic format).





L9

Crossing Agreements will be produced with cable owners.





L10

Cooperation with Race Tidal Ltd.





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

14.7

Mitigation Measures
In addition to standard best practice and legal requirements, Table 14-6 presents measures
that FAB Link Ltd is committed to adopting.
Table 14-6 Proposed mitigation - infrastructure and other users
ID*

Legal Measure

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

M11

Guard vessels will be used during installation activities to
communicate with third party vessels within the vicinity of cable
sections that remain unburied between cable lay and post burial lay.





M12

Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables as far as
is reasonably practicable.





M26

500m exclusion zones will be in place around the cable installation
vessels.





M33

At Budleigh Salterton, installation works at the landfall will not be
undertaken during July and August.





M34

The duration of installation works on the beaches will be minimised
as much as practicable. Work areas will be appropriately
demarcated and warning signs will be erected. For any repair work
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ID*

Legal Measure

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey





post installation, local authorities and residents will be informed and
public notices placed at various points close to the work site.
M35

During route design, the position of the Race Tidal Phase 1 site was
taken into consideration and in consultation with Race Tidal Ltd a
deviation to the route agreed to minimise impact on the project.

M32

FAB Link will ensure that berm heights will not exceed 1.5m thereby
ensuring that chart datum is reduced by no more than 15%
depending on water depth.





M44

The position and height of rock berms that reduce chart datum by
more than 5% will be communicated to the UKHO and KIS-ORCA
for inclusion on Admiralty Charts and fishermen’s awareness charts
(paper and electronic format) so that mariners are aware of the
location.





* Relates to Section 16.3 Environmental Mitigation Schedule

14.8

Residual Impact
The impact assessment identified that three impacts could potentially have a residual impact.
The significance of these impacts was re-assessed taking into consideration the legal
compliance and mitigation measures outlined in Sections 14-5 and 14-6 above.
FAB Link and Race Tidal are being developed independently; however, FAB Link Ltd and
Race Tidal Ltd regularly consult to enable co-development especially in areas of project
overlap. For example, both parties have agreed to route changes during project design to
ensure FAB Link has a minimal impact on the Phase 1 Race Tidal site. Application of this
measure has reduced residual significance to negligible.
The impact to recreational vessels from compass deviation will be extremely localised and
limited to shallow water depths. Most vessels now utilise satellite navigation equipment,
which is not affected by a change in magnetic field. The application of legal control and
mitigation, such as ensuring compass deviation is marked on Admiralty Charts, reduces the
significance of the impact to minor. In addition, it is preferred that the cables be installed as
a bundle in order to minimise the effect of compass deviation in shallow areas.

14.9

Cumulative Impacts
Cables
The marine cable corridor crosses 12 telecommunication cables, the majority of which are no
longer in use. FAB Link Ltd is not aware of any planned maintenance operations to be
undertaken on these assets within the vicinity of the marine cable corridor that would affect
the installation of the cables. FAB Link will continue to maintain regular dialogue with asset
operators/owners, and will issue notice to mariners when cable installation dates are known.
Oil and gas, marine aggregate, disposal sites, windfarms and pipelines
These marine users are sufficient distance from the project for there to be no interaction.
Tourism and recreation
Impacts on local tourism and recreation in the nearshore area may combine with disruption
from the construction of the onshore elements of the project to elevate the significance of
disruption to local communities both at Budleigh Salterton and in Alderney. The project will
ensure, by liaison with its contractors and local councils, that such effects are minimised as
far as possible. At Budleigh Salterton, landfall works on the beach will be prohibited during
July and August.
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The installation of the Race Tidal export cable and FAB Link has the potential to coincide in
a manner that increases the significance of the impact on recreational activities in Longis
Bay (if Race Tidal chose a landfall within the bay). For example, if construction activity on
the two projects were to happen consecutively, recreational users could be excluded from an
area for greater than 6 months.
FAB Link Ltd and Race Tidal Ltd are planning to develop the projects concurrently and have
looked for synergies that will minimise cumulative impacts. These are discussed below.
Race Tidal
FAB Link and Race Tidal will both require installation of cable into the Longis Bay area. The
cumulative impacts from installation of the combined projects within Longis Bay are:
▪

The increase of the footprint of disturbance to the seabed (see Chapters 7, 10 and 11);

▪

The increase in duration of the disturbance to the seabed (see Chapters 7 and 11);

▪

The potential increase in disturbance to sensitive seabird species (see Chapter 9);

▪

Disturbance to commercial fishing interests (see Chapter 11); and

▪

Disturbance to tourism and recreational activities within and around the bay – discussed
above.

FAB Link Ltd and Race Tidal Ltd will look for synergies that will minimise cumulative impacts
on the physical, biological and human environment.
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15. Marine Archaeology

This Chapter describes the existing and potential marine archaeology assets within the
marine cable corridor, identifies impacts FAB Link is likely to have on receptors, presents the
findings of the impact assessment, and describes how impacts (if any) will be mitigated.

For the purposes of this EA the following receptors have been considered in this Chapter:
▪

Seabed prehistory; and

▪

Seabed features, including maritime sites, aviation sites and any associated material.

In addition, a discussion on potential changes to the Seascape Character baseline has been
undertaken.

15.1

Data Sources
FAB Link Ltd commissioned Wessex Archaeology to undertake a desk-based study of the
environmental baseline for marine archaeology to inform the EA. Provided in Appendix D,
the Marine Archaeological Technical Report (Wessex Archaeology 2016) consulted a
number of sources of primary and synthesised information in order to describe the baseline.
Data generated from the marine geophysical and geotechnical surveys were also a main
component of the assessment.
Both the Technical Report and this Chapter focus on the element of the marine cable
corridor that extends from the Mean Low Water Spring (MLWS) line at Budleigh Salterton,
Devon to the southern extent of the States of Guernsey Waters. Offshore, the width of the
area assessed is defined by the extent of the geophysical survey area (i.e. the marine cable
corridor). Between the extent of this geophysical survey area and the MLWS at the UK and
Alderney landfalls, the width of the area is defined by the two cable route centre lines. This
area is hereafter referred to as the ‘study area’.
This assessment does not include the Isle of Alderney or the intertidal area from the MLWS
line.

15.1.1

Desk-based study
The following data sources were consulted for this assessment:

15.1.1.1 UK

The United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (UKHO) data for charted wrecks and obstructions;
▪

The National Record for the Historic Environment maintained by Historic England,
comprising data for terrestrial and marine archaeological sites, find spots and
archaeological events;

▪

The National Heritage List for England maintained by Historic England, comprising data
of designated heritage assets including sites protected under the Protection of Military
Remains Act 1986 and the Protection of Wrecks Act 1973; and

▪

The Devon Historic Environment Record, comprising a database of all recorded terrestrial
and marine archaeological sites, ‘find spots' and archaeological events within the county
and offshore.

15.1.1.2 France
▪

Wreck and obstruction data provided by SeaZone and based on data maintained by the
Service Hydrographique et Oceanographique de la Marine (SHOM; National
Hydrographic Service).
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15.1.1.3 States of Guernsey and States of Alderney
▪

Sites and monuments records maintained by the Guernsey Museums and Galleries, a
division of the Culture and Leisure Department.

15.1.1.4 General

15.1.2

▪

Admiralty Charts; and

▪

Relevant primary and secondary documentary sources and grey literature held by
Wessex Archaeology, and those available through the Archaeology Data Service and
other websites. Both published and unpublished archaeological reports relating to
excavations and observations in the area around the marine cable corridor were
reviewed.

Geophysical survey data
The following data sources were consulted for this assessment:
▪

Geophysical inshore and offshore survey data (sidescan sonar (SSS), multibeam
echosounder (MBES), marine magnetometer and sub-bottom profiler (SBP) data)
acquired by MMT in 2015 (MMT 2015a, 2015b);

▪

UKHO wreck and obstruction database for records of known shipwrecks and navigational
hazards from historic and modern charts;

▪

SeaZone wreck and obstruction database (including SHOM) for records of known
shipwrecks and navigational hazards in UK Waters, French EEZ, States of Guernsey
waters, and States of Alderney waters; and

▪

Relevant Admiralty Charts for the English Channel and the States of Guernsey Waters
and the States of Alderney Waters.

The marine geophysical data were assessed for quality and their suitability for
archaeological purposes, and rated using the criteria presented in Table 15-1. The
geophysical data were acquired in two phases: a nearshore survey and an offshore survey.
As such, the data from each survey were assessed for quality independently.
Table 15-1 Criteria for assigning data quality rating
Data Quality

Description

Good

Data which are clear and unaffected by weather conditions or sea state. The dataset is
suitable for the interpretation of standing and partially buried metal wrecks and their
character and associated debris field. These data also provide the highest chance of
identifying wooden wrecks and debris.

Average

Data which are affected by weather conditions and sea state to a slight or moderate
degree. The dataset is suitable for the identification and partial interpretation of standing
and partially buried metal wrecks, and the larger elements of their debris fields. Wooden
wrecks may be visible in the data, but their identification as such is likely to be difficult.

Variable

This category contains datasets with the quality of individual lines ranging from good to
average to below average. The dataset is suitable for the identification of standing and
some partially buried metal wrecks. Detailed interpretation of the wrecks and debris field
is likely to be problematic. Wooden wrecks are unlikely to be identified.

Table 15-2 summarises the quality of the marine geophysical data.
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Table 15-2 Geophysical data quality rating
Geophysical Survey

Nearshore Survey Data Quality

Offshore Survey Data Quality

SSS

Variable

Average

Magnetometer

Variable

Average

MBES

Good

Good

SBP

Variable

Average – between the UK and Alderney;
Variable – between Alderney and the
States of Guernsey-France Median Line

In summary, the geophysical datasets were processed, analysed and interpreted for their
archaeological potential. Corresponding anomalies from different datasets were merged
together with the desk-based information, generating one succinct gazetteer of records. A
discrimination flag was added to each record in order to discriminate against those which
were not thought to be of an archaeological concern. For anomalies located on the seabed,
these flags were ascribed as presented in Table 15-3.
Table 15-3 Criteria for discriminating relevance of archaeological features
Non-archaeological

Archaeological

U1

Not of anthropogenic origin

U2

Known non-archaeological feature

U3

Non-archaeological hazard

A1

Anthropogenic origin of archaeological interest

A2

Uncertain origin of possible archaeological interest

A3

Historic record of possible archaeological interest with no
corresponding geophysical anomaly

Similarly, the discrimination flags applied to shallow geological features of possible
archaeological potential were ascribed as presented in Table 15-4.
Table 15-4 Criteria for discriminating relevance of palaeogeographic features
Non-archaeological

U2

Known non-archaeological feature

Archaeological

P1

Feature of probable archaeological interest, either because
of its palaeogeography or likelihood for producing
palaeoenvironmental material

P2

Feature of possible archaeological interest

Any sites located outside the geophysical survey area, i.e. having been previously recorded
in known record databases (e.g. UKHO) are deemed beyond the scope of the current
project and are subsequently not included in this geophysical assessment.

15.1.3

Geoarchaeological survey data
The following data sources were consulted for this assessment:
▪

Geotechnical vibrocore, rock core and cone penetration testing (CPT) logs acquired by
MMT in 2015 and 2016 (MMT 2016).

Alongside the archaeological assessment of the SBP data, a geoarchaeological assessment
of geotechnical logs sampled along the marine cable corridor was also undertaken. To help
frame geoarchaeological investigations of this nature, Wessex Archaeology has developed a
five stage approach, encompassing different levels of investigation appropriate to the results
obtained, accompanied by formal reporting of the results at the level achieved. The stages
are summarised below in Table 15-5.
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15.1.3.1 Stages of geoarchaeological assessment

Table 15-5 describes the stages of geoarchaeological assessment. The geoarchaeological
assessment within this report comprises Stage 1 within the framework as described above,
and also serves to support the archaeological assessment of the SBP data.
During Stage 1 a deposit model, effectively a transect, is compiled where sequences allow.
This is considered a ‘live’ assessment and is updated within each geoarchaeological
assessment stage as more information becomes available.
Table 15-5 Interpreted stratigraphy of the marine cable corridor

Stage

Method

Description

1

Assessment

A desk-based archaeological assessment of trial pit, borehole and CPT logs
generated by geotechnical contractors aims to establish the likely presence of
horizons of archaeological interest and broadly characterise them, as a basis for
deciding whether and what Stage 2 archaeological recording is required. The Stage
1 report will state the scale of Stage 2 work proposed.

2

Geoarchaeological
Recording

Archaeological recording of selected retained or new core samples will be
undertaken. This will entail the splitting of the cores, with half of each core being
cleaned and recorded. The Stage 2 report will state the results of the archaeological
recording and will indicate whether any Stage 3 work is warranted.

3

Sampling and
Assessment

Dependent upon the results of Stage 2, sub-sampling and palaeoenvironmental
assessment (pollen, diatoms and foraminifera) may be required. Subsamples will be
taken from one core-half, with the other core-half retained intact for further subsampling, should it be required. Assessment will comprise laboratory analysis of the
samples to a level sufficient to enable the value of the palaeoenvironmental material
surviving within the cores to be identified. Subsamples will also be taken and
retained at this stage in case radiocarbon dating is required during Stage 4. The
Stage 3 report will set out the results of each laboratory assessment together with an
outline of the archaeological implications of the combined results, and will indicate
whether any Stage 4 work is warranted.

4

Analysis and
Dating

Full analysis of pollen, diatoms and/or foraminifera assessed during Stage 3 will be
undertaken. Typically, Stage 4 will be supported by radiocarbon dating of suitable
subsamples. Stage 4 will result in an account of the successive environments within
the coring area, a model of environmental change over time, and an outline of the
archaeological implications of the analysis.

5

Final Report

If required Stage 5 will comprise the production of a final report of the results of the
previous phases of work for publication in an appropriate journal. This report will be
compiled after the final phase of archaeological work, whichever phase that is.

15.1.3.2 Stage 1 assessment methodology

Between the UK landfall and the States of Guernsey-France Median Line, a total of 123
geotechnical samples (33 vibrocores, 50 rock cores and 40 CPTs) were undertaken at 107
locations (a number of CPTs were repeated at the same locations). These were acquired by
MMT on board the survey vessels Stril Explorer and MPR3 between October 2015 and
January 2016. The resulting geotechnical report, including detailed geotechnical logs, was
provided to Wessex Archaeology and used as the basis for the Stage 1 geoarchaeological
assessment (MMT 2016).

The geotechnical logs were subject to a desk-based assessment by Wessex Archaeology in
order to identify any samples that may contain deposits of archaeological and
palaeoenvironmental potential. Of greatest interest are sediments from former terrestrial
depositional environments, as well as certain features or inclusions of possible
archaeological and palaeoenvironmental interest, specifically:
▪

Peat layers;

▪

Deposits containing other organic material such as wood fragments, roots, dark organic
staining etc.;
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▪

Clay or silt deposits, especially those containing laminated features such as lacustrine
varves or tidal rhythmites;

▪

Inorganic fossils (such as molluscs);

▪

Concentrations of charcoal;

▪

Individual artefacts such as pieces of flint or pottery (although finding these within core
samples is unusual); and

▪

Any other feature thought to indicate a terrestrial depositional environment.

Alongside this individual assessment, the geotechnical logs were also assessed in
conjunction with the SBP data to aid in determining the shallow geological sequence along
the study area and identify any palaeolandscape features of archaeological potential.

15.2

Stakeholder Consultation
Table 15-6 summarises the relevant consultation responses on the offshore elements of the
FAB Link project received prior to and during preparation of the EA and which were
considered in this Chapter. A full list of consultation responses and how they have been
taken into account in finalising the FAB Link project is presented in a Consultation Report,
which forms Appendix A.
Table 15-6 Consultation responses - marine archaeology
Stakeholder

Summary of Consultation Response

Alderney Harbour Authority
(Braye Harbour)

Noted that there is a half-mile exclusion zone around an Elizabethan
wreck, situated north of Corblets Bay.

Département des recherches
archéologiques subaquatiques
et sous-marines (DRASSM)

(15/11/2016) Telephone conference to discuss the implications of the
Code du Patrimoine article L521-1, L523-2 and L532-1 with respect
the French contiguous zone. Requested copies of the geographic
extent of the project in the Contiguous zone; the detailed geophysical
data; and Marine Archaeology Technical Report (Appendix D).

Historic England

Advised that a suitably qualified archaeological consultant should be
appointed to ensure geophysical and geotechnical results are
appropriately analysed, with findings being incorporated into EA.
Noted that there is a high probability of encountering archaeological
material within the English Channel, with palaeoenvironmental interest
greatest nearer the coast.
(16/09/2016) Provided comments on the draft Offshore Environmental
Report. Changes have been made to the below Final Chapter to
address comments.

Marine Management
Organisation

15.3

Under Section 81 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, laying
or maintaining an international submarine cable within English
territorial waters requires a marine licence.
Geophysical and benthic surveys should be conducted to advise EA.
Cumulative impacts need to be addressed.

Existing Baseline Description
The marine historic environment was assessed in relation to three distinct themes: seabed
prehistory; maritime and aviation archaeology; and seascape character. For each theme,
any known sites within the study area were identified, and the potential for hitherto unknown
sites was explored.
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15.3.1

Submerged prehistory

15.3.1.1 Overview

The baseline summary for seabed prehistory comprises a review of geological mapping of
seabed sediments, solid geology and bathymetry from published sources. This has been
enhanced by the geoarchaeological review of geotechnical and geophysical datasets
gathered for the project to produce a stratigraphic framework for understanding the
archaeological potential of the Quaternary geology within the area. This assessment was
further supported by the examination of models of past sea level and assessed alongside the
known archaeological record to effectively communicate the relationship of the assessed
area to the extent of habitable land throughout the Middle Pleistocene and Holocene. The
potential for submerged prehistoric archaeology is developed and discussed in support of
this ER.
A basic stratigraphy of the study area was devised from both the assessed data and the
geotechnical logs. A total of six broad geological units were identified and are summarised
in Table 15-7.
Table 15-7 Interpreted stratigraphy of the study area
Unit

Age

Description

Unit 6

Holocene

Late Holocene/Modern seabed sediments and intertidal deposits.

Unit 5

Holocene

Sand/silt unit, possible relict seabed sediments built up by deepening
water during Holocene transgression.

Unit 4

Holocene

Lag gravel deposit created by the Holocene transgression.

Unit 3

Pleistocene/Early
Holocene

Palaeochannel features cut into the bedrock/Eocene surface.

Unit 2

Eocene

Stiff, laminated clay intermittently overlying bedrock, generally deposited
in topographic lows in the bedrock surface.

Unit 1

Pre-Cambrian to
Cretaceous

Various bedrock units, including metamorphic rocks, New Red
Sandstone, Jurassic mudstone and Cretaceous chalk.

The entire sequence of six units was not visible at any single location or within a single
geotechnical sample. In order to aid in determining areas of relatively high archaeological
potential, the marine cable corridor was divided into sections based on similar stratigraphy,
presented in Table 15-8.
These sections give a broad, background indication of
archaeological potential, but a number of additional palaeogeographic features of possible
archaeological potential have also been identified.
Table 15-8 Sections of study area by shallow stratigraphy
Section

Present Units

Archaeological Potential

Bedrock with Thin Seabed
Sediment

Unit 1, Unit 6

Low

Bedrock with Seabed/Intertidal
Sediments

Unit 1, Unit 6

Medium - High

Bedrock with Lag Gravel and
Seabed Sediments

Unit 1, Unit 4, Unit 6

Low - Medium

Bedrock with Lag Gravel and
Relict Seabed Sediment

Unit 1, Unit 4, Unit 5, Unit 6

Low - Medium

Bedrock with Eocene Clay, Lag
Gravel and Seabed Sediment

Unit 1, Unit 2, Unit 4, Unit 6

Low - Medium

Hurd Deep

Unit 3, Unit 6

High
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There are no designated prehistoric archaeological sites located in the study area.
A total of 14 palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential have been identified
within the study area: 13 located within UK Waters (7500-7512), and one within the States of
Alderney Waters (7513). Three features are considered to be of probable archaeological
interest (P1: 7510, 7511 and 7513) and the remaining ten are considered as being of
possible archaeological interest (P2). These features are summarised below and their
distribution is illustrated in Figures 15-1a-f.
A detailed assessment of the geological baseline and stratigraphy identified within the study
area, along with full descriptions of the 14 individual features are provided in Appendix D Marine Archaeological Technical Report (Wessex Archaeology 2016).
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15.3.1.2 Palaeogeographic assessment
UK waters
Three palaeogeographic features within UK Waters (7503, 7510 and 7511) have been
interpreted as channels. These are distinct cut and fill features cut into the underlying
bedrock that are potentially fluvial in origin.
Depending on the age of 7503, its
archaeological potential may range from low to high. An accurate understanding of its
potential can only be ascertained through further investigation. Features 7510 and 7511 are
considered to be of high archaeological potential due to their probable Early Holocene age
and may contain important palaeoenvironmental material. Figures 15-2 and 15-3 illustrate
the SBP data that was analysed to identify these features.
A total of 10 palaeogeographic features identified within UK Waters (7500, 7501, 7502,
7504, 7505, 7506, 7507, 7508, 7509 and 7512) have been interpreted as cut and fills.
These features are less well defined than the previously described channels and their
precise origins and ages are unclear. They are considered to be of medium archaeological
potential, although the true potential of these features will depend on their age.
French EEZ
No palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential were identified within French
Waters of the study area.
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
One large, distinct feature was identified along the AB route within the States of Guernsey
waters. This is the Hurd Deep, a significant multi-phase palaeochannel and has been
assigned a section rather than an individual ID number.
The Hurd Deep is the western extension of the complex of palaeovalleys identified within the
English Channel, and due to its age is of high archaeological potential, as it could contain
both in situ and derived archaeological material. Although the sediments within this feature
are sandy, and do not appear to contain organic matter, the relatively high archaeological
potential of this large palaeogeographic feature means samples acquired from within its
extents are considered of high geoarchaeological potential.
One feature of archaeological interest was identified within Longis Bay. Feature 7513 is a
sequence of fine sand containing layers of organic clay and preserved organic material
(plant debris). Organic layers such as these, especially by the coast, are considered of high
archaeological potential. They could represent old land surfaces and, as such, have the
potential to contain both in situ archaeological artefacts and preserved palaeoenvironmental
material.
The lateral extents of Feature 7513 are uncertain, as the SBP data in this area are unclear,
but it potentially extends further than illustrated in Figure 15-1f.
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15.3.1.3 Potential for prehistoric archaeology

The archaeological potential reflects the preservation of the units identified in each section
(Table 15-6, Figures 15-1a-f). The occupation of the study area intersected by the marine
cable corridor by hominins during the Palaeolithic was dependent on sea level fluctuations,
and the numerous glacial and marine transgressions and regressions that determined when
the area was habitable. There were several periods during the Lower and Middle
Palaeolithic (1,570,000 - 18,000 BP) when the region would have been dry land. Areas that
are now submerged would have been part of a vast plain, and the moderate temperatures
would have allowed a habitable environment, permitting the movement of Pleistocene
animals and may have facilitated occupation and exploitation by early hominins (Bicket and
Tizzard 2015). The glaciations and sea level changes also affect whether archaeological
evidence survives, as glacial outwash and rising sea levels cause erosion or deposition of
sediment, which can move artefacts from their primary (original) locations to secondary
locations.
Evidence of human occupation for in excess of 900,000 years has been previously recorded
at Happisburgh 3, Norfolk (Parfitt et al. 2010), recently enhanced by the find of early
prehistoric footprints dating to around 800,000 years ago (Ashton et al. 2014). An
assemblage of lithic tools bearing traces of use was discovered in 2009 in a basalt quarry at
Lezignan la Cebe, in the south of France and is believed to be 1.57 million years old
(Phys.org 2009).
A full discussion of the prehistoric archaeology for the regions under assessment, together
with its potential, is presented in Appendix D - Marine Archaeological Technical Report
(Wessex Archaeology 2016). A summary of the potential is provided below.
UK waters
The Mesolithic record of the UK suggests a strong relationship between human activity and
coasts, wetlands, rivers and streams. These areas provide rich sources of food and
resources for these hunter/gatherer groups, as well as important transport routes inland or
between islands. Any surviving sedimentary deposits from this period could potentially
contain both in situ (Unit 3) and derived (Units 4-6) artefacts from a time when these coastal
and littoral landscapes, now submerged by the sea, were utilised intensively by human
populations. Thirteen of the fifteen shallow palaeogeographic features are present within UK
Waters and any of these have the potential to produce important archaeological artefacts,
both derived and in situ (Unit 3).
French EEZ
Although no prehistoric features of archaeological potential were identified from the
geophysical and geotechnical assessment of this area, there is still potential for derived
prehistoric artefacts to be discovered within the lag gravel and seabed sediment present
across this section of the marine cable corridor.
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
No evidence of prehistoric activity from a marine environment context has been discovered
on Alderney, although terrestrial contexts on the coast and inland have been recorded in the
form of peat deposits; some of which have contained Palaeolithic and Neolithic worked flints
(ABP Marine Environment Research 2013; Jee 1982: 21).

Therefore, there is potential for important archaeological material to be discovered within
intertidal deposits present at Longis Bay (Unit 6), which may partially comprise older clays
and organic deposits that could potentially contain both in situ artefacts and preserved
palaeoenvironmental material, together with remains of former land surfaces.
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Additionally, Hurd Deep, intersected by the marine cable corridor in States of Guernsey
waters, is considered to be of high importance and could produce both in situ and derived
archaeological material (Unit 3 and Unit 6).

15.3.2

Maritime and aviation sites
Data obtained were reviewed and those within the study area were extracted and compiled
to form a gazetteer of the known maritime and aviation baseline, along with geophysical
anomalies that could not be linked to known records, but were considered to be of
anthropogenic origin. The research for maritime and aviation history was then combined
with the archaeological assessment of geophysical survey data.
Data relating to the potential marine archaeological resource relate to a location of loss
rather than to actual remains on the seabed, except by chance, and were assessed in order
to provide an indication of the type of maritime and aviation activity that occurred across the
study area, as well as providing an indication of the potential for the presence of the remains
of currently uncharted wrecks and aircraft remains to exist within the study area.
Due to the generally limited visibility within these waters, the experience of setting at
underwater maritime and aviation sites is likely to be limited to the immediate vicinity.
Furthermore, the sites of these assets cannot be experienced from land, within a wider
landscape or viewpoint. Therefore, FAB Link will not have any impact on the setting of any
of the seabed heritage assets discussed below. Details regarding the specific seascape
character of the area are set out as a separate topic in Section 15.3.3

15.3.2.1 Overview

Within the study area, a total of 251 anomalies were identified within the geophysical data
and interpreted as being of possible archaeological potential.
The locations of these anomalies are illustrated in Figure 15-4a-f, and full details of each of
the 251 anomalies are presented in Appendix D – Marine Archaeological Technical Report
(Wessex Archaeology 2016).
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15.3.2.2 Seabed assessment
UK waters
There are currently no sites within the study area that are subject to statutory protection from
the Protection of Wrecks Act 1973, the Protection of Military Remains Act 1986 or the
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979; the three legislative provisions that
could be used to protect marine archaeological sites.
There is one charted obstruction located within this element of the study area.
There are no known aircraft crash sites located within this element of the study area.
A total of 110 anomalies of possible archaeological potential were identified within the UK
waters section of the study area (Figure 15-4a-d). These anomalies were discriminated
using Table 15-9, as follows:
Table 15-9 Anomalies of archaeological potential within or impacting on the UK marine
cable corridor
Archaeological
Discrimination

Number of
Anomalies

Interpretation

A1

0

Anthropogenic origin of archaeological interest

A2

109

Uncertain origin of possible archaeological interest

A3

1

Historic record of possible archaeological interest with no
corresponding geophysical anomaly

Total

110

The anomalies were further classified by probable type, which can further aid in the
assigning of archaeological potential and importance. Table 15-10 below shows the
classifications of the anomalies.
Table 15-10 Classification of anomalies identified within or impacting on the marine cable
corridor in UK waters
Anomaly Classification

Number of Anomalies

Debris field

1

Debris

7

Rope/chain

2

Seafloor disturbance

1

Mound

1

Dark reflector

30

Magnetic

67

Recorded obstruction

1

Total

110

None of the anomalies identified within this section of the study area have been interpreted
as A1 – anthropogenic origin of archaeological interest.
A total of 109 anomalies have been interpreted as A2 – uncertain origin of possible
archaeological interest and are summarised below.
One A2 anomaly (7011) was classified as a debris field, comprising a group of objects
including some ferrous material, interpreted as anthropogenic in origin.
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Seven anomalies (7006, 7009, 7010, 7023, 7036, 7062 and 7091) have been classified as
individual pieces of debris; objects considered to be anthropogenic in origin due to their size
and form. Two of these anomalies (7062 and 7091) have an associated magnetic value
indicating the presence of ferrous material. Anomaly 7091 is a small dark reflector with large
shadow associated with a magnetic value. The remaining five anomalies have been
interpreted as non-ferrous in origin.
Two anomalies (7007 and 7035) have been identified as linear objects classified as rope or
chain. Since these anomalies have no associated magnetic value the likelihood is that they
are rope.
Another anomaly (7029) was classified as a seafloor disturbance; comprising a group of
objects of possible anthropogenic origin (Figure 15-5). The anomaly could be a natural
feature or represent partially buried non-ferrous debris.
One anomaly (7080) was interpreted as a mound with a distinct, elongate dark reflector and
low irregular shadow. Since this anomaly has no corresponding magnetic value it likely to
comprise non-ferrous material that may represent a natural feature or partially buried nonferrous debris.
A total of 30 anomalies were classified as dark reflectors; anomalous to the surrounding
seabed, displaying some anthropogenic characteristics, although their precise nature is
uncertain. These anomalies do not have an associated magnetic value.
A total of 67 anomalies were identified in only the marine magnetometer data. None of these
anomalies had corresponding SSS or MBES contacts and therefore all have the potential to
represent possible buried ferrous debris. The magnetic anomalies range in size from 6nT
(7003, 7005, 7042 and 7044) up to 901nT (7086).
The remaining feature from this section (7021) has been interpreted as an A3 – historic
record of possible archaeological interest with no corresponding geophysical anomaly. This
record relates to the location of the identified remains of a mobile loading crane, recorded as
being lost during transfer operations between two tankers in 1982 (UKHO 18344, Seazone
2360000042001101 and Seazone 637000001090170). No remains were identified within
the geophysical data at this location and the position for this record may be unreliable. The
record relates to an object not of archaeological potential but is retained in the gazetteer due
to its classification as a recorded obstruction.
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French EEZ
There are currently no sites within the marine cable corridor that are subject to the
requirements of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage
(signed by France in 2016), or protection from Law No. 89-874 concerning Maritime Cultural
Assets 1989 (Heritage Code) and Law No. 2001-44 concerning Rescue Archaeology 2001
(Heritage Code); the two legislative provisions that could be used to protect marine
archaeological sites.
There are no known wreck sites or aircraft crash sites located within the study area.
A total of 14 anomalies of possible archaeological potential were identified within the French
EEZ section of the study area (Figure 15-4d-e). These anomalies were discriminated using
Table 15-11, as follows:
Table 15-11 Anomalies of archaeological potential within or impacting on the marine cable
corridor in the French EEZ
Archaeological
Discrimination

Number of
Anomalies

Interpretation

A1

0

Anthropogenic origin of archaeological interest

A2

14

Uncertain origin of possible archaeological interest

A3

0

Historic record of possible archaeological interest with no
corresponding geophysical anomaly

Total

14

The anomalies were further classified by probable type, which can further aid in the
assigning of archaeological potential and importance. Table 15-12 below shows the
classifications of the anomalies.
None of the anomalies identified within this section of the study area have been interpreted
as A1 – anthropogenic origin of archaeological interest or A3 – historic record of possible
archaeological interest with no corresponding geophysical anomaly.
All 14 anomalies have been interpreted as A2 – uncertain origin of possible archaeological
interest.
Table 15-12 Classification of anomalies identified within or impacting on the marine cable
corridor in the French EEZ
Anomaly Classification

Number of Anomalies

Debris

2

Dark reflector

1

Magnetic

11

Total

14

Two anomalies (7114 and 7115) were classified as individual pieces of debris, neither of
which have associated magnetic values and are therefore interpreted as non-ferrous in
origin.
One anomaly (7113) was classified as an elongate dark reflector with a large irregular
shadow and no associated magnetic value. This anomaly could be natural, or non-ferrous
debris.
The remaining 11 anomalies from this section were identified in the marine magnetometer
data only and therefore have the potential to represent possible buried ferrous debris (7110 -
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7112, 7116-7123). The magnetic anomalies range in size from 9nT (7112) up to 83nT
(7117).
States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
There are currently no designated sites within the study area that are subject to statutory
protection from the Wreck and Salvage (Vessels and Aircraft) (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law
1986 (amended 1991), the Merchant Shipping (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law 2002 or the
Protection of Military Remains Act 1986 (Guernsey) Order 1987; the three legislative
provisions that could be used to protect marine archaeological sites.
There is one known debris field located within the States of Alderney Waters element of the
study area (7230).
There is one charted wreck located within the States of Guernsey Waters element of the
study area (7249).
There are no known aircraft crash sites located within this element of the study area.
A total of 127 anomalies of possible archaeological potential were identified within the
marine cable corridor in the States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
(Figure 15-4e-f). These anomalies were discriminated using Table 15-13, as follows:
Table 15-13 Anomalies of archaeological potential within or impacting on the marine cable
corridor within States of Guernsey or States of Alderney territorial waters
Archaeological
Discrimination

Number of
Anomalies

Interpretation

A1

1

Anthropogenic origin of archaeological interest

A2

125

Uncertain origin of possible archaeological interest

A3

1

Historic record of possible archaeological interest with no
corresponding geophysical anomaly

Total

127

The anomalies were further classified by probable type, which can further aid in the
assigning of archaeological potential and importance. Table 15-14 below shows the
classifications of the anomalies
Table 15-14 Classification of anomalies identified within or impacting on the marine cable
corridor within States of Guernsey or States of Alderney territorial waters
Anomaly Classification

Number of Anomalies

Debris

4

Dark reflector

12

Debris field

2

Rope/chain

2

Magnetic area

4

Magnetic

102

Recorded Wreck

1

Total

127

One of the anomalies (7249) identified within the States of Guernsey waters has been
interpreted as A1 – anthropogenic origin of archaeological interest (Figure 15-4f). This
anomaly was identified as an irregular area of dark reflectors with shadows. There is no
associated magnetic value identified at this location, however due to the size and form of this
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anomaly it has been classified as a partially buried, non-ferrous debris field. This anomaly
may be the remains of a buried wooden shipwreck.
A total of 125 anomalies have been interpreted as A2 – uncertain origin of possible
archaeological interest.
Four of these anomalies (7131, 7151, 7172 and 7199) were classified as individual pieces of
debris; three of which had an associated magnetic value indicating the presence of ferrous
material. Feature 7172 did not have an associated magnetic value and was interpreted as
possible non-ferrous debris.
A total of 12 anomalies (7144, 7146, 7158, 7168, 7198, 7205, 7208, 7227, 7228, 7245, 7247
and 7248) were classified as dark reflectors, identified with no associated magnetic value.
Identifications include a possible seabed depression or scour (7144) and a small isolated
mound with possible scour (7228). These anomalies may also prove to be natural features
or non-ferrous debris.
In addition to the A1 (7249), another anomaly (7231) has been classified as debris field and
may be partially buried non-ferrous debris or a partial bedrock outcrop.
Four anomalies (7152, 7165, 7169 and 7171; Figure 15-4e) were classified as areas of
several magnetic anomalies, ranging in amplitude, that were not definitively associated with
a SSS or MBES contact. These magnetic areas all have the potential to represent areas of
possible buried ferrous debris.
The remaining 102 anomalies were identified in the marine magnetometer data only and
therefore all have the potential to represent possible buried ferrous debris; possibly
indicating the site of a metal shipwreck of aircraft. The magnetic anomalies range in size
from 10nT (7244) up to 386nT (7173).
The remaining anomaly from this section (7230) has been interpreted as A3 – historic record
of possible archaeological interest with no corresponding geophysical anomaly. This record
(UKHO 23325 and Seazone 637000001095151) represents the reported location of the
wreck of the barge, Beatrice Maud, lost in the area in May 1923. No geophysical anomalies
were identified at this location and there is no record of identification during previous
surveys. The record states that the given position is unreliable and therefore the wreck is
likely to be located elsewhere. This record is considered to be a Recorded Loss; ships that
are recorded as having been lost offshore, but for which the exact locations are not known.

15.3.2.3 Potential for maritime archaeology

The assessment of potential for the discovery of shipwreck and shipwreck-derived material
within the study area draws on the results of the geophysical survey and desk-based
research combined with further research of the wider area.
There is potential for the presence of archaeological material of a maritime nature spanning
from the Mesolithic period to the present day within all four legislative areas of the study
area, and are summarised by general period ranges in Table 15-15 below.
Table 15-15 Summary of maritime potential by period

Period

Summary

Pre-1508 AD

Potential for material associated with prehistoric maritime activities. Prehistoric maritime activities
include coastal travel, fishing and the exploitation of other marine and coastal resources. Vessels of
this period include rafts, hide covered watercraft and log boats.
Potential for material associated with later prehistoric maritime activities, including seaworthy
watercraft suitable for overseas voyages to facilitate trade and the exploitation of deep water
resources. Such remains are likely to comprise larger boat types, including those representing new
technologies such as the Bronze Age sewn plank boats that are associated with a growing scale of
seafaring activities.
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Period

Summary
Potential for material of Romano-British/Romano-Gallo date, associated with the expansion and
diversification of trade with the Continent. Watercraft of this period, where present, may be
representative of a distinct shipbuilding tradition known as ‘Romano-Celtic’ shipbuilding, often
considered to represent a fusion of Roman and northern European methods.
Potential for material associated with coastal and seafaring activity in the ‘Dark Ages’, associated
with the renewed expansion of trade routes and Germanic and Norse invasion and migration.
Vessels of this period may be representative of new shipbuilding traditions including changes in
technique.
Potential for material associated with medieval maritime activity, including that associated with
increasing trade between the UK and Europe, the development of established ports around the
southern North Sea and the expansion of fishing fleets and the herring industry. Vessels of this
period are representative of a shipbuilding industry which encompassed a wide range of vessel
types (comprising both larger ships and vernacular boats). Such wrecks may also be representative
of new technologies (e.g. the use of flush-laid strakes in construction), developments in propulsion,
the development of reliable navigation techniques and the use of ordnance.

1509 to 1815
AD

Increasing potential for post-Medieval shipwrecks representative of continuing technological
advances in the construction, fitting and arming of ships, and in navigation, sailing and steering
techniques. Vessels of this period continued to variously represent both the clinker techniques and
construction utilising the flush-laid strakes technique.
Increasing potential for post-medieval shipwrecks associated with the expansion of transoceanic
communications and the opening up of the New World.
Increasing potential for post-medieval shipwrecks associated with the establishment of the Royal
Navy during the Tudor period and the increasing scale of battles at sea.
Increasing potential for post-medieval shipwrecks associated with continuing local trade and marine
exploitation including the transport of goods associated with the agricultural revolution.

1816 to 1913
AD

Increasing potential for the discovery of shipwrecks associated with the introduction of iron and later
steel in shipbuilding techniques. Such vessels may also be representative of other fundamental
changes associated with the industrial revolution, particularly with regards to propulsion and the
emergence of steam propulsion and the increasing use of paddle and screw propelled vessels.
Potential for the discovery of shipwrecks demonstrating a diverse array of vernacular boat types
evolved for use in specific environments.
Potential for wrecks associated with large scale worldwide trade, the fishing industry or coastal
maritime activity including marine exploitation.

1914 to 1945
AD

Potential for the discovery of shipwrecks associated with the two world wars including both naval
vessels and merchant ships. Wrecks of this period may also be associated with the increased
shipping responding to the demand to fulfil military requirements. A large number of vessels dating
to this period were lost as a result of enemy action.

Post 1946

Potential for wrecks associated with a wide range of maritime activities, including military,
commerce, fishing and leisure. Although ships and boats of this period are more numerous, losses
decline due to increased safety coupled with the absence of any major hostilities. Vessels dating to
this period are predominantly lost as a result of any number of isolated or interrelated factors
including human error, adverse weather conditions, collision with other vessels or navigational
hazards or mechanical faults.

Further detail regarding the maritime archaeological baseline together with the potential for
uncovering additional material within each of the four legislative areas of the study area is
discussed in Appendix D - Marine Archaeological Technical Report (Wessex Archaeology
2016). Information regarding navigational hazards and Recorded Losses for the study area
are also presented within the Technical Report, giving further context to the potential for
uncovering additional archaeological material.

15.3.2.4 Potential for aviation archaeology

The assessment of potential for the discovery of aircraft crash sites and aircraft derived
material within the study area draws on the results of the geophysical survey and deskbased research combined with further research of the wider area.
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There are no known aircraft crash sites recorded in the study area. However, there is still
potential for the discovery of previously unknown aircraft material.
There is potential for the presence of aviation material dating from the early 20th century
until more recent times, with a concentration dating to the World Wars and in particular
World War Two (WWII) and are summarised by general period ranges in Table 15-16 below.
Discoveries may occur anywhere within the study area, but are likely to increase nearer the
coastlines.
Table 15-16 Summary of aviation potential by period
Period

Summary

Pre-1939

Minimum potential for material associated with the early development of aircraft.
Aircraft of this period may represent early construction techniques (e.g. those
constructed of canvas covered wooden frames) or may be associated with the massproduction of fixed wing aircraft in large numbers during World War One (WWI).
Minimum potential for material associated with the development of civil aviation
during the 1920s and 1930s, with the expansion of civilian flight from the UK to a
number of European and worldwide destinations.

1939 to 1945

Very high potential for WWII aviation remains, particularly as the study area was a
hub for hostile activity. Aircraft of this period are likely to be representative of
technological innovations propelled by the necessities of war that extended the
reliability and range of aircraft.

Post-1945

Potential for aviation remains associated with military activities dominated by
Cold War, the evolution of commercial travel and recreational flying and
intensification of offshore industry (including helicopter remains). Aircraft of
period may be representative of advances in aerospace engineering and
development of the jet engine.

the
the
this
the

Further detail regarding the development of both military and domestic aircraft and its place
within the archaeological record, together with the potential for uncovering further material
within the study area is discussed in Appendix D - Marine Archaeological Technical Report
(Wessex Archaeology 2016).

15.3.3

Seascape Character
In accordance with the European Landscape Convention, ‘landscape’ can be defined as ‘an
area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of
natural and/or human factors’ (Council of Europe 2000: Article 1). The term ‘seascape’ can
be defined as a ‘subset of ‘landscape’ so defined, which includes the sea, and/or areas of
land whose character is perceived to be distinctly maritime. This includes areas of former
land now submerged and existing in a marine context (Dudley and Johns 2014: 7).
Seascape assessment reflects the holistic approach to landscape of the European
Landscape Convention, extending it to the sea. Seascape Character Areas include coastal
land, intertidal and marine environments and cover the offshore environment to the territorial
limit (12nm). Historic Seascape Characterisation (HSC) is a method of evaluating and
classifying an archaeologist’s view of the historic cultural landscape as an aid to informing
the management of the environment overall (Dudley and Johns 2014: 7). The HSC for the
study area has been considered as part of the baseline description. It is unlikely that the
perceived historic character of the region’s seascape will be changed by the project, due to
the varied nature of the seascape characters that are already present, including other
offshore cable routes.
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15.3.3.1 Seascape Character Assessment
UK waters
As part of the National Heritage Protection Plan (NHPP), Historic England (then English
Heritage) commissioned a Historic Seascape Characterisation (HSC) for the South West
Peninsula, and the work was undertaken by Cornwall Council (Dudley and Johns 2014).
The project extended to the UK-France Median Line, covering the entire length of the UK
element of the study area.
The South West Peninsula HSC project identified several character areas that are within or
intersect with the study area:
▪

Recreation activities including bathing and swimming associated with leisure beaches;

▪

Navigational hazards in the form of recorded wrecks and obstructions both offshore and
inshore relating to areas that contain serious risks to shipping or smaller craft that could
lead to damage or complete loss of a vessel;

▪

Shellfish dredging activities within the inshore marine area;

▪

Extensive areas of designated fishing grounds for the use of bottom trawlers, located
offshore;

▪

Commercial shipping routes with a high density of shipping movement, including those
associated with fishing activities and military practice areas for submarines; and

▪

An offshore submarine telecommunications cable.

French EEZ
There is no equivalent HSC assessment for the element of the study area that intersects the
French EEZ. However, the area can be generally characterised as having:
▪

Navigational hazards in the form of recorded wrecks and obstructions;

▪

Commercial shipping routes with a high density of shipping movement;

▪

Activities associated with fishing industries; and

▪

Marine telecommunications cable routes and offshore renewable activities.

States of Guernsey and States of Alderney territorial waters
There is no equivalent HSC assessment for the element of the study area that intersects the
States of Alderney and States of Guernsey Waters. However, the area can be generally
characterised as having:

15.4

▪

Recreation activities including bathing and swimming associated with leisure beaches;

▪

Navigational hazards in the form of recorded wrecks and obstructions;

▪

Activities associated with fishing industries;

▪

Commercial shipping and recreational leisure craft routes with a high density of
shipping/vessel movement; and

▪

Marine cable routes and proposed offshore renewable activities.

Potential Impact Identification and Zone of Influence
The EA has identified that during installation and maintenance the following aspects of the
project have the potential to adversely affect marine archaeology. No impact shave been
identified during operation of the marine cables. For each aspect the assessment has
considered the different project aspects which could cause the impact and from these
selected the worst case zone of influence; presented in Table 15-17.
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Table 15-17 Impact zone of influence – marine archaeology
Project Phase

Aspect

Potential Impact

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, pre lay Direct disturbance to seabed
grapnel run, plough
trenching, jet
trenching, HDD, cable
protection, anchors

Receptor

Zone of
Influence

Known and potential
seabed prehistory
receptors

40m

Known and documented
maritime and aviation
receptors

40m

Geophysical anomalies of
possible anthropogenic
origin

40m

Currently unknown
archaeological sites and
artefacts

40m

Installation &
Maintenance

Pre-sweeping, plough
trenching, jet
trenching, cable
protection

Indirect disturbance to
receptors caused by
changes to the
hydrodynamic and
sedimentary regimes due to
spoil removal and
distribution

Known and potential
seabed prehistory
receptors, maritime
receptors and aviation
receptors

500m*

Installation &
Maintenance

Use of anchors

Indirect impact to receptors
– displacement of sediment
either affording increased
protection to, or deterioration
through erosion of, receptors
in the vicinity

Known and potential
seabed prehistory
receptors, maritime
receptors and aviation
receptors

500m*

Operation

Cable protection

Indirect disturbance to
receptors from scour and
plume effects resulting in
increased protection to, or
deterioration through erosion

Known and potential
seabed prehistory
receptors, maritime
receptors and aviation
receptors

500m*

*Chapter 6 – Marine processes, table 16-6

15.4.2

Assessment criteria
The UK Marine Policy Statement (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 2011)
describes a heritage asset (including archaeological receptors) as holding a degree of
significance, where significance relates to the heritage interest of an asset that may be
archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic.
There is no guidance that specifically refers to laying interconnector cables, however, as
cable laying is a routine element of offshore wind farm construction, the impact assessment
has referred to guidance developed for the Offshore Renewable Energy sector (COWRIE
2007, 2008, 2011). The assessment has also been based on professional archaeological
judgement and best practice that has been applied to other consented cable routes.
The approach to the assessment of impact significance varies from the methodology
presented in Chapter 5: Impact Assessment Methodology and is summarised below.

15.4.2.1 Magnitude of effect

The magnitude of effect upon known and potential marine archaeological receptors can be
outlined by the following factors:
▪

Extent – the area over which an effect occurs;
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▪

Duration – the time for which the effect occurs;

▪

Frequency – how often the effect occurs; and

▪

Severity – the degree of change relative to existing environmental conditions.

Within this Chapter, the magnitude of effect is defined by the criteria presented in Table 1518.
Table 15-18 Magnitude of effect definitions
Magnitude

Definition

High

Total loss of or major alteration to key elements or features of the pre-project
conditions, such that the post-project character or composition of the archaeological
heritage asset would be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Loss of or alteration to key elements or features of the pre-project conditions, such
that the post-project character of the archaeological heritage asset would be partially
changed.

Low

Minor alteration from pre-project conditions.

Negligible

No or unquantifiable change to pre-project conditions.

15.4.2.2 Receptor sensitivity

The sensitivity of a historic environment receptor is a function of its capacity to accommodate
change and reflects its ability to recover if it is affected. The sensitivity of the receptor will be
assessed with regard to the following factors:
▪

Value – a measure of the receptor’s importance, rarity and worth;

▪

Adaptability – the degree to which a receptor can avoid or adapt to an effect;

▪

Tolerance – the ability of a receptor to accommodate temporary or permanent change
without significant negative impact; and

▪

Recoverability – the temporal scale over and extent to which a receptor will recover
following an effect.

The UK Marine Policy Statement states that heritage assets are ‘a finite and often
irreplaceable resource and can be vulnerable to a wide range of human activities and natural
processes’ (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 2011: 21).
Archaeological receptors cannot typically adapt, tolerate or recover from physical impacts
resulting in material damage or loss caused by development. Consequently, the sensitivity
of each receptor is predominantly quantified only by their value. Where receptors are
considered to be capable of adapting to, tolerating or recovering from indirect impacts, these
factors were incorporated into an assessment of their sensitivity.
Value of a marine archaeological receptor
Based on Historic England’s Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the
Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment (Historic England 2008: 21), the
significance of a historic asset ‘embraces all the diverse cultural and natural heritage values
that people associate with it, or which prompt them to respond to it’.
Within this document, significance is weighed by consideration of the potential for the asset
to demonstrate the following value criteria:
▪

Evidential value – deriving from the potential of a place to yield evidence about past
human activity;

▪

Historical value – deriving from the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life
can be connected through a place to the present. It tends to be illustrative or associative;
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▪

Aesthetic value – deriving from the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual
stimulation from a place; and

▪

Communal value – deriving from the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it,
or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory.

It should be noted that, while designation indicates that a receptor has been identified as
being of high value, non-designated archaeological assets are not necessarily of lesser
value. There are very few designated archaeological sites offshore, which is generally due
to difficulties in identifying sites offshore, lack of investigation and paucity of data. Therefore,
non-designated receptors that can be demonstrated to be of equivalent value to designated
sites are considered to be of equivalent significance.
The nature of the marine archaeological resource is such that there is a high level of
uncertainty concerning the distribution of potential, unknown archaeological remains on the
seabed. Often data regarding the nature and extent of sites are limited or out of date and, as
such, the precautionary principle whereby unknown potential heritage assets are considered
to be of high value and therefore high sensitivity has been applied to all aspects of
archaeological EA.
The value of known archaeological assets were assessed on a four-point scale using
professional judgement informed by criteria provided in Table 15-19 below.
Table 15-19 Criteria to assess the archaeological value of marine archaeological assets
Value

Definition

High

▪

Above average, or best known or unique example and/or with significant potential to
contribute to knowledge and understanding and/or outreach.
Assets with a
demonstrable national or international dimension to their importance are likely to fall
within this category.

▪

All wrecked ships and aircraft with statutory protection under the Protection of Wrecks
Act 1973, Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 or Protection of
Military Remains Act 1986, plus as-yet undesignated sites that are demonstrably of
equivalent archaeological value.

▪

Known submerged prehistoric sites and landscapes with the confirmed presence of
largely in situ artefactual material or palaeogeographic features with demonstrable
potential to include artefactual and/or palaeoenvironmental material, possibly as part
of a prehistoric site or landscape.

▪

Average example and/or moderate potential to contribute to knowledge and
understanding and/or outreach.

▪

Includes wrecks of ships and aircraft that do not have statutory protection or
equivalent significance, but have moderate potential based on a formal assessment
of their importance in terms of build, use, loss, survival and investigation.

▪

Prehistoric deposits with moderate potential to contribute to an understanding of the
palaeoenvironment.

▪

Below average example and/or low potential to contribute to knowledge and
understanding and/or outreach.

▪

Includes wrecks of ships and aircraft that do not have statutory protection or
equivalent significance, but have low potential based on a formal assessment of their
importance in terms of build, use, loss, survival and investigation.

▪

Prehistoric deposits with low potential to contribute to an understanding of the
palaeoenvironment.

▪

Prehistoric deposits with low potential to contribute to an understanding of the
palaeoenvironment.

Medium

Low

Negligible
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The perceived value of each marine archaeological receptor is generally assessed and
assigned on a site-by-site basis, using professional judgement and past experience, and with
reference to the criteria listed in Table 15-19.

15.4.2.3 Evaluation of significance of effect

The significance of an impact (positive or negative) on an archaeological receptor, whether a
direct or indirect impact, is determined as a combination of the measures of the magnitude of
the effect (Table 15-18) and the sensitivity of the archaeological receptor (Table 15-19). The
matrix in Table 15-20 provides a guide to the assessment but is not a substitute for
professional judgement and interpretation, particularly where the sensitivity or effect
magnitude levels are not clear or are borderline between categories.
Table 15-20 Significance of impacts matrix
Magnitude of change
Sensitivity
of receptor

15.4.3

Negligible

Low

Medium

High

High

Negligible

Moderate

Major

Major

Medium

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Significance assessment

15.4.3.1 Potential impacts

Both direct and indirect impacts may damage, disturb or destroy archaeological receptors
that include seabed prehistory, shipwreck and/or aviation remains.
Direct damage to archaeological asset
Archaeological receptors may be buried within seabed sediments or may rest upon the
seafloor, either with or without height. As such, direct impacts to these receptors can occur
during any development or related activity that makes contact with the sea floor or cuts
through seabed deposits. Archaeological receptors with height, such as wrecks, may also
be impacted by development or activities that occur within the water column.
Installation and maintenance activities have the potential to have the following direct
impacts; which are listed below along with an indication of the effect on the receptor:

▪

UXO survey and clearance – direct damage/destruction to receptors located within close
proximity to UXO;

▪

Seabed preparation including pre-lay grapnel run – direct damage/destruction to
receptors lying on the seafloor and buried within the shallower seabed sediments;

▪

Cable burial using ploughing, jet trenching and/or mechanical trenching methods – direct
damage/destruction to receptors, lying on the seafloor and buried within the seabed
sediments;

▪

Installation of cable protection (where burial is not possible) using cast-iron shells,
concrete mattresses and/or rock-berms – direct damage/destruction to receptors lying on
the seafloor and buried within the seabed sediments; and

▪

Use of anchors by vessels during installation and maintenance – localised
damage/destruction to receptors, lying on the seafloor and buried within the seabed
sediments.
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Indirect
Potential indirect impacts arise when direct impacts have effects beyond their primary
footprint and can affect archaeological sites or material some distance away. Indirect
impacts can include changes to erosion patterns, sediment transport, currents and water
quality during installation, caused by the direct impacts listed above.
In general,
archaeological receptors exposed to marine processes will deteriorate faster than those
buried within seabed sediments. Aspects of the project works that result in increased
sediment cover may afford additional protection to archaeological receptors, thereby causing
a positive beneficial effect.
However, aspects of FAB Link that result in increased scouring or removal of sediment cover
may expose previously buried receptors thereby increasing the rate of deterioration.
Installation and maintenance activities have the potential to have the following indirect
impacts; which are listed below along with an indication of the effect to the receptor:
▪

Installation of cable protection (where burial is not possible) using cast-iron shells,
concrete mattresses and/or rock-berms – potential scour and plume effects resulting in
increased protection to, or deterioration through erosion of, receptors in the vicinity;

▪

Deployment of large vessels during installation and maintenance– potential displacement
of sediment either affording increased protection to, or deterioration through erosion of,
receptors in the vicinity;

▪

Changes to the hydrodynamic and sedimentary regimes due to spoil removal and
distribution caused by trenching operations – increased protection to, or deterioration
through erosion of, receptors resulting in a positive or negative effect on receptors in the
vicinity.

15.4.3.2 Magnitude of effect

The magnitude of direct physical impacts to known and/or potential archaeological receptors
during installation works could be extensive, including the complete destruction of previously
unknown archaeological features.
All direct physical impacts to archaeological receptors are permanent. Once archaeological
deposits and material, and/or the relationships between deposits and material and their
wider surroundings, have been damaged or disturbed, it is not possible to reinstate or
reverse those changes. As such, direct impacts could represent the total loss of a receptor,
or part of it, and the character, composition or attributes of the receptor would be
fundamentally changed or lost altogether. As such, the magnitude of direct effects to such
receptors would be high.
The magnitude of effect of indirect impacts to marine archaeological receptors during
installation is expected to be low. Chapter 6 – Physical Processes suggests that it is not
anticipated that there will be a significant impact on sediment mobility as a result of the
presence of marine cables and that the installation of cable protection will only lead to
insignificant localised changes in sediment movement. Where rock placement is used, scour
is likely to occur however it is unlikely to be a significant issue. Therefore the potential
indirect impact has been scoped out and will not been assessed further.

15.4.3.3 Receptor sensitivity

Since archaeological receptors cannot generally adapt, tolerate or recover from physical
impacts, the sensitivity of each receptor is therefore only quantified by their archaeological
value.
None of the known archaeological receptors within the study area are subject to statutory
protection.
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The archaeological assessment of geophysical and geotechnical survey data along with the
desk-based assessment indicated:
▪

14 submerged palaeogeographic features (13 in UK Waters, 7500-7512; and one in the
States of Alderney Waters, 7513);

▪

One anomaly identified as being of anthropogenic origin of archaeological interest (A1)
(7249 in the States of Guernsey Waters);

▪

Two previously recorded features that were not visible during the archaeological
assessment of the geophysical data (A3s) (7021 in UK Waters; and 7230 in the States of
Alderney Waters);

▪

248 geophysical anomalies of possible archaeological interest (A2s) located across the
marine cable corridor. These geophysical anomalies could represent material related to
shipwrecks or aircraft crash sites; however, it is also possible that they could represent
features of non-archaeological interest or non-anthropogenic origin;

▪

Potential for the discovery of previously unknown prehistoric archaeological material;
however, it is not possible to definitively assess the importance of an as-yet unknown
resource; and

▪

Potential for the discovery of previously unknown shipwreck and aircraft crash site
material; however, it is not possible to definitively assess the importance of an as-yet
unknown resource.

The archaeological value of the listed resource is presented below.
Submerged prehistory
A majority of the 14 submerged palaeogeographic features identified as part of this
assessment extend across the width of the study area and are therefore likely to be
impacted during installation. The remaining features (7502, 7506, 7507, 7508 and 7512)
have been identified as cut and fill features, and although none of them extend across the
width of the marine cable corridor, there is still potential for the marine cable corridor to
truncate these features.
Previously unknown prehistoric material located along the study area may also be impacted
by the installation phase of the project.
A total of three palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential interpreted as either
channels (located less than 200m apart; 7510 and 7511) or fine grained deposits (7513)
were identified in UK waters and the States of Alderney waters. These features have been
classified P1 (features of probable archaeological interest) and as a result they are
considered to be of high archaeological value.
The remaining ten palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential were identified only
in UK Waters and have been classified P2 (features of possible archaeological interest).
These features are considered to be of medium archaeological value.
There is potential for currently unknown submerged prehistoric sites to be discovered within
the study area.
Following the palaeogeographic assessment, archaeological and
palaeoenvironmental material of archaeological interest may be recovered from several
geological units; Unit 3 is considered to be of high archaeological potential; Unit 4 and Unit 5
are considered to be of low to medium archaeological potential; and Unit 6 is considered to
be of low to high archaeological potential. The archaeological value of any currently
unknown submerged palaeogeographic features is high.
Seabed features: maritime and aviation sites
There are no shipwrecks or aircraft with statutory designations within the study area.
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There are three known and charted sites or obstructions (one in UK Waters, 7021; none in
the French EEZ; one in States of Guernsey waters, 7249; and one in States of Alderney
waters, 7230).
Anomaly 7249 is a partially buried, non-ferrous debris field. This anomaly must be
considered to have high archaeological value until more information becomes available.
Record 7203 is the reported location of Beatrice Maud. While no evidence has been found
in the data, the wreck itself is considered to be of medium archaeological value due to the
vessel’s relatively modern date of loss in 1923. Until further information is available
regarding the vessel the archaeological value will remain at this level.
Record 7021 is the reported location of a mobile loading crane. As no remains were
identified at this location within the geophysical data, and as this is a recorded obstruction of
no archaeological potential, this record is considered to be of negligible archaeological value.
There are a total of 248 anomalies located across the study area that, despite being
unidentified at present, may be of an anthropogenic nature (A2). As there is insufficient
information to assess the value of each individual anomaly identified in the geophysical
assessment, all of these additional anomalies must be considered to have high
archaeological value until more information becomes available.
As the value of potential wrecks cannot be evaluated until they are discovered, potential
wrecks of all periods should be expected to be of high value, in accordance with the
precautionary approach.
Derived artefacts are likely to be of limited archaeological value as individual discoveries.
However, the occurrence of a number of seemingly isolated objects within a particular area
has the potential to indicate shipping routes or maritime battlegrounds, or possibly even
indicate the presence of a hitherto unknown wreck site. Isolated maritime finds are,
therefore, regarded as being of medium archaeological value.

15.4.3.4 Summary of receptor sensitivity

Any damage to archaeological sites or material is permanent and recovery for these
receptors is limited to stabilisation or re-burial, limiting further impact. There is no potential
for the recoverability of any archaeological seabed receptors if they are affected by direct
physical impacts.
All archaeological receptors have the potential to be damaged or destroyed if they are
directly impacted during installation. Consequently, all known and potential marine
archaeological receptors and associated material should be regarded as having high
sensitivity towards direct impacts of the project.
With regards to indirect physical impacts, archaeological receptors are considered to have
high sensitivity towards scour effects that lead to increased exposure, caused by changes to
hydrodynamic and sedimentary regimes. Archaeological receptors located within the
immediate vicinity of a scour pit, may be adversely affected by the new conditions which may
provide poorer levels of preservation than in the current baseline conditions.
Conversely, archaeological receptors are considered to have low sensitivity towards
changes to seabed levels where they are subject to increased burial. Buried or partially
buried archaeological receptors are often afforded greater levels of preservation than their
exposed counterparts and are therefore considered to have a high adaptability, tolerance
and recoverability towards such indirect effects.

15.4.3.5 Significance of effects

Due to the fragile and non-renewable nature of the marine archaeological receptors on
and/or under the seabed, any direct impacts have the potential to be permanent and
negative. As a result, and in the absence of appropriate mitigation, both the sensitivity and
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the magnitude of direct impacts on such resources will automatically be considered high
resulting in major negative impact significance.
It is acknowledged that archaeological receptors have high sensitivity to changes caused by
a change in hydrodynamic and sedimentary regimes. However, Chapter 6 concluded that
the project will not affect sediment or hydrodynamic processes. Therefore, the assessment
concluded that the magnitude of any effects will be negligible and overall the significance of
indirect effects to archaeological receptors will be negligible.
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15.4.4

Summary of potential impacts
The summary of potential impacts for the known and currently unknown marine archaeology receptors present within and in proximity to the study
area is presented in Table 15-21 below.

Table 15-21 Impact assessment summary - marine archaeology
Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential Impact

Receptor

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance

Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance of
Residual Effect

Installation &
Maintenance

Direct disturbance to
the seabed (caused by
UXO survey and
clearance; seabed
preparation; cable
laying; cable burial
methods and/or cable
protection; and use of
anchors by project
vessels)

Known and potential
seabed prehistory
receptors

High

High

Major negative

M40

Major

High

Major positive (as
long as samples
as retained,
analysed and
reported on by a
qualified
geoarchaeologist)

Known and
documented maritime
receptors and aviation
receptors (A1s and
A3s)

High

High

Major negative

M36

Negligible

High

Negligible

Geophysical
anomalies of possible
anthropogenic origin
(A2s)

High

High

Major negative

M36, M37,
M38, M39

Negligible

High

Negligible

Currently unknown
archaeological sites
and artefacts

High

High

Major negative

M36, M38,
M39

Low

High

Moderate
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Determination of Potential Impact

Impact Assessment

Consideration
of Mitigation

Residual Impact Assessment

Project
Phase

Potential Impact

Receptor

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance

Mitigation

Magnitude

Sensitivity

Significance of
Residual Effect

Installation

Indirect disturbance to
receptors - cable
burial methods and/or
cable protection
causing changes to
the hydrodynamic and
sedimentary regimes
due to spoil removal
and distribution

Known and potential
seabed prehistory
receptors; maritime
receptors; and
aviation receptors

Negligible

High

Negligible

No mitigation is
recommended

-

-

-

Currently unknown
archaeological sites
and artefacts

Negligible

High

Negligible

M36, M39

-

-

-

Indirect disturbance to
receptors - installed
cable protection
causing scour and
plume effects resulting
in increased protection
to, or deterioration
through erosion

Known and potential
seabed prehistory
receptors; maritime
receptors; and
aviation receptors

Negligible

High

Negligible

No mitigation is
recommended

-

-

-

Currently unknown
archaeological sites
and artefacts

Negligible

High

Negligible

M36, M39

-

-

-

Indirect impact to
receptors - use of
anchors by project
vessels potentially
displacing sediment
either affording
increased protection
to, or deterioration
through erosion of,
receptors in the
vicinity

Known and potential
seabed prehistory
receptors; maritime
receptors; and
aviation receptors

Negligible

High

Negligible

No mitigation is
recommended

-

-

-

Currently unknown
archaeological sites
and artefacts

Negligible

High

Negligible

M36, M39

-

-

-

Operation

Installation &
Maintenance
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15.5

Legal Compliance
Table 15-22 presents measures (not a definitive list) that the project will adhere to in order to
ensure legal compliance.
Table 15-22 Legal compliance measures – archaeology

ID

Measure Proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

L11

Under the Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 it is an offence to carry out certain
activities in a defined area surrounding a wreck that has been designated,
unless a licence for those activities has been obtained. If an internationally
important site is uncovered during the Project, it is possible that it may be
designated under this Act.





L12

Under the Protection of Military Remains Act 1986 all aircraft that have crashed
in military service are automatically protected. Maritime vessels lost during
military service are not automatically protected although the MoD has powers to
protect any vessel that was in military service when lost. The MoD can
designate ‘controlled sites’ around wrecks whose position is known and can
designate named vessels as ‘protected places’ even if the position of the wreck
is not known. It is an offence to disturb a ‘controlled site’. If aircraft remains are
discovered works in the area must cease until the area has been further
investigated.





L13

The Merchant Shipping Act 1995 sets out the procedures for determining the
ownership of underwater finds that turn out to be ‘wreck’, defined as any
flotsam, jetsam, derelict and lagan found in or on the shores of the sea or any
tidal water. If any such wreck is recovered, the salvor is required to give notice
to the Receiver of Wreck. Beyond the 12nm limit the Merchant Shipping Act
1995 covers wreck found or taken into possession outside UK waters and
stipulates that, if brought into UK waters, finds must be reported to the Receiver
of Wreck.





L14

Under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979, Scheduled
Monuments and Areas of Archaeological Importance (AAIs or their equivalent)
are afforded statutory protection and the consent of the Secretary of State, as
advised by Historic England, is required for any works. This Act is primarily
land based, but in recent years it has also been used to provide some level of
protection for underwater sites and could be used to protect relevant
archaeological sites uncovered during the Project.





15.6

Mitigation Measures
This section identifies mitigation measures to reduce or offset any significant negative effects
occurring on known and potential marine archaeological receptors as a result of the project.
All aspects of any further archaeological work undertaken within UK Waters will be detailed
by a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI), which will be prepared prior to the
commencement of works.
The purpose of a WSI is to agree with consultees the need and scope of required mitigation
measures for the marine works, with the overall aim of reducing risk and uncertainty. WSIs
generally include a combination of the following:
▪

Set out the responsibilities and lines of communication between the developer, main
contractors, archaeological contractors/consultants, and the archaeological curators;

▪

Ensure that any further geophysical and geotechnical investigations associated with the
project are subject to archaeological input and assessment;
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▪

Provide for archaeological involvement in any diver and/or Remotely Operated Vehicle
(ROV) obstruction surveys conducted for the marine works;

▪

Provide information about AEZs and methodologies for their implementation;

▪

Propose measures for mitigating effects on any archaeological material encountered
during installation and maintenance activities; and

▪

Establish the reporting, publication, conservation and archiving requirements for the
archaeological works undertaken in the course of the scheme.

Mitigation measures fall within three main categories: avoidance; reduction of impact; and
remedying and offsetting. Best practice favours the preservation in situ of archaeological
remains, therefore the ideal mitigation for archaeological remains is avoidance (Wessex
Archaeology 2007).
Table 15-23 Mitigation measures - marine archaeology
ID

Measures Proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

M36

Preservation of archaeological remains in situ, as the primary option for
mitigation, can often be achieved through the implementation of Archaeological
Exclusion Zones (AEZs). Avoidance of the known A1 seabed receptor (7249)
will occur with the application of a 75m AEZ around the known extent of the
site, prohibiting all project and related activities within its boundary (illustrated
on Figure 15-6). The Installation Contractor will be required to take into account
the location of the AEZ, when determining final route configuration within the
marine cable corridor. Although the AEZ is fixed, provision will be made for it to
evolve or be removed (with the prior agreement of the relevant States of
Guernsey curator within the Culture and Leisure Department). To refine the
AEZ, the results of any pre-installation seabed survey (e.g. diver or ROV) or
geotechnical/geophysical survey will be inspected by a suitably qualified
archaeologist and/or geophysicist.





M37

Where possible, the 248 A2 geophysical anomalies will be avoided. Once the
Installation Contractor has determined the final route configuration within the
marine cable corridor, the anomalies will be revisited to determine whether: they
will be impacted by the route; and if an AEZ should be established. It is
possible that these anomalies could represent important archaeological
material, however, they may also represent modern debris of no archaeological
significance. High resolution geophysical data of the anomalies will only be
acquired if it is expected that they will be directly affected by the route.





M38

Preservation by record (i.e. archaeological excavation and recording prior to an
impact occurring) will offset disturbances to sites classified as A2, where
preservation in situ is not practicable. Sites that have been destabilised, but not
destroyed, may be re-stabilised and subject to detailed analysis.





M39

A Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries (PAD) similar to the established
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries: Offshore Renewables Projects
(Wessex Archaeology and The Crown Estate 2014) and the Marine Aggregate
Industry Protocol for the Reporting of Finds of Archaeological Interest (Wessex
Archaeology 2005) will be established for the project. The PAD provides a
system for reporting and investigating unexpected archaeological discoveries
encountered during the course of the project. The aim of the PAD is to reduce
any adverse effects of the development upon the historic environment by
enabling FAB Link staff, contractors and sub-contractors to report finds in a
manner that is both convenient to their every-day work and effective with regard
to curatorial requirements. Archaeological discoveries reported via the PAD
may include submerged prehistoric material, shipwreck material or aviation
material. The PAD will also make provision for the institution of temporary
exclusion zones around areas of possible archaeological interest, for prompt
archaeological advice and, if necessary, for archaeological inspection of
important features prior to further works in the area.





M40

A number of palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential have been
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ID

Measures Proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

identified along the study area, and sediments of archaeological and
palaeoenvironmental interest have been recovered within the geotechnical
samples. It is recommended that ten of these samples be subject to Stage 2
geoarchaeological recording as listed in Table 15-5, to further ascertain their
nature and determine their archaeological potential. Further details on the
specific samples recommended for the Stage 2 assessment are listed in
Appendix D - Marine Archaeological Technical Report (Wessex Archaeology
2016).
This selection of samples should enable any identified
palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential to be investigated,
alongside ground-truthing the interpretation of the generalised stratigraphy of
the study area outlined in Appendix D.

15.7

Residual Impact
As presented in Table 15-21, no significant residual effects are predicted with the mitigation
measures in place for direct impacts.
With regards to indirect impacts, as presented in Table 15-21, no significant effects are
predicted with the mitigation measures in place.

15.8

Cumulative Impacts
The marine cable corridor is sufficient distance from offshore pipelines, marine aggregate
areas, windfarm areas and oil and gas development for there to be no interaction between
projects, and therefore no cumulative impacts.
The marine cable corridor crosses 17 telecommunications cables (Chapter 14), the majority
of which are no longer in use. Since there are no planned maintenance works to these
cables, the cumulative impact of these cables on the project is negligible.
The impact assessment has identified a potential cumulative impact associated with the
development of Race Tidal, a tidal energy array in States of Alderney territorial waters. FAB
Link is being developed independently of Race Tidal. The Race Tidal project is described in
detail in Section 14.3.3; however it is expected that the export cable will be brought ashore at
a point between Longis Bay and Quenard Point. Installation of the Race Tidal export cable
and FAB Link has the potential to interact in a manner that increases the significance of
impacts on sensitive marine archaeological assets. FAB Link Ltd and Race Tidal Ltd will
look for synergies that will minimise cumulative impacts.
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16. Draft Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP)

This Chapter presents details of the scope and purpose of the Draft Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP).
The CEMP will be a key reference
document for the FAB Link project team providing the detail of how to implement the
mitigation measures outlined in the ER. A full schedule of the mitigation proposed in
the ER and an initial indication of how measures are to be implemented and by whom
is provided.

16.1

Scope and Purpose of the CEMP
The CEMP will be prepared by the appointed Installation Contractor and will form the basis
of the approach to mitigating potential effects on the natural and human environment;
providing a management framework for the successful implementation of measures. The
CEMP will be supported by a number of additional documents including: Cable Burial Plan;
Waste Management Plan; and Oil Pollution Emergency Plan, and will address any additional
requirements and conditions identified during the marine consents process.
The appointed Installation Contractor will prepare a draft CEMP in accordance with the
details provided in this Chapter and in consultation with FAB Link Ltd. FAB Link Ltd will
review the draft CEMP to ensure that it includes all of the mitigation measures proposed and
where appropriate, additional measures have been identified and included. The CEMP
(including additional supporting plans) will be submitted to the MMO, States of Guernsey
(Office of Environmental Health and Pollution Regulation) and relevant consultees for
approval prior to commencement of installation activities. Any comments or additions
following regulator review and approval will be included before the CEMP is issued for use.
The legal control and mitigation measures presented in this ER are designed to:
▪

Comply with national and international legislation/conventions;

▪

Avoid environmental impacts or reduce them to a level as low as reasonably possible;
and

▪

Minimise risks to the project programme and reputation.

The CEMP is therefore a key reference document for:
▪

Contractors to implement mitigation measures required by the ER.

▪

FAB Link Ltd to ensure that contractors, client representatives and other key personnel
are undertaking the roles assigned to them for the protection of environment and other
sea users.

▪

MMO and States of Guernsey to confirm if permit conditions and other statutory
requirements described in the ER are being met.

The CEMP will clearly explain:
▪

What environmental mitigation and monitoring measures are to be implemented;

▪

When these measures are to be implemented;

▪

Who is responsible for implementation; and

▪

How compliance on implementation is to be reported.
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16.2

Responsibilities
The following organisations and individuals will have a key role in either implementing the
proposed mitigation or monitoring its delivery. Responsibilities are outlined below.

16.2.1

FAB Link Ltd (FAB)
Key role: Management of the project compliant with national and international
requirements
FAB Link Ltd is ultimately responsible for implementing the CEMP and complying with permit
consent conditions stipulated by the MMO and States of Guernsey with the Marine Licence
and FEPA Licence, respectively. FAB Link Ltd will oversee the Installation Contractor to
ensure that the project’s activities are compliant with national and international Health,
Safety and Environment (HSE) obligations, and the conditions of the Marine Licence and
FEPA Licence.
Key Role: Stakeholder Liaison
FAB Link Ltd will ensure that all the relevant stakeholders are informed of the project. This
will be achieved through direct liaison with the MMO and States of Guernsey; consultation
with stakeholders (e.g. briefings, meetings, email and telephone); and information
dissemination via the project website.
FAB Link Ltd will appoint a Fisheries Liaison Officer (FLO), if required.

16.2.2

Installation Contractor (IC)
Key Role: Provision of services to complete Works as contracted
The Installation Contractor will have direct responsibility for preparing and implementing the
CEMP. The appointed installation contractor will nominate a competent member of staff to
oversee and ensure compliance with all international, national and licence specific
environmental obligations. The nominated individual will be supported by appropriately
qualified environmental specialists as required.
All operational staff will be required to undergo a familiarisation induction with the nominated
staff member who will set out the requirements of the environmental obligations and highlight
particular working procedures and environmental sensitivities to be taken into account during
installation.

16.2.3

Fisheries Liaison Officer (FLO)
Key Role: Provide point of liaison between FAB Link and the local/regional fishing
community
If needed, the role of the FLO, who will be known and respected by the regional fishing
communities, is to minimise disturbance to the local fishing community. The FLO will ensure
local fishermen are informed in advance of the location and schedule of works and required
safety distances to be maintained from the project vessels. The FLO’s responsibilities also
include liaison with local vessels.
During works (e.g. cable lay), the FLO will be onboard the primary vessel, monitoring the
fishing vessel activity and providing a continual point of contact between the vessel and the
fishing vessels in the area, ensuring that they continue to be well informed of activities and
the requirement to remain clear of the marine cable corridor.
The FLO will work closely with the ship’s company to maintain ready access to the ship’s
communications systems.
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16.2.4

Ship’s Company (ShC)
Key Role: Maintenance of vessels and health and safety of all on board compliant with
national and international legislation
Individual vessel captains have the ultimate responsibility for maintaining the smooth
operation of the vessel and the safety of all persons onboard. The Captain will be the main
point of contact regarding communications with the wider Ship’s Company (ShC). The
Captain works closely with the contractors carrying out work from vessels to support the
efficient delivery of the project.

16.2.5

Client Representative (CR)
Key role: On-site supervision of Installation Contractor on behalf of FAB Link Ltd
The Client Representative will be present offshore onboard the primary installation vessel.
Their role is to ensure that the Installation Contractor is upholding HSE standards and that
the operation is executed in line with agreed procedures and industry best practice. They
will also facilitate the flow of information between the Installation Contractor and the FAB
Link onshore team.

16.3

Environmental Mitigation Schedule
The package of proposed mitigation measures to be incorporated into the design, installation
and operation of FAB Link are set out below in Table 16-1 (legal control measures) and
Table 16-2 (proposed mitigation). For each measure, the receptor for which it is proposed
and the Chapter it can be found in is listed. An initial indication of how measures are to be
implemented and by whom is also provided.
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Table 16-1 Schedule of legal control measures
FAB = Fab Link Ltd, CON = Installation Contractor, ShC = Ships Company, CR = Client Representative, MMO = Marine Management Organisation, SoG = States of Guernsey
ID

ER Section

Legal Measure

Applicable Jurisdiction

Responsibility

UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Execution

Monitoring

L1

6: Marine Processes

Project vessels will be equipped with waste disposal facilities (sewage 
treatment or waste storage) to IMO MARPOL Annex IV Prevention of
Pollution from Ships standards.



CON / ShC

CR

L2

6: Marine Processes

Ballast water discharges from project vessels will be managed under 
International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast
Water and Sediments.



CON / ShC

CR

L3

6: Marine Processes

Control measures and shipboard oil pollution emergency plans (SOPEP) 
will be in place and adhered to under MARPOL Annex I requirements for
all project vessels.



CON / ShC

CR

7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology
8: Fish and Shellfish
9: Birds, Marine Mammals &
Reptiles
10: Nature Conservation
11: Commercial Fisheries
14: Infrastructure & Other Users
15: Marine Archaeology
L4

6: Marine Processes

Chemicals will be stored in a secure, designated area in line with 
appropriate regulations and guidelines. A Chemical Risk Assessment will
be prepared for the use of the chemicals. A chemical inventory shall be
kept of all chemicals and oils used.



CON / ShC

CR

L5

11: Commercial Fisheries

Project vessels will comply with the International Regulations for 
Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (COLREGs) – as amended, particularly
with respect to the display of lights, shapes and signals.



ShC

CR

All project vessels will exhibit signals in accordance with the UK Standard
Marking Schedule for Offshore Installations.





ShC

CR

Notice will be given to sea users in the area via Notices to Mariners,
Kingfisher Bulletins, NAVTEX, AVURNAV, and NAVAREA warnings.
Particular attention will be paid to ensuring the following organisations





FAB

MMO / SoG

12: Shipping & Navigation
14: Infrastructure & Other Users
L6

11: Commercial Fisheries
12: Shipping & Navigation
14: Infrastructure & Other Users

L7

11: Commercial Fisheries
12: Shipping & Navigation
13: Aviation, Military and
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ID

ER Section

Legal Measure

Applicable Jurisdiction

Responsibility

UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Execution

Monitoring

Communications
14: Infrastructure & Other Users

receive the notifications: Braye Harbour; Exmouth Marina; Brixham,
Teignmouth and Beer harbours; Jobourg Vessel Traffic Scheme; RYA;
MoD and MCA.

11: Commercial Fisheries

As laid’ co-ordinates of the cable routes will be recorded and circulated to 
the UK Hydrographic Offshore (UKHO) and Kingfisher for inclusion on
Admiralty Charts and fishermen’s awareness charts (paper and electronic
format) so that mariners are aware of the location and can take account of
compass deviation effects.



FAB

-

12: Shipping & Navigation
14: Infrastructure & Other Users
L9

14: Infrastructure & Other Users

Crossing Agreements will be produced with cable owners.





FAB

MMO / SoG

L10

14: Infrastructure & Other Users

Cooperation with Race Tidal Ltd.





FAB

SoG

L11

15: Marine Archaeology

Under the Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 (PWA) it is an offence to carry 
out certain activities in a defined area surrounding a wreck that has been
designated, unless a licence for those activities has been obtained. If an
internationally important site is uncovered during the Project, it is possible
that it may be designated under this Act.



FAB / CON

HE

L12

15: Marine Archaeology

Under the Protection of Military Remains Act 1986 all aircraft that have 
crashed in military service are automatically protected. Maritime vessels
lost during military service are not automatically protected although the
MoD has powers to protect any vessel that was in military service when
lost. The MoD can designate ‘controlled sites’ around wrecks whose
position is known and can designate named vessels as ‘protected places’
even if the position of the wreck is not known. It is an offence to disturb a
‘controlled site’. If aircraft remains are discovered works in the area must
cease until the area has been further investigated.



FAB / CON

HE

L13

15: Marine Archaeology

The Merchant Shipping Act 1995 sets out the procedures for determining 
the ownership of underwater finds that turn out to be ‘wreck’, defined as
any flotsam, jetsam, derelict and lagan found in or on the shores of the sea
or any tidal water. If any such wreck is recovered, the salvor is required to
give notice to the Receiver of Wreck. Beyond the 12nm limit the Merchant
Shipping Act 1995 covers wreck found or taken into possession outside
UK waters and stipulates that, if brought into UK waters, finds must be
reported to the Receiver of Wreck.



FAB / CON

HE

L14

15: Marine Archaeology

Under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979, 
Scheduled Monuments and Areas of Archaeological Importance (AAIs or
their equivalent) are afforded statutory protection and the consent of the



FAB / CON

HE

L8
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ID

ER Section

Legal Measure

Applicable Jurisdiction

Responsibility

UK

Execution

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Monitoring

Secretary of State, as advised by Historic England, is required for any
works. This Act is primarily land based, but in recent years it has also
been used to provide some level of protection for underwater sites and
could be used to protect relevant archaeological sites uncovered during
the Project.
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Table 16-2 Schedule of mitigation
FAB = Fab Link Ltd, CON = Installation Contractor, ShC = Ships Company, CR = Client Representative, MMO = Marine Management Organisation, SoG = States of Guernsey
ID

M1

ER Section

6: Marine Processes
7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology

Measure Proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction

Responsibility

UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Execution

Monitoring





CON

CR / FAB

Deployment of anchors/anchor chains on the seabed will be kept to a
minimum in order to reduce disturbance to seabed.





CON

CR

Activities within the intertidal zone will be restricted to the work site as
agreed with the appropriate Regulator.





CON

CR / FAB

During HDD the following measures will be taken:
▪
▪
▪

▪
M2

6: Marine Processes
7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology

Drill fluid use will be monitored at the surface to ensure that there is
no significant release into the marine and intertidal environment.
HDD drilling fluid including cuttings will be collected in pit on the
beach and transported back to the rig for recycling.
Drilling fluid breakouts that may occur from the end of the duct i.e. in
the intertidal zone, will be contained within a small bunded pit. The
mud will then be pumped back to the holding tank or collected by
vacuum tanker.
Filled sandbags will be on site to help contain breakouts / spills.

8: Fish and Shellfish
9: Birds, Marine Mammals &
Reptiles
10: Nature Conservation
11: Commercial Fisheries
M3

6: Marine Processes
7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology
10: Nature Conservation

M4

6: Marine Processes
7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology

Construction vehicle movement on beaches will be kept to a minimum
and be limited in their spatial extent to reduce compaction of surface
sediments.





CON

CR / FAB

M5

7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology

Rock and mattresses will only be deployed where adequate burial cannot
be adequately achieved.





CON

CR / FAB

M6

7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology
10: Nature Conservation

Preferred method of installation in the intertidal zone will be HDD.





CON

FAB
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ID

M7

ER Section

7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology
10: Nature Conservation

Measure Proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction

Responsibility

UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Execution

Monitoring



CON

FAB

FAB Link will establish a mitigation zone around the main eelgrass bed
(as mapped by the MMT survey) in which trenching will not be
undertaken; although other activities such as anchoring or positioning
jack-up barge legs may occur. The mitigation zone is between the
following coordinates and is illustrated in Figure 7-26:
A: 02° 10’ 19.190” W, 49° 43’ 08.123” N
B: 02° 10’ 15.822” W, 49° 43’ 08.765” N
C: 02° 10’ 11.132” W, 49° 43’ 00.734” N
D: 02° 10’ 13.486” W, 49° 42’ 59.947” N

M8

7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology
10: Nature Conservation

Trenches within the eelgrass bed will be backfilled with the same/removed
substrate/eelgrass habitat. Appropriate steps will be taken to ensure
backfilling does not leave a depression on the seabed. Natural processes
(tide and wave action) will result in any remaining depression in the
seabed being filled.



CON

FAB

M9

7: Benthic and Intertidal Ecology

An environmental monitoring programme will be established to monitor
recovery of the disturbed area of eelgrass bed. Although it will focus on
the area disturbed it will also evaluate the wider bed (area to be defined)
to assist in monitoring the conservation status of the bed within the Longis
Nature Reserve. The monitoring programme will be developed in
consultation with Alderney Wildlife Trust following OSPAR indicators for
basic monitoring (OSPAR 2009). It is proposed that divers be used to
determine presence and cover of eelgrass. The presence and amount of
filamentous algae (e.g. Sargassum muticum) will also be noted. The
monitoring programme will be completed at the same time each year for
two years after disturbance. If recovery is not complete within this period
the monitoring programme will be reviewed.



FAB

Alderney
Wildlife Trust

10: Nature Conservation

M10

8: Fish and Shellfish
9: Birds, Marine Mammals &
Reptiles
10: Nature Conservation

Where possible, project vessels will not exceed 14 knots.





CON

CR

M11

9: Birds, Marine Mammals &
Reptiles

A toolbox talk will be held with key parties involved in the installation
operations. This will include an overview of legal compliance regarding
the protection and conservation of coastal and marine birds and key
points of contacts in the project team identified for effective





CON

CR

10: Nature Conservation
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ID

ER Section

Measure Proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction

Responsibility

UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Execution

Monitoring





CON

CR / FAB





CON

CR / FAB





CON

FAB

communication of any issues.
M12

M13

M14

9: Birds, Marine Mammals &
Reptiles
10: Nature Conservation

FAB Link Ltd will require that the appointed installation contractor follows
the sections of the ‘JNCC guidelines for minimising the risk of injury and
disturbance to marine mammals from seismic surveys’, appropriate to
geophysical survey. ’ (JNCC 2010a). In particular:
▪

Establishing a 500m mitigation zone for marine mammal observation.

▪

Provide marine mammal observers to implement the JNCC
guidelines.

▪

Undertake pre-survey search.

▪

Where possible, according to the operational parameters of the
equipment concerned, its acoustic energy output shall commence
from a lower energy start-up and thereafter be allowed to gradually
build up to the necessary maximum output over a period of 20
minutes.

▪

If the device cannot be ramped up then it shall be switched on and off
in a consistent sequential manner over a period of 20 minutes prior to
commencement of the full necessary output.

8: Fish and Shellfish
9: Birds, Marine Mammals &
Reptiles
10: Nature Conservation

A UXO survey will be undertaken less than 6 months prior to installation
works commencing. If any significant UXO are identified the following
decision making process will be followed:
1. Avoid by micro-routing the marine cables.

9: Birds, Marine Mammals &
Reptiles
10: Nature Conservation

FAB Link Ltd will require the appointed UXO contractor follows the “JNCC
guidelines for minimising the risk of injury to marine mammals from using
explosives” (JNCC 2010b) including:
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2. If it cannot be avoided, consider whether it is safe to move.
3. If it cannot be moved, detonate on site.

▪

Establishing a default 1km mitigation zone for marine mammal
observation, measured from the explosive source and with a circular
coverage of 360 degrees.

▪

Providing a trained Marine Mammal Observer to implement the
guidelines outlined in Section 2.1 to 2.4 e.g. pre-detonation search of
mitigation zone.

▪

Only commence explosive detonations during daylight hours and
good visibility.
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ID

ER Section

Measure Proposed

▪

Accurately determine the amount of explosive required for the
operation, so that the amount is proportionate to the activity and not
excessive.

▪

If necessary, plan the sequence of multiple explosive discharges so
that, wherever possible, the smaller charges are detonated first to
maximise the ‘soft-start’ effect.

Applicable Jurisdiction

Responsibility

UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Execution

Monitoring

M15

9: Birds, Marine Mammals &
Reptiles
10: Nature Conservation

If UXO is identified that requires detonation, FAB Link Ltd will conduct
noise modelling to ensure that the default 1km mitigation zone is sufficient
for the weight of charge identified. Natural England, JNCC or the States
of Guernsey Office of Environmental Health and Pollution will be
consulted as appropriate.





FAB

MMO / SoG

M16

11: Commercial Fisheries
12: Shipping & Navigation

Guard vessels will be used during installation activities to communicate
with third party vessels within the vicinity of cable sections that remain
unburied between cable lay and post burial lay.





CON

CR

14: Infrastructure & Other Users
M17

11: Commercial Fisheries
12: Shipping & Navigation
14: Infrastructure & Other Users

Preference for the cables to be installed as bundled cables as far as is
reasonably practicable.





FAB

M18

11: Commercial Fisheries

Rock berms and mattresses will be designed to have a smooth
overtrawlable profile.





CON

FAB

M19

11: Commercial Fisheries

The grade of rock used for cable protection material selected will be
suitable for the nature of fishing activity typically undertaken in the area.





CON

FAB

M20

11: Commercial Fisheries

A cable burial plan will be produced by the Installation Contractor outlining
proposed method statements and cable protection requirements for
approval by the Regulators and discussion with fisheries stakeholders.





CON

MMO / SoG

M21

11: Commercial Fisheries

Effective channels of communication will be established and maintained
between the Installation Contractor and commercial fishing interests. This
will include the appointment of a Fisheries Liaison Officer (FLO).





CON / FLO

FAB

M22

11: Commercial Fisheries

Seabed obstructions created by installation of FAB Link, including berms,
trenches and anchor mounds will be removed or made safe for towed
fishing gear.





CON

FAB

M23

11: Commercial Fisheries

Post-installation inspection surveys will be conducted along the length of
the cables on a regular basis. This is to ensure that cables remain





FAB

MMO / SoG
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ID

ER Section

Measure Proposed

Applicable Jurisdiction
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buried/protected.
M24

11: Commercial Fisheries

Post-installation compass deviation surveys will be undertaken to check
burial depths during the lifespan of the cables and the results forwarded to
the UKHO and MCA.





FAB

MMO / SoG

M25

11: Commercial Fisheries

The marine cable corridor will be at least 1km from the Offshore Shellfish
Ltd Site 1.





CON

FAB

M26

11: Commercial Fisheries
12: Shipping & Navigation

500m exclusion zones will be in place around the cable installation vessel.





ShC / CON

FAB / CR

14: Infrastructure & Other Users
M27

12: Shipping & Navigation

Procedures to minimise disruption near high density shipping areas will
include, for example, avoidance of anchoring near busy areas when
project vessels are waiting on weather; and the presence of a guard
vessel in areas of significant shipping traffic. Installation vessels will have
passage planning procedures, holding positions (e.g. if waiting on
weather), traffic monitoring (e.g. radar, AIS and visual), means of
communication with third-party vessels, and emergency response plans in
the event a third-party vessel approaches on a collision course.





CON

FAB

M28

12: Shipping & Navigation

In periods of poor visibility, especially in high-density shipping areas,
restrictions such as a temporary cessation of installation activity may be
considered to reduce the risk of collisions.





ShC

CR

M29

12: Shipping & Navigation

The cable will be buried along the route to a depth consistent with the
burial risk assessment. Where burial is not possible, external protection
measures, such as rock protection and cast iron shells, will be used to
protect the cable.





CON

FAB

M30

12: Shipping & Navigation

A depth of burial survey will be undertaken post-installation to ensure that
the cables have remained adequately buried.





FAB

MMO / SoG

M31

12: Shipping & Navigation

The appointed Contractor and FAB Link Ltd will liaise with the relevant
ports authorities regarding the risk of anchor dropping.





FAB / CON

M32

11: Commercial Fisheries
12: Shipping & Navigation

FAB Link will ensure that berm heights will not exceed 1.5m thereby
ensuring that chart datum is reduced by no more than 15% depending on
water depth.





CON / CON

14: Infrastructure & Other Users
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M33

14: Infrastructure & Other Users

At Budleigh Salterton, installation works at the landfall will not be
undertaken during July and August.





FAB / CON

MMO

M34

14: Infrastructure & Other Users

The duration of installation works on the beaches will be minimised as
much as practicable. Work areas will be appropriately demarcated and
warning signs will be erected. For any repair work post installation, local
authorities and residents will be informed and public notices placed at
various points close to the work site





CON

FAB

M35

14: Infrastructure & Other Users

During route design, the position of the Race Tidal Phase 1 site was taken
into consideration and in consultation with Race Tidal Ltd a deviation to
the route agreed to minimise impact on the project.





FAB

-

M36

15: Marine Archaeology

Preservation of archaeological remains in situ, as the primary option for
mitigation, can often be achieved through the implementation of
Archaeological Exclusion Zones (AEZs). Avoidance of the known A1
seabed receptor (7249) will occur with the application of a 75m AEZ
around the known extent of the site, prohibiting all project and related
activities within its boundary (illustrated on Figure 15-6). The Installation
Contractor will be required to take into account the location of the AEZ,
when determining final route configuration within the marine cable
corridor. Although the AEZ is fixed, provision will be made for it to evolve
or be removed (with the prior agreement of the relevant States of
Guernsey curator within the Culture and Leisure Department). To refine
the AEZ, the results of any pre-installation seabed survey (e.g. diver or
ROV) or geotechnical/geophysical survey will be inspected by a suitably
qualified archaeologist and/or geophysicist.





CON

CR

M37

15: Marine Archaeology

Where possible, the A2 geophysical anomalies will be avoided. Once the
Installation Contractor has determined the final route configuration within
the marine cable corridor, the anomalies will be revisited to determine
whether: they will be impacted by the route; and if an AEZ should be
established. It is possible that these anomalies could represent important
archaeological material, however, they may also represent modern debris
of no archaeological significance.





CON

CR

M38

15: Marine Archaeology

Preservation by record (i.e. archaeological excavation and recording prior
to an impact occurring) will offset disturbances to sites classified as A2,
where preservation in situ is not practicable. Sites that have been
destabilised, but not destroyed, may be re-stabilised and subject to
detailed analysis.





CON

CR
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CON

CR

M39

15: Marine Archaeology

A Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries (PAD) similar to the established
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries: Offshore Renewables Projects
(Wessex Archaeology and The Crown Estate 2014) and the Marine
Aggregate Industry Protocol for the Reporting of Finds of Archaeological
Interest (Wessex Archaeology 2005) will be established for the project.
The PAD provides a system for reporting and investigating unexpected
archaeological discoveries encountered during the course of the project.
The aim of the PAD is to reduce any adverse effects of the development
upon the historic environment by enabling FAB Link staff, contractors and
sub-contractors to report finds in a manner that is both convenient to their
every-day work and effective with regard to curatorial requirements.
Archaeological discoveries reported via the PAD may include submerged
prehistoric material, shipwreck material or aviation material. The PAD will
also make provision for the institution of temporary exclusion zones
around areas of possible archaeological interest, for prompt
archaeological advice and, if necessary, for archaeological inspection of
important features prior to further works in the area.





M40

15: Marine Archaeology

A number of palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential have
been identified along the study area, and sediments of archaeological and
palaeoenvironmental interest have been recovered within the
geotechnical samples. It is recommended that ten of these samples be
subject to Stage 2 geoarchaeological recording as listed in Table 15-5, to
further ascertain their nature and determine their archaeological potential.
Further details on the specific samples recommended for the Stage 2
assessment are listed in Appendix D - Marine Archaeological Technical
Report (Wessex Archaeology 2016). This selection of samples should
enable any identified palaeogeographic features of archaeological
potential to be investigated, alongside ground-truthing the interpretation of
the generalised stratigraphy of the study area outlined in Appendix D.





M41

6: Marine Processes

If HDD is not technically feasible at Budleigh Salterton, FAB Link Ltd will
provide early warning to bathers of a potential change in water quality
from trenching by erecting signs on the beach. The timing and content of
the warnings will be discussed with the Environment Agency.





FAB

-

M42

6: Marine Processes

FAB Link Ltd will require vessel contractors working in the nearshore to
share their oil spill pollution emergency plans with the Environment
Agency.





FAB

-
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The position and height of cable protection measures that reduce chart
datum by more than 5% will be communicated to the UKHO and KISORCA for inclusion on Admiralty Charts and fishermen’s awareness
charts (paper and electronic format) so that mariners are aware of the
location.

Applicable Jurisdiction

Responsibility

UK

Bailiwick of
Guernsey

Execution

Monitoring





FAB

-
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17. Conclusions

The Environmental Report provides a comprehensive assessment of the potential impacts of
the installation, maintenance and operation of FAB Link and sets out proposed mitigation
measures to avoid or reduce the level of impact to an acceptable level.
The package of migration measures will form the basis of a Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) to be implemented in the installation, maintenance and operation
of FAB Link.
Following the environmental appraisal of the residual effects on the physical, biological and
human environments, the following can be concluded:

17.1

17.2

General conclusions applicable to all jurisdictions
▪

The presence of the cable installation vessels will cause a temporary disturbance to
recreation, fishing and shipping activity in the vicinity of the marine cable corridor.

▪

The use of cable protection measures will be minimised by burial where possible and
rock protection will be designed to be overtrawlable. A cable burial plan will be produced
by the Installation Contractor outlining proposed method statements and cable protection
requirements for approval by the Regulator and discussion with fisheries stakeholders to
reduce/avoid disruption to fisheries interests as much as possible. Effective channels of
communication will be established and maintained between the appointed Installation
Contractor and commercial fishing interests. This will include the appointment of a
Fisheries Liaison Officer (FLO).

▪

The project will generate underwater noise which has the potential to cause disturbance
effects of minor significance to fish and marine mammals. Disturbance will be temporary,
only affecting individual animals and as such will not affect population viability.

▪

A minor, localised, but long-term effect from electromagnetic fields will be caused during
operation of the marine cables. This will cause a minor effect on the magnetic
compasses of ships, fishing boats and recreational vessels as they pass directly over the
marine cables, but will not interfere with navigational safety. Whilst certain fish and
mammal species are sensitive to electromagnetic fields no impact to prey location,
navigation or migration patterns are expected with the possible exception of localised
avoidance behaviour to be demonstrated in bottom dwelling species such as skates and
rays in close vicinity to the cable.

Conclusions specific to UK waters
▪

The main impacts associated with the project are predicted to be temporary disturbance
to the seabed during installation and maintenance, with the resultant minor effects on
benthic communities (small area of EC Habitats Directive Annex I listed habitat Maërl
beds) and fish species (including migratory crabs and protected fish species).

▪

Changes in water quality resulting from sediment plumes during installation or
maintenance of the marine cables will be within the normal environmental variability and
will not have a significant effect on the Offshore Shellfish Ltd aquaculture site.

▪

Nearshore and landfall installation works may have short-term impacts of negligible
significance on recreation and tourism. Installation works at Budleigh Salterton will not be
undertaken during July and August.

▪

The landfall at Budleigh Salterton is within the Dorset and East Devon World Heritage
Site and East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The integrity of the protected
sites will not be adversely affected by the proposed works.
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17.3

▪

There will be a section of the route of approximately 14.3km where, if burial in sediment is
not feasible, cable protection measures (rock berms and/or concrete mattresses) have
the potential to reduce water depth by up to 15% of chart datum. This will not impede
safe navigation.

▪

There will be no significant cumulative impacts with other existing and proposed marine
developments during both the installation and operation of the marine cables.

Conclusions specific to French EEZ
The main impacts associated with the project are predicted to be temporary disturbance to
the seabed during installation and maintenance, with the resultant minor effects on subtidal
benthic communities and fish species.

17.4

▪

The marine cable corridor lies within foraging distances of: European storm petrel and
great black backed gull from Iles Chausey SPA; European storm petrel, gannet and
lesser black backed gull from Archipel des Sept-Iles SPA; and lesser black backed gull
from Iles de Sain Marcouf SPA. The integrity of protected sites will not be affected by the
project.

▪

No palaeogeographic features of archaeological potential, wreck sites or aircraft sites
were identified within the marine cable corridor. A total of fourteen anomalies of
uncertain origin of possible archaeological interest where identified in the marine cable
corridor. Although no prehistoric features of archaeological potential were identified from
the geophysical and geotechnical assessment of this area, there is still potential for
derived prehistoric artefacts to be discovered within the lag gravel and seabed sediment
present across this section of the marine cable corridor. No significant residual effects
are predicted on known or potential archaeological assets with the mitigation measures in
place.

Conclusions specific to States of Guernsey and States of
Alderney territorial waters
▪

The main impacts associated with the project are predicted to be temporary disturbance
to the seabed during installation and maintenance, with the resultant minor effects on
intertidal and subtidal benthic communities and fish species. Residual effects of minor
significance were also identified for project activities within the Alderney South Banks.

▪

Disturbance of the common eelgrass Zostera marina bed in Longis Bay Nature Reserve,
which is of moderate ecological sensitivity, has the potential to have a residual impact of
moderate significance. Mitigation measures, including a no-trenching zone and an
environmental monitoring programme have been proposed to reduce the disturbance to
as low as reasonably practicable and monitor recovery of the bed post-construction.

▪

The landfall at Longis Bay is within the Longis Nature Reserve and the FA route passes
through the Alderney South Banks which although not officially protected is regarded as a
sensitive site. The integrity of protected sites will not be adversely affected.

▪

There will be a section of the route, approximately 1.2km north of Corblets Bay and
2.5km south of Longis Bay, where, if burial in sediment is not feasible, cable protection
measures (rock berms and/or concrete mattresses) have the potential to reduce water
depth by up to 15% of chart datum. This will not impede safe navigation.

▪

There is the potential that activities undertaken during installation of FAB Link could
interact with development activity at the Race Tidal site in a manner that increases the
significance of impacts on the environment. Race Tidal is being developed by Race Tidal
Ltd independently of FAB Link. FAB Link Ltd and Race Tidal Ltd will look for synergies
that will minimise cumulative impacts on the physical, biological and human environment.
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